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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 Frank Lloyd Wright was commissioned to design a residence in Venice, Italy, in 

1951 by Angelo and Savina Masieri. Angelo, a young Italian architect from Udine, 

admired Wright’s work, and he asked the American architect to design a house for 

himself and his wife in place of a vernacular house they owned along the Grand Canal. In 

the summer of 1952, the Masieris traveled to the United States to discuss the project with 

Wright. During the trip, however, they were involved in an automobile accident, and 

Angelo was killed. Upon her return to Italy, Savina Masieri wrote Wright with the news 

and asked that he continue with the project under different circumstances. 

 Wright designed a four-story residence and library for architecture students at the 

Istituto Universario di Architettura di Venezia (IUAV) according to Savina Masieri’s 

wishes. The building was to serve a social purpose as well as function as the seat of a 

foundation in Angelo’s honor, the Fondazione Masieri. Wright exhibited the design in 

New York City in May 1953 prior to receiving building permission in Venice. His 

misstep precipitated an international controversy that lasted into 1955. Traditionalists and 

modernists argued whether contemporary architecture was appropriate for the historic 

waterway through Venice. City officials in Venice ultimately rejected the project on the 

grounds that Wright’s design was aesthetically incompatible with the surrounding 

architectural environment. 

 The debate surrounding the Masieri Memorial ostensibly may have focused on 

Wright’s project, but in the larger view it addressed the issue of preserving and 

maintaining historic urban environments. Although several contemporary buildings had 
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been constructed in Venice prior to the Masieri Memorial debate, traditionalists were able 

to prevent many new constructions in the main urban areas of Venice. This conservative 

attitude toward the city’s preservation began to change in the 1970s, but in the 1950s 

Wright’s project was too progressive for many Venetians to consent to its construction. 

The legacy of the Masieri Memorial debate centers on the procedure contemporary 

architects and planners must take when designing buildings in historic urban 

environments, such as Venice, in numerous cities throughout the world. 
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Chronology of the Masieri Memorial 
 
June 8, 1867: Frank Lloyd Wright born in Spring Green, Wisconsin. 
 
July 21, 1899: Ernest Hemingway born in Oak Park, Illinois. 
 
December 6, 1921: Angelo Masieri born in Udine, Italy. 
 
June 1951: Frank Lloyd Wright arrives in Florence for the “Sixty Years of Living 
Architecture” exhibit. 
 
June 21, 1951: Wright awarded an honorary degree from IUAV at Palazzo Ducale in 
Venice; Wright meets Angelo Masieri. 
 
June 24, 1951: Inauguration of the “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” exhibit at 
Palazzo Strozzi in Florence. 
 
June 8, 1952: Angelo and Savina Masieri depart Italy for the United States to visit Wright 
and see a number of his buildings; Angelo neglects to inform Wright beforehand. 
 
Circa June 23, 1952: Angelo and Savina Masieri and their traveling companions, Gino 
Valle and Harriet DeKrafft Whitaker, arrive at Taliesin in Spring Green, Wisconsin. 
Wright is in New York City on business, and the party is urged to return there to meet 
with the architect. 
 
June 28, 1952: Angelo Masieri and Harriet DeKrafft Whitaker killed in an automobile 
accident near Bedford, Pennsylvania. Savina Masieri and Gino Valle are injured. 
 
December 19, 1952: Savina Masieri writes Wright about her husband’s death and 
requests that he accept the commission under changed circumstances; she encloses 
photographs of the site. 
 
December 30, 1952: Wright writes Savina Masieri to accept the commission and to 
inform her she can soon expect drawings. 
 
January 5, 1953: Wright declines an offer from Walter S. Blair, Director of the USIS in 
Venice, for an exhibit. 
 
January 10, 1953: Savina Masieri writes to thank Wright for accepting the commission. 
 
January 20, 1953: Wright completes the preliminary drawings. 
 
January 26, 1953: Wright sends a telegram to Savina Masieri requesting how he should 
submit the preliminary drawings to her. 
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January 28-29, 1953: Savina Masieri sends a telegram and then a letter to Wright with 
instructions to mail to drawings to the American Consulate in Venice. 
 
February 5, 1953: Wright notifies the American Consulate that he is sending architectural 
drawings to their office in Savina Masieri’s name; mails drawings that day. 
 
Circa February 10, 1953: Savina Masieri sends a telegram to Wright, notifying him that 
the drawings arrived. 
 
February 19, 1953: Wright writes Savina Masieri to explain his choice of materials and 
design program for the building. 
 
March 2, 1953: Savina Masieri writes Wright to express her pleasure with the drawings 
and explain that some difficulty was created to secure approval owing to the façade’s 
extending further out than the existing building. 
 
March 11, 1953: Wright writes Savina Masieri to explain that he will modify the design 
as necessary to secure proper approval. 
 
May 20, 1953: Paolo Masieri submits a copy of Wright’s plans, elevations, and 
perspective along with a set of drawings redrawn and labeled in Italian to the Comune di 
Venezia; the redrawn plans are labeled Fondazione Angelo Masieri; the drawings are 
submitted with a building plan permit application. 
 
May 26, 1953: publication of Aline Louchheim, “Wright Analyzes Architect’s Need” in 
The New York Times; first published reference to the Venetian project. 
 
May 27, 1953: inauguration of Wright’s exhibit at the American Academy of Arts and 
Letters in New York; the exhibit runs for one month and the Masieri Memorial is 
publicly exhibited for the first time. 
 
May 31, 1953: publication of Aline Louchheim, “Individual Architect: Frank Lloyd 
Wright Show Reveals Many Faces” in The New York Times; first instance of the 
preliminary perspective’s publication. 
 
June 1953: publication of a news brief on the Masieri Memorial by the USIS in the 
“Periodical Bulletin” without an accompanying illustration. 
 
June 6, 1953: publication of “Vuole costruire sul Canalgrande un palazzo in memoria del 
figlio” in Il Gazzettino. 
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June 16-17, 1953: publication of “L’architetto Wright costruirà un palazzo in 
Canalgrande?” in Il Gazzettino Sera; a photograph of Angelo Masieri and a photograph 
of Wright, Mrs. Wright, and Bruno Zevi accompany the article. 
 
June 26, 1953: Savina Masieri writes Wright about the emerging polemic and asks that he 
refrain from further publicizing the project. 
 
June 28, 1953: publication of “Un palazzo in Canal Grande progettato dall’arch. 
Wright” in Il Gazzettino. 
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July 5, 1953: publication of Antonio Cederna, “Wright s’adatta a Venezia” in L’Europeo. 
 
July 6, 1953: publication of Gino Aspes, “Polemiche sulla laguna per un ‘eretico’ 
palazzo di Wright” in Settimana Incom; a photograph of the building to Palazzo Balbi’s 
right is incorrectly labeled as the site for the proposed Fondazione Masieri. 
 
August 10, 1953: International News Photos of New York City sends Wright a telegram 
to request drawings of the proposed building for a newspaper publication. 
 
August 11, 1953: Wright replies by telegram to International News Photos that the 
drawings are not yet to be released. 
 
August 13, 1953: Harold J. Randall, Assistant Managing Editor of International News 
Photos, writes Wright to thank him for his response and to reiterate the agency’s interest 
in the project. 
 
October 7, 1953: Harold J. Randall again requests copies of the drawings from Wright. 
 
October 9, 1953: publication of an unsigned letter to the editor under the heading “Nuove 
costruzioni e voce di Venezia” in Il Gazzettino. 
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October 15, 1953: Bernard Berenson confides in his diary the “passionately discussed 
subject” of Wright’s proposed building and notes his disapproval. 
 
October 16, 1953: publication of Peter Quennell, “A Building in Venice” in The Times of 
London; introduction of the polemic in Great Britain. 
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of London. 
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London. 
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Venice” in The Times of London. 
 
October 30, 1953: publication of Gabriel Wolkoff, “A Building in Venice” in The Times 
of London. 
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copy of the Masieri Memorial perspective. 
 
November 1953: publication of “Organico a Venezia” in Metron. 
 
November 3, 1953: Antonio Lucarda writes Signor Spanio about Wright’s project and 
includes a list of people opposed to it. 
 
November 5, 1953: publication of Douglas Cooper, “A Building in Venice” in The Times 
of London. 
 
November 8, 1953: publication of “La palazzina di Wright pomo della…discordia” in Il 
Gazzettino. 
 
November 13, 1953: publication of Antonio Lucarda, “La palazzina di F. L. Wright” in Il 
Gazzettino. 
 
November 14, 1953: Wright replies to J. M. Richards, stating he cannot comply with his 
request due to the Masieri family’s wishes of avoiding additional publicity. 
 
November 16, 1953: publication of Frank Lloyd Wright, “A Building in Venice” in The 
Times of London in response to the debate. 
 
November 23, 1953: Luigi Valpecci (?) writes Signor Spanio about Wright’s project. 
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November 26, 1953: publication of “Il progetto di Wright un mistero da svelare” in Il 
Gazzettino. 
 
December 1953: publication of Elio Zorzi, “Ingiustificato allarme a Venezia per la nuova 
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Gazzettino. 
 
December 19, 1953: publication of Carlo Lotti, “Wright: zero a Michelangelo Venezia: 
dieci a Wright” in Minosse. 
 
December 19, 1953: Savina Masieri requests that Wright send a letter to the Syndic of 
Venice; she also indicates that progress has slowed owing to the polemic and that Bruno 
Zevi is planning a special issue of Metron dedicated to her late husband. 
 
December 28, 1953: Wright writes Savina Masieri to reassure her that the controversy 
will abate once the design is “received with grateful enthusiasm” in Italy; he includes a 
copy of his letter to the Syndic of Venice. 
 
December 28, 1953: Wright writes the Syndic of Venice about the ongoing debate; the 
letter in the Archivio Storico di Venezia’s files is stamped received on March 27, 1954. 
 
December 31, 1953: publication of “Sul progetto dell’arch. Wright il giudizio compete al 
Comune” in Il Gazzettino. 
 
January 1954: publication of Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti, “Lettura di Wright 1” in Critica 
d’Arte. 
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January 3, 1954: publication of “Un dente d’oro in bocca a Venere” in L’Europeo. 
 
January 23, 1954: Hemingway involved in an airplane crash in East Africa. 
 
January 24, 1954: Hemingway involved in a second airplane crash. 
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palazzo Wright” in Corriere della Sera. 
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April 12, 1954: Ernest E. Salviati writes Signor Spanio in support of Wright’s project; he 
includes a copy of his sketch that was published in The New York Times Magazine April 
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2, 1954 edition and a copy of “New Debate in Old Venice” that appeared in The New 
York Times on March 21, 1954. 
 
April 12, 1954: publication of “While Wright Burns” in Newsweek. 
 
April 13, 1954: Il Soprintendente alla Gallerie ed alle Opere d’arte di Venezia writes 
Professor Zampetti, the Direttore Ufficio Belle Arti di Venezia, about artistic patrimony 
of the site. 
 
April 14, 1954: Signor Spanio writes Savina Masieri to acknowledge receipt of the issue 
of Metron. 
 
April 14, 1954: Signor Spanio writes the Ministero degli Affari Esteri di Venezia to 
notify him of two recent articles in The New York Times concerning Wright’s project. 
 
April 14, 1954: publication of Filippo Sacchi, “Il dialogo dei sordi dall’una all’altra riva 
del Canale” in La Stampa. 
 
April 14, 1954: Henry Saylor writes Wright for information about the Venetian project 
and for a drawing of the building. 
 
April 16, 1954: Commissione Igiencio Edilizia meeting. 
 
April 19, 1954: publication of David A. Wilkie, “Wright House, Wrong City?” in Time. 
 
April 21, 1954: publication of Goffredo Bellonci, “Wright e il Canal Grande” in 
Giornale di Trieste. 
 
April 21, 1954: Commissione Edilizia meeting. 
 
April 21, 1954: Professor G. G. Zorzi of Trieste writes Signor Spanio regarding the 
“Istituto Masieri.” 
 
April 22, 1954: publication of “La palazzina di F. Wright alla Commissione d’Ornato” in 
Il Gazzettino. 
 
April 22, 1954: publication of “Venice Bars Wright’s Bid” in The New York Times. 
 
April 23, 1954: publication of “Building of Palazzo on Grand Canal—Decision Deferred” 
in The Times of London. 
 
April 24, 1954: publication of “Veneziani e Wright” in Minosse. 
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April 24, 1954: Wright consents to send color transparencies and advises Henry Saylor to 
review the recent issue of Metron. 
 
April 25, 1954: publication of Frances Bothine and Gabriel Wolkoff’s letter to the editor 
in The New York Times Magazine. 
 
April 25, 1954: Ernest E. Salviati writes Wright to offer his assistance in ensuring the 
project’s approval. 
 
April 26, 1954: Eugene Masselink mails photographs of the Masieri Memorial to Henry 
Saylor. 
 
April 28, 1954: Wright writes The Architectural Review, enclosing the “true subject 
matter” about the project for their consideration to publish with the request that if they 
are disinterested to forward the material to Savina Masieri. 
 
April 29, 1954: Wright replies to Ernest E. Salviati, but ignores his offer for assistance. 
 
May 1954: publication of “Question: Is Venice Ready for an FLLW Palazzo?” in 
Architectural Forum. 
 
May-June 1954: publication of Giovanni Michelucci, “Lettere: La casa sul Canal 
Grande” in Metron. 
 
May-June 1954: publication of Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti, “Notizie da Venezia” in Sele 
Arte. 
 
May-June 1954: publication of Ernesto N. Rogers, “Polemica per una polemica” in 
Casabella. 
 
May 1, 1954: publication of G. R., “La palazzina Wright alla Commissione di Edilizia ed 
Ornato—ed il ricordo di Pon. Pilato” in Minosse. 
 
May 3, 1954: publication of “New Railway Station at Venice—Adverse Comments on 
Modernity” in The Times of London. 
 
May 4, 1954: Henry Saylor writes Wright to ask about the status of the Venice project; he 
also writes Eugene Masselink, Wright’s secretary, to acknowledge receipt of the 
drawings and a guarantee of their immediate return after they are copied. 
 
May 5, 1954: Vittorio Wehrli of Milan writes Signor Spanio about Wright’s project. 
 
May 17, 1954: Wright informs Henry Saylor that the project is the subject of a heated 
debate in Venice. 
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May 20, 1954: Henry Saylor writes Eugene Masselink to notify him that he is returning 
the loaned photographs under separate cover and that he tentatively planned to publish 
the drawings in the July issue of the Journal of the American Institute of Architects; 
Saylor also requests relevant information about the project’s status and Angelo Masieri’s 
life and career. 
 
May 22, 1954: publication of a letter written by Maria Favai Kievits in the Dutch 
newspaper PS: Wekelijks bijvoegsel van Het Parool; a copy of the letter translated in 
Italian is forwarded to Signor Spanio. 
 
May 25, 1954: Signor Spanio writes Vittorio Wehrli to acknowledge his letter. 
 
May 26, 1954: Wright writes Henry Saylor to inform him that he agreed with the family 
to design the building as a memorial. 
 
May 29, 1954: publication of G. R., “Ancora la palazzina Wright” in Minosse. 
 
June 1, 1954: Henry Saylor writes Wright to thank him for the use of the drawings. 
 
June 6, 1954: Hemingway and his wife leave Genoa for Havana. 
 
June 8, 1954: publication of Bruno Zevi, “Una moderna Ca’ d’oro divide gli italiani” in 
L’Espresso. 
 
Summer 1954: publication of John Barrington Bayley, “Communications: Frank Lloyd 
Wright and the Grand Design” in Landscape: Magazine of Human Geography. 
 
July 1954: publication of Henry Saylor, “The Editor’s Asides” in The Journal of the 
American Institute of Architects. 
 
July 1954: publication of Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti, “Lettera di Wright 2” in Critica 
d’arte. 
 
July 2, 1954: Consiglio Comunali meeting; Wright’s project discussed. 
 
August-September 1954: publication of Mario Deluigi’s letter and Ernesto N. Rogers’ 
response in Casabella. 
 
June 24, 1955: Bruno Morassutti writes Wright to inform him the situation has become 
unfavorable and more complicated owing to the recent death of Paolo Masieri and the 
“persistent refusal of the neighbours to an agreement.” 
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July 11, 1955: Wright writes Bruno Morassutti to state he will modify the façade to 
remove the city officials’ objections. 
 
September 16, 1955: Bruno Morassutti submits revised building plans to the Sindaco del 
Comune di Venezia. 
 
October 20, 1955: Eugenio Mizzoli, Direzione Lavori e Servizi Tecnici Sezione Edilizia, 
submits a report to the Comune di Venezia; it is stamped received on November 9, 1955 
 
November 15, 1955: Venice’s Artistic and Technical Commission rejects the project and 
sends its report to the Consiglio Comunali. 
 
November 15, 1955: the Associated Press requests a statement from Wright about his 
reaction to his project’s rejection; he declares “if the report is true the tourists win.” 
 
November 16, 1955: publication of “Wright Design Rejected by Venetian Commission” 
in The New York Times. 
 
November 18, 1955: Consiglio Comunali meeting; Wright’s project officially rejected. 
 
November 19, 1955: publication of “Mr. Frank Lloyd Wright’s Venice Palazzo—New 
Plans Submitted” in The Times of London. 
 
January 6, 1956: William Delano, an architect in New York City, writes Wright on behalf 
of Mrs. Truxton Beale, who has requested a rendering of the Masieri Memorial. 
 
January 17, 1956: Wright drafts a letter to William Delano, stating he will comply with 
Mrs. Truxton Beale’s request, but he does not mail the letter. 
 
January 18, 1956: Wright acknowledges William Delano and states that he will soon send 
the drawing to him for Mrs. Truxton Beale. 
 
February 29, 1956: Josephine Manning, William Delano’s secretary, writes Wright to 
inform him that the drawing has not been received and that Mrs. Truxton Beale would 
like the revised perspective. 
 
March 5, 1956: Eugene Masselink writes Josephine Manning to inform her that a color 
transparency of the Masieri Memorial was mailed a week earlier. 
 
March 7, 1956: William Delano writes Wright to thank him for the transparency on 
behalf of his “Venetian protectress,” Mrs. Truxton Beale. 
 
April 9, 1959: Wright dies in Phoenix, Arizona. 
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July 2, 1961: Hemingway dies in Ketchum, Idaho. 
 
1962: Savina Masieri commissions Valeriano Pastor to redesign the building’s interior; 
the Consiglio Comunali rejects the plan. 
 
September 1968: Savina Masieri commissions Carlo Scarpa to redesign the building’s 
interior; the Consiglio Comunali rejects the plan. 
 
October 1969: Scarpa submits a revised plan, which is also rejected. 
 
December 1969: Scarpa submits a third plan and receives permission to commence the 
restoration of the building’s interior. 
 
1970-1971: Scarpa begins the restoration of the building’s interior; during the 
preliminary stages of restoration large portions of the exterior’s stucco fall off and the 
Consiglio Comunali orders a halt to further work until the damage is restored. 
 
1973: Scarpa receives permission from the Consiglio Comunali to recommence the 
interior restoration. 
 
November 28, 1978: Scarpa dies in Japan; his assistants Franca Semi and Carlo 
Maschietto assume the task of finalizing the project. 
 
March 1983: Franca Semi and Carlo Maschietto complete the project and the Fondazione 
Masieri officially becomes a reality, although the building is never used for its intended 
purpose. 
 
1983-1996: Fondazione Masieri serves as the seat of the IUAV Projects Archive and site 
for architectural exhibits and lectures. 
 
1996: IUAV acquires the building and inaugurates the IUAV Servizi Immobiliari (ISI), 
an organization of property management. 
 
1999: ISI reorganizes, changes its name to IUAV Servizi e Progetti (ISP), and becomes a 
research center for urban planning. 
 
2003: IUAV Servizi e Progetti is renamed IUAV Studi e Progetti. 
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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION: THE MASIERI MEMORIAL DEBATE 
 
 

Thesis Statement 
 
 Frank Lloyd Wright’s Masieri Memorial (1953) was projected for a site along the 

Grand Canal in Venice, Italy, as a studio and residence for architectural students at the 

Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia (IUAV). Wright was commissioned to 

design the building in remembrance of Angelo Masieri, a young Italian architect who 

admired Wright’s work and had died in America while following a Wrightian dream 

(Figure 1). Although Wright intended the Masieri Memorial to serve the socially useful 

purpose of housing architectural students, the project aroused an international 

controversy concerning its site, a prominent location on the Grand Canal, and its 

architect, the American octogenarian Frank Lloyd Wright. The debate’s focal point 

centered on the appropriateness of architectural change in Venice, specifically the 

integration of abstract forms in the city’s ancient fabric. Malice from foreigners and 

Italians alike undermined Wright’s efforts. 
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Figure 1: Perspective, Masieri Memorial, Venice, Italy (project, 1953). Frank Lloyd 
Wright, architect. Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank 
Lloyd Wright Foundation. 
 

 The attitude and the success of the protagonists was to be repeated in the decades 

following with the failure of subsequent projects by great international architects, such as 

Le Corbusier’s Venice Hospital (1964) and Louis I. Kahn’s “Palazzo dei Congressi” 

(1968-74). The latter architect was at least warned of the problems ahead. 

 Why did these architects fail? Does the Masieri Memorial’s legacy reveal a range 

of cultural, bureaucratic, and special interest issues that threaten not only future projects 
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in Venice by foreigners, but create, through globalization, similar responses in other far 

flung cities in years to come? 

 

Outline of the Masieri Memorial Debate 

 Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959), the American architect of international renown, 

received an Italian commission in the summer of 1951 to design a residence in Venice on 

a site facing the Grand Canal. In June 1951, Wright traveled to Florence and Venice for 

the inauguration of his “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” exhibit. Angelo Masieri 

(1921-52) and his wife Savina (1925- ) introduced themselves to Wright and discussed 

their wish for a Wright house for themselves in Venice.1 The site was significant as it 

formed the central point in the ensuing heated debate. The Masieris owned the three-story 

vernacular house in poor condition that was erected on the site in the late seventeenth or 

early eighteenth centuries (Figure 2).2 Casa Masieri stands adjacent to the Baroque 

sixteenth-century Palazzo Balbi (1582-90), designed by Alessandro Vittoria (1524-1608) 

(Figure 3).3 Ca’ Foscari (begun circa 1452), a Late Venetian Gothic palazzo, stands 

diagonally opposite Palazzo Balbi and Casa Masieri (Figure 4).4 Rio Nuovo, a canal that 

links the Santa Lucia Railway Station (1934, 1952-55) and Piazzale Roma more directly 

                                                           
1 Neil Levine, The Architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 374. 
 
2 Elena Bassi, Palazzi di Venezia (Venice: La Stamperia di Venezia, 1976), 125. Luca Carlevarijs (1663-
1730) was the first Italian painter to specialize in Venetian views. Palazzo Balbi (circa 1703) shows the 
adjacent vernacular house where Angelo and Savina Masieri lived in the early 1950s and is perhaps the 
earliest known image of the house. 
 
3 Umberto Franzoi and Mark Smith, The Grand Canal (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, 
2001), 59. 
 
4 Richard Goy, Venice: The City and its Architecture (London: Phaidon, 1997), 262-263. 
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to the center of the Grand Canal, flows between the two great palazzi. The intersection of 

the Grand Canal and Rio Nuovo, referred to as in volta di canal, forms the first major 

bend and is a cultural significant site on the Grand Canal. The in volta di canal marks the 

ending point for the annual regatta and serves as the location for the temporary pavilion 

(macchina) to award prizes and flags (Figure 5). As one travels on the water from the 

Accademia Bridge (1932) toward the bend, it also provides an unobstructed view of 

Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari (completed in 1433), a church that rises in the distance 

behind Palazzo Balbi.5 The Masieris wanted the ancient house replaced by a house of 

Wright’s design. In the summer of 1952, they traveled to the United States to further 

discuss their plans with the architect. While traveling in Pennsylvania, they were 

involved in an automobile accident. Angelo Masieri was killed, and his wife suffered 

severe injuries. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
5 Canaletto, Views of Venice. Engraved by Antonio Visentini. Introduction and Descriptive Texts by J. G. 
Links (New York: Dover Publications, 1971), 40-41. 
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Figure 2: Casa Masieri, circa 1954. Courtesy The Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, 
Scottsdale, AZ. 
 

 

Figure 3: Palazzo Balbi at right. The tower of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari rises behind 
Palazzo Balbi in the distance. Photograph by author. 
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Figure 4: Ca’ Foscari at left. Rio Nuovo flows between Ca’ Foscari and Casa Masieri 
(center). Photograph by author. 
 

 

Figure 5: Canaletto, “La Regata sul Canal Grande” (1730). Palazzo Balbi can be seen at 
the left, where the macchina is constructed. Source: Canaletto, Views of Venice. Engraved 
by Antonio Visentini. Introduction and Descriptive Texts by J. G. Links (New York: 
Dover Publications, 1971). Courtesy of Dover Publications. 
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 In December 1952, after her return to Italy, Savina Masieri wrote to Wright to 

inform him of her husband’s death and express her desire that he continue with their 

project under changed circumstances. She and her in-laws presented Wright with two 

options: to design a private apartment building to house two to four students from IUAV, 

or to design a hostel/studio for sixteen to twenty architectural students. Wright selected 

the second option and proceeded with the design. Unfortunately, his acceptance of 

Savina’s request to design a building at in volta di canal caused an international furor of 

such magnitude that Venetian city officials were persuaded to reject the project.6 

 Although the Masieri Memorial was never built to Wright’s design, the Italian 

architect Carlo Scarpa (1906-78) completing the project, it nonetheless represents a 

significant episode in Wright’s career. The long-term importance of the project is evident 

in its Venetian legacy and the gradual public acceptance of inviting foreign architects to 

submit design proposals for the city.7 Considered by some as “one of the more burning 

defeats to the Italian architectonic culture of the post-war period,”8 the unexecuted 

Masieri Memorial continued a historical debate among Venetians and foreigners over the 

appropriateness of “modern” construction in Venice. 

                                                           
6 Levine, Architecture of Wright, 374-383. 
 
7 “Venice Preserved,” Architectural Review 205, no. 1228 (June 1999): 19. Frank O. Gehry, a Canadian-
born American architect, submitted a proposal to extend Marco Polo Airport, while the English architect 
David Chipperfield proposed to enlarge San Michele cemetery. Santiago Calatrava, a Spanish architect and 
sculptor, designed a new bridge to span the Grand Canal, and the Venetian architect Alberto Cecchetto 
designed a new port terminal at Fusina. 
 
8 Massimo Bortolotti, ed., Angelo Masieri, architetto: 1921-1952 (Udine: Arti grafiche friuliane, 1995), 53. 
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 After the liberation of Venice from Austria in October 1866 and its incorporation 

into the Kingdom of Italy, Venetians responded to an urgent sense to modernize their 

city. In particular, town planning and public health issues, such as improved sewage 

systems, lighting, housing, air circulation, and clean water, were studied. Construction of 

new buildings, however, met with opposition from the conservative lobby, which 

repudiated modernism in favor of traditionalism.9 By the early 1950s when Wright 

received the commission from the Masieris, a long-standing tradition of antagonism 

toward modern construction in certain areas of Venice was entrenched. 

 Since the end of the Second World War, city officials had permitted the 

construction of banal examples of modern architecture in Venice while architectural 

expressions of individualism were contested and blocked. The proposed Masieri 

Memorial represented one of many examples of the conflict between traditionalists and 

modernists over the issue of new construction in the city.10 Wright’s project was widely 

considered an opportunistic moment by both factions. The former perceived a defeat of 

the project would ensure that the status quo would be maintained, whereas the latter 

believed the completion of Wright’s building would serve as a touchstone for future 

                                                           
9 Margaret Plant, Venice: Fragile City, 1797-1997 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 168-172. 
 
10 Ibid. Among the precedent examples that occurred prior to the Masieri Memorial debate, several 
proposed or actualized alterations to the Venetian urban environment caused tremendous controversies. For 
example, A. E. Neville, an engineer from England, was commissioned to erect the iron Accademia Bridge 
in 1854; it was demolished in 1932 (147). The construction of a sarcophagus for Daniele Manin, the leader 
of a Venetian revolution against Austria in 1848, twenty years after his death was built outside the walls of 
Basilica San Marco at the Church’s insistence (159-160). Annibale Forcellini’s iron-roofed market with 
open colonnades was erected in 1884 along the Grand Canal, only to be demolished in 1907 (170). After 
the collapse of the Campanile of San Marco in 1902, the leading Viennese architect, Otto Wagner, 
proposed to rebuild the structure in the modern Secessionist style (234-238). However, it was reconstructed 
exactly as it originally appeared. 
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projects within the city. Individuals who assumed any position along the spectrum of 

Venetian preservation, blocking new construction, unwaveringly opposing any changes 

to its urban fabric, were traditionalists. In contrast, modernists advocated a harmonious 

architectural development, binding Venice’s rich and varied architectural past with its 

emerging future. According to the architectural historian Ellen Soroka, the essence of the 

Venetian preservation debate “is not a question of whether to modernize Venice, but 

rather how to do it.”11 

 As the controversy—which the Italian press described as a polemic—gained 

momentum, individuals within Italy and abroad lent their voices to the debate on whether 

or not to erect the building. Members from each camp waged a lengthy verbal battle 

during the polemic, and their arguments covered a wide scope of issues. Traditionalists 

argued that the sacrosanct Grand Canal is untouchable; that foreign architects could not 

understand Venice well enough to build in that city; that “modern” architecture is 

incompatible with earlier styles; that the loss of a single building, even a vernacular home 

along the Grand Canal, would permanently alter the waterway’s aesthetic beauty 

negatively; that the views of Venice portrayed in the works of such artists as Luca 

Carlevarijs (1663-1730) and Giovanni Antonio Canal (1688-1768), better known as 

Canaletto, represent an artistic patrimony worthy of preserving; and that it is 

inconceivable to permit a perceived “modern glass and marble” building to obstruct the 

view of the Church of the Frari from the Grand Canal. 

                                                           
11 Ellen Soroka, “Restauro in Venezia.” Journal of Architectural Education 47, no. 4 (May 1994): 229. 
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 Modernists, in sharp contrast, argued that Wright’s building would enhance the 

aesthetic quality of the in volta di canal environment; that his principles of organic 

architecture were sensitive and appropriate to the unique Venetian canalscape; that the 

proposed building’s massing would barely exceed that of the existing Casa Masieri, and 

thus not obstruct the view of the Frari apse and tower; that Wright had indeed designed in 

the spirit of Venice and his building was in harmony with the historic environment; that it 

would serve a social purpose, namely housing architecture students from IUAV; that 

Wright was a worthy architect acknowledged enthusiastically by the Venetians in 1951; 

and an architect who understood the uniqueness of environments like Venice, as 

demonstrated by the tremendous general acceptance of such designs as the Imperial Hotel 

in Japan and Fallingwater at home, one who possessed sufficient sensitivity to locate a 

building there. From 1953 to 1955, publications in Italy, Great Britain, and the United 

States printed articles, essays, and letters in support of and in opposition to the proposed 

building. The controversy attracted the attention of professional and lay supporters and 

critics from these countries; their opinions helped to introduce a layer of public and 

professional disagreement that thoroughly compromised the project. 

 Other background issues also undermined the project. During the postwar era, the 

United States exerted considerable political and financial pressure on its Western allies to 

rebuild their nations according to American expectations. The United States decision to 

lean on its war partners had been taken during the Second World War. Failure for any 

foreign government to comply would have resulted in a loss of American military and 

financial support. In addition to political pressure, American citizens who loved Venice 
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began to return to the city after long absences and, like Marie Oge Truxton Beale, raised 

money for the preservation of Venice’s monuments. The combination of American 

political pressure on Italy, the inflow of tourist dollars, and the preservation efforts by 

foreigners played a significant contributing role to the rejection of the Masieri Memorial. 

 

Interest Groups of the Masieri Memorial Debate 

Venetians 

 Within Venice itself, Wright’s project incurred intense public interest. The 

public’s interest in the project was not limited strictly to Venice. Residents in Milan, 

Rome, Genoa, and elsewhere in Italy followed the polemic in the newspapers, especially 

during the controversy’s early stages when misinformation permeated the press. When 

the public first learned that Wright intended to build on the Grand Canal, various rumors 

spread, including one that he had designed a hotel for the Hilton chain.12 Gossip and 

hearsay was largely untrue and subject to exaggeration. Regardless of the distortions 

about the project circulating among the Venetian populace, the story remained a much-

discussed topic for three years. 

 Bruno Zevi (1918-2000), an internationally renowned architect, critic, and 

theorist, served on the faculty at IUAV during the Masieri Memorial polemic. Among 

those who supported Wright’s project and worked to ensure its fruition, Zevi contributed 

a considerable amount of time and effort. At the polemic’s height, he summed up the 

                                                           
12 Interview with Josephine Jardin, April 23, 2004. Jardin, who was born in 1923 in Genoa, immigrated to 
the United States in 1953. She recalled and elaborated upon the Italian public’s consternation over the 
prospect of a Hilton Hotel standing on the Grand Canal. 
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Italian public’s widespread interest in the project when he wrote, “Chi non ha scritto o 

parlato sull’argomento? Chi non si sente preparatissimo a sostenere, fino all’ultima 

goccia di sangue, l’intangibilità del Canal Grande, oppure a rivendicare, costi quell che 

costi, i diritti dell’arte moderna anche nelle città monumentali?” [Who has not written or 

spoken of this argument? Who does not feel ready to support up to the last drop of blood 

the untouchability of the Grand Canal, or to call in, no matter how much it costs, the 

rights of modern art in monumental cities?]13 Among Venetians in particular, Zevi  

suggested, the division between those who supported the project and those who opposed 

it appeared so bitter that any measure would be attempted to ensure the Grand Canal’s 

sacrosanctity or the “rights of modern art in monumental cities.” Overall, it appeared that 

a greater percentage of the Venetian public held an unfavorable opinion toward the 

project. This negative view can probably be traced to the misinformation and rumors that 

circulated. Zevi noted that aspect when he wrote, “Persino in treno ti senti domandare: 

‘che ne pensa del progetto di Wright? non è uno scandalo?’” [Even on the train you hear 

this question: “What do you think of Wright’s project? Is it not a scandal?”]14 

 Bernard Berenson (1865-1959), the Italian Renaissance art critic and American 

expatriate residing in Florence, privately noted, “Wherever I go the subject passionately 

discussed is the plan of the American architect Lloyd Wright [sic] for a palazzina to be 

                                                           
13 Bruno Zevi, “Una moderna ca’ d’oro divide gli italiani: la palazzina di Wright ‘in volta de canal’” [A 
modern Ca’ d’Oro divides the Italians: Wright’s palazzina ‘in volta de canal’]. Cronache di architettura: 
Da Wright sul Canal Grande alla Chapelle de Ronchamp (Bari: Laterza, 1970), 51. Zevi’s essay was 
originally published in the June 8, 1954 issue of Cronache, a publication that Zevi regularly contributed 
essays on architecture. 
 
14 Ibid. 
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built on the Canal Grande, just where it makes a curve, so that it would be visible from a 

long way off.”15 Neither Zevi nor Berenson clearly comment on whether either heard 

statements in support of as well as against the project, but each suggests that many people 

considered it a scandal and spoke of it passionately. Thus, according to Zevi and 

Berenson, many people discussed the topic as they went about their daily business, which 

suggests the Masieri polemic captured and held the public’s interest for some time. 

 

Traditionalists 

 As mentioned above, those individuals who advocated the maintenance of the 

status quo in Venice and, in particular, opposed any alteration along the Grand Canal 

formed the traditionalists. This group was comprised of individuals from Italy, especially 

Venice, Great Britain, and the United States. In general, traditionalists were considered 

“lovers of Venice” for their heritage within an enduring community, in particular of 

foreigners, who took an unusually sensitive interest in the city and its preservation.16 This 

notion is evident in the preservation efforts undertaken in Venice by foreign 

organizations. The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, founded in Great 

Britain by William Morris (1834-96) in 1877, worked to preserve England’s historic 

                                                           
15 Bernard Berenson, The Passionate Sightseer: From the Diaries, 1947-1956 (New York: Simon and 
Schuster and Harry N. Abrams, 1960), 48. Berenson wrote this observation in his diary on October 15, 
1953. 
 
16 Robert C. Davis and Garry R. Marvin, Venice, The Tourist Maze: A Cultural Critique of the World’s 
Most Touristed City (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 213-219. 
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buildings.17 Within two years after its founding, the Society established the St. Mark’s 

Committee. This organization was the first international body designed to influence 

aesthetic guidelines in Venice.18 In 1899, a contemporary Italian organization, La Società 

per l’Arte Pubblica in Venezia, was founded “to comment on any aspect of the city or the 

lagoonscape[,]” in particular the “expanded and polemicised agenda for demolition, 

housing and the preservation of ‘local colour.’”19 Thus, by the late nineteenth century, a 

concerted effort aimed at preserving Venice’s architectural heritage had commenced on 

the local and international levels and would gain momentum throughout the twentieth 

century.20 

 The historical movement predicated upon Venetian preservation appealed to 

Italians and foreigners alike. Specifically, the response among traditionalists to Wright’s 

proposed building bears witness to this notion. Roberto Papini (1883-1957), a professor 

of architectural history and an architectural critic, and Antonio Cederna (1920-96), an 

archaeologist and preservationist, published harsh attacks against the project. Peter 

Quennell (1905-93), an essayist and co-editor of the English journal History Today, and 

the critic J. M. Richards (1907-92) of The Architectural Review introduced the polemic to 

                                                           
17 Norman Williams Jr., Edmund H. Kellogg, and Frank B. Gilbert, eds., Readings in Historic 
Preservation: Why? What? How? (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Center for Urban Policy Research, 1983), 
29. 
 
18 Davis and Marvin, Venice, Tourist Maze, 214. 
 
19 Plant, Venice: Fragile City, 239. 
 
20 Davis and Marvin, Venice, Tourist Maze, 220-236. In response to the great flood of Venice on November 
4, 1966, a number of international preservation organizations were established partly under the auspices of 
UNESCO. The Association of Private Committees (APC) works with Venetian officials. Britain’s Venice 
in Peril, America’s Save Venice, and France’s Comité Français pour la Sauvegarde de Venise are among 
the most active organizations, although eleven nations have established their own committees. 
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the British public through their published essays. Berenson expressed the essence of the 

traditionalists’ point of view regarding Venice’s immutable environment when he 

declared privately that he “would…not have a square inch of surface on the Doge’s 

palace, or St. Mark’s changed.”21 Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961) supported the 

traditionalist cause against Wright with his own attack on the project. The writings of 

George Gordon, Lord Byron (1788-1824) and John Ruskin (1819-1900) and the paintings 

of J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851), steeped in the tradition of Romanticism, introduced to a 

cultured public an image of Venice in decline, a city that simultaneously exists in reality 

and the imagination. Camillo Boito (1836-1914), a native of Rome who came of age in 

Venice, was among the first Italians to introduce “sustained pleas for arresting the 

disappearance of old Venice.” In an article he published in the Nuova Antologia in 1872 

and his Carta del Restaura (1883), which was the first such publication to outline the 

“foundations of Italian restoration and preservation in Venice,” Boito “argued not just for 

the importance of historic buildings and sympathetic renewal through conservation, but 

for the totality of Venice as a landscape.”22 

 The restoration and preservation position advocated by Boito found currency in 

the concepts of venezianità and dov’era, com’era. Venezianità emerged during the 

nineteenth-century “debate concerning picturesque Venice and the retention of its low-

key, but characteristic areas.” Primarily, venezianità is the result of a “cult of 
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Venetianness in over-production, as if to forestall loss…[through] an over-mixing of 

elements from past local styles.”23 Building projects in the 1890s and well into the 

twentieth century witnessed a “[renewal of] Italian architecture through attention to 

medieval sources” that respected the Venetian environment (ambiente) and “led to the 

most visible exercises in venezianità.”24 Likewise, the concept of dov’era, com’era—

“where it was, as it was”—contributed to the conservationist perspective by emerging as 

a defiant slogan against modernism.25 

 The impetus for this concept occurred after the collapse of the Campanile of San 

Marco on July 14, 1902. The city’s “loyalty to its beloved monument” compelled the 

Venetian mayor to state that very day that the campanile would be rebuilt exactly as it 

had been.26 This precedent would have long-term consequences. In the early twentieth 

century, Venetian civic officials wrote dov’era, com’era into its local laws “to be invoked 

by implication with every restoration, and in the face of every disaster”—an implication 

that suggested “modernism must always be held at bay.”27 This de facto rule became an 

actual law only in April of 1973 with the passage of Interventi per la salvaguardia di 

Venezia (Interventions for the protection of Venice). The new legislation was enacted to 

codify and manage the restoration and rehabilitation of the city’s historic center.28 
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Modernists 

 Wright’s project gained support within Italy and abroad primarily among 

modernists. In the scope of the polemic, these individuals formed the minority opinion, 

yet their arguments were intelligent, insightful, and comprehensive. Wright gained his 

greatest support from members of the IUAV faculty. Under the directorship of Giuseppe 

Samonà (1898-1983), instructors such as Bruno Zevi, Carlo Scarpa, Giovanni Astengo 

(1915-90), Bruno Morassutti (1920- ), and Giancarlo De Carlo (1919- ), among others, 

transformed IUAV “into a stronghold of progressive activity” after the Second World 

War.29 Vittorio Gregotti pointed out that “[a]fter 1948 the old academic leaders resumed 

control in the schools [of architecture], except the Venice School of Architecture.”30 In 

particular, the theories and methodologies espoused by Alvar Aalto (1898-1976), Le 

Corbusier (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris, 1887-1965), and Wright were 

enthusiastically embraced among the faculty. Beyond the School of Architecture, 

individuals such as Sergio Bettini (1905-86), the acclaimed Italian Renaissance art critic, 

and Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti (1910-87), an art critic and director of the Studio Italiano 

di Storia dell’Arte (Center for the History of Italian Art), lent their support to Wright’s 

Venetian project. In large part, their championing of Wright was the direct result of their 

respect for his work. However, their support also resulted from an awareness of the 
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significance of the proposed project. Among his Italian supporters, Wright’s Masieri 

Memorial represented one of the numerous “crises” that characterized Italian architecture 

in the twentieth century.31 The battle over “modern” architecture within historic centers 

(centri storici) emerged during the postwar reconstruction of Italy, and Wright’s 

supporters perceived an opportunity to press their case with the completion of the Masieri 

Memorial. 

 The modernists, particularly within Italy, embraced Wright’s principles of organic 

architecture and prioritized these principles in their theories and practices. Wright’s basic 

essence of organic architecture—“A desire for simplicity that would yield a broader, 

deeper comfort…[through] Organic simplicity…producing significant character in the 

ruthless but harmonious order…call[ed] nature”—intrigued many postwar Italian 

architects.32 Wright’s Italian admirers discovered in his architectural philosophies the 

opportunity to introduce a new design language to their country. Zevi’s efforts provide 

the clearest examples of the organic movement in Italy, although an entire community of 

architects promoted Wright’s principles. Immediately after the Second World War, Zevi 

performed three interrelated acts in support of the organic movement. He was 

instrumental in founding the Associazione per l’architettura organica (APAO) 

[Association for Organic Architecture], an organization with chapters throughout Italy 

dedicated to the principles of organic building. His Verso un’architettura organica 

(1945) [Towards an Organic Architecture (1950)], originally published in Italian and 
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then translated into English, introduced to Italian readers many of their first impressions 

of Wright’s Prairie Style designs and the concepts inherent in his methodology whereby 

materials, form, and site are interconnected to create an organic composition.33 Finally, 

he established Metron, a journal dedicated to organic architecture.34 Zevi’s efforts 

contributed to the strength and promulgation of the organic movement in Italy and 

revitalized the modern movement in his country after the decline of the Fascist 

Rationalist movement. 

 In addition to these efforts, perhaps Zevi’s most tangible example of support for 

the organic movement occurred in late May and early June of 1951 with the premier in 

Florence of Wright’s “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” exhibit. Zevi placed a great 

importance on the exhibit and proclaimed Wright as “the greatest artistic genius of our 

century, and one of the greatest of history.” Wanting to ensure that readers of Metron 

understood his perspective, Zevi noted, “Che cosa significhi una mostra di Wright non 

solo in Italia ma in Europa, ogni architetto e ogni persona colta comprende” [Every 

architect and person of culture understands the significance of an exhibit of Wright’s 

work not only in Italy but also in Europe.]35 Many Italian architects, especially those who 

were in the early years of their careers such as Masieri, enthusiastically embraced the 

exhibit and gained much insight into the organic movement while listening to Wright 
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conduct impromptu lectures during his stay in Florence and Venice.36 Wright’s visit to 

Italy contributed much to the credibility of his supporters and energized the organic 

movement. The exhibit was very successful, and Wright’s reputation in Italy was very 

high in the early 1950s as a result of the show and the efforts of his supporters. 

 Consequently, Wright gained a great deal of new respect and appreciation in Italy. 

This support tended to come from architects and cultured people, as Zevi noted, with the 

most intense support coming from intellectual circles. However, Wright’s design 

language and views on architecture did not appeal to all Italians. Whereas the 

traditionalists were comprised of individuals outside the Italian architectural community, 

the modernists derived primarily from within it. 

 

The Tourist Industry 

 The role of the tourist industry in Venice contributed significantly in the Masieri 

Memorial polemic. American and British tourism bureaus threatened to remove Venice 

from their itineraries if a “modern, and especially a Frank Lloyd Wright, building be built 

on the historic Grande Canal.”37 In turn, the Venetian tourism bureau pressured the 

Masieri family to abandon the project. When Savina Masieri remonstrated that she was 

committed to ensuring the project’s completion, city officials heeded the tourism 

bureau’s objections, which led them “to accept the threat and dismiss the Frank Lloyd 
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Wright project.”38 The pressure was tremendous, and Venice’s reputation as a tourist 

destination, playground, and escape, which began in the late seventeenth century, could 

not be risked.39 As twentieth century tourism evolved into one of Venice’s primary 

economic activities, the city increasingly prioritized its significance. An unreal quality 

developed to the point that the actual and the artificial were blurred so drastically that one 

commentator noted 

there is no use pretending that the tourist Venice is not the real Venice, which is 
possible with other cities—Rome or Florence or Naples. The tourist Venice is 
Venice: the gondolas, the sunsets, the changing light, Florian’s, Quadri’s, 
Torcello, Harry’s Bar, Murano, Burano, the pigeons, the glass beads, the 
vaporetto. Venice is a folding picture-post-card of itself.40 

 
 
 Thus, in the postwar era, tourism represented more than the city’s primary source 

of income. In 1949, Venice’s Christian Democrat mayor Giovanni Ponti declared that 

“tourism is ‘the bread’ of Venice.”41 Consequently, city officials permitted the 

construction of banal versions of modern architecture, especially hotels, to accommodate 

Venice’s popularity as a tourist destination. Wright’s proposed building was perceived as 

a threat to local tourism, and city officials were aware of this negative perception. 

 Venetian hotels were expanding and modernizing within the upper zone of the 

Grand Canal in the city’s historic core. Regarding this commitment to tourism in the 

immediate years after the Second World War, “the worst crimes were the crimes for 
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tourists, the extensions to hotels built on prime sites.”42 Several examples are noteworthy. 

A mutually beneficial arrangement between local politics and the pre-First World War 

hotel monopoly, the Compagnia Italiana dei Grandi Alberghi (CIGA), reaffirmed 

Venice’s commitment to tourism through the expansion of the hotel industry. The 

postwar rebuilding and extensions, however, exhibited a “wanton lack of sympathy for 

adjacent edifices.”43 The extension of the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald (1949-54), contracted 

by Marino Meo (1910-83), was a “modernist wing…arrogantly defiant of its context and 

brutally modernist in its plainness beside the church of San Moisè, the most extravagant 

façade in Venice” (Figures 6, 7).44 Similarly, the “bland, over-regularised” addition to the 

Danieli Hotel (1946-48), contracted by Virgilio Vallot (1901-82), “remains particularly 

offensive in its crude Modernism, entirely misplaced beside the original Gothic palace 

[Palazzo Dandolo]” (Figure 8).45 Although the decorum was retained and the exterior 

unchanged, the Gritti Palace Hotel reopened its doors to tourists in 1948 in the fifteenth-

century palazzo once owned by Doge Andrea Gritti.46 As these examples demonstrate, 

the self-interest of the tourist industry influenced the direction of poorly designed, new 
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construction in the upper zone of the Grand Canal, an area considered one of the most 

architecturally untouchable within the city. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Hotel Bauer-Grünwald extension (1949-54). Marino Meo, architect. Photograph 
by author. 
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Figure 7: Chiesa di San Moisè (begun in 1668). Alessandro Tremignon, architect. The 
Hotel Bauer-Grünwald stands to the right of San Moisè. Photograph by author. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 8: Hotel Danieli (1946-48). Virgilio Vallot, architect. Photograph by author. 
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 Contemporary architectural edifices had begun to appear in Venice during the 

1920s, and “the most spectacular stylistic intrusions were those tied to infrastructures and 

their points of arrival in the city.”47 Eugenio Mizzoli’s INA Parking Garage at Piazzale 

Roma (1931-34), the airport at Lido (1934), and the Santa Lucia Railway Station (1934, 

1952-55) (Figure 9) were all modern expressions in the ancient city. As other new 

buildings were constructed, such as the pavilions of the Biennale in the Castello Gardens, 

the Giuseppe Samonà-designed INAIL Headquarters (National Institute for Industrial 

Accidents, 1952-56), and Ignazio Gardella’s House on the Zattere (1954-58) (Figure 10), 

these “structures seem to be encapsulated inside enclosures, and were not visible from 

outside: in the citadel of the Biennale and in the interior decorating and architecture of 

[Carlo] Scarpa.” By erecting modern buildings on the periphery, “which reeks of conflict, 

there is another approach, the most common in the postwar period: it is the search for a 

compromise with the image of the city and its existing environmental features.”48 Of 

significant importance, Italian architects designed each of these modern buildings in 

Venice, a fact that would figure dominantly in Wright’s proposal to build on the Grand 

Canal. To bolster the city’s tourism reputation, Venetian officials compromised with 

mediocre architects and building contractors for the erection of modern buildings away 

from the historic center. Wright was denied his opportunity for many reasons, but 

particularly because of the prominent location of his building site. 
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Figure 9: Santa Lucia Railway Station (1934, 1952-55). Paolo Perilli, architect. 
Photograph by author. 
 

 

Figure 10: House on the Zattere (1954-58). Ignazio Gardella, architect. Photograph by 
author. 
 

 The permissive Venetian attitude permitting the construction of modern buildings 

which abetted tourism was incorporated into a national arrangement when Venice 

adopted the nationwide policy endorsed by the Italian State Tourist Office (ENIT) to 
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attract foreign visitors. Many Italian cities in the postwar era promoted their attractions, 

cultural centers, and historic sites to lure tourists and revitalize their economy. Fare 

concessions, discount rates on hotel accommodations, and other incentives were offered 

to entice travelers from the United States and Western Europe. For example, in the 

autumn and winter of 1953, the Italian State tourist organization instituted a twenty-five 

percent reduction of travel expenses in order “to attract more foreign visitors during the 

period when tourist traffic declines, and also to encourage the less well-to-do tourist to 

visit Italy.”49 In a direct enticement to would-be visitors from the United States, during 

the eight-week period of January 15-March 15, 1954, American tourists were eligible for 

a quarter reduction on all railway tickets and other transportation fares anywhere in 

Italy.50 Throughout the early months of 1954, the ENIT advertised often in foreign 

newspapers, especially The Times of London, to remind potential visitors that “In Italy 

you will get full value for your money.”51 Within Venice specifically, the resumption of 

the Biennale in 1948, after an eight-year hiatus, attracted foreign tourists with national 

pavilions and contemporary art exhibits and installations.52 

 Italian and American movies about tourists and holidays in exotic locations 

blossomed in the postwar years. During the 1950s, movies such as Summertime (1955) 

and Venezia: la luna e tu (1958) were oriented towards the experiences of tourists in the 
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lagoon city. Such movies were developed around scripts portraying holiday romance and 

local color and greatly appealed to audiences, especially outside of Italy. Their 

importance to the revitalization of the Venetian tourism economy, much as the hotel 

industry, cannot be underestimated.53 

 

Specific Protagonists in the Masieri Memorial Debate 

Ernest Hemingway 

 Hemingway’s role in the Masieri polemic was very limited but highly symbolic as 

his views towards Wright’s project represented the crux upon which the traditionalists 

built their stance against it. Hemingway was the embodiment of the negativity toward 

Wright and his proposed building. The American writer actively participated in the 

debate during a brief span of several days. His criticism of Wright’s proposed building 

appeared in Italian newspapers before being reprinted in the United States. Aside from 

his comments to Italian journalists, Hemingway apparently said nothing more publicly 

about Wright’s proposed project.54 

 Following a four-year absence since his most recent visit to the city, Hemingway 

arrived in Venice on March 23, 1954, at the height of the polemic, to recuperate from the 

serious injuries he sustained in two airplane crashes in Uganda.55 When the S. S. Africa 
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docked shortly after 7:00 AM, journalists and photographers went aboard to meet with 

Hemingway, who was standing on the second deck, “looking at Venice—a city which he 

loves in a particular way.”56 He stated that he intended to recover from his wounds 

“through an energetic cure of shrimp and Valpolicello wine.” With his usual flair for 

publicity, Hemingway captured the public’s attention.57 Behind his smiles and 

pleasantries about Venice, Hemingway concealed his pain. His arms were burned and 

bruised, his hair cropped close to his scalp, and he was underweight; in short a ghost of 

his former self.58 

 Without knowing anything about Wright’s project, Hemingway immediately 

entered into the Masieri polemic and his comments added a new dimension to the debate. 

An Italian journalist described the scene: 

Quando i veneziani videro scendere sulla Riva degli Schiavoni il «resuscitato di 
Entebbe» gli fecero festa ed Hemingway, con l’aspetto di chi veramente viene da 
un altro mondo, volle celebrare subito il ritorno sulla Laguna entrando nella 
polemica che da qualche giorno ha ripreso a inquietare la città intorno al «caso 
Wright». Il giudizio dello scrittore fu breve, ma sollevò l’animo di almeno metà 
dei veneziani, i quali non vogliono che sul Canal Grande venga costruita la 
palazzina disegnata dal più celebre architetto del mondo. Disse Hemingway: 
«Voto contro». 

 
[When the Venetians saw the “resurrection of Entebbe” coming down the Riva 
degli Schiavoni, they celebrated and Hemingway, with the appearance of 
someone who truly comes from another world, wanted to immediately celebrate 
his return to the lagoon city by entering into the polemic that has recently resumed 
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and upset the city about the “Wright case.” The writer’s judgment was short, but 
he raised the spirits of at least half the Venetians who don’t want on the Grand 
Canal a palazzina designed by the most celebrated architect in the world. “I vote 
against it,” Hemingway said.]59 
 
 

Actually, Hemingway had more to say about Wright’s project than the above passage 

indicated, and the reports in the Italian newspapers tended to speak of Wright and 

Hemingway as friends, despite their opposing views. For example, one journalist wrote, 

“A proposito del suo amico architetto Wright, che vuol costruire un palazzo moderno sul 

Canal Grande, ha detto: «Bene. Wright dia pure inizio alla costruzione, ma a condizione 

che appena finita possa essere data alle fiamme.»” [In regard to his friend the architect 

Wright, who wants to build a modern palazzo on the Grand Canal, he said, “Fine. Let 

Wright begin the construction, but as soon as it is finished it should burn.”].60 Another 

journalist recorded Hemingway’s comments slightly differently when he noted, 

“Hemingway appena sbarcato sulla laguna, ha detto della ‘palazzina’ progettata da 

Wright: ‘Si vuol costruire? La si costruisca pure ma poi la si bruci! Questa mi pare la 

soluzione migliore del problema.’” [Hemingway, as soon as he disembarked on the 

lagoon, has said of the ‘palazzina’ planned by Wright: ‘Should it be built? If it should be 

built, then it should burn! That seems to me the best solution to the problem.’]61 
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Hemingway repeated himself after boarding a vaporetto to taxi him, his wife, and several 

friends and journalists to the Gritti Palace Hotel. An Italian reporter documented the 

scene by noting, “Sul Canal Grande, passando col motoscafo davanti al punto dove 

dovrebbe sorgere il famoso palazzo dell’architetto americano Wright che tante 

polemiche ha suscitato, Hemingway ha detto: «Si costruisca pure il palazzo, ma a 

condizione che appena l’edificio sarà terminato lo si possa dare alle fiamme.» [On the 

Grand Canal, in a motorboat passing in front of the place where the famous palazzo of 

the American architect that has caused many polemics should rise, Hemingway said, “Let 

the palazzo be built, but on the condition that as soon as the building is completed it 

should be set on fire.”]62 Although Hemingway was fairly consistent with his comments 

against a project he knew nothing about, he was apt to repeat his statement whenever 

asked by the Italian press, which they apparently often did during his stay in Venice. 

 Hemingway caused a sensation in Venice yet the impact of his statements did not 

enjoy a similar effect in the United States, far away from the controversy’s epicenter. A 

full week passed before his comments were printed in America. Ignored by such 

newspapers as the New York Times and the Chicago Tribune, Hemingway’s remarks 

were published in the Capital Times of Madison, Wisconsin. William T. Evjue, the 

newspaper’s editor and a friend of Wright, printed Hemingway’s criticism of the project: 
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Author Ernest Hemingway opposes construction of a modern building on 
the Grand Canal—even if it’s designed by his friend Frank Lloyd Wright, noted 
architect. 

Hemingway, here to recuperate from his African hunting trip in which he 
survived two airplane crashes, told reporters: 

“I vote no. Wright is an old friend of mine and a great architect whose 
buildings go fine everywhere in the world—but not in Venice. 

“If it must be built, let it be built upon one condition—that as soon as it is 
finished it be burned. That seems to me to be the best solution to the problem.”63 

 

More than ten days elapsed before a major American publication printed the story. In a 

news brief in its Art section, Newsweek published Hemingway’s comment.64 When 

Wright was asked for his reaction to Hemingway’s statements, he dismissed the remarks 

by stating, “Reaction? Why, none whatsoever. After all, that was nothing but a voice 

from the jungle.”65 Aside from these instances, the American press largely ignored the 

story. However, in Venice Hemingway earned the respect of many Venetians with his 

pro-traditionalist stance, which influenced the ultimate outcome of the polemic. His role 

in the controversy was possibly the result of his annoyance that Italian reporters wanted 

his thoughts on the “Wright case” rather than limiting their questions to his recent 

tribulations. Hemingway’s lack of knowledge about the project did not deter him from 

attacking it, and it was apparent that he only learned of the controversy upon arriving in 

Venice: 
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«Wright è un grande architetto», dice improvvisamente volgendosi dalla parte di 
un signore alto vestito di grigio, di cui non siamo mai riusciti ad afferrare il 
nome. «È un grande architetto per l’America, ma non per Venezia. Sapete la 
storia della palazzina? È una buona storia. L’ha raccontata lui poco fa», e indica 
l’uomo in grigio. «Sù, dilla». 

 
[“Wright is a great architect,” he says suddenly and turning toward a tall 
gentleman dressed in gray, who we have not succeeded in learning his name. “He 
is a great architect for America, but not for Venice. Do you know the history of 
the palazzina? It is a good story. He told it awhile ago,” indicating the man in 
gray. “Come on, tell it.”]66 

 
 
Regardless of the brevity of his involvement in the polemic or his lack of knowledge 

about the project, Hemingway’s remarks encapsulated the essence of the traditionalists’ 

position against Wright. 

 
Carlo Scarpa 

 Scarpa’s role in the Masieri polemic lacked the sensationalism that Hemingway 

provided, although his participation provided the modernists and proponents of Wright’s 

project a significant ally. Scarpa refrained from publicly commenting on the “Wright 

case,” preferring rather to remain away from the public’s scrutiny. From the beginning of 

the project and through the subsequent polemic, Scarpa offered his advice to Savina 

Masieri, provided critiques of Wright’s design, and assisted Zevi with the promotion of 

the project. His contributions were made in private; only later, in 1968-1969, did Scarpa 

emerge publicly within the scope of the project when he was commissioned by the 
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Fondazione Masieri to renovate Casa Masieri’s interior and not to design a totally new 

building as Wright had been asked to do.67 

 Although remaining in the background of the polemic, Scarpa was essentially a 

central figure in the controversy. As Angelo Masieri’s former teacher and project 

collaborator, Savina Masieri realized Scarpa’s assistance would be crucial to ensure the 

successful completion of the project. In her first letter to Wright wherein she offered him 

the commission to design a student residence in her late husband’s memory, Savina 

Masieri named Scarpa, as well as Giuseppe Samonà and Bruno Morassutti, as 

“[s]omebody enjoying your confidence…to be entrusted with [the project’s] faithful 

execution.”68 By the early 1950s, Scarpa had established himself as a productive and 

creative architect, especially in Venice. For a quarter of a century, Scarpa had designed 

many restorations of existing buildings, funerary monuments, and art installations within 

the city.69 Furthermore, Scarpa appreciated and respected Wright as an architect, finding 

in the American’s design language useful motifs for some of his own projects. His 

postwar projects, as the architectural historian Manfredo Tafuri noted, did not “lapse into 

mannerism[,]” but “adhered to a poetics of the object, rich in formal pleasures and 

attentive to Wright’s heritage.”70 
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 Prior to and well after the Masieri Memorial polemic, Scarpa executed numerous 

restorations in Venice, although each of his projects was approved and completed with 

considerable difficulty. Scarpa and city officials seldom agreed, and only through 

extraordinary effort was Scarpa able to execute many of his Venetian projects. In fact, 

“Scarpa fought bitterly with the Soprintendenza [of Monuments] about interpretive rules 

even before Venice officially had a regulatory plan concerning its own restoration.”71 

Nonetheless, of all the individuals who were involved to any extent in the polemic, with 

the exception of Savina Masieri, Scarpa remained involved the longest. When the 

Fondazione Masieri finally commissioned him in 1968 to carry forward Wright’s 

unexecuted design with a modified design of his own, Scarpa had completed several 

significant Venetian projects that recommended him for the task. Of note, his program for 

the auditorium for the University of Venice (Università degli Studi di Venezia) in Ca’ 

Foscari (1935-37, 1955-56); the installations for the Gallerie dell’Accademia (1945-59), 

the Venice Biennale facilities (1948), and the Museo Correr (1957-60); the reorganization 

of the ground floor and courtyard of the Fondazione Querini-Stampalia (1961-63); and 

his design for the Olivetti showroom under the portico of Procuratie Vecchie facing St. 

Mark’s Square (1957-58) demonstrated that Scarpa’s “works are closely woven into the 

traditional fabric of daily life” and “in particularly good harmony with their historic 

surroundings.”72 Through such projects, Scarpa created the necessary creative precedence 
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to undertake the attempt to finalize the interior restoration and reorganization of Casa 

Masieri. Scarpa eventually created three designs, which were submitted successively to 

Venetian city officials. After the first two schemes were rejected, Scarpa submitted his 

final design in December 1969; a protracted period of wrangling and modification 

occurred, and the scheme was approved in May 1973 (Figure 11). Further delays 

occurred, and interior work began only shortly before Scarpa’s death in November 

1978.73 With the project’s future uncertain, it remained to Scarpa’s assistants to translate 

his vision into reality. His long-time collaborator, the engineer Carlo Maschietto, and his 

former student and assistant Franca Semi were obliged to modify Scarpa’s design, 

owning to a lack of funding from the Fondazione Masieri, which left much of Scarpa’s 

intent unrealized.74 

 

Figure 11: Casa Masieri, circa 1971, during Carlo Scarpa’s reorganization. Note that the 
roof has been removed during this phase. Source: Architectural Review 149, no. 891 
(May 1971). Courtesy of Architectural Review, London. 
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 Scarpa’s involvement in the Masieri Memorial polemic was significant in the long 

term. Although Savina Masieri’s dream and Scarpa’s efforts, as an inheritor of Wright’s 

original plans, were thwarted and frustrated for years by the Soprintendenza in Venice, 

the project eventually attained a sense of completion. Scarpa deserves much of the credit. 

He was the logical choice of architect to fulfill Wright’s and Masieri’s vision. Scarpa, 

after all, “was interested in the relationship between form and making, understanding that 

the physical qualities of light and water in Venice required a local understanding of 

material based on a history of that experience.”75 Scarpa demonstrated in his Venetian 

projects that he did indeed understand the experience of Venice’s unique interplay of 

water, light, and building materials, thus his participation in the latter stages of executing 

the interior restoration of Casa Masieri. 

 

Relevancy of the Masieri Memorial Debate 

 In the half-century since the Masieri Memorial polemic, certain fundamental 

changes have occurred within Venice that can be traced in part to the arguments 

advanced by modernists and traditionalists about Wright’s proposed building. The 

polemics surrounding sventramento (demolition) and salvaguardi (preservation) that 

were argued in the late nineteenth century affected proposed projects in Venice in the 

following century.76 Venetian antagonism toward selected works of modernism frustrated 
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some of the century’s most creative architects. Venice’s permissive attitude toward banal 

versions of the avant-garde, coupled with its prohibition against so-called intrusions of 

“modern architecture” in the city, underscored the dire need for clearly defined 

parameters for the city’s maintenance and restoration. The absence of such a plan proved 

disastrous for Wright and contributed to his project’s rejection. Other architects, such as 

Carlo Scarpa, Le Corbusier, and Louis I. Kahn, also were undermined by the lack of 

specific guidelines and regulations. The relevancy of Wright’s failed project stems from 

its value as a case study to examine what Ellen Soroka referred to as Venice’s 

“reactionary preservationist culture.”77 The forces that contested modernism in Venice 

fifty years ago have partially softened only with considerable reluctance; thus, the 

Masieri Memorial narrative helps explain in part those fundamental changes that have 

occurred since the 1950s to permit modern architecture’s acceptance in the city. Although 

the postwar era witnessed the introduction of modern buildings in Venice, architects such 

as Frank Lloyd Wright, Carlo Scarpa, Le Corbusier, and Louis I. Kahn experienced 

considerable difficulties advancing their designs in the city. Even though Scarpa was 

more successful building in Venice than the other three architects, nevertheless, as Ellen 

Soroka noted in 1994, “significant restorations like the Querini Stampalia Library, the 

Olivetti and Ca’ Foscari, the entrance to the [IUAV], and others would not be approved 

today as they were built.”78 
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CHAPTER II 
 

ANGELO MASIERI: HIS LIFE AND WORK 
 
 

Introduction to Angelo Masieri 

 Angelo Masieri, the central figure in the polemic, was born in Udine, Italy, on 

December 6, 1921, into one of the more affluent families in the Veneto province. Angelo 

was the second child of Paolo Masieri, an industrialist and engineer, and Olga Passalenti. 

Paolo Masieri owned his own business, the Impresa Generale Costruzioni (General 

Construction Firm), which completed numerous projects in the country during the 1930s 

and 1940s for the Genio Militare (Italian Corps of Engineers).1 Among his projects, 

Paolo Masieri earned fame throughout the Veneto for constructing an airport atop a 

mountain near Udine during the Second World War.2 

 Although Paolo Masieri encouraged his son to study engineering, Angelo 

convinced his father to permit him to enroll in the Istituto Universitario di Architettura di 

Venezia (IUAV). From 1940 to 1946, Masieri studied architectural design under 

Giuseppe Samonà and Carlo Scarpa, among other professors. In particular, Masieri 

discovered a teacher and friend in Scarpa, and the two shared a professional relationship 

based on mutual respect, similar interests, and “spiritual correspondence.”3 While Masieri 

was an architecture student at IUAV, his father thought it prudent to provide his son with 
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a stable residence in Venice that Angelo could use as a studio and house after graduation. 

Consequently, he purchased the three-story brick house adjacent to Palazzo Balbi, 

primarily because of its prominent location.4 Masieri lived in the ancient house while 

pursuing his degree. 

 Scarpa introduced Masieri to Wright’s organic principles of architecture, and 

Masieri enthusiastically embraced the American architect’s design language.5 He may 

have read Architettura e democrazia [Modern Architecture] (1945), the Italian translation 

of Wright’s Princeton University lectures of 1931. Masieri probably read Alfonso Gatto 

and Giulia Veronesi’s Italian translation of Wright’s lectures in London in 1939, which 

was published under the title Frank Lloyd Wright: Architettura organica, L’architettura 

della democrazia [An Organic Architecture: The Architecture of Democracy] (1945).6 

Although Bruno Zevi was not a faculty member at IUAV while Masieri was a student, his 

Verso un’architettura organica [Towards an Organic Architecture] “was to become a 

milestone work for the cultivation of interest in Wright and other American architects.”7 

Whether Masieri discovered Verso un’architettura organica while a student or a little 

later during his professional career is unclear. Nonetheless, Masieri’s introduction to 

Wright occurred through Scarpa and Zevi, who guided the young architect to translations 
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of Wright’s published works.8 It was in Zevi’s Verso un’architettura organica that 

Masieri would have read the chapter on the “Meaning and Scope of the Term Organic in 

Reference to Architecture,” encapsulated in Wright’s speech to the Royal Institute of 

Architects in 1939: 

An Organic Architecture means more or less an organic society. Organic ideals of 
integral building reject rules imposed by exterior aestheticism or mere taste, and 
so would the people to whom such architecture would belong reject such external 
impositions upon life as were not in accord with the nature and character of the 
man who had found his work and the place where he could be happy and useful 
because of it.… Beauty seems to have made no sense long at any time. I believe 
the time has come when Beauty must make sense for our time at least.… In this 
modern era Art, Science, Religion—these three will unite and be one, unity 
achieved with organic architecture as centre [sic].9 

 
 
 In February 1946, Masieri was conferred the laurea of architecture. Upon 

graduation from IUAV, he apprenticed to Scarpa.10 As with all of his students and 

collaborators, Scarpa’s instruction aimed at “cultivating communication with the people 

who were to implement his drawings, developing both their skills and their creativity.”11 

As Masieri and other apprentices would learn, Scarpa intended to revive “an artisan 

culture which had been threatened with disappearance…[through] enhanc[ing] it by 

designs which made the culture relevant, integrating it with contemporary architecture.”12 

Scarpa emphasized “that one could restructure existing buildings by employing almost-
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forgotten techniques which provided a link between the new and the old.”13 While 

Masieri was learning from Scarpa and studying Wright’s organic architecture, he also 

traveled briefly to Paris to visit Le Corbusier’s studio, and then studied several of the 

Swiss-French architect’s buildings in France. 

 Upon his return to Udine, where he had established his studio on the second floor 

of Palazzo Porta, his family’s home since 1932, Masieri embarked upon a promising 

architectural career. As an apprentice, Masieri collaborated with Scarpa on several 

designs and projects in the Veneto from 1947 to 1952. Despite the brevity of his life, 

Masieri demonstrated great creativity and potential for a productive career.14 

 Masieri’s personal life had seemingly been a happy and fulfilling one. He was 

born into privilege in a prosperous family, although he was discreet about his family’s 

prosperity, preferring to share his good fortune with his friends and colleagues. Snow 

skiing was his great passion aside from architecture, and he often skied in the Italian 

Alps. His wife described him as “[e]ndowed with a magnificent equilibrium between 

spirit and body,” an attribute that undoubtedly manifested itself in his praise and respect 

for his colleagues’ designs and ideas.15 Their marriage on April 14, 1951, revealed a 

distinct side of Masieri’s personality.16 Angelo and Savina Rizzi eloped and married in 

Marseilles without telling either their parents or their friends. Their wedding 
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announcements were illustrated postcards of Le Corbusier’s apartment building Unité 

d’Habitation (1947-52) in that French city.17 

 Several weeks later, in June, Wright’s “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” 

exhibit opened at Palazzo Strozzi in Florence. When Wright traveled to Venice, Masieri 

was in attendance to welcome the American architect.18 He wanted to meet Wright for 

specific reasons. Wright’s visit to Italy provided the opportunity to meet the respected 

American architect and offer him the opportunity to build in Venice. The young Italian 

architect recognized the significance of his offer; despite Wright’s six-decade long career 

and international renown, he had never built a single building anywhere in Europe.19 

Masieri did indeed discuss his idea with Wright, and before returning to the United States 

he viewed Casa Masieri from a gondola on the Grand Canal. 

 Masieri and his wife traveled to America twelve months later to discuss the 

project in greater detail with Wright. When the couple arrived at Taliesin in Wisconsin, 

they were disappointed to learn that Wright was in New York on business.20 They 

immediately departed for New York, but near Bedford, Pennsylvania, the Masieris were 

involved in an automobile accident that killed Angelo and seriously injured Savina.21 
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Architect Angelo Masieri 

 Masieri’s education at IUAV, spent during the war years rather than in the 

military, prepared him for a career as an architect. With Scarpa as his teacher, Masieri 

successfully progressed through the curriculum. Upon graduation, Scarpa continued to 

train him, which was evident in their collaboration on several projects in the Veneto. He 

worked closely with Scarpa to learn as much as he could about the art of architecture. 

These years represented an important transitional period in the Italian architectonic 

culture as factions within the architecture community fought to shed the legacy of 

Rationalism in favor of newer, more expressive forms of design. 

 Masieri’s body of work from 1947 to 1952 consisted of nineteen designs, of 

which nine projects were completed, nine were unexecuted, and Scarpa and Bruno 

Morassutti finalized the remaining project.22 Masieri designed six projects in 

collaboration with Scarpa, four of which were executed. These four projects include the 

Banca Cattolica del Veneto (Tarvisio, 1947-49), Casa Giacomuzzi (Udine, 1947-50), 

Casa Bortolotto (Cervignano, 1950-52), and the Veritti family tomb (Udine, 1951) 

(Figure 12). The two unexecuted designs included the first design for the Banca Cattolica 

del Veneto (Udine, 1947) and a second project for a branch of the same bank in 

Cervignano del Friuli (Udine, 1948.)23 In relation to the total number of completed 

projects, Masieri’s collaborative efforts with Scarpa indicate that he benefited from this 
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working relationship. Their collaboration provided Masieri additional training in the 

principles of organic architecture. 

 

Figure 12: Veritti family tomb, Udine, Italy (1951). Angelo Masieri, architect, in 
collaboration with Carlo Scarpa. Photograph by author. 
 

 Masieri also embarked upon projects without Scarpa’s assistance. Through his 

father’s business and social connections, he accepted a variety of commissions. Five such 

projects were completed in a brief span of time; an office and residence for the Società 

Elettrica Friulana (Friuli Electric Company) in Udine (1948), another house 

commissioned by the Società Elettrica Friulana in Udine (1948-49), a commercial and 

residential building for his in-law’s family (Udine, 1950), an expansion of the Società 

Elettrica Friulana offices (Udine, 1950), and a studio and apartments for himself and his 

wife in his family home, Palazzo Porta-Masieri (Udine, 1951). Masieri completed the 

studio portion of the design, but the apartments remained unexecuted until 1954, when 

Scarpa finalized the project.24 Masieri’s design for his own studio occurred almost 
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simultaneously with his discussion with Wright regarding the proposed new construction 

on the Grand Canal. 

 In addition to the two unexecuted collaborative projects with Scarpa, Masieri had 

several unexecuted designs to his credit. They included “Casa del Fanciullo,” a children’s 

home and nursery, Pordenone, 1947; a house for the Ceschia family, Udine, 1948; a 

reorganization of the attic in Palazzo Porta-Masieri, Udine, 1948; the interior design for 

rooms in the Cernuschi-Rizzi house, Udine, 1949(?); a plan for the reconstruction of the 

Palazzo di Prampero, Udine, 1951; and a branch office for the Banca Popolare di 

Cividale, Udine, 1951. One further project deserves attention. Masieri designed a house 

for Italo Romanelli in 1952 just prior to his fateful trip to the United States. After 

Masieri’s death, Scarpa and Morassutti realized the young architect’s design for Casa 

Romanelli (Udine, 1953-55).25 

 Masieri’s apprenticeship with Scarpa deepened the younger architect’s 

understanding of contemporary architecture’s potential to intervene with history. By the 

late 1940s and early 1950s, Scarpa had designed interiors for a number of clients in 

Venice and the Veneto region, as previously noted.26 He had earned a diploma of 

architectural drawing in 1926 and became an assistant to Professor Guido Cirilli at 

IUAV. In 1933 Scarpa was elevated to a lecturer’s position.27 In 1962, he became a full 
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professor of interior design at IUAV.28 Prior to the Masieri Memorial project, Scarpa’s 

talent for redesigning interiors was clearly recognized. Scarpa’s greatest achievements 

were to come later, such as the restoration and reorganization of Castelvecchio Museum 

(Verona, 1956-78), the Olivetti showroom (Venice, 1957-58), the reorganization of the 

ground floor and courtyard of the Fondazione Querini-Stampalia (Venice, 1961-63), the 

Gavina showroom (Bologna, 1961-63), the Brion family tomb (Treviso, 1969-78), and 

the Banca Popolare di Verona (1973-78).29 Although Scarpa had not quite attained the 

maturity of his design language when he and Masieri were collaborating, Scarpa was 

resolving issues about contemporary architecture’s potential to integrate “modern and 

premodern aesthetics and in how that is realized in materials, spatial dynamics, and 

time.”30 Throughout his career, “Scarpa employed a visual language whose effectiveness 

was backed up by an intrinsic historicity.”31 Scarpa imparted this difficult lesson to his 

students and apprentices, including Masieri. 

 Masieri’s career was too brief to verify that the young architect fully grasped 

Scarpa’s teachings. Although he was clearly searching for his own forms of expression 

through his projects, Wright’s principles of organic architecture and Scarpa’s ideas of 

architectural historicism provided Masieri creative direction. His completed work is 
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concentrated in the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region of northeast Italy and in Udine. These 

facts contributed a significant role in the polemic surrounding Wright’s building. 

 The brevity of his life and work, summarized in Alfonso Gatto’s words that “Di 

lui una biografia esteriore è così breve che l’elenco delle opere realizzate già la 

soverchia” (“His outer biography is so short that the list of his realized works already 

overcomes his life”), creates an atmosphere of speculation regarding his potential design 

language in subsequent projects.32 

 

Masieri’s Education and Career 

 Under the instruction of an exceptional faculty, Masieri received a quality 

education at IUAV. Giuseppe Samonà, director of the university from 1943 to 1971, 

“brought to Venice a few of the liveliest protagonists of the Italian [architectural] 

debate.” These architects included Scarpa, Zevi, Luigi Piccinato (1899-1983), Giancarlo 

De Carlo, Franco Albini (1905-1977), Giovanni Astengo, Ludovico Barbiano di 

Belgiojoso (1909-2004), and Ignazio Gardella (1905- ), with the result that the faculty 

“helped turn Samonà’s school into a stronghold of progressive activity.”33 Masieri 

obviously adapted well to the course of study. Samonà recalled his remembrances of the 

young architect: 

Era una promessa Masieri studente, un mio orgoglio presentarne i lavori ai 
colleghi; le osservazioni sue acute le sentivo frutto di acuto ingegno che si apriva 
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nel comune lavoro in cui io avevo ricevuto da lui e dagli altri, tutti presi dallo 
steso entusiasmo, assai più di quanto non avessi dato. 

 
[Masieri was a promising student, and I was proud to present his work to my 
colleagues; his acute observations I felt were the full result of a sharp mind that 
opened itself in the common work that I had received from him and others, all 
taken by the same enthusiasm, were more than I have given them.]34 

 

 Masieri and his fellow students at IUAV were at the epicenter of an important 

stage in Italian architectural development. In addition to the challenge the faculty in 

Venice faced to educate and train a new generation of architects, the age demanded 

competent individuals to reconstruct the nation’s urban centers after the extensive 

damage Italy suffered during the Second World War, as well as the ongoing deliberate 

“postwar bombings.” The faculty under Samonà’s directorship accepted the challenge 

and conducted a rigorous program. 

 Masieri’s architectural education in Samonà’s “stronghold of progressive activity” 

centered on the director’s insistence of studying the “modern masters,” such as Frank 

Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier, both of whom appeared in Venice in 1951 and 1952, 

respectively. Samonà “open[ed] the Venice School to the protagonists of the modern 

movement in Italy while making understood the inseparable nature of urbanism and 

architecture.”35 Samonà’s interest in urbanism was as central to the curriculum as was the 

study of modern architecture. He encouraged IUAV students to study such problems as 

overcrowding and land-use issues; as an example, he emphasized the development of 
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Venice’s periphery and the preservation of its historic center.36 Without doubt, Samonà’s 

school was the most progressive in the whole of Italy. 

 Apparently, Masieri’s interest centered on architectural design rather than urban 

studies. His mutual friendship with Scarpa was strengthened by their respective 

admiration for Wright’s architecture.37 Traces of the influence of Wright and Scarpa are 

evident in Masieri’s design for Casa Giacomuzzi, Banca Cattolica del Veneto, and Casa 

Romanelli. There are those who believe that had he lived longer, a deeper extent of 

Scarpa’s influence would have appeared in his work. For example, it is believed that had 

Masieri lived, his unexecuted plan for the reconstruction of the Palazzo di Prampero in 

Udine would have included more of Scarpa’s ideas about architectural historicism and its 

interaction with modernist ideals.38 

 In the decades since Masieri’s death, critical examinations of his projects by 

architectural critics have been characterized by either an avoidance of acknowledging 

Scarpa’s influence in his work or by ignoring Masieri’s individual talent and ascribing 

the design language qualities to his former professor.39 As Scarpa’s talent became 

increasingly known toward the end of his life, Masieri became more obscure through the 

brevity of his life and small body of work. Nonetheless, Masieri’s projects have received 

some reexamination in recent years. One critic recognized in him “distinctive signs of a 
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precise local regionalist individuality,” as an architect who was both an acknowledged 

follower of Wright and an initiator of a “cultured architecture” in the region of his birth.40 

Such a view suggests that Masieri was forming his own characteristic voice independent 

of Scarpa. However, his debt to Scarpa cannot be overlooked. As Francesco Dal Co 

clearly indicates: 

[Wright and Scarpa] worked in such different environments, and with aims in 
many ways that were opposite to each other, they both gave great weight to the 
question of tradition, while at the same time giving free rein to experiments in 
composition, conscious of having desecrated every norm of style.41 

 

 Masieri’s colleagues favorably acknowledged his architectural work. Ernesto N. 

Rogers (1900-69) praised his design for the offices of Società Friulana di Elettricità by 

noting that the building is “agile and very well measured, [which] interprets a program so 

closed that it does not offer to an architect any resources except to the one who is gifted 

to try them.”42 Rogers clearly perceived Wright’s influence on Masieri’s work, both in 

the electric company’s offices and the Villa Giacomuzzi, and he expressed a sense of 

guilt after once admonishing the young architect for his close adherence to Wright’s 

design language: 

Io non potevo consentire con un certo manierismo Wrightiano, così palese nella 
villa Giacomuzzi, realizzata in collaborazione con l’ottimo Scarpa; nè certo gli 
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celai la mia opinione, sia pure,—e il ricordo mi punge—se debbo essermi 
palesato con un’espressione di disappunto. 

 

[I cannot consent with a certain mannerism that was Wright’s style, so obvious in 
the Villa Giacomuzzi, which was realized in collaboration with the talented 
Scarpa; nor certainly did I hide my opinion from him—and the memory pains 
me—and I must have revealed an expression of disappointment.]43 

 

Rogers felt in hindsight that he had too harshly criticized Masieri’s imitation of Wright’s 

style. However, at the time he may simply have attempted to encourage the young 

architect to develop his own design language. 

 The Banca Cattolica del Veneto in Tarvisio is built upon a gently sloping site with 

a ridge of tree-covered hills behind it. Masieri chose ashlar bricks for the exterior to 

connect the building to the land. The bank itself is divided by a broad exposed concrete 

horizontal plane to further emphasize the building’s organic nature. The entrances are 

aligned to the nearby mountain passes leading to Austria and Slovenia, an example of 

Masieri’s integration of the building with the natural surroundings vis-à-vis Wright’s 

principles.44 

 For the design of Casa Giacomuzzi, in collaboration with Scarpa, Masieri applied 

organic principles found in Wright’s terraces and gardens on various planes of the Susan 

Lawrence Dana House in Springfield, Illinois (1903), the Darwin D. Martin House in 

Buffalo, New York (1904), the Frederick C. Robie House in Chicago, Illinois (1909), and 
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the Alice Millard House (La Miniatura) in Pasadena, California (1923).45 Masieri 

incorporated similar terraces along the exterior half-walls on the ground floor as well as 

terraces on the exterior mezzanine. In addition, two large gardens are harmoniously 

incorporated into the plan.46 Perhaps in part, Masieri’s use of landscape reinforced his 

status as an initiator of organic architecture in his region. In the postwar years in 

northeastern Italy, as one critic has noted, “good examples of actual gardens” were rare in 

modern domestic architecture, despite that gardens “have been for millennia an essential 

presupposition for the completion of a residence.”47 

 Masieri belonged to a generation of young Italian architects who were on the 

threshold of a new direction in their nation’s architectural development. Mussolini’s 

regime supported the replacement of many medieval buildings throughout Italy with a 

preponderance of Rationalist architecture, and with the necessities of the Reconstruction 

immediate and urgent, Italy’s younger architects were compelled to seek useful sources 

for the task of rebuilding the nation.48 For architects such as Zevi, who was only three 

years older than Masieri, “[t]he lessons taught by Frank Lloyd Wright and Alvar Aalto 
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had to be absorbed in order to ‘liberate’ forms, to bend them to a ‘human’ use of 

space.”49 This search led many young Italian architects toward Wright’s principles. 

 Masieri also felt a similar enthusiasm for the works of Le Corbusier. After his 

graduation from IUAV, Masieri traveled to France to view a number of the Swiss-French 

architect’s buildings in addition to visiting his studio in Paris.50 Furthermore, he selected 

Marseilles as the site for his wedding, partly because he wanted to view a Le Corbusier 

work-in-progress, the Unité d’Habitation, which was completed the following year.51 

 The significance of Wright’s impact on Masieri’s architectural language lacked 

one essential component. Masieri had not experienced any of Wright’s buildings. They 

were not as accessible to most Europeans as many of Le Corbusier’s buildings were. His 

only contact with Wright’s work occurred through publications, discussions, and 

photographs. In the summer of 1952, he planned to remedy this with a visit to America to 

meet the American architect at Taliesin in Wisconsin and view as many of Wright’s 

buildings as possible.52 Masieri intended to use the trip to America to enhance his 

understanding of Wright’s work as he had done with Le Corbusier’s. Moreover, he had a 

specific reason to meet with Wright once more. 
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Meetings with Frank Lloyd Wright 

 When Wright traveled to Italy in June 1951 for the “Sixty Years of Living 

Architecture” exhibit, organized by the Philadelphia architect, Oskar Stonorov, and the 

art historian, Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti,53 Masieri was among the many Italian 

architects who welcomed him.54 Prior to the show’s opening at Palazzo Strozzi in 

Florence, Wright went to Venice, where he was warmly received. In “Venice the Taliesin 

master was a popular myth because the school of architecture was composed of people 

with a passion for Wright, from the director, Giuseppe Samonà, to the design professor, 

Carlo Scarpa, and Bruno Zevi, the young teacher of architectural history.”55 Wright’s 

appearance in Venice provided Masieri with the opportunity to meet the American 

architect who had had such an impact on his career. Bruno Morassutti, one of Wright’s 

former students at Taliesin and a friend of Masieri, introduced the young man to the 

octogenarian architect. A welcoming dinner had been arranged at the Caffè Quadri, and 

Masieri and his wife attended. Morassutti, upon introducing Masieri to Wright, noted that 

his friend was “radiant and moved” by the experience. For the next few days, Masieri and 

a group of his colleagues escorted Wright about Venice and the nearby islands.56 

 While in Venice, Wright, ever the teacher, delivered impromptu lectures to the 

young architects and men of culture during the peregrinations around the medieval city 
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and the older settlements of Torcello and Murano. His travels throughout the city were 

apparently enjoyable as “Venetians of all social strata recognized, greeted, and applauded 

him.”57 At some point during these instructive walks, Masieri approached Wright with a 

request that the American architect design a house for himself and his wife.58 Masieri 

envisioned three apartments in the new house, one per floor. Angelo and Savina would 

occupy the first floor, his parents presumably the second floor, and the third floor would 

remain reserved for Wright whenever he traveled to Venice.59 Masieri was intrigued with 

the prospect of living in a house designed by Wright for the obvious reason that he “loved 

and worshipped” the American architect.60 Furthermore, he was intrigued with the notion 

of serving as the conduit whereby a Wright-designed building would be constructed in 

Venice. Such a building would have been unique in Italy.61 Masieri fully understood the 

potential significance of his offer. 

 Zevi described Wright’s first journey to Italy since 1909-10 as “a short, splendid 

season of true architectural culture.”62 During his visit, Wright received honorary Italian 

citizenship in a ceremony at Palazzo Vecchio in Florence and the laurea honoris causa 
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degree at Palazzo Ducale in Venice.63 He was surprised and delighted by the recognition 

and courtesies extended to him, especially by Venetians. Wright unintentionally honored 

the Venetian Carlo Scarpa in turn. At the glass factory in Murano, Wright selected a 

number of art works he wished to purchase; unknown to Wright, Scarpa had designed 

each of these pieces. 

 Wright lodged at the Gritti Palace Hotel across from Santa Maria della Salute, a 

baroque structure that “astonished [Wright] by the octagonal shape of the church, by the 

crown of explosive volutes, and especially by the two cupolas” and led to his “[grasping] 

what, without knowing it, he had rejected a priori.”64 

 Just as Wright was delighted to experience Venice’s architecture, Masieri was 

delighted by the Taliesin master’s presence. When he approached Wright with his request 

for a three-story design of three small apartments, Masieri presented his suggestion with 

“sincere admiration.” Wright was pleased to be asked to design the building, and before 

he departed from Venice he viewed the site from a gondola on the Grand Canal.65 Wright 

invited Masieri to visit him later at Taliesin to discuss the plan further.66 Almost one year 

passed when on June 8, 1952, Angelo and Savina Masieri departed for America.67 
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Travel and Death Following a Wrightian Dream 

 The dream of living and working in a house with a studio designed by Wright led 

Masieri to Spring Green, Wisconsin, to finalize the design. The couple arrived in New 

York, were joined by two friends, Harriet DeKrafft Whitaker and Gino Valle,68 and 

departed for Wisconsin to meet with Wright. A week elapsed before they saw their first 

Wright-designed building, the Susan Lawrence Dana House in Springfield, Illinois 

(1903). Masieri exclaimed, “Finally,” and was visibly moved.69 

 The party continued through Illinois, traveling north to Chicago where they 

visited the Frederick C. Robie House (1909). To the west of Chicago in the suburbs, they 

experienced the Avery Coonley House in Riverside (1908).70 Masieri also viewed the 

Farnsworth House in Plano, Illinois (1946-51), designed by Mies van der Rohe.71 Later, 

in Wisconsin, the travelers visited the S. C. Johnson and Son Company Building in 

Racine (1936).72 The group must have seen more of Wright’s buildings while they were 

in the Chicago area. Riverside, for example, is situated approximately five miles south of 

Oak Park, where the greatest concentration of Wright’s work exists. Wright’s Oak Park 

home and studio (1889-1909) would have been a magnet for Masieri while on his 
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pilgrimage. Alluding to the extent of their Wrightian tour, Savina Masieri noted that 

Angelo “succeeded in seeing all that he was supposed to see. Everything, except Wright, 

who was away from Taliesin.”73 

 Upon arriving in Spring Green, Masieri was disappointed to discover that Wright 

was not present at Taliesin.74 Angelo and Savina spoke with Wright’s secretary, Eugene 

Masselink, about providing “the plans with particulars as to [the] situation etc. and 

photographs of the house to be demolished, which [Angelo] meant to consist, in its new 

edition, of three or four apartments.”75 Masselink informed them that Wright was in New 

York City on business and perhaps they could meet him there.76 The group then hastily 

departed Spring Green for New York, traveling through Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and 

western Pennsylvania, where they apparently made a stop that Masieri considered 

essential. They visited the Edgar Kaufmann House, better known as Fallingwater (1936) 

at Mill Run, a building that Masieri was obviously very familiar with as it was featured 

on the cover of Zevi’s Verso un’architettura organica. Afterwards, continuing to the east, 

Masieri and his companions met with tragedy in Pennsylvania.77 
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 On June 28, 1952, Angelo and Savina Masieri, Harriet DeKrafft Whitaker, and 

Gino Valle were driving toward Bedford on the Pennsylvania Turnpike when they were 

involved in an automobile accident. A reporter for The Bedford Gazette recorded the 

details from that afternoon: 

A blowout of the right rear tire [on] one car caused the Turnpike crash Saturday 
about sixteen miles west of Bedford in which one driver died instantly and two 
others [sic] persons died after arrival at the hospital. One car, going east on the 
Pike blew out its right rear tire, careened across the medial strip and collided 
nearly headon [sic] with another operating westward with two persons in it. The 
driver of the first car which crossed the strip was killed instantly of a crushed 
skull and many other injuries. She was Harriet DeKrafft Whitaker, 26, of 
Philadelphia, driving a Willys Jeepster. The driver of the second car into which 
the Whitaker car crashed was Samuel Gore of Brooklyn, 52. He died thirteen 
hours after the crash at 4:15 a.m. Sunday in Memorial Hospital after reports that 
he was failing all day. Gore suffered fractures of the skull, elbow, and forearm 
and deep lacerations elsewhere. Gore’s wife, Mrs. Rose Gore, 46, was 
hospitalized but suffered only injuries from flying glass. 

Angelo Massieri [sic], 31, of Venice, Italy, a passenger in the Whitaker 
car, died slightly more than two hours after the crash, which occurred at 1 p.m. 
Massieri [sic] had suffered multiple internal and external injuries. His wife, 
Savina Massieri [sic], of Udine, Italy, 27, is in Memorial Hospital with a brain 
concussion, possible fractured skull, and crushed right shoulder. One other 
passenger, Gino Valle, of Cambridge, Mass., is also under treatment for 
lacerations of the head and multiple contusions and bruises of both arms and both 
legs.78 

 

Masieri’s death extinguished a promising architectural career. Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti 

recalled the tragedy, stating, “La sua appassionata odissea ebbe una tragica fine: ma il 

Masieri morì sulla via dell’arte ed in ciò fu più fortunato di molti” [His odyssey had a 
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tragic end, but Masieri died in pursuit of art and in that he was more fortunate than 

many].79 

 After his death in Memorial Hospital in Bedford, Masieri’s body was removed to 

Philadelphia to the Geisel Funeral Home. Angelo’s father and brother arrived from Udine 

to claim the body and arrange for the return trip to Italy for burial. On July 31, Angelo 

Masieri’s body was placed aboard a plane bound for his native land.80 Savina remained 

hospitalized until July 21, when her doctors considered her sufficiently healthy to be 

released from Memorial Hospital.81 Upon her discharge from the hospital, Savina 

returned directly to Udine. 

 With her in-laws, Savina began thinking about how to remember the “angel of 

architecture,” as the local press had referred to her late husband. Angelo’s father 

“proposed to build a residence at the site of the old palazzina and give the rent to the 

superior of architecture at the Institute where [his son] had earned his degree.” Angelo’s 

mother wanted to sell the house and use the money to establish a scholarship in his name. 

Savina’s proposal, however, prevailed. Her husband “had followed his dream of modern 

art” and had longed to live in a house designed by Wright. He had died in pursuit of his 

dream, and, therefore she realized that Wright must design the house. Savina decided that 

“[i]nstead of serving two young newlyweds, it would be given to the Institute of 
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Architecture to house the most deserving students.”82 The basis of her idea resulted in the 

establishment of the Fondazione Masieri. Her first and most important task was to notify 

Wright of the new direction his project would take. 
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CHAPTER III 
 

THE MASIERI MEMORIAL COMMISSION 
 
 

Development of Savina Masieri’s Idea 

 Angelo Masieri’s death in Pennsylvania deeply affected Savina. Although they 

had been married only fourteen and a half months, her love and respect for him was 

strong enough that thirty-one years later she witnessed the realization of his dream: the 

inauguration of the Fondazione Masieri in his memory.1 For years, the recollection of his 

death reminded her of many painful memories.2 In large part, the loss she felt personally 

and emotionally provided the necessary impetus for her to devote three decades of her 

life to the realization of a dream she and Angelo shared. 

 After discussing several options with her in-laws, Savina Masieri wrote a four-

page letter to Wright on December 19, 1952. Because her husband had not spoken with 

him since his visit to Italy the previous year, she reintroduced herself. Savina told Wright 

of her husband’s death and explained that she hoped he would still accept the commission 

with a slightly modified program than had previously been discussed. Savina also 

mentioned the meeting she and Angelo had had with Eugene Masselink at Taliesin during 

their trip to the United States, explaining, “We had travelled [sic] to America on purpose 

to view your work, for my husband—a young and enthusiastic architect, passionately 

fond of his profession—meant to learn all that is truest and most genuine in modern 
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architecture.” Her husband “loved and worshipped you,” she told Wright, and that his 

motivation was fueled by “his dream to live in a house of your creation.”3 

 Savina then expressed her desire to memorialize her late husband. She explained 

that she and her in-laws “still hope that [Angelo’s] dream may come true, though under 

changed circumstances. Such a building would lastingly keep alive his remembrance, 

housing a beneficent institution for undergraduates of [the] Architectural Institute where 

he himself had accomplished his studies.”4 She had already approached “the competent 

University authorities” about the matter, referring to Giuseppe Samonà, Carlo Scarpa, 

and Bruno Morassutti, and indicated that “we have decided to submit two suggestions for 

you to consider: that is, of course, in case you see your way to undertaking a work which 

would leave your signature in the very heart of Venice.”5 

 The first suggestion, which she described as the “more business-like” one, was for 

two to four apartments for “private habitation.” Rent from these apartments “would be 

used for the assistance of individual undergraduates of the architectural branch, and for 

the development of cultural institutions benefiting the same class of students.” She then 

elaborated upon an alternative idea: 

The second suggestion would be to plan the building as a free sleeping quarters 
for about sixteen-twenty (if that much could be possibly managed) needy and 
deserving students; providing at the same time the necessary accomodation [sic] 
for them to meet and promote collective activities particularly concerned with the 
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study of architecture: such as the organization of exhibitions on a small scale, 
slide-lectures, and perhaps a small library.6 

 

The second suggestion, she explained, “appeals more strongly to us, owing to its higher 

moral meaning and adequacy.” Furthermore, Savina Masieri and the IUAV faculty she 

consulted “cannot indeed imagine anything more suggestive than a number of 

prospective architects living some part of their lives in Venice within the walls of a house 

purposedly [sic] designed for them by F. LL. Wright. It would be indeed your everlasting 

message to them.”7 

 In fact, she was proposing the establishment of an architectural studio based upon 

Wright’s own Taliesin workshops in Wisconsin and Arizona. IUAV would maintain and 

operate the Venetian studio “on funds legally appropriated for such purposes.” She 

enclosed photographs of Casa Masieri and the surrounding buildings and explained that 

Venice’s “public and private restricting regulations do not allow of much development in 

height.” To ensure that Wright completely understood these regulations, Savina noted 

that “[t]he strongest objections to this purpose comes from the Superintendents to 

Monuments and Works of Art in Venice, who do not permit any new building to hide 

from the view of anybody standing in the Campo dell’Accademia the fourteenth century 

apse of the Church of Santa Maria dei Frari” (Figure 13). This explanation was necessary 

in order to avoid any potential problems regarding height restrictions in the event that 

Wright would accept the commission. Wright also was provided information about “the 
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maximum area available, as well as the height that can be reached, including some of the 

building regulations enforced in Venice, which must of course be considered in drawing 

up the plans.”8 

 

Figure 13: View of Chiesa di Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari apse and tower (completed 
in 1433) from the Grand Canal. The apse rises behind Casa Masieri and the tower behind 
Palazzo Balbi. Photograph by author. 
 

 After presenting the two suggestions and providing Wright with photographs and 

preliminary plans and drawings, she expressed her hope that Wright would “consider the 

possibility of making this work of modest proportions fit into your huge routine.” Savina 

stressed her point: “It would mean the realizing the dream of a young artist who loved 

you: a dream which has been idealised [sic] by his untimely death and by our tears, and 

which has now become our legacy and, for his sake, the object of our deep and eager 

longing.” The choice was up to Wright, including “any other suggestion [he] may like to 

make.” She proposed that Samonà, Scarpa, and Morassutti oversee the project. If he 
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accepted the commission, Savina asked him to provide “a preliminary draft to be 

submitted for approval to the Town Authorities, and later the definitive working plans” 

and to state his fees.9 

 Wright promptly replied on December 30, 1952. He expressed his shock upon 

learning of Angelo’s death and reassured Savina he was “indeed willing to plan a 

memorial building to him along the lines [she had] so well laid out.” As requested, 

Wright deliberated between the two suggestions before selecting the student dormitory 

option. Wright informed her that she could soon expect some sketches for consideration, 

although he mentioned nothing about his fees. Wright closed his letter by stating, 

“Nothing could please me more than to do something in Venice worthy of my good and 

gracious Italian friends.”10 

 

Wright’s Development of the Idea 

 Wright reassured Savina Masieri that he would “plan a memorial building” to her 

late husband. In one regard, however, Wright’s choice of the term “memorial” created a 

misnomer about the actual function of the program. By definition, a memorial is “an 

architectural or sculptural object or plaque commemorating a person or an event.”11 For 

example, the Thomas Jefferson Memorial in Washington, D. C. (1935-37, 1943), 
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designed by the American architect John Russell Pope (1874-1937), and also the center 

of a major controversy regarding its design and site appropriateness, adheres more 

closely to the definition than Wright’s projected building.12 Savina Masieri envisioned a 

studio based on the Taliesin model. Wright was commissioned to design a building with a 

socially beneficial purpose, namely an atelier for architecture students. Although Savina 

expressed her idea in terms of memorializing her late husband, she was not suggesting 

that Wright design a “memorial” in the strictest sense at any time.13 Rather, Wright had 

officially received a commission to build in Europe. His triumph in Florence and Venice 

the previous year increased his enthusiasm for Italy, and now he was presented with the 

opportunity to design a building along the Grand Canal akin to the functions of his own 

Taliesin studios. 

 Not typical of his usual design process, Wright wasted no time in producing the 

first generation of drawings for the Venetian building. He worked from photographs and 

drawings of the existing buildings at the site, acknowledging the “allowable building 

heights and volumes within the zoning restrictions” provided by Savina Masieri. Wright’s 

“formidable visual memory” of the site may have contributed to the speed with which he 

was able to produce a perspective drawing, although, as with many truly creative people, 

he probably had turned over in his mind Masieri’s previous design request for over a 

year, examining possible façade solutions for a very difficult situation. In addition to the 

façade, he devised the floor plans (Figure 14). For the façade, Wright drew one sketch 
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directly over an elevation of the existing vernacular building Savina supplied to him 

(Figure 15), and within a month he had completed the preliminary perspective, which 

bears the date January 20, 1953.14 

 

 

Figure 14: Masieri Memorial. Plans, ground floor and mezzanine (1953). Frank Lloyd 
Wright, architect. Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank 
Lloyd Wright Foundation. 
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Figure 15: Masieri Memorial. Preliminary sketch of façade (1953). Frank Lloyd Wright, 
architect. Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank Lloyd 
Wright Foundation. 
 

 During the next fifteen months, Wright and Savina Masieri corresponded, 

especially after news of the proposed building was reported in the Italian, English, and 

American presses. From the outset, the architect and client developed an amicable 

working relationship through the mail. Ten days prior to Wright’s completion of the 

perspective, Savina “heartily” acknowledged Wright’s “having accepted [her invitation] 

to plan the memorial building for [her] husband” and that she “remain[ed] anxiously 

waiting [his ideas].”15 Two weeks later when Wright replied that the drawings were ready 

for her review, he expressed concerns about possible delays with Italian customs 
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regulations.16 Grateful for Wright’s promptness, she informed him by telegram to send 

the drawings to the American consulate in Venice addressed to her in order to avoid any 

potential complications.17 In a follow-up letter the next day, she reiterated the previous 

day’s instructions and repeated her appreciation “for [his] dispatch in sending the 

drawings, also from Architects Samonà and Scarpa who share[d] in [her] eager 

expectation to view them.”18 As the initial exchange of correspondence indicated, both 

Wright and Savina were thoroughly committed to the project; Wright working quickly 

despite his “huge routine,” as she described his workload, and her frequent consultations 

with Samonà, Scarpa, Morassutti, and Zevi at IUAV for advice about the “memorial” 

building. Savina Masieri’s thoroughness in managing the process at this stage of the 

game should be noted. It appears that it was through no fault of hers that the design 

process went awry. 

 In his first communiqué about the project to someone other than his client, Wright 

aptly described the building according to its intended function. In accordance to his 

client’s instructions, he informed the American consulate in Venice that he was sending 

architectural drawings to Madame Savina Masieri, specifically a “package contain[ing] 

one perspective, two elevations and three plans of a Students’ Library and Living 

Quarters,” adding that he hoped she would “receive these drawings with the minimum of 
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difficulty.”19 At this stage, no controversy existed about the project, as it had not yet 

become public knowledge. Wright accurately described the functional aspects of the 

project as a “Students’ Library and Living Quarters” in his letter to the consulate. 

Although this point appears trivial, it figured into the overall controversy. The drawings 

satisfactorily arrived via airmail, and Savina Masieri cabled her appreciation to Wright.20 

 Wright waited for about ten days before he wrote again to his client. In this letter, 

he revised his choice of terminology in reference to the proposed building. He informed 

Savina that he had “intended to write a letter with the drawings explaining what [he] had 

in mind in the design of the little Library and Domicile,” yet he opted against doing so 

because he felt “it was better to let [her] get [her] own impressions more directly.” 

Wright also expressed his hope that Samonà, Scarpa, and Morassutti “will like what [he 

has] done.” In a gracious tone, Wright closed with “I hope you will all like the scheme in 

general. We will do anything we can do to meet any suggestions you make.”21 This letter 

is significant insofar that it contains a slightly modified description Wright used for the 

proposed building. His shifting terminology from “memorial” to “Student’s Library and 

Living Quarters” to “little Library and Domicile” suggests that Wright had no intention 

of designing a “memorial” per se. The relevancy of this interpretation stemmed from the 

socially oriented aim of the “Student’s Library and Living Quarters,” a feature that would 
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be largely overlooked during the polemic. Furthermore, Wright’s shifting terminology 

suggests that he may have been thinking of the proposed “little Library and Domicile” in 

terms of his Taliesin workshops, which may explain why he avoided the term “memorial” 

when referring to the project. 

 Savina Masieri also began to refrain from using the term “memorial” in her letters 

to Wright. Whether she was unintentionally caught up in Wright’s earlier terminology or 

not is unclear, but she was quite clear in her assessment of the design. “Your scheme has 

filled us with enthusiasm,” she wrote to Wright, “as I am sure it would have filled my 

husband…I think the way you planned a building, as it were, by heart, and made it fit 

perfectly into the plan of Venice has been simply marvellous [sic]. You seem to have 

lived in Venice all your life and to have discovered all its secrets.”22 Wright, in turn, 

expressed his relief to his client that she was pleased with his design: 

I am glad my Italian friends like the scheme I sent you. For one thing, I wanted to 
show that Organic Architecture is not a style but is style and not only that, but 
able to revivify genuine traditions in Architecture no matter what their 
nationality—preserving them alive…Believe me [I am] very happy to have 
pleased you. To disappoint my friends in Venice would be hard for me to bear.23 

 

 In the brief span of time beginning in late December 1952, when Wright learned 

of Angelo Masieri’s death, through early March 1953, Wright had completed a great deal 

of design work. His correspondence with Savina demonstrated his thorough commitment 
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to the project, reinforced by the speed in which he produced and submitted drawings to 

his client. He had affirmed his intention for Organic Architecture to uphold “genuine 

traditions” in the art of the built environment regardless of nationality. Wright’s was a 

bold agenda that demonstrated his fearlessness to undertake a challenging project, namely 

to design a building within a historic center considered sacrosanct by many in a city 

harboring an ancient “reactionary preservationist culture.” In the subsequent months after 

the controversy exploded, Wright discovered the extent of that challenge. Meanwhile, he 

confronted the exigencies of the program with a careful examination of the proposed 

building site’s characteristics. 

 

Site Analysis of the Masieri Memorial 

Location 

 Casa Masieri (circa 1700) is located at a prominent site in Venice (Figure 16). 

The Grand Canal, or the Canalazzo among Venetians, the major waterway of 

approximately one hundred seventy canals, flows through the city’s center.24 Beginning 

in the east at Punta della Dogana, where the Da Mar Customs House stands on the point, 

and the Santa Maria della Salute Church rises as one of the city’s dominant views, the 

Grand Canal forms three major bends in its course through Venice. At in volta di canal, 

Casa Masieri abuts Palazzo Balbi and faces Rio Nuovo, a canal that connects the 

Canalazzo more directly with Piazzale Roma and the Santa Lucia Railway Station, the 

main entry point from the mainland (Figure 17). Ca’ Foscari stands directly across from 
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Casa Masieri on the same side of the Grand Canal. According to Neil Levine, Casa 

Masieri forms a vanishing point from the Accademia Bridge, which crosses Canalazzo 

about halfway between the Santa Maria della Salute Church and the waterway’s first 

major bend.25 However, based upon first-hand visual observations, Casa Masieri cannot 

be seen from the Accademia Bridge (Figure 18). One must stand at the Canalazzo’s edge 

by the vaporetto stop at the Campo dell’Accademia in order to see the building. Nor does 

Casa Masieri attract the eyes when viewing that great bend in the canal; the neighboring 

palazzi draw greater attention than the diminutive building. 

 

Figure 16: Site map of the Masieri Memorial. Courtesy of Eric Mitchell, College of 
Architecture, Texas Tech University. 
                                                                                                                                                                             
24 Robert C. Davis and Garry R. Marvin, Venice, The Tourist Maze: A Cultural Critique of the World’s 
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25 Levine, Architecture of Wright, 377. 
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Figure 17: Map of Venice. The highlighted area shows the in volta di canal. The bridge at 
the northwest edge of Venice connects the city to the mainland. Source: Canaletto, Views 
of Venice. Engraved by Antonio Visentini. Introduction and Descriptive Texts by J. G. 
Links (New York: Dover Publications, 1971). Courtesy of Dover Publications. 
 

 

Figure 18: View of the Grand Canal toward in volta de canal from the Accademia Bridge 
(1932). Casa Masieri and the Frari apse and tower cannot be seen from this view. The 
edge of Campo dell’Accademia is at the extreme left in the shade. Photograph by author. 
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 The cultural significance of in volta di canal stems from its role in the annual 

regatta, an event that dates from the sixteenth century. The course for the gondoliers’ race 

began at the extreme eastern end of the Grand Canal, to in volta di canal, up the long, 

straight stretch to the Rialto Bridge, and back to a temporary structure known as the 

macchina at Palazzo Balbi. Many of Venice’s grandest palazzi line the route, and 

decorations appeared on most of the facades to celebrate the regatta. Spectators were 

carried in elaborately decorated gondolas, and a ceremonial bissone (eight-oared barge) 

was launched for the occasion. The Doge awarded prizes at the macchina. Canaletto 

depicted such images in his sketches and paintings in exquisite detail.26 

 During the polemic surrounding Wright’s proposed structure, opponents evoked 

the artistic patrimony of Canaletto’s drawings, as well as those of Luca Carlevarijs, as an 

argument against altering any portion of this culturally significant location on the Grand 

Canal. Specifically, one of the major concerns surrounding Wright’s proposed building 

centered on its height and whether the view of the Frari tower, which can be seen rising 

in the distance behind Casa Masieri, would remain visible from the Canalazzo.27 
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Context 

 Casa Masieri is sited among a tight density of buildings of varying architectural 

styles and masses. The building’s façade is parallel with Rio Nuovo, at an oblique angle 

to the Grand Canal, and can be seen from the main waterway. Casa Masieri, in contrast to 

the palazzi that line the Canalazzo, is a vernacular structure that rises to a height 

approximately one half the height of its neighbors. Casa Masieri is constructed of red 

brickwork and white stone foundation, windowsills, and lintels. Chromatically, its façade 

resembles Ca’ Foscari, but juxtaposes sharply with the white stone exterior of Palazzo 

Balbi (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19: IUAV Studi e Progetti, in the former Casa Masieri. From 1983 to 1996, 
Fondazione Masieri served as the seat of the IUAV Projects Archive and site for 
architectural exhibits and lectures. After several reorganizations, Fondazione Masieri was 
renamed IUAV Studi e Progetti in 2003. Photograph by author. 
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 Because of its modest height and vernacular characteristics, Casa Masieri has 

been described as “nondescript” and “insignificant.” Wright’s supporters often evoked 

this characterization as a justification to remove the existing building in favor of the 

American architect’s design. Savina Masieri referred to the structure as “an unpretentious 

building” when she initially wrote Wright.28 Roberto Pane (1897-1987), a historian of the 

Italian Renaissance and Baroque architecture, noted that Wright’s proposed building 

“should rise on the place currently occupied by an old house without any artistic 

importance.”29 Likewise, the architectural critic Elio Zorzi (1892-1955) wrote that “[t]he 

little house, without any artistic value, is located to the left of whoever looks at Palazzo 

Balbi, in the shade of which it seems to recede.”30 Bruno Zevi addressed the issue of the 

structure’s significance when he plausibly asked, “is the little house that should be 

demolished to give space to Wright’s [building] significant even though architecturally 

speaking it is something that should be neglected because it forms a humble pause in the 

solemn urban discourse of the Grand Canal?”31 Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti parried the 

critics’ argument that the building is significant with his own argument for demolishing 
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the vernacular house. Ragghianti called attention to Giulio Lorenzetti, the author of a 

classic guide to Venetian architecture titled Venice and its Lagoon: Historical Artistic 

Guide (1926), by reminding his readers that many of the “significant” palazzi along the 

Grand Canal can be considered rimaneggiati, structures that have been “radically 

restored, redone, or strengthened.” If this type of alteration can be permitted and tolerated 

by Venetians, Ragghianti argued, why should a protest be raised over a small, vernacular 

structure?32 Regarding Casa Masieri’s context within this rich urban environment, such 

arguments by Wright’s supporters were advanced to demonstrate that the existing 

building stands in the background of the majestic vistas afforded along in volta di canal 

and that the new building would not drastically alter the visual context but rather would 

improve the view. 

 Disagreement regarding the impact of the visual context existed, however. In a 

floral, poetic style, Roberto Papini, a professor of architectural history at the University 

of Florence, argued in favor of maintaining the existing visual character of in volta di 

canal. Papini noted, “At that spot, two beautiful palazzi act like the Columns of Hercules: 

Ca’ Foscari, a magnificent example of the Gothic style that was all aflame in Venice, and 

Palazzo Balbi, planned with the consul of Alessandro Vittoria and finished in 1590 with 

the elegance worthy of kings.”33 In contrast, a thread of negative criticism concerning the 
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ostentation of a number of the Canalazzo’s palazzi existed. In the 1530s, Doge Andrea 

Gritti and then Doge Leonardo Donà in the 1610s spoke of their dislike for the 

“exhibitionism that marked the display of the Ca’ Foscari and the Ca’ Loredan on the 

Grand Canal.”34 In previous generations, Venetians had been more egalitarian in their 

approach to building in their city, and they were braver in accepting changes and design 

philosophies than many of those living in the middle twentieth century. Papini raised a 

better argument of mimesis when he continued that on either side of Palazzo Balbi there 

are “many buildings and memories,” in particular “two modest and low little houses of 

three stories each [that] form a providential pause in such a superb architectural 

symphony of palazzi.”35 Antonio Cederna (1920-96), an archaeologist and 

environmentalist in Rome, reaffirmed Papini’s argument with his own viewpoint. 

Cederna countered those who advocated the building’s removal by stating that “Wright’s 

supporters say it is ‘completely insignificant’: to us it appears very significant, and we are 

of the opinion that it should not at all be demolished.” He qualified his statement by 

reasoning that “[t]his house [Casa Masieri] (a red, three-story house) is a good 

companion to another similar one to the right of the palazzo [Balbi] (a dirty yellow, four-

story house): both houses are excellent, necessary, and irreplaceable environmental 
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accompaniment to the palazzo itself.”36 The traditionalists Papini and Cederna embodied 

the viewpoints inherent to the strict preservation of the Grand Canal’s architectural 

environment. 

 Arguments falling somewhere between the antipodal positions of preservation and 

demolition also contributed to the urban contextual discussion. The Italian architect 

Ernesto N. Rogers harbored a number of reservations about Wright’s proposed building. 

However, Rogers discerned more merit in Wright’s project than in any additional 

“bizarre counterparts” to the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald or the Danieli Hotel. Although he 

acknowledged that the proposed building was “indecorous architecture,” Rogers also 

understood the hypocritical arguments put forth by Wright’s detractors. He pointed out 

especially that one cannot argue against altering Venice’s urban context by introducing a 

modern building in a historic center while simultaneously ignoring the construction of 

modern additions on such buildings as the two hotels.37  Similarly, the architect Giovanni 

Michelucci (1891-1991) reiterated his lack of admiration for Wright’s work, although 

regarding the Masieri project he stated he “must honestly admit that in this project it 

appears evident to me that the architect’s preoccupation of introducing himself into a new 

and distinctive environment could bring Venice the air of Arizona, as many of our 

architects of today are trying to introduce it to the various regions of Italy.”38 Michelucci 
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found merit with Wright’s organic architectural principles; he defended his stance 

regarding the introduction of the “air of Arizona” on two points. First, he argued that 

Wright “is not at all indifferent to the environment where his building is to be introduced, 

for the site simply has been considered in its actual reality as a physical fact according to 

that spontaneous mimesis that Frank Lloyd Wright has always followed when working in 

the midst of natural and genuine environments.” Second, he supported Wright’s program 

because “in this case he has acted upon the relation of an urban structure with nature 

where the whole site is elaborated by history.”39 Rogers and Michelucci may have 

harbored reservations about Wright’s architectural language in a number of his projects, 

but they defended him on the ground of his artistic consideration of the urban context. 

 

Land-use Functions 

 Casa Masieri differed in its function from its neighboring edifices. Whereas this 

vernacular building was a private residence for much of its existence, Venetian palazzi 

historically were intended for both domestic and commercial activities. Among the city’s 

housing typology, the palazzo-fòntego of the merchant-aristocrat is the most 

characteristic. As the archetypal building form, the palazzo-fòntego combined the 

functions of trade and commerce with the merchant’s living quarters. During the era of 

the Republic, this type of housing typology became highly symbolic because of its status 

as an economic power base in an empire established upon commerce.40 Ca’ Foscari and 
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Palazzo Balbi, to name only two of Casa Masieri’s immediate neighbors, are examples of 

palazzo-fòntego. 

 Casa Masieri, in comparison, served domestic purposes throughout its existence. 

Very little is recorded about the majority of its three-hundred-year history, but what has 

been recorded is more anecdotal than factual. Two stories in particular testify to this 

notion. An unsubstantiated rumor circulated in Venice that ghosts haunted Casa Masieri. 

The house was also known as the residence for several summers before the Second World 

War of Princess Paolà di Ostheim, a correspondent and friend of King Constantine of 

Greece.41 Ironically, the insignificance of these two anecdotes upholds the overall 

anonymous quality of Casa Masieri. 

 When Paolo Masieri purchased the home for his son around 1940, it entered the 

final years of its use as a domicile. With three stories at his disposal, Angelo Masieri had 

sufficient space to create a studio for his architectural work. His dream of replacing the 

house with one of Wright’s design would have retained much of the house’s traditional 

function, with each floor serving as separate apartments.42 After Angelo’s death, it 

appears the house was abandoned. Savina Masieri returned to Udine to recuperate and 

live, and no evidence suggests that she or anyone ever lived in the house again. 

 During the three-decade period from the early 1950s to the early 1980s, Casa 

Masieri remained unoccupied, although it retained its status as a controversial building. 

Savina Masieri continually endeavored to realize her dreams to solidify Fondazione 
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Masieri in her husband’s memory. After the collapse of her dream of a Wright building, 

in 1962 she commissioned Valeriano Pastor for a new design along the lines that Wright 

had proposed but that stringently adhered to Venice’s building codes, but the project was 

not approved either.43 She then turned to Carlo Scarpa to attempt to finalize the project. 

In 1968-69, Scarpa devised three successive designs; the city council rejected the first 

two and in December 1969 he submitted his third proposal. After considerable 

negotiation and modification, the city council finally approved the scheme four years 

later in May 1973. By this time, IUAV and Fondazione Masieri had nearly exhausted the 

financial resources allocated for the project and a decision was made to eliminate most of 

the living quarters and use the building as a research center and guest accommodation 

(Figure 20). Scarpa, however, did not complete the project prior to his death on 

November 28, 1978. Engineer Carlo Maschietto and architect Franca Semi, colleagues of 

Scarpa, finalized the building’s interior as well as they could according to Scarpa’s 

design, although much of his design proposal was not completed (Figure 21).44 Despite 

the changes in the building’s intended use with each subsequent generation of interior 

schemes, Savina Masieri remained committed to the realization of Fondazione Masieri. 

In 1983, after thirty years of frustrated attempts, including a fifteen-year passage since 
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the project was handed over to Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione Masieri officially opened as a 

research center at IUAV.45 

 

Figure 20: Masieri Memorial. Floor plans (1969). Carlo Scarpa, architect. Source: 
Architectural Review 174, no. 1038 (August 1983). Courtesy of Architectural Review, 
London. 
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Figure 21: Masieri Memorial. Floor plans (1983). Franca Semi, architect. Source: 
Architectural Review 174, no. 1038 (August 1983). Courtesy of Architectural Review, 
London. 
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View Corridors 

 When it was constructed around 1700, the builders of Casa Masieri erected the 

structure parallel to Rio Nuovo. When Wright was commissioned to design a building to 

replace the ancient house, he was intrigued with the site’s triangular shape and perceived 

a unique opportunity. Because of its relatively small size, Wright realized he could design 

a triangular building with corner windows to provide views up Rio Nuovo and in both 

directions of the Grand Canal toward the Rialto and Accademia Bridges. 

 Wright explained his idea to Savina Masieri after he allowed her several weeks to 

consider the drawings he provided her. “Loving Venice as I do,” he wrote her, “I wanted, 

by way of modern techniques, to make the old Venice Tradition live anew.” His solution 

was revolutionary yet straightforward. Because of the site’s oblique orientation to the 

Grand Canal, Wright grasped the possibilities of a heretofore unrealized possibility 

regarding how Venice can be viewed. He continued, “I am sure you will notice that the 

building affords views up and down the canal where no one in Venice ever looked out 

before—the corners of the room. This is modern; so are all the techniques.” To achieve 

this effect, Wright devised a solution to the lighting system at the principle façade’s 

corners. “Alongside these corner features [on the front façade],” he explained to his 

client, “a glass lighting feature rises—lighting outside and inside by way of neon tubes 

(low candlepower) when appropriate.”46 Specifically, Wright planned to treat the open 

corners like vertical lanterns. Alternating sections of clear and blue-tinted Murano glass 
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containing neon light tubes would create luminous edges on the building, providing a 

glowing appearance with the desired effect of blending into the surrounding 

environment.47 

 Wright planned to achieve this effect through a slight extension of the principle 

façade over the Grand Canal. Savina objected to Wright’s scheme. She informed him that 

potential difficulties loomed because of his projection of the façade out over the water, as 

he had done in his initial plan. She wrote him to explain, “I regret to say that there might 

be some difficulty in obtaining the official o.k., owing to your having pushed out the 

building a little farther [forward] than would be strictly permitted.”48 Again, she 

demonstrated her building acuity and management skills which, it appears, were more 

focused on construction requirements than Wright’s, despite his experience. This solution 

would never have been acceptable to Venetian officials. Nonetheless, Wright remained 

convinced that his proposal was sound. In fact, Wright’s reaction to her advice to modify 

the façade went unheeded. After assuring his client that her “letter greatly relieved [his] 

anxiety to please [her],” Wright stated that “[i]f structural complications arise or certain 

things prove unnecessarily expensive, I will be happy to modify them.”49 
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Plans 

 The stringent nature of Venice’s building codes regarding height and distance 

regulations compelled Wright, and later Valeriano Pastor and Scarpa, respectively, to 

revise their plans for the proposed Masieri Memorial. Wright produced the first 

generation of plans beginning in late December 1952 through late January 1953. The site 

is a “small, triangular, wedge-shaped plat locked in between the abutting Palazzo Balbi 

and a companion-like vernacular structure, from which it is separated by a narrow alley 

and landing stage.” Wright devised the plan as a right-angle triangle. The hypotenuse 

paralleled the left side of Palazzo Balbi, the base of the triangle paralleled the canal 

waters of Rio Nuovo, and the other leg of the triangle paralleled the adjacent vernacular 

structure. Wright also devised a new alley (calle) between the hypotenuse and Palazzo 

Balbi to allow natural light to enter the bedrooms located at the back of the building.50 

 The extension of the proposed building’s façade beyond the existing property line 

resulted in serious negative consequences. Savina Masieri had recognized the gravity of 

Wright’s stubbornness. Her concern was that Venetian city officials would withhold 

building permission if it extended beyond the property line. Indeed, she was correct in her 

assessment. In the spring of 1954, Venice’s Municipal Building Commission deferred its 

decision, based in part on what it considered a violation of perimeter requirements.51 

 In his initial scheme, Wright designed a three-story building of five separate 

levels. At the rear of the ground floor, he designed a mezzanine, and atop the building he 
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projected a garden and belvedere. The two floors above the ground floor, including the 

mezzanine, contained space for four bedrooms per floor. The library and kitchen 

occupied the ground floor. Access to the upper floors was obtained by means of a single 

staircase and an elevator near the kitchen. Wright also projected five or six windows at 

the rear of the building on each floor to allow light into the back areas. His horizontal 

projection of five bays on the main façade featured small balconies containing planter 

boxes for vegetation provided additional views of the Grand Canal and incorporated one 

of Wright’s primary organic design instruments.52 

 Whereas Wright planned an entirely new building, Scarpa inherited a project that 

required a design limited to the interior exclusively. He devised plans that retained some 

of Wright’s ideas while modifying others. Ultimately, Scarpa produced three separate 

schemes.53 Each of Scarpa’s interior plans addressed the design for a students’ residence 

and library. Scarpa’s first scheme “explored possible arrangements of the interior in 

relation to the triangular site and the constraints imposed by the outer walls.” Venice’s 

Municipal Building Commission, however, rejected this scheme. Scarpa revised his idea 

and detached the floor slabs from the front façade in order to gain an extra floor. The 

three floors and the mezzanine above the ground floor varied in height from 2.10 meters 

(6.89 feet) to 2.40 meters (7.87 feet). Scarpa retained the bedrooms on these floors, the 

library and kitchen on the ground floor, and the flight of stairs and elevator, and he 

planned a caretaker’s quarters and a meeting room. Despite these modifications, the 
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Municipal Building Commission again rejected his plan. His third attempt, submitted in 

December 1969 and approved in May 1973, “further defined the structural system, with 

three pairs of tubular steel columns supporting exposed steel girders bearing the 

reinforced concrete floor slabs, and specified the shapes of the bedrooms and bathroom 

facilities.”54 These structural modifications damaged about half of the main façade, and 

the Building Commission, evoking the de facto regulation of dov’era, com’era, ordered 

Scarpa to desist until the damage was restored “as it was.”55 At the time of Scarpa’s death 

five years later, a portion of the project had been completed, but because of a lack of 

funds and his successors’ difficulty in interpreting his design schemes much of Scarpa’s 

program remained unincorporated.56 

 

Photographic Analysis 

 One of the primary considerations Wright accounted for during the design process 

was the visual context of inserting his proposed building into the architectural 

environment on the Canalazzo. Opponents and supporters of the proposed building also 

focused of this issue during the polemic. The argument presented by both sides pertained 

to the appropriateness of a “modern” building among Byzantine, Gothic, Baroque, and 

Italian Renaissance edifices. A significant aspect of the controversy addressed the issue 

of the site’s, and Venice’s, artistic patrimony. 
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 The two central points of whether Wright’s building would be appropriate at in 

volta di canal and whether Venice’s unique artistic heritage would be diminished because 

of its introduction were often raised. Luca Carlevarijs produced one of the earliest images 

of the vernacular building adjacent to Palazzo Balbi in a sketch dated circa 1703. By the 

early 1950s, when Masieri owned the house, the most notable changes that had occurred 

in two and half centuries included the replacement of both chimneys, the addition of a 

small gable window, and the installation of an open metal belvedere, probably added to 

provide a place to dry laundry. When Wright saw Casa Masieri in June 1951, the building 

had deteriorated. Over two hundred and fifty years of environmental weathering and 

possible weakening of its structural integrity had affected the vernacular house. 

 In addition to the attempt to preserve the building because of its alleged artistic 

importance, two other incorrect factors misled the public. An Italian tabloid lacking 

journalistic integrity published a photograph in its July 6, 1953 issue that incorrectly 

identified Palazzo Caotorta Angaran, which stands to the right of Palazzo Balbi, as the 

building slated for demolition (Figure 22).57 This incorrect information further 

contradicted the belief that Wright’s proposed building would be visible from the 

Accademia Bridge. Palazzo Caotorta Angaran cannot be seen from that bridge, but many 

people were willing to accept this story as sufficient justification to attack the project. 

Likewise, Antonio Cederna misled many detractors by stating that the Masieri Memorial 

would ascend to a height equal to Palazzo Balbi, and therefore would obstruct the view of 
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the Frari apse. Although neither of these allegations was correct, the negative impact on 

the Venetian public was considerable. 

 

Figure 22: The seventeenth-century Palazzo Caotorta Angaran immediately to the right of 
Palazzo Balbi. Misleading information circulated that the four-story yellow palazzo was 
slated for demolition to provide space for Wright’s Masieri Memorial. Photograph by 
author. 
 
 

Scale and Mass Issues 

 Considerable importance of the proposed building’s scale and mass figured 

centrally into the debate. From the outset of the international controversy, these two 

issues formed one of the more hotly contested aspects of the project. Confusion arose 

after the publication of Wright’s initial perspective. Throughout the argument opponents 

and supporters repeatedly returned to the potential visual changes the introduction of 

Wright’s building would have on the in volta di canal environment. 

 Savina Masieri advised Wright of the height regulations in her letter of December 

19, 1952, and provided him photographs of the site. Wright was aware that the proposed 
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building’s height must not obstruct the view of the Church of Santa Maria dei Frari’s 

apse from the Grand Canal. Wright’s perspective dated January 20, 1953, provided his 

client a sense of the proposed building’s appearance. Although Wright worked from 

photographs of the site, the perspective, amazingly, was not drawn to scale. The Masieri 

Memorial appears approximately equal in height to Palazzo Balbi, whereas the existing 

house stood about half the height of its neighbor. This unprofessional faux pas fueled 

many arguments and the misconception that the Masieri Memorial would obscure the 

view of the Frari apse. 

 An additional reason for misconstruing the Masieri Memorial’s height can be 

attributed to the Italian press when they used the term palazzetto. Roberto Papini argued 

that “[t]he locality for such an insertion in the city could not have been chosen more 

poorly” because the new “palazzetto of more than six stories as proposed by Wright, in 

the precise height of Palazzo Balbi, as the original design clearly demonstrates, 

contradict[s] those who say it won’t minimize its significance.”58 With regard to Venetian 

housing typology, a palazzo refers to the large city houses of the Venetian nobility, while 

a palazzetto or a palazzina is a diminutive version of such structures.59 Papini’s use of the 

term suggests that he was accusing Wright of attempting to mislead the public with his 

statement that his proposed building was of a modest scale. 

 Elio Zorzi attempted to clarify the issue by noting that Wright’s design was 

comprised of only four floors and that its maximum height would actually reach the 
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second floor (piano nobile) of Palazzo Balbi. He further noted that Casa Masieri “reaches 

the height of 12.80 meters [42 feet]; Wright’s new house is projected to reach a height of 

13.50 meters [44.30 feet], except for a small section on the left side [sic] where a small 

extension would be built for an attic [sic], which would reach 16.30 meters [53.48 feet].” 

Thus, the height of the projected building would exceed that of the existing Casa Masieri 

by little more than two feet, and the belvedere and roof garden would add about eleven 

and a half feet. Although one portion of the roof would rise higher than Casa Masieri’s 

existing roof system, the view of the Frari apse would be retained, Zorzi argued, because 

the entire building “would be completely absorbed, prospectively, in the mass of Ca’ 

Balbi” (Figure 23).60 
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Figure 23: Masieri Memorial. Elevation (1953). Frank Lloyd Wright, architect. Drawings 
of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. 
 

 Wright accounted for the problematic positioning of the belvedere as he worked 

through the design process. In his first sketches, he placed the belvedere on the left side 

of the roof, as noted by Zorzi. Wright later repositioned this element on the right side of 

the roof toward Palazzo Balbi, reasoning that the belvedere, if constructed on the left 
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side, would probably have attracted too much attention and obstructed the view of the 

Frari apse. Through repositioning the belvedere, Wright ensured a smoother visual 

transition from the higher Palazzo Balbi roofline to the lower Masieri Memorial 

roofline.61 Wright’s incorporation of the belvedere and roof garden adhered to the typical 

Venetian tradition of roof terraces (altana) that creates the picturesque quality of the 

city’s roofscape.62 

 Wright also devoted considerable attention to the façade’s mass. He envisioned a 

surface composed of “vertical lines and horizontal beats,” yet the façade proved 

problematic because of its lack of a “straightforward correspondence” between the 

“disposition of the interior and the exterior.”63 When Wright initially projected five 

vertical bays accentuated by two horizontal levels of balconies, he extruded the upper 

balcony level further than the lower level. The two outside bays were similar in 

dimension, while the three inside bays were similar to each other, thus creating a vertical 

rhythm of A:B:B:B:A. Wright’s conception of this aspect of the façade remained 

consistent through the design process, but the horizontal considerations were perhaps 

more troublesome.64 

 Wright confronted the problem of the correspondence between the façade and the 

interior as he worked on the overall design throughout 1953. He revised the façade by 
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aligning the balconies to the same depth as the vertical fins of the bays. On the façade’s 

right side, he projected a balcony and a prow-shaped terrace at the ground level to 

indicate the location of the Masieri Memorial’s mezzanine level and to mediate with 

Palazzo Balbi’s façade to mark the confluence of Rio Nuovo with the Canalazzo. In the 

earlier sketches, Wright had produced a more “Gothic” façade, yet by tightening the 

surface elements he produced a more “classicized” appearance that emphasized the 

building’s mass and the façade’s thickness. He was thereby able to reduce the emphasis 

on the structure’s verticality and skeletal construction, which addressed one of the 

primary criticisms advanced by the project’s opponents (Figure 24).65 
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Figure 24: Masieri Memorial. Revised perspective (1954). Frank Lloyd Wright, architect. 
Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank Lloyd Wright 
Foundation. 
 

 Lastly, Wright intended to accentuate the building’s mass through the use of 

water. The site provided a unique opportunity to incorporate the canal surface as a 

reflective and transparent plane. His perspectives demonstrate this quality, as the 
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principle façade is reflected in the water.66 He articulated this concept in a letter to 

Venetian officials when he officially submitted the project’s drawings in March 1954: 

Venice is unique—a treasure for the whole world. Venice should not die just to 
please the tourist or sentimental painter. Architecture should keep alive what is 
most worth preserving in Venice and that means to cut away what is already unfit 
to live if Venice is to live as herself. In this salvage, better building from the 
bottom up is needed. But no need to lose or damage her native beauty. The 
problem is one for an architect knowing scientific construction, understanding 
what constitutes the true beauty of Venice in order to preserve what made her 
beautiful, as she is. The progress the art of building has already made should serve 
to preserve her now. 

Planning construction for Venice is like planning construction for any city 
or situation where the unique character of a culture prevails. This requires love 
from and love for the true artist. Architecture is the Art that should rescue, not 
destroy. 

Venice does not float upon the water like a gondola but rests upon the silt 
at the bottom of the sea. In the little building I have designed slender marble 
shafts, firmly fixed upon concrete piles (two to each) in the silt, rise from the 
water as do reeds or rice or any water plants. These marble piers rise to carry the 
floor construction securely—the cantilever slab floors thus made safe to project 
between them into balconies overhanging the water—Venetian as Venetian can 
be. Not imitation but interpretation of Venice.67 

 
 
As Wright developed and revised his design language for the project, he attempted to 

create a building that interpreted rather than imitated Venetian architecture. He relied 

upon his experience and application of organic principles to envision a “classical” design 

for a “modern” building based upon site specifications, local architectural traditions, and 

respect for the historical environment. With regard to the building’s scale and mass, 

Wright was thorough in his endeavor. 
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Materials and Construction 

 From the outset, Wright selected materials he felt would be most appropriate for a 

design in Venice. He informed his client that he preferred an inexpensive “thin marble 

slab with edges offset ½” each way” for the façade. Wright explained that “[t]hese marble 

shells are filled with concrete. The floors are concrete suspended from the roof beams by 

iron rods concealed in the partitions.”68 Wright thus provided an outline specification of 

the construction technique he envisioned. Specifically, he selected a light-veined 

Pavanozzo marble for the façade.69 Historically, Venetians built with stone and marble 

quarried from the Veneto and Friuli regions and from the Istria region across the Gulf of 

Venice.70 In order to accomplish the project, Wright nominated Bruno Zevi’s father, who 

was an engineer, to oversee the construction process.71 

 Ironically, Wright’s program addressed the historicist’s need to preserve Venice’s 

heritage in its current state. In his letter to the Municipal Building Commission dated 

March 24, 1954, which he titled “This Venice Affair,” Wright acknowledged that the city 

is “a treasure for the whole world,” noting: “Venice should not die just to please the 

tourist or sentimental painter. Architecture should keep alive what is most worth 

preserving in Venice and that means to cut away what is already unfit to live if Venice is 

to live as herself.” Wright was referring to the existing Casa Masieri in this instance. “In 
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this salvage,” he continued, “better building from the bottom up is needed. But no need to 

lose or damage her native beauty.” Here Wright calls attention to the sensibility of 

integrating modern and historic architecture on the Grand Canal, and he offered a 

potential solution. “The problem is one for an architect to know scientific construction, 

understanding what constitutes the true beauty of Venice in order to preserve what made 

her beautiful, as she is. The progress the art of building has already made should serve to 

preserve her now.” Wright was suggesting that modern building techniques would not 

necessarily impinge upon Venetian architectural heritage. In his view, “[p]lanning 

construction for Venice is like planning construction for any city or situation where the 

unique character of a culture prevails. This requires love from and love for the true artist. 

Architecture is the Art that should rescue, not destroy.”72 In essence, Wright 

demonstrated his awareness of the specific site characteristics of building design in 

Venice in a manner similar throughout his career when building at other sites. 

 

Relevance of Wright as Architect 

Wright’s Perception of Genius Loci and Abstraction 

 Angelo Masieri commissioned Wright through an appreciation of the architect’s 

design language. Wright had consistently demonstrated a deep understanding of site 

characteristics so that they became an integral part of his designs, an ability to determine 

the genius loci of sites as diverse as Spring Green, Wisconsin, Mill Run, Pennsylvania, 

Phoenix, Arizona, and Tokyo, Japan, the sites of some of his best work. 
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 As early as 1894, Wright had begun articulating his ideas about organic 

architecture. His credo opened with the statement, “Simplicity and Repose are qualities 

that measure the true value of any work of art.” Wright addressed the preoccupation with 

the “excessive love of detail,” referring to decorative ornamentation, as “hopelessly 

vulgar.” He cautioned, “Decoration is dangerous unless you understand it thoroughly and 

are satisfied that it means something good in the scheme as a whole, for the present you 

are usually better off without it. Merely that it ‘looks rich’ is no justification for the use of 

ornament.” To these remarks, Wright added, “A building should appear to grow easily 

from its site and be shaped to harmonize with its surroundings if Nature is manifest there, 

and if not try to make it as quiet, substantial and organic as She would have been were 

the opportunity Hers.”73 When he expressed these views, Wright was thinking of the 

Midwest prairies where he lived and worked. Sixty years later when writing about his 

proposed “little building” to Venetian officials, Wright stated that the marble shafts “rise 

from the water as do reeds or rice or any other plants,” demonstrating a continuity and 

maturation of his views on architecture’s need “to harmonize with its surroundings.” 

Wright’s main point in his 1894 essay centered on integrity—integrity of site, materials, 

and function. “A house that has character stands a good chance of growing more valuable 
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as it grows older,” he wrote, “while a house in the prevailing mode, whatever that mode 

may be, is soon out of fashion, stale and unprofitable.”74 

 Wright developed his organic architectural views throughout his career, often 

refining his points but retaining essentially the same premise. In 1910 while living near 

Florence, Wright wrote an essay that was published as the introduction to Ausgeführte 

Bauten und Entwürfe von Frank Lloyd Wright (1910-11), a forthcoming German 

publication of his Prairie Style designs known as the Wasmuth folios. It opened with 

Wright’s essay, “Studies and Executed Buildings by Frank Lloyd Wright,” which was 

“[a] major theoretical statement…[that] expressed his hopes for the future of architecture, 

and an implicit program for his own future work.”75 Wright described Italy as a country 

where “the true basis for any serious study of the art of architecture is in those indigenous 

structures, the more humble buildings everywhere, which are to architecture what folk-

lore is to literature or folk-songs are to music, and with which architects were seldom 

concerned.”76 He elaborated this point in poetic terms: 

No really Italian building seems ill at ease in Italy. All are happily content with 
what ornament and color they carry, as naturally as the rocks and trees and garden 
slopes which are one with them. Wherever the cypress rises, like the touch of a 
magician’s wand, it resolves all into a composition harmonious and complete.77 
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Wright progressed from a poetic interpretation to a philosophical understanding of 

architecture’s organic potential. According to Wright, style “is a free product,—a by-

product, the result of an organic working out of a project in character and in one state of 

feeling.” He explained that the architect provides “individuality [to a project], but will not 

prevent the building from being characteristic of those it was built to serve, because it 

necessarily is a solution of conditions they [architect and client] make, and it is made to 

serve their ends in their own way.” If this ideal “sympathy exists between the clients and 

the architect, the building will be their building.” The aspiration for these conditions 

transcended reliance on “corrupt styles like the Renaissance,” as Wright believed: 

[The building] will be theirs much more truly than though in ignorant selfhood 
they had stupidly sought to use means they had not conquered to an end 
imperfectly foreseen. The architect, then, is their means, their technique and 
interpreter; the building, an interpretation if he is a true architect…But the man 
who loves the beautiful, with ideals of organic natures if an artist, is too keenly 
sensible of the nature of his client as a fundamental condition of his [own], [a] 
problem to cast him off, although he may give him something to grow to, 
something in, which he may be a little at ease at the outset.78 

 

This passage reveals Wright’s insistence on intelligent planning, communication between 

clients and architects, and consideration for a site’s natural characteristics. His use of the 

phrase “corrupt styles like the Renaissance” acknowledged his life-long distain for the 

“sterilization” of architecture taught in universities.79 Instead, Wright advocated “tak[ing] 
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time and the extreme pains necessary to make an organism of anything[.] A cultural 

organism (like any other true organism) must grow.”80 

 If Masieri had not viewed the Wasmuth folios, he must have read Wright’s essay 

either in Metron or at the “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” exhibit, where the essay 

was reprinted as an introduction.81 Wright’s notion that “[a]ll architecture worthy [of] the 

name is a growth in accord with natural feeling and industrial means to serve actual 

needs” introduced Masieri to the Taliesin Master’s insistence that modern architecture 

must serve contemporary needs without falsifying itself to historical styles of the past: 

Any attempt to use forms borrowed from other times and conditions must end as 
the Renaissance ends,—with total loss of inherent relation to the soul life of the 
people. It can give us only an extraneous thing in the hands of professors that 
means little more than a mask for circumstance or a mark of temporal power to 
those whose lives are burdened, not expressed, by it; the result is a terrible loss to 
life for which literature can never compensate. Buildings will always remain the 
most valuable asset in a people’s environment, the one most capable of cultural 
reaction. But until people have the joy again in architecture as a living art that one 
sees recorded in buildings of all the truly great periods, so long will architecture 
remain a dead thing. It will not live again until we break away entirely from 
adherence to the false ideals of the Renaissance.82 

 

According to Wright, “a people’s environment” requires a careful study of each building 

site’s particular characteristics. Wright fully understood that a building is a living, 

harmonious addition to the environment, rather than a “dead thing” occupying space. 

When Wright explained his program for the Masieri Memorial to the Syndic of Venice, 
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he intimated his complete understanding of Venice’s unique environment and its genius 

loci: 

Loving Venice and being just as jealous of its beauty as a Venetian himself, alive 
or dead, I have tried to put this feeling into the small marble structure now 
intended to be a memorial to this young architect who lost his life in America. I 
hope enlightened Venetians will see this tribute to Masieri and approve because 
what I have done, as you will see, is no ruthless sacrifice of an ancient culture to a 
modern ambition, but is, I am sure a worthy tribute to you all and harmonious 
with your great Tradition.83 

 

This statement foreshadows his construction technique and planning strategy comments 

to the Municipal Building Commission in March 1954. According to Bruno Zevi, Wright 

successfully attended to Venice’s unique environmental spirit. After Savina showed him 

Wright’s drawings, Zevi wrote the Taliesin master, “I did know that you could conceive 

buildings growing out of the earth: I did not know you could make them grow with the 

same strength and easiness out of the water. It seems to have been there all the time.” The 

effect was obviously so pronounced upon him that Zevi felt compelled to add, “Passing 

with the boat [sic] in front of the site and looking at the building which is there now, I 

felt: ‘What is it? Who destroyed Wright’s building which belongs there?’”84 

 Wright typified this notion by stating, “Organic architecture is a new idea of what 

constitutes a building. It introduces wholly new values into building. An entirely new 

ethic—and esthetic—comes to life when the building is so conceived as intrinsic, as the 

result of the nature of materials, tools, situations, and the human beings it shelters.” 
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Wright maintained that “[a]rchitecture is primarily interior; of the thing, not on it. It is not 

a dead aspect of style but style itself, bearing ever fresh form, like all living things in 

nature.”85 One passage in particular exemplifies Wright’s frustration with critics of his 

work who attacked his design language and theories: 

The enclosed space within is the reality of the building. The enclosed space 
comes through as architecture and may be seen in these exteriors I have built as 
the reality of the building I wanted to build and did build and am still building in 
spite of all opposition and the supreme obstacle, pretentious ignorance. This sense 
of the “within” or the room itself (or the rooms themselves) I see as the great 
thing to be realized and that may take the new forms we need as architecture. 
Such a source would never stultify itself as a mere style. This sense of interior 
space made exterior as architecture, working out by way of the nature of materials 
and tools, transcends, as a fertilizing motive, all that has ever gone before in 
architecture. This clarifying motive of the whole makes previous ideas useful only 
as a means to the realization of this far greater concept of architecture. But if the 
buildings I have conceived upon this basis still seem enigmatical, most of all they 
must seem so to those who profess the “modernistic.”86 

 

With regard to the fierce opposition to his Venetian project, Wright, as had Carlo Scarpa 

many times, must have experienced considerable frustration with his critics’ “pretentious 

ignorance,” especially in contrast to the accolades and praise he had received so recently 

in Florence and Venice for his life-long work. 

 

Wright’s International Projects 

 The majority of Wright’s projected and executed designs were for clients in the 

United States, with the greatest concentration of his work in Oak Park and River Forest, 
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Illinois. In addition to his recreation building at Banff National Park in Alberta, Canada 

(1911-13), Wright’s best-known work outside of America was the Imperial Hotel in 

Tokyo (1913-22). A lesser-known aspect of his career centers on the extent of projects he 

designed in other countries. In addition to Canada and Japan, Wright projected buildings 

for Italy, Egypt, India, Panama, Mexico, El Salvador, Iran, and Iraq. His first commission 

abroad was the E. H. Pitkin House in Desbarats, Ontario (1900), and his last international 

design was a residence for Ralph Colgrove in Hamilton, Ontario (project, 1958).87 

 Few of Wright’s international projects, however, were executed. Most of these 

designs were studies for private residences. Wright’s Master Plan for the City of Baghdad 

(project, 1956) was his most ambitious international undertaking.88 His range of projects 

included a Carnegie Library in Pembroke, Ontario (project, 1913), a U.S. Embassy in 

Tokyo (project, 1914), the Ras El Bar Resort in Damiette, Egypt (project, 1927), the 

Calico Mills Department Store in Amedabad, India (project, 1946) as well as residences 

in Central America. Wright also designed a residence/studio for himself and Mamah 

Borthwick Cheney in Fiesole, Italy (project, 1910) during his self-imposed exile from the 

United States.89 

 Wright apparently harbored a desire to see this particular study realized because 

of its personal meaning. Although his study for a residence/studio in Fiesole was not 

executed, Wright returned to this plan years later when he reworked it as a project for the 
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Helen Sottil residence in Cuernavaca, Mexico (project, 1956).90 Of all of Wright’s 

international commissions, only the Masieri Memorial was rejected because of its 

controversial nature, which is one of the reasons why that particular design represents a 

significant episode in Wright’s career. 

 Insofar as Wright was concerned, he “always considered [the Imperial Hotel in 

Tokyo] one of his most significant works, if not the most significant one.”91 In 1912, an 

American friend of Wright’s recommended him to Aisaku Hayashi, the managing 

director of the outdated Imperial Hotel (1888-90), for an updated design. After several 

delays prior to his first trip to Japan to discuss the project with Japanese officials, Wright 

developed his preliminary plans, which were exhibited in April 1914 at the Chicago 

Architectural Club Exhibition. Wright, however, did not officially receive the 

commission until the end of 1916, after Hayashi had studied American hotels and visited 

Wright at Taliesin.92 Despite his status as a foreigner, Emperor Taisho’s representatives 

were convinced Wright was the correct choice to design the Imperial Hotel, which was 

intended to be “a government building of the highest representational order, one intended 

literally to represent Japan, in Japan, to the foreign visitor.”93 
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 Wright conducted extensive studies of the site, which was centrally located in the 

Hibiya government district near the Imperial Palace.94 Wright’s conception for the 

Imperial Hotel, which was “perhaps somewhat patronizing at the beginning, of his 

architecture operating in the middle ground between ‘old’ and ‘new,’ East and West,” 

gave way to a more complete understanding of Japanese culture, which became apparent 

during the design process. Initially, Wright maintained that “[t]he New Imperial Hotel 

[was] not an American building in Tokio [sic] any more than was inevitable in the 

circumstances.” He considered it neither a “Japanese building” nor an “Oriental 

building.” Instead, Wright intended to design “a building that respect[ed] Oriental 

tradition, at the same time that it [kept] its own individuality as a sympathetic friend on 

Japanese soil.” He considered his “mission” as one “to assist Japan to her own 

architectural feet, to help find an equivalent for her ancient supremacy in Art.” By way of 

modern building techniques, Wright also intended to demonstrate to his hosts “how to 

reinterpret their own traditions” in order “to help Japan make the transition from wood to 

masonry and from her knees to her feet without too great loss for her own great 

accomplishments in civilization.”95 

 Wright’s design was inspired by Mount Fujiyama’s shape and cultural importance 

to the Japanese. As he worked through the design, he became increasingly aware of the 

genius loci in Tokyo. On an engineering level, Wright accounted for the area’s 

seismology, and indeed the hotel withstood a minor earthquake in April 1922 before it 
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was completed. The Great Kanto earthquake of September 1, 1923, destroyed three-

quarters of Tokyo’s housing, but the Imperial Hotel withstood the major tremor, which 

demonstrated that Wright had accomplished an engineering feat and that he could handle 

such undertakings. It “was a major public building, international in scale,” which 

solidified Wright’s reputation.96 

 Wright’s success in Japan occurred on various levels. The hotel’s design exhibited 

a cultural sensitivity to place, and the building was constructed with modern techniques 

to ensure its structural integrity in an earthquake-prone region. With the Imperial Hotel 

commission, Wright redefined himself from a regional architect of the American 

Midwest to an international architect, although his reputation was established on his 

architectural theories more than his commissions. 

 The Masieri Memorial represented Wright’s first opportunity to build anywhere in 

Europe, a significant aspect of the entire project. In the early 1920s, he had successfully 

demonstrated his awareness of Tokyo’s environment; in 1953 Wright intended to repeat 

his earlier success on the Grand Canal. 

                                                           
96 Ibid., 123. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

THE MASIERI MEMORIAL IN THE PRESS 
 

AND THE PUBLIC’S RESPONSE 
 
 
 During the period from December 1952 to May 1953, Wright and Savina Masieri 

engaged in a cordial architect/client relationship. Aside from her immediate circle of 

professors at IUAV, Wright’s project remained confidential. Toward the end of May 

1953, however, news began to spread about the palazzina Wright intended to build on the 

Grand Canal. Soon, through opinions typically based on misinformation and prejudice, an 

international controversy raged that ultimately undermined Wright’s sole opportunity to 

build in Venice. 

 
Publication of the Masieri Memorial Perspective 

 The unpremeditated event that precipitated the controversy occurred in New York 

City. The National Institute of the American Academy of Arts and Letters awarded the 

eighty-six-year-old Frank Lloyd Wright a gold medal for his lifetime architectural 

achievements. In conjunction with this ceremony the Institute sponsored a month-long 

show of his work. When the exhibition opened on May 27, 1953, visitors viewed 

drawings and models of many of Wright’s buildings, including, as anticipated, the 

recently completed H. C. Price Company Tower in Bartlesville, Oklahoma (1952) and the 

ongoing project for the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York (1943-59). 

 The New York Times published an interview with Wright the previous day, 

outlining his views on organic architecture. Wright commented on his past and current 
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projects, including one of his latest buildings about which he was rather enthusiastic. The 

New York Times must have thought so also, for they included four paragraphs devoted to 

“[a] building that has not been exhibited before…the Masieri Memorial, planned for the 

Grand Canal in Venice.”1 With the publication of this article, Wright’s commission in 

Venice became public knowledge in New York. This misstep, though perhaps 

unintended, would have serious implications for the project and its architect in the 

upcoming months. It was the first major blunder in the controversy. Savina Masieri soon 

expressed her concern to Wright that his exhibiting the design in New York had “made 

the [Venetian] authorities overcautious” and sensitive to the negative public opinion 

taking shape against the project.2 

 In the meantime, The New York Times published additional coverage of Wright’s 

exhibition several days later in its Sunday edition. Aline B. Louchheim, the newspaper’s 

architecture and art columnist, provided “random thoughts” about the show, and under 

the heading “Venetian Palace” she brought especial attention to the Masieri Memorial: 

How enchantingly Venetian the little building—an architectural library with 
dwelling for twelve students—designed for the Grand Canal in Venice looks! The 
richness of materials, dark-veined white marble and clear-and-blue-tinted Murano 
glass; the pattern of light and shadow; the rhythms of its strong verticals playing 
against horizontals in the small protruding balconies; the corner windows 
allowing diagonal views of the canal—the whole a twentieth-century variation on 
the grace and color and fairy-tale look of Gothic and Renaissance palaces in the 
magic city…3 

                                                           
1 Aline B. Louchheim, “Wright Analyzes Architect’s Need—Philosophy, Not Esthetics, is a ‘Must’ Now, 
He Holds—His Show Opens Tomorrow.” New York Times, Tuesday, May 26, 1953: 23. 
 
2 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 26 June 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
3 Aline B. Louchheim, “Individual Architect—Frank Lloyd Wright Show Reveals Many Facets.” New York 
Times, Section 2, Sunday, May 31, 1953: 7. 
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Louchheim’s description of the proposed building outlined the design and program in 

poetic language, although her use of the juxtaposing terms “Venetian Palace” and “little 

building” introduced a misconception about the building’s mass. Furthermore, her 

statement about its “fairy-tale look…in the magic city” seemed to trivialize or perhaps 

patronize Venice and Wright’s attempt to harmoniously integrate the building into 

Venice’s historic architectural environment. Of far greater consequence, the article was 

accompanied by an illustration of Wright’s first perspective of the Masieri Memorial. It 

was the readers of The New York Times, whether in the United States or abroad, who first 

received a glimpse of the building that was to inspire both hostility and admiration. 

 The two The New York Times articles ignited a series of events throughout the 

remainder of the year and into the following spring. The Masieri Memorial was next 

publicized in June 1953 with the publication of that month’s issue of the Periodical 

Bulletin, the official organ of the United States Information Service (USIS), whose 

“principal functions…[were] to inform, persuade, and win support for U.S. policies and 

programs through various forms of direct contact with governments and peoples of 

foreign countries—primarily the latter.”4 Under the aegis of the USIS, the Information 

Press Services (IPS) produced texts and photographs for pamphlets and newspapers that 

are “tailored for global, regional, and single-country use in Agency publications for 

dissemination by USIS posts to newspapers, radio stations, magazines, and other 

                                                           
4 John W. Henderson, The United States Information Agency (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1969), 70. 
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informational outlets abroad.”5 When the June issue of the Periodical Bulletin was 

released throughout Italy, its readers learned of Wright’s proposed building, although the 

perspective was not published in the press release.6 Unfortunately, the Venetian public 

learned of the project secondhand, they were not privy to the proposed building’s 

aesthetics and form, and they did not let Wright forget it. 

 An outraged Venetian public quickly reacted. Savina Masieri became alarmed 

over the public reaction in Venice and throughout the rest of the country. She wrote to 

Wright to explain that “[f]ollowing…an article published [in] the New York Times, an 

oppository [sic] polemic has been started in the newspapers all over Italy, just when we 

were dealing—among great difficulties—with the city authorities for the approval of your 

plan.”7 Wright would have avoided this problem had he decided to exhibit the Venetian 

project first, for example, at the Venice Biennale in 1953. It might, perhaps, have ensured 

the project’s fruition. Through Wright’s indiscretion, Savina was obliged to explain her 

position on the matter and ask Wright for his due consideration: 

I hoped to let you know, in a short time, the successful conclusion of such 
dealings and to ask you for the executive plans, but the arbitrary attitude of the 
press has made the authorities overcautious. I beseech you—if possible—to avoid 
the publication in the papers of the photographs of the plan in order to remove—
until the definite approval—every possible obstacle to the aim I want to reach. I 
too, as well as all who help me—are [sic] eager to make the plan public, but for 
this, we are waiting for the final approval.8 

                                                           
5 Ibid., 71-72. 
 
6 In the correspondence between Wright and Savina Masieri, neither mentions a photograph in the 
Periodical Bulletin. Initially, only The New York Times published the perspective. The drawing would later 
appear in other periodicals and newspapers. 
 
7 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 26 June 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
8 Ibid. 
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Her cautionary stance stemmed from an ardent desire that “the dream of [her] husband 

must be realized.”9 The tenor of her letter with words such as “beseech” and “if possible” 

suggests her recognition regarding Wright’s arrogant attitude for which he was well 

known. Her letter indicated a significant problem that would resurface throughout the 

debate. Venetian officials assumed a cautious position regarding their handling of the 

proposal and their ultimate decision to approve or reject Wright’s project. A close reading 

of this letter suggests that the Venetian public would not learn more of her project until 

some form of approval had been received from the city. Thus, she in turn may have 

played into the hands of the opposition more than she realized than if she had broadly 

advertised the project from the outset. 

 Now, recognizing the seriousness of the situation, Wright immediately responded, 

explaining how the perspective drawing had appeared in The New York Times. He 

expressed his sorrow for causing any unnecessary difficulties, before stating that the 

“drawing was exhibited at the National Academy of Arts and Letters on the occasion of 

conferring its gold medal upon me. The newspapers took what they liked from the small 

accompanying exhibit.” According to Wright, The New York Times may even have 

published the drawing without his consent, or perhaps only with tacit approval. Thus, by 

whose authorization exactly the drawing appeared in the newspaper is not clear. 

 Wright’s next statement suggests that either his enthusiasm for the project or 

perhaps his ego convinced him to exhibit the design regardless of the breech of 
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professional courtesy and client privilege. Despite the difficulties caused by the 

drawing’s publication, Wright acknowledged that he “had no volition in the matter after 

[he] exhibited the drawings which [he] should never have done had [he] dreamed it might 

be an indiscretion.”10 According to Wright, he had little or no input on the decision to 

publish the perspective. Although he obviously could have withheld permission, Wright’s 

failure to do so proved to be significantly negligent. Sad as it may seem from so great an 

architect, it appears that Wright tried to deflect any blame from himself regarding the 

premature publication of his design. 

 As the summer of 1953 began, the first round of events surrounding the Masieri 

Memorial had already shaped public opinion in Italy. A long-standing, pre-existing 

notion about Wright was the general misconception that during his entire architectural 

career he only accepted commissions from wealthy clients.11 This prejudice would factor 

into the upcoming debate. Wright’s architectural renown and character were broadcast 

throughout the United States and abroad, his projects and statements often newsworthy 

and published in an array of magazines. During the last decade of his life, beginning in 

1949, Wright received honors, titles, medals, and citations from many American and 

foreign institutions. He traveled extensively to promote his exhibitions or to support 

architectural commissions and designs of other architects. He also published seven books, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
9 Ibid. 
 
10 Frank Lloyd Wright to Savina Masieri, 30 June 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
11 Anthony Alofsin, “Wright, Influence, and the World at Large.” In Anthony Alofsin, ed., Frank Lloyd 
Wright: Europe and Beyond (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 10-11. 
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including Genius and the Mobocracy (1949), The Future of Architecture (1953), In the 

Cause of Architecture (1953), The Natural House (1954) and The Living City (1958), as 

well as numerous articles.12 Thus, Wright remained highly visible with the public, and he 

reveled in his fame. 

 
Public Responses to the Proposed Masieri Memorial 

 
Responses in Venice and in Italy 

 As described in Savina Masieri’s letter of June 26, 1953, the Italian press and 

public began “an oppository [sic] polemic” against the proposed memorial. Wright’s 

project had become a widespread topic of conversation in the country, especially among 

Venetians, even before the first Italian article about the project appeared in print. 

Astounded by the reaction, Bruno Zevi noted: “Chi non ha scritto o parlato 

sull’argomento?…Persino in treno ti senti domandare: «che ne pensa del progetto di 

Wright? non è uno scandalo?» [Who has not written or spoken of this argument?…Even 

on the train you hear this question, “What do you think of Wright’s project? Is it not a 

scandal?”].13 Venetians were very interested in the project, regardless of their opinion of 

Wright and his proposed building. 

 Soon after the press release in the Periodical Bulletin, Venice’s Il Gazzettino and 

Udine’s Il Gazzettino di Udine published several articles about the proposed building. In 

                                                           
12 Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer, Frank Lloyd Wright: The Crowning Decade, 1949-1959 (Fresno: The Press at 
California State University, Fresno, 1989), 9-21. 
 
13 Bruno Zevi, “Una moderna ca’ d’oro divide gli italinai: la palazzina di Wright ‘in volta de canal’” [A 
modern Ca’ D’Oro divides the Italians: Wright’s palazzina ‘in volta de canal’]. Cronache di architettura: 
Da Wright sul Canal Grande alla Chapelle de Ronchamp (Bari: Laterza, 1970), 51. 
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the Venice newspaper’s June 17, 1953 issue, an article titled “Vuole costruire sul 

Canalgrande un palazzo in memoria del figlio” [A proposed palazzo on the Grand Canal 

in memory of a child] appeared, followed by the June 28 publication of “Un palazzo in 

Canal Grande progettato dall’architetto Wright” [Architect Wright’s projected palazzo 

on the Grand Canal]. On June 30, Il Gazzettino di Udine published “Come è nato il 

progetto presentato da F. L. Wright” [Birth of a project as presented by F. L. Wright].14 

The absence of Wright’s drawing of the Masieri Memorial in the Periodical Bulletin and 

in the subsequent Italian articles created a great deal of misinformed rumor, particularly 

about the proposed building’s size. The use of the term “palazzo” by the Italian press led 

many to believe that the building was projected for a volume equal to that of Palazzo 

Balbi alongside. According to Savina in her June 26, 1953 letter to Wright, this 

implication was as important a factor in the formulation of Venetian opposition to the 

project as much as Wright’s untimely display of the design in New York City, which 

contributed to what she considered an “overcautious” attitude by city officials. More 

accurately, their attitude was hostile. 

 Critics of the project expressed their views in various publications as the summer 

progressed. Antonio Cederna outlined the basic issues surrounding Wright’s proposal: 

L’architetto “organico” americano Franck Lloyd Wright [sic] costruirà un 
palazzo di quattro piani, in marmo e vetro, a Venezia, sul Canal Grande a S. 
Tomà, a trecento metri dall’Accademia: il progetto dell’edificio (su commissione 
di una famiglia udinese) è stato esposto a New York. 

 
[The “organic” American architect Frank Lloyd Wright will build a four-story 
palazzo in marble and glass in Venice on the Grand Canal at San Tomà, three 

                                                           
14 Massimo Bortolotti, “Il Memorial Masieri di Frank Lloyd Wright: Cronaca di up progetto.” In Massimo 
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hundred meters from the Accademia: the building project (a commission by a 
family from Udine) has been exhibited in New York.]15 

 

With that statement, Cederna introduced several key issues that would play significant 

roles in the controversy. First, he noted that Wright was an American architect, and thus a 

foreigner who wished to erect a building on the Canalazzo. Second, he alluded to modern 

architecture when he mentioned that marble and glass would constitute the primary 

building materials. Cederna suggested that modern architecture was incompatible with 

the Venetian Gothic and Italian Renaissance palazzi lining the Grand Canal. He then 

indicated that the building would be constructed in close proximity to the Accademia, 

which implies that it would stand near one of Venice’s most venerated sites. Finally, and 

subtly, he denigrated the client by highlighting the Friuli home of the Masieris—Udine. 

As Wright was not Italian, the Masieris were not Venetian. More importantly, Cederna 

stated the project had previously been exhibited in New York, instead of Venice. The 

message was clear: Should not Venetian opinion have been sought before exhibiting it to 

an American audience? 

 Less clear was a subsequent statement he made. Cederna commented, “Se fosse 

coerente dovrebbe fare entrare la laguna nel suo palazzo progettato sul Canal Grande” 

[If he were consistent he should allow the lagoon to enter the palazzo he has designed for 

the Grand Canal].16 Was Cederna offering a positive suggestion to improve the Venetian 

quality of Wright’s project, or was he maliciously critical of the design? With regard to 

                                                           
15 Antonio Cederna, “Wright s’adatta a Venezia” [Wright adopts himself to Venice]. L’Europeo 9, no. 28 
(July 5, 1953): 35. 
 
16 Ibid. 
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his antagonism toward the Masieri Memorial, the latter suggestion appears more 

plausible. 

 Were Wright’s Italian supporters equal to the task of defending his project? 

Metron’s editorial board praised Elio Zorzi for writing “[o]ne of the very few articles in 

favor of Frank Lloyd Wright’s house in Venice,” and they considered his support 

essential “while the daily newspapers and periodicals of average culture or of a very 

vague specialization are thumbing their noses in the face of a decision of civility and 

courage that a popular weekly magazine with a very large distribution takes such a clear 

position. And we cannot be any happier about it.”17 If support for Wright’s project was 

scarce among the Italian public, Zorzi tried ably to compensate for the deficit. He covered 

the factual information about the project, mainly discussing Masieri’s enthusiasm for 

Wright and his work and the story of the young architect’s death in America, before 

challenging the criticism of Wright. He defended Wright’s program on the grounds that 

the architect’s Venetian friends had contacted the Superintendent of Monuments, a 

Professor Franco, about height regulations which they sent to Wright. On receipt, Wright 

began designing “very scrupulously” in order not to obstruct the view of the Frari apse 

from the Grand Canal. Zorzi then declared that he intended to “clear the field of 

stupidity” by addressing the rumor that Wright’s design demanded the demolition of the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
17 Elio Zorzi, “Ingiustificato allarme a Venezia per la nuova casa sul Canal grande progettata dal famoso 
architetto Wright” [Unjustified alarm in Venice for the new house on the Grand Canal that has been 
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adjacent Palazzo Balbi, a rumor Zorzi sardonically noted would not have circulated “if it 

were not for the fantasy of some journalists who are too well informed.”18 

 Zorzi strengthened his defense of Wright’s project with additional refutations. He 

challenged the allegation printed in Settimana Incom, an unreliable Italian tabloid, that 

claimed the new building would obstruct the view of the Grand Canal from the Rio della 

Frescada, which is a narrow canal that flows in the Canalazzo several houses to the right 

of Palazzo Balbi. According to the erroneous report, Wright’s building was to be erected 

to the right of Palazzo Balbi where Palazzo Caotorta Angaran and the adjacent House on 

Rio della Frescada stand.19 The former residence, a two-story building, was erected in the 

seventeenth century and rebuilt and enlarged several times in its existence. The latter is 

composed of two blocks built in a neo-Renaissance style and dates from the nineteenth 

century.20 The article’s implication suggested that these adjacent buildings were 

scheduled for demolition with Palazzo Balbi. Zorzi cleared the matter by reminding his 

readers that Wright’s building was to stand to the left of Palazzo Balbi, thus none of these 

three residences were in any way threatened with demolition. The source of the rumors 

about these buildings that “should be sacrificed by Wright’s vindictive aims has told 

some very big lies,” Zorzi stated. In the final analysis, Zorzi dismissed the opposition’s 

arguments about the proposed building’s mass and function. The Masieri Memorial, he 

observed, “exploits a very small area with practical aims that are fit to the environment 
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with a certain sense of monumentality of a modernity that has already been overcome but 

without excessive extravagance or abuse of mass.”21 

 Savina Masieri was shocked, disappointed, and reassured to read such 

commentary simultaneously ridiculing and defending Wright’s plan. She understood the 

reasoning behind statements expressed by Cederna and Zorzi, but she was neither 

assuaged nor comforted. As 1953 neared its end and the press and public continued to 

debate this issue, she wrote to Wright after a prolonged silence. Although she felt 

“mortified and reluctant” to write him, Savina Masieri explained that she had been 

awaiting any good news before doing so. She informed Wright that “[t]he battle here, not 

only is not appeased[,] but I foresee that in the next weeks it will grow harder than ever. 

The whole European press is interested in it.” 

 In her view, the dilemma centered on cultural territoriality. She informed Wright, 

“Venetian people have an almost morbid susceptibility for what [they regard as] their 

own town, and one must have a benevolent consideration for them.”22 Savina tacitly 

addressed the sense of wounded pride many Venetians felt about Wright’s injurious act 

with the New York exhibition. 

 Wright grasped the implication of her statement and reassured her that he 

remained optimistic of the project’s eventual approval by city officials. “I am well 

aware,” he wrote her, “of the natural fear Venetians would have that an American 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
21 Zorzi, “Ingiustificato allarme a Venezia,” 64. 
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‘modern’ would exploit his ‘style’ at their expense. How would they know that my 

feeling and such practice as I have had is entirely sympathetic to the culture with which I 

am asked to cooperate[?]” Wright’s rhetorical question focused on his understanding of 

the genius loci of the sites where he had designed buildings, a notion that would have 

understandably been unknown to many people. He nonetheless downplayed the polemic 

and added optimistic reassurance: 

I have been aware of the commotion raised and only amused by it, believing when 
the proposed scheme is actually seen, prejudice, however natural in the 
circumstances, will disappear and the memorial I have designed in the Spirit of 
Venice to my young architect friend and admirer, Masieri, will be received with 
grateful enthusiasm.23 

 

Unless they happened to have seen the preliminary image in The New York Times, the 

Italian public had not seen any drawings of the project. Speculation and wonder 

abounded with the grave consequence, in Wright’s view, of “inevitable ignorance.”24 

Regardless that his Venetian project had “inspired idiotic and furious definitions such as 

bunker, the monster-house, [and] the golden tooth in the mouth of Venus,”25 Wright 

remained silent and “amused” by the controversy. 

 In an editorial, Zevi and his colleagues at Metron addressed several of the issues 

Wright had alluded to regarding the project’s opposition. Stating their concern of 

confronting “one of the most depressing phenomena of Italian culture,” the directors 

                                                           
23 Frank Lloyd Wright to Savina Masieri, 28 December 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
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24 Ibid. 
 
25 Roberto Pane, “La laguna ‘organica’” [The ‘organic’ lagoon]. Il Mondo (Rome), Tuesday, February 2, 
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predicted that in the next few years they would have to answer a potentially embarrassing 

question put forth by “architects, art critics, and men of culture of the world,” namely 

“What happened to the house projected by Frank Lloyd Wright for Venice?” Zevi and his 

colleagues pointed to the opposition’s hypocrisy in preventing a “stranger” from erecting 

a structure in Italy when Italian architects were building abroad. They questioned the 

bureaucratic justifications to permit the additions to the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald and Hotel 

Danieli while “[acting] like wise men in togas, sacred defenders of the ‘untouchability’ of 

Venice when one wants to erect a small building by a great modern architect.” The 

directors also challenged the forces of “bureaucratic inertia, chauvinistic spirit, and 

intellectual distortion” in their country that permits rampant land speculation to destroy 

monumental centers, including Venice, yet preventing “an internationally esteemed 

architect who is one of the greatest creative geniuses of our age from building a little 

house on the Grand Canal.” Zevi and his colleagues called upon Wright’s supporters to 

prepare for a difficult fight to ensure the project’s completion and indicated that Metron’s 

next issue would be devoted entirely to Angelo Masieri and Wright’s plan.26 

 Savina Masieri proposed a new tactic to confront the challenges besetting the 

project. She suggested to Wright “that it would be not only very proper, but extremely 

necessary, that you would intervene with a letter to the Syndic of Venice.” She believed 

that “one word from [Wright] could bring to a definite explanation of the situation.” 

Meanwhile, other actions were planned to promote the plan. She informed Wright that 
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Zevi intended to devote a “special number” of Metron to the project and a remembrance 

to her late husband. The issue was scheduled to coincide with the Comune di Venezia’s 

deliberation, and she requested Wright’s permission to publish his drawings.27 

 Wright consented to both requests. In his letter to the Syndic of Venice, he 

declared his love for Venice and its traditions. He expressed his hope that “this will be 

apparent to you all when properly presented,” indicating that once the program was 

officially submitted the Syndic would see for themselves that the building was “a worthy 

tribute to you all and harmonious with your great Tradition.” As he had done with his 

client, Wright attempted to reassure the Syndic that his building respected the genius loci 

of Venice’s unique environment. In order to quell the Syndic’s reservations, Wright 

stated, “News reaches me of the alarm that has been raised in Venice by the thought that 

I, an American architect and a ‘modern,’ have planned a memorial to a young Venetian 

architect who admired my work and chose me to plan a dwelling for him when he was 

still alive to be built on a small lot on the Canal Grande.”28 

 Wright’s audience for these sentiments may have been the Syndic, but in spirit he 

could have been addressing his comments to Antonio Cederna, as his statement was a 

direct refutation of the Milanese critic’s attack of his program. Wright referred to Masieri 

as a “Venetian architect” who commissioned him to design the building. In contrast, 

Cederna failed to mention Masieri’s role in the commission, but indicted that his family 
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from Udine sought Wright for the project. Whereas Cederna alerted his readers to the 

“four-story palazzo” intended for the in volta di canal, Wright countered this allegation 

with the simple fact that the building would be erected on a small site, which implied that 

the building itself would be small. Despite these instances of argument and 

counterargument, civic officials, the press, and the public could only speculate on the 

building’s appearance because very few had seen the drawings. 

 In the first three months of 1954, the Italian press, intelligentsia, and public 

remained fixated on the controversy. Supporters and detractors stepped up their efforts to 

influence the impending decision by Venetian municipal officials. One of the key issues 

debated concerned the Grand Canal’s “untouchable” character. In an article published in 

the February 2, 1954 edition of the Rome newspaper Il Mondo, the architectural historian 

Roberto Pane addressed the concerns of Wright’s detractors who argued that the building 

“would introduce an extraneous element to the environment, damaging the unified 

character, and that the Grand Canal must be preserved the way it is and defended against 

any tampering.”29 Six days earlier, on January 27, 1954, The Times of London published 

a copy of Wright’s perspective without an accompanying article.30 Thus, by the time 

Pane published his article, the Italian press had already published the illustration. 
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 Pane acknowledged that the debate centered on the visual changes the 

introduction of the Masieri Memorial would create, but he reminded his readers that “the 

new small fabric would certainly derive a more interesting form than the existing one, 

and, on the other hand, the earlier report of its mass in respect to buildings in the area 

would not be changed in the least by the planned transformations.” Pane challenged the 

argument for preserving every building along the Canalazzo. He recognized the delicate 

nature of the issue “because the palazzi are worthy of preservation with every effort and 

constitute the majority of the buildings there,” while also acknowledging in this case the 

necessity “to recognize that the total conservation of the entire environment is a historical 

absurdity.” The Grand Canal, Pane argued, “furnishes us the most difficult example of 

tolerance of mistakes that have been committed in honor of the prevailing local ‘style,’” 

and he, like Zevi, questioned why Wright’s modest building should be denied when the 

Grand Canal was witnessing a “brutal lack of equilibrium through gigantic constructions 

of undesirable excessively tall buildings…imposed by uncontrolled building 

speculation.” Pane referred to the “known examples” of Virgilio Vallot’s addition to the 

Danieli Hotel and Marino Meo’s extension of the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald to illustrate his 

point that the tourist industry and building speculation (speculazione edilizia) were the 

catalysts of change in Venice that promoted such projects as a new island between 

Marghera, directly across Laguna Veneta to the west, while distracting the public’s 

attention with allegations of an “assumed offence to the artistic tradition” Wright’s 

building would cause on the Grand Canal.31 
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 Antonio Cederna responded to Pane’s article with questions regarding the 

conservation of Italy’s historic centers. Cederna cited the potential demolition of Casa 

Masieri, which Wright’s supporters considered “completely insignificant,” as an example 

that “nine-tenths of monumental Italy” could be condemned due to insignificance. 

Although recognizing Pane’s disdain for the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald and the Hotel 

Danieli, Cederna argued that the demolition of Casa Masieri and the construction of 

Wright’s building would set a precedent for “speculators and killers of Italy” to erect 

“disgusting buildings” throughout the country. For Cederna, the debate over the Masieri 

Memorial camouflaged the greater problems of Italian urbanism and preservation. He 

challenged the American architect’s supporters “to not waste authority and energy in a 

cause that is as worthless as Wright’s on the Grand Canal,” and, in an aside, suggested 

that “many of them know how to maneuver with great ability in the ‘competent’ offices 

in favor of Wright.” Cederna invited these individuals “to denounce the plans of 

speculators, to inject courage into the authorities, to denounce publicly the abuses, the 

ruins, and the thousand urbanistic and building absurdities that threaten Venice.” Stating 

that “[i]t is too easy to fight for Wright, and not as easy but more praiseworthy to fight 

against the real estate companies,” Cederna encouraged architects, urban planners, and 

professors of art history to study the “fundamental problems of Venice—people leaving 

the city, overpopulation, means of support, enlargement of available land, [and] 

preservation of the city’s character,” thus elevating the “Wright case” to a rallying cry for 

Italy’s preservationists. Rather than bother with Wright’s building, Cederna argued, 
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greater attention should be directed at halting uncontrolled land and building speculation 

throughout the country, because Wright’s “strange idea is not an initiative of culture, but 

a capricious whim of bored people, a capricious ambition of provincials.”32 

 In turn, Pane continued the debate in favor of Wright’s cause while addressing 

Cederna’s points. The polemic surrounding the Masieri Memorial provided Pane the 

opportunity to offer his views on the “delicate question on the historic and aesthetic 

nature of the problem of conserving [Italy’s] ancient environments.” In his opinion, the 

problems of urbanism and the preservation of historic centers stemmed from the “true 

negation of the very spirit that dictated the fundamental laws of the actual Italian state.” 

Preservation of Italy’s historic patrimony, Pane noted, “is currently established by an 

article in the Constitution,” which he considered meaningless “since the Constitution is 

neither actuated nor respected, it is evident that this part of the Constitution should not be 

respected or actuated either.” He argued that the State would not be able or even attempt 

to prevent the transformation of urban and historic centers without enacting regulations 

that respected Italy’s architectural traditions. If such legislation existed, he stated, 

“speculation would not have found enough convenience in demolishing and rebuilding, 

nor would it have been possible to increase the height of the Bauer and enlarge the 

Albergo Danieli.” Wright’s building, Pane declared, was “not inspired by speculation and 

retain[ed] its spontaneity” unlike such buildings as the hotels cited. Although he and 

Cederna agreed that uncontrolled speculation threatened the nation’s cities, Pane 

disagreed with his colleague’s opinion that the Via Appia in Rome and the Grand Canal 
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were “closed chapter[s], sealed, perfect, untouchable.” Nor did Pane find any merit with 

Cederna’s argument that contemporary architecture cannot stand adjacent to or near 

ancient edifices, and he especially challenged Cederna’s Ruskinian view that Italy’s 

historic centers could be metaphorically preserved in “bell jars.”33 For Pane and Cederna, 

as well as adherents of their respective views, Wright’s proposed building represented the 

opportunity to either permit well-planned progress in Italy’s historic centers or reinforce 

uncontrolled speculation at the expense of a modern design by a foreign architect. 

 Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti likewise considered Wright’s project an opportunity 

to examine the larger question of Italian urbanism. Ragghianti perceived that the two 

issues inherent in the polemic focused on Venice’s invulnerability and the historical 

architectural environment of the Grand Canal. Whereas Wright’s opponents were loudly 

protesting the possibility of a modern building rising on the Canalazzo, Ragghianti noted, 

these same critics remained completely silent about the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald, the Hotel 

Danieli, the proposed island between Venice and the mainland, and Santa Lucia Railway 

Station at the lower end of the Grand Canal. Ragghianti further dismissed the objections 

raised about the visual properties of the Masieri Memorial perspective that were formed 

upon its publication in the various newspapers. He reminded his readers that the 

illustration “does not have nor can have any value as a ‘document’; it is simply a 

photographic insinuation.” Ragghianti strongly expressed that “it is necessary to keep 

into account that the Grand Canal is formed by a highly various anthological and often 
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sporadic succession of beautiful and ugly views,” of buildings of varying degrees of 

aesthetic value because “not everything that is ancient is beautiful because it is ancient 

and the ‘patina’ is not architecture but dirt!” He remained unconvinced by the argument 

that Wright was obliged to “the need of coordinating [himself] to the values of pre-

existing architectural expressions” on the Canalazzo when the waterway itself is a mosaic 

of many styles that are distinguishable among themselves. In his view, because Wright 

had taken “an extreme and very sensible account of the ‘environment,’” Ragghianti 

agreed with the “most illuminated authorities” that the design was “so highly balanced 

and contained so that it can harmonize completely with the architectural surroundings in 

which it will be inserted, is certainly one of the most artistically successful buildings that 

may rise in Venice.”34 

 Toward the end of March 1954, the events surrounding the fate of the Masieri 

Memorial intensified. Wright responded publicly to the ongoing arguments in Italy for 

the first time. He wrote to Zevi requesting a copy of his initial perspective be published in 

the forthcoming issue of Metron.35 He also wrote Arturo Tofanelli, the editor of Rivista 

Pirelli in Milan, providing him with “a contribution concerning the controversy” in the 

“hope it does some good.”36 Lastly, Wright formally submitted the revised perspective, 

relevant drawings explaining the design, and a letter to the Municipal Building 
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Commission titled “This Venice Affair.”37 Wright timed his actions to precede the 

commission’s decision on the project. 

 News that Wright had submitted the plans was immediately known in Italy. 

Roberto Papini, the Milanese architectural critic who opposed the project, described the 

public’s reaction as “a great turmoil” in which “[i]nsults, protests, and blame” were 

hurled in both directions by supporters and opponents. Papini stated that “English and 

American newspapers participated in the polemic,” and he referred to a caricature that 

appeared in a British publication that “updat[ed] the Grand Canal according to the latest 

image of the International Style.” He also quoted Hemingway’s “let it burn” comment in 

his article.38 Many Italian newspapers and periodicals printed Hemingway’s comment, 

and when reporters in the United States asked Wright for his reaction, he refused to 

dignify that “voice from the jungle.”39 Just as Wright would not be lured into the polemic 

by the Italian public and press, nor would he permit Hemingway to coax him into the 

debate. Even if Wright would not enter the argument, Papini wanted to ensure its 

unfavorable outcome by Venetian decision makers, and he stated why: 

No foreigner who has gone to Venice to design buildings, or paint, or sculpt has 
ever been able to take root, not because he lacked genius, but because Venice 
must be lived and must be felt in the flesh and adored. Even Palladio, who was 
more or less Venetian, when he planned the Rialto Bridge in too much of a 
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Roman style, was thanked but flunked without any shame. Let’s thank Wright, as 
he is among such good company, and let’s not talk about it any more.40 

 

In Papini’s view, Wright lacked the proper understanding of Venetian culture, tradition, 

and architectonics that informed the city’s unique character, and he questioned whether 

the American architect’s building should stand along the Grand Canal among the 

architectural edifices of earlier masters such as Jacopo Sansovino (1486-1570), Andrea 

Palladio (1508-80), and Baldasarre Longhena (1598-1682). Although all three architects 

received commissions to build in Venice, only Longhena was a Venetian native; 

Sansovino was born in Florence, and Palladio in Padua. Nonetheless, each designed 

monumental edifices in the city, such as Sansovino’s Biblioteca Marciana in the Piazza di 

San Marco (begun 1537), Palladio’s Church of San Giorgio Maggiore (1560-80), and 

Longhena’s Church of Santa Maria della Salute (1631-82) (Figure 25).41 In Papini’s 

view, Wright attempted a noble effort whose design should be rejected “without any 

shame” on the architect’s part, because he was “among such good company.” 
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Figure 25: Chiesa di Santa Maria della Salute (1631-81). Baldassare Longhena, architect. 
Photograph by author. 
 

 The editorial board of Metron thoroughly disagreed with views expressed by the 

likes of Papini. Soon after the receipt of Wright’s drawings and the completion of the 

remaining tasks the journal’s special issue was published. In this double number, Angelo 

Masieri’s life and work were recognized, and, as Zevi wrote in the section introducing the 

young architect’s projects, “[t]hose who knew him and loved him in life—his wife, his 

friends, and colleagues—testify to his personality and character, and to the tragic events 

of his death. His works speak for themselves.”42 Zevi secured essays from Giuseppe 

Samonà, Ernesto N. Rogers, and Alfonso Gatto about their remembrances of Masieri as a 
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student, friend, and colleague. The pages were lavishly illustrated with photographs of 

Masieri’s buildings and accompanied by explanatory texts. Ample space was reserved for 

the building Wright designed, and Zevi had recruited Professor Sergio Bettini, an 

authority on Byzantine and Venetian art who taught Christian archeology at the 

University of Padua, to discuss the aesthetics of the proposed memorial. 

 According to Ernesto N. Rogers, Professor Bettini’s essay belonged among those 

“generous, brilliant, and erudite” writings in support of Wright’s project.43 Bettini 

provided an overview of Wright’s work and a philosophical consideration of architectural 

aesthetics before specifically addressing the Masieri Memorial. Bettini believed the 

design exhibited an “unmistakable Wrightian character,” and he compared Wright to 

earlier architects who were not Venetian by birth who employed the Byzantine, 

Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, and Baroque styles to design edifices in Venice that  

“succeeded in translating their spatial visions into images of color and rhythm.” Bettini 

acknowledged that Venice’s anticlassical character appealed to Wright’s tastes, 

explaining that “Wright, for whom architecture cannot be expressed in terms of a 

monument to be contemplated as an object, but who sees architecture as the free open 

fusion of natural space with the time element of man, is repulsed by all architectonic 

classicism.” Bettini believed that the Masieri Memorial’s site provided Wright with the 

perfect vehicle to employ his preferred geometrical shape—the triangle—which, as he 

argued, adhered to Wright’s architectonic thought because “[i]ts vertices tend toward a 

space that is not included in the figure; it awaits completion, and seems almost to be the 
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symbol of a kinetic space, projected into time.” In comparison to the rectilinear classical 

monuments in Venice whose facades form “a closer figurative relationship with the space 

of the canal or street, with the basin or square than [they do] with the building back of 

[them],” Bettini emphasized that “[t]he entire inner organism of the Masieri Memorial is 

articulated in keeping with this canon of a triangular nucleus.” “This vertical growth of 

Wright’s free plan,” he continued, “does not certainly constitute a novelty; however here 

it is given a Venetian cast, articulating itself in three stories and a mezzanine, and 

crowned on top, in Venetian fashion, with a flowered terrace (altana) and a belvedere 

(liagò).”44 

 Bettini focused his penetrating critique of the proposed building on the various 

aesthetic aspects its critics decried. His objective was to demonstrate that Wright’s 

project respected the Venetian architectural environment. He spoke of the “‘naturalistic’ 

poetry” inherent in Wright’s design language and reminded his readers that his works 

must receive a “critical evaluation…from the inner spaces” of his buildings. Bettini 

related this quality with Wright’s vision for the Venetian palazzina: 

In fact, viewed from within, the poetical significance of the large balconies of the 
Masieri Memorial, and of the transparent corner pilasters (that constitute a new 
element whereas, from the external, they might appear as reminiscences of a 
Venetian Gothic motif), can be more readily grasped. Through these pilasters, 
large tracts of the Grand Canal will be visible—to one side, as far as the Academy 
of Fine Arts; to the other, up towards the Rialto. Yet it is not this view which can 
serve to qualify critically these original window openings, but rather their 
figurative value that can do so; that is, the manner in which they succeed in 
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grafting onto the form of the inner space, defined by the windowed wall, a natural 
setting transfigured into color and rhythm.45 

 

Bettini maintained that upon “[s]tudying the project of the Masieri Memorial one can see 

that Wright has set up a closer figurative relationship between the façade and the color 

surfaces of the Canal, than between the façade and the Memorial itself.” The result, 

according to Bettini, was a testament to Wright’s understanding of the characteristics of 

Venice. Thus, the Masieri Memorial “grafts its space” by uniting views along the Grand 

Canal with views to the building’s interior, with the visual effect of creating a “surface 

value” that “is set off by the marble pilasters and filtered to the surface by the window 

panes, becoming merely an area of rhythmic color. And thus the façade, without effecting 

any archeological compromises and conserving a full originality, is Venetian.”46 

 Bettini interpreted Wright’s design concept for the piers in terms of an 

architectural kinship with abstract artists such as Vassily Kandinsky (1866-1944) and Piet 

Mondrian (1872-1944). The interplay of the color and rhythm, the façade, and the piers 

creates “a pure chromatic fantasy in two dimensions” that “interprets with full modernity 

of language, the fundamental meaning of the form of Venice.” However, he recognized 

that “to come nearer to the poetic nucleus of this remarkable and incomparable work of 

Wright’s, one would have to see the executed building, be able to penetrate its spaces.” 

Nonetheless, Bettini believed “[t]his project undoubtedly represents the best opportunity 
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that has been offered to Venice in the course of at least one hundred years. And it is to be 

hoped that, true to its centuries old tradition, Venice will extend its welcome to it.”47 

 The response to the Masieri Memorial in Italy was thus a mixed one. Supporters 

of the project presented convincing arguments to erect the building, while opponents 

countered with equal conviction. Some individuals were convinced that Wright should be 

permitted to build on the Grand Canal not because he was considered one of the greatest 

living architects in the world or that he was honored in Italy only three years earlier, but 

because they found merit with his design and felt it would enhance rather than detract 

from the Canalazzo’s architectural ambiance. The range of responses was greatest in 

Venice, the epicenter of the controversy. The general response among the Italian public 

was one fueled by emotion and national pride. 

 
Responses in Great Britain 

 After Italy, responses to the Masieri Memorial were most numerous in Great 

Britain. Wright’s proposed building remained a newsworthy topic for many months 

beginning in October 1953. The Times of London opened its pages to readers voicing 

their opinions in letters to the editor, and the newspaper’s correspondents in Italy covered 

the ongoing controversy. The British public was very interested in the project, and the 

English writer Peter Quennell in large part was responsible for introducing the Italian 

controversy to readers in Great Britain. 
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 One of the more curious events in the entire episode occurred with the publication 

of a letter written by Quennell, the co-editor of the English journal History Today and a 

literary historian, essayist, editor, and authority on Lord Byron. When he submitted his 

letter to The Times in mid-October 1953 regarding the Venetian controversy, Quennell 

intentionally broadened the polemic at the behest of unnamed Italian friends who were 

“exceedingly anxious to bring the matter to the attention of foreign art-lovers.” 

Quennell’s opinion of Wright’s project was perfectly clear from the outset: “During a 

recent visit to Venice I was asked by several Venetian friends to draw the attention of 

English lovers of their city to a piece of inexcusable vandalism with which it is now 

threatened.” He described the building designed by the “eminent architect” as one of 

“glass and stone,” thus implying its presumed modernistic characteristics, and flatly 

stating the building “would be grossly out of harmony with the existing architectural 

pattern.” Curiously, Quennell stated in a parenthetical aside that his Venetian friends 

showed him drawings of Wright’s building in confidence.48 By October 1953, only a few 

people in Italy had seen the drawings—Savina Masieri, Giuseppe Samonà, Bruno 

Morassutti, Carlo Scarpa, and Bruno Zevi—and it is implausible that any of them would 

recruit Quennell to work against their own interests. A more acceptable explanation is 

that Quennell was shown the illustration published in The New York Times in late May 

1953. He added another level of intrigue when he wrote that “certain commercial 

interests strongly support the scheme,” although he did not name these mysterious 

enterprises working on Wright’s behalf. Quennell did, however, accede to a favor asked 
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of him by his Venetian acquaintances who, “mindful of two decidedly discordant 

buildings lately erected alongside the Ducal Palace and in the Campo San Moisè, wish to 

add to the petition they have already signed as much support as they can muster in other 

European countries.” According to Quennell, a group of individuals in Venice 

collectively opposed to Wright’s project were actively encouraging “foreign art-lovers” 

throughout Europe to unite against the “inexcusable vandalism” an American architect 

planned to build on the Canalazzo. He alluded to Antonio Lucarda’s petition in Venice 

against Wright’s project. Quennell argued that Englishmen must prevent this threat 

“[s]ince Venice has always been particularly dear to the countrymen of Byron and 

Ruskin.”49 If Quennell hoped to arouse opinions within the newspaper’s readership, his 

intention was soon realized. His letter suggested that Wright was proceeding with the 

project under a veil of secrecy and subterfuge, a notion that would be debated in The 

Times. 

 Quennell’s letter lacked any reference to Angelo Masieri or Wright’s program, 

and the subsequent responses tended to focus on the aesthetics of the Grand Canal and 

any possible changes to it. Brian H. Vickery, the first respondent, drew attention to 

Quennell’s “desire for architectural conformity apparently unknown to Venetian 

architects of the past.” Mr. Vickery stated, “A fortuitous arrangement of contrasting 

styles of architecture is an attractive feature of Venice, being particularly in evidence on 

the Grand Canal and in Piazza San Marco,” and he considered the possibility of a 

“modern building” in near proximity to Palazzo Balbi “no more discordant than the 
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juxtaposition of the latter and the gothic Ca’ Foscari.” To reinforce his point, Vickery 

referred to the modern extensions on the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald and the Hotel Danieli, 

claiming that “these merge discreetly with their surroundings.”50 Another English 

contributor to the discussion, Joan Hogg of Chichester, Sussex, lauded Wright’s “genius 

for siting and handling of materials” and thought him “a worthy successor in Venice to 

Leopardi, Sansovino, Palladio, and all the anonymous Byzantine, Romanesque, and 

Gothic masters.” Although she admitted having not seen the drawings as had Quennell, 

Hogg stated that she was “enchanted with the idea that the tradition of living design 

should continue in this wonderful city, and that a building in the best modern idiom 

should go up instead of yet another dreary pastiche.”51 

 The proposed Masieri Memorial disappeared completely in the next round of 

letters. In fact, Wright was only alluded to as attention was focused on the aesthetics of 

the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald and the Hotel Danieli. Two London residents, Jeremy B. 

Lowe and Michael Linnett, co-authored a defense of the aesthetic appropriateness of the 

hotels within the Venetian environment. They opened their letter by attacking Quennell’s 

call for opposition “to a new building in Venice” without referring to Wright. Lowe and 

Linnett ridiculed “[t]his practice of opposing new works of art on principle without 

examining them first” on the grounds that it was “becoming distressingly prevalent and is 

one to which we object wholeheartedly.” Following Vickery’s lead, they voiced their 
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appreciation of the Bauer and the Danieli. They stated that the latter was a “five-storey 

reiteration of traditional Venetian motifs, in a rather ham-handed manner, sandwiched 

between a two-storey classical building and a nondescript multi-storey block in the 

Gothic manner.” Although Lowe and Linnett did not consider the Danieli or its 

neighboring buildings “particularly distinguished,” they found the Bauer to be a “most 

sensitively handled restatement of the principles of Venetian design, with refined 

detailing in the best traditional materials.” Without clearly defining the principles alluded 

to, the co-authors assessed the Bauer as “brilliantly sited on one side of a small piazza 

close to the Romanesque brick campanile of a church [San Moisè] whose ornate baroque 

front stands at right angles to the hotel’s entrance façade.” Lowe and Linnett advocated 

that the “mixing process” of a variety of architectural styles should continue, and the new 

building should be erected because “[t]rue lovers of Venice will appreciate and applaud 

every effort to prevent the city from becoming a museum.”52 

 Additional letters were submitted regarding the relationship of modern and 

classical architecture in Venice. Gabriel Wolkoff, a resident of Venice, reminded readers 

of The Times that despite the wide range of architectural styles employed in his city, 

many buildings shared common features, such as arches, decorative mouldings, and 

columns, “which [gave] the motley assemblage a distinct, if unorthodox, harmony.” 

Wolkoff clarified his statement by adding, “it is a harmony derived from the spirit 

permeating European aesthetic values until the day when man became the slave of the 

machine.” Mentioning Wright’s proposed building only in passing, Wolkoff concentrated 
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on the Bauer and Danieli hotels. Alluding to the potential visual changes the Masieri 

Memorial would create on the Grand Canal, he wrote, “Admirable though it may be in 

appropriate surroundings, modern architecture, by virtue of its mechanical soul and 

utilitarian aridity, lacks almost all of these features, with the result that its spiritual 

disparity with all the preceding styles is infinitely more marked than the admitted 

dissimilarities between Gothic and Renaissance.” Thus, he understood the hostilities 

harbored by Quennell, Venetians, and “all lovers of Venice.” He further challenged the 

assertion that the Danieli and the Bauer “merge discreetly with their surroundings,” 

arguing that such a view “is tantamount to upholding that the substitution of the head of a 

Bellini Madonna with one by Picasso—latest manner—makes a pleasant blend with the 

rest of the pictures.”53 

 The last letter written by a British reader of The Times during the final months of 

1953 offered the closest analysis of the controversy surrounding Wright’s proposed 

building. Although the text reads as a refutation of Quennell’s points, several integral 

questions are raised that had been mostly overlooked. Douglas Cooper, a resident of 

Argulliers, Gard, France, considered Quennell’s “reactionary protest…against the 

erection of an important modern building on the Grand Canal in Venice” distasteful. 

Noting that Venice’s architectural mosaic contains buildings “of widely different dates,” 

Cooper cited the Piazza San Marco as an example to refute Quennell’s notion of visual 

disharmony. Stating that “Mr. Quennell is entitled to disapprove of Mr. Frank Lloyd 
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Wright’s design,” he wondered “why does [Quennell] pretend that it is a secret? He must 

know that the designs have been on view at the Museum of Modern Art [sic] in New 

York.” Nor does Cooper understand why Quennell “seek[s] to give the impression that 

the projected building is in some mysterious way a ‘commercial’ undertaking.” Quennell, 

by his own admission, had seen the drawings, thus he should have also been aware of 

Wright’s program of a “private project…destined to be a study centre for young Italian 

architects.” Cooper clarified his position by pointing out the “great distinction between 

casual additions to hotels and the erection of an entire building by one of the two or three 

great architects of the twentieth century.” In his assessment, Quennell and his 

“anonymous friends” were attempting “to deny to the twentieth century all right to leave 

its mark on Venice,” and he remained unconvinced that their anti-modernity stance was 

“morally justified as regards the past, the present, and the future.” Lastly, Cooper 

questioned Quennell’s qualifications to judge modern architecture or even the 

“architectural ensemble of the Grand Canal,” and he dismissed the antagonistic notion 

besetting Wright’s design by stating that he had “just returned from Venice, but [he] 

found no hostility to the project among intelligent Venetians.”54 

 With the publication of Cooper’s letter, The Times printed only one additional 

response to the polemic until the following year, a response provided by Wright himself. 

Although the architect had refused to enter into the public debate, he consented to an 

interview in New York with a correspondent from The Times. “Mr. Wright, who is a 

vigorous 84,” the journalist began, “does not take kindly to the implied criticism of his 
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design expressed in some of the correspondence in The Times. He finds it a little strange 

that champions of Venetian culture should appear in Britain, ‘which has destroyed so 

many others,’” and the architect wondered “why people should worry about Venice being 

in jeopardy because of an American.” Wright claimed that Venetians “found it 

remarkable that an architect from another country should have so loved Venice as to 

make it ‘live again more brilliantly and vividly than before.’” He criticized British 

opinion “for lagg[ing] so far behind—but in aesthetic matters, he reflected, Britain was 

far behind.” Wright equated the American reactions with the British opinions, explaining 

“that is why we are trying to break away.” He defended his project on the grounds of its 

interpretative quality of Venice rather than attempting to imitate the city’s historic 

architecture. Unfortunately, Wright also was not above heaping scorn on the work of 

another great twentieth-century architect, who, in fact, was to fall afoul of the Venetian 

bureaucracy a decade later. He took the opportunity to criticize Le Corbusier’s Unité 

d’Habitation, stating that “[a]ll nations…might well take alarm when a modern architect 

appeared after the ‘massacre’ perpetrated on the Marseilles waterfront,” a building 

Wright considered a “terrible offence.” Wright then dismissed the “British upstarts” who 

were criticizing his design and referred them to “such leaders of the aesthetic point of 

view in Italy” as Ragghianti, Samonà, and Giancarlo De Carlo. He further “suggested that 

London might have waited to see the design before reflections were cast on his work, but 
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at the same time refused a request for its publication pending the removal of some 

‘political angle.’”55 

 After the interview with Wright, The Times dropped the controversy from its 

pages until late January 1954. Without an accompanying story to provide any supporting 

information, two images were published side by side which showed Wright’s perspective 

of the Masieri Memorial and a photograph of Casa Masieri. Readers could not have 

avoided forming the impression that Wright’s proposed building appeared larger than the 

existing house. Because Wright did not take the trouble to draw his perspective 

accurately to scale, the new building and Palazzo Balbi appear to be near equal in height. 

The sharp visual juxtaposition of Wright’s tall, lean marble building against the broad, 

plaster-faced vernacular house could have reaffirmed the fear some felt about modern 

architecture in historic cities, but only those lacking even a modicum of architectural 

sensitivity would regard Wright’s drawings as a modern, International Style skyscraper 

threatening Venice.56 For whatever unexplained reason, The Times only published the 

two images; perhaps the intent was to allow readers to form their own opinions about the 

proposed building without any input from the newspaper. 

 Interest in the project remained high in Great Britain, despite the lack of 

information. On October 30, 1953, J. M. Richards of London’s The Architectural Review 

wrote to Wright about the considerable “interest in Europe in the story that you have 

designed a building to be put up on the Grand Canal at Venice and naturally people 
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wonder what it is going to be like.” Richards requested a copy of the perspective to 

publish in his journal and explained to Wright that including the illustration “would serve 

as the best answer to [people] who immediately assume that a modern building in Venice 

must be an affront.”57 Wright declined on the grounds that the “Masieri family building 

the memorial have asked me not to publicize the drawings until the silly antagony has 

died down.” Stating that Zevi, Scarpa, Samonà, Giancarlo De Carlo, and Ragghianti were 

“all delighted” with the design, Wright conjectured that “[s]eems like Italians should 

know their own Venice best, but—” he agreed to “gladly comply when [the] embargo is 

lifted.”58 

 Antonio Lucarda, a resident of Venice, affirmed Wright’s assertion that Italians 

were best qualified to judge their own culture. However, he worked against the 

architect’s position, refuting many of Wright’s views, although he acknowledged his lack 

of understanding regarding Wright’s annoyance with the British criticism of his design 

and the “expression of Venetian public opinion after the official picture of the 

façade…had been shown.” Lucarda contradicted Wright’s assessment of his own work, 

and cited as evidence a reaction in Venice whereby “after seeing the picture [of Wright’s 

perspective], more than a hundred artists, writers, descendants of very old and noble 

families, owners of palaces on the Grand Canal, gondoliers and Venice-loving foreigners 

undersigned a letter which was sent last autumn [1953] to the General Director of Fine 
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Arts and Antiquities, Ministry of Education, Rome.” Why was this letter, signed by many 

chauvinistic Venetian celebrities, sent to Rome of all places when there was dissent 

between the two cities regarding environmental authority if not to stir up greater trouble 

for Wright? According to Lucarda, the signatories demanded Wright’s project “be put on 

public show so that everybody could judge it on the spot—this in order to avoid that such 

horrible modern constructions as those recently erected without public opinion having a 

chance to intervene should be repeated.”59 Although he did not specifically name the 

buildings he alluded to, he was referring to the Bauer and Danieli hotels. In addition to 

his report of a popularly supported protest against Wright’s project, Lucarda spoke of a 

national reaction surrounding the American architect’s proposed building. 

 Lucarda argued that the Italian people did not want the Masieri project to be 

erected in Venice. On the popular level, he referred to the Italian press, citing Corriere 

d’Informazione, Candido, L’Europeo, and Voce Repubblicana as several newspapers that 

“have published letters and articles against what has been termed the ‘Monster-House.’” 

With regard to opposition at the political level, Lucarda declared that “the first citizen of 

Venice, the Mayor Professor [Angelo] Spanio, has definitely stated that he will not give 

his approval for such a building to be erected on the Grand Canal.” According to 

Lucarda, Wright’s building had aroused interest among politicians in Rome. He stated 

that three months earlier, in December 1953, after the signed letter had been sent to the 

capital, “Senator Professor Raffaele Paolucci put a question [on the floor of the Senate] 

on the subject of the threatened construction.” In Lucarda’s opinion, with so much 
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opposition to the project, “Mr. Wright should not get cross with the English and I hope 

even with those Italians who are against him on this issue.” The matter was not one of a 

personal nature, Lucarda claimed, as he acknowledged Wright’s solid reputation as an 

architect, but rather one of aesthetics because the façade “would make an ugly 

discordance, placed as it would be between Palazzo Foscari and Palazzo Balbi in the 

perspective of mansions such as Palazzo Rezzonico, Grassi, Malipiero, Giustiniani, 

having as background the [apse] of the Frari Church.” Lucarda concluded his argument 

by evoking the artistic patrimony of Guardi and Canaletto, stating that “‘Volta De Canal’ 

is one of the most beautiful and famous spots on the Grand Canal…where everything is 

part of a wonderful picture, well defined in its untouchable harmony,” and thanking 

“English friends who are taking an interest in the artistic integrity of Venice, which is an 

international inheritance.”60 

 Not every Englishman accepted the critical arguments regarding the building’s 

façade. Lucarda alluded to the aspect of public space when referring to the façade, and 

Bernard Kaukas, an architect in London, was quick to question the reasoning behind 

Lucarda’s stance. He established his defense of Wright’s project around the “point at 

issue in this present controversy,” namely the question, “What treatment should be given 

to the façade?” Kaukas proposed a solution, urging “the patrons of this new building to 

hold a competition so that it may be possible to gloat over the rows and rows of drawings 

of niminy-piminy quasi-renaissance facades each striving desperately to efface itself.” 
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Perhaps Kaukas was suggesting that though the Italian public might be included in the 

decision-making process, he was unconvinced that a private commission should invade 

the public realm before architects start their design process. He also wondered why 

Wright “[was] called upon continually to conform with the usual standard of mediocrity 

which the safe architect turns out with such regularity to the general satisfaction of nearly 

everybody, especially the architect.” As with many supporters of Wright’s project, 

Kaukas recalled “that a ‘modern’ palazzo was constructed two or three years ago to the 

design of Italian architects and is situated on that part of the Grand Canal adjacent to the 

Piazza San Marco,” an act that resulted in “no violent outcry.” Rather than permit lay 

critics to jeopardize the project, Kaukas argued, “the views of Italian architects and 

students who have always been ardent admirers of Mr. Frank Lloyd Wright and his 

work” should be heard.61 He was, of course, referring to Virgilio Vallot’s modern 

extension to the Danieli Hotel on the Riva degli Schiavoni, which was characterized 

many years later as “entirely misplaced beside the original Gothic palace.”62 

 The Masieri Memorial’s façade remained a preoccupation with the public. The 

London-based journal The Architectural Review attempted to alleviate public anxiety in a 

brief article. The author noted that “[t]he arguments had been based on little knowledge 

of what was actually proposed. The preconceived ideas exhibited by many of its 

opponents as to the sort of design a modern American architect was likely to produce, 
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showed ignorance of the aims and objectives of modern architecture generally and of 

Frank Lloyd Wright in particular.” The publication of Wright’s perspective drawing in 

The Times had affected public opinion, the author acknowledged, by “revealing, instead 

of the expected smooth, stretched-skin façade, transparent walls and shining synthetic 

surfaces associated in so many people’s minds with modern architecture, a small, 

chunkily modelled affair with square balconies and vertical strips of ornament.” In the 

author’s view, this building “reminiscent of Mr. Wright’s almost forgotten art nouveau 

period,” offered no possibility of overpowering Palazzo Balbi. At this point in the 

polemic, the critical issue centered on whether the “dispute between those who admire 

everything Mr. Wright builds and those who hoped he was going to show how, even in so 

historic a setting as the Grand Canal at Venice, modern architecture could satisfactorily 

stand alongside the architecture of the past.”63 

 The overall response to Wright’s project in Britain was influenced by three 

considerations: approval of the project predicated on Wright’s reputation; the exciting 

prospect of a Wright design completed in Venice; or the affront of such a building to 

Venice’s artistic patrimony. Prior to the height of the polemic in Italy, few in Britain 

were aware of the proposed building’s aesthetics, and fewer were aware of its intended 

purpose. As evident in the letters to the editor of The Times, very little attention was 

given to the specifics of Wright’s project, thus suggesting a lack of available as well as 

accurate information. The responses in Britain tended to relegate the particulars 

surrounding the project in favor of defending in principle either the city or the architect. 
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These antagonistic factors created an atmosphere of uncertainty, suspicion, and 

excitement similar to those resonating throughout Italy and much less hysterically in the 

United States. 

 
Responses in the United States 

 Although the forces that initiated the international polemic began in America, 

responses to Wright’s project were fewer and less passionate in the United States in 

comparison to Italy and Great Britain. A sense of tepid curiosity characterized the 

American reaction. In fact, very little attention was paid to the ongoing controversy. Even 

after Wright exhibited the Masieri Memorial perspective at the National Academy of Arts 

and Letters in May 1953, nearly ten months would elapse before the polemic became a 

newsworthy item in the United States. 

 On March 9, 1954, The New York Times reintroduced Wright’s project to its 

readership under the headline “Design by Wright has Venice Astir.” The newspaper’s 

Rome correspondent outlined the issues of the “Wright case” by noting that the 

controversy “has divided Venice against itself in a way that has few precedents in the 

troubled history of the city.” The debate in Venice was so heated between 

“traditionalists” and “innovators,” the correspondent added, that even mentioning the 

project “betokens an appreciable rise in the average blood pressure of the Venetian 

populace.” Even people who were not from Venice were involved in the controversy “for 

everyone who has ever been there seems to have taken up the cudgels for one side or the 

other.” Despite the ongoing polemic in Venice, few Americans were aware of the 
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controversy or the aesthetics of Wright’s design because, The New York Times journalist 

incorrectly noted, Wright’s drawings were “locked in the safe of the University Institute 

of Architecture, outside the restricted circle of which not many persons have seen 

[them].” Although Savina Masieri restricted the project’s publicity in June 1953, nothing 

suggests that she had the drawings sealed in a vault. They were secure from the Italian 

public’s view, though readers of The New York Times had had the opportunity to view the 

perspective ten months earlier in May 1953. The controversy really centered “on a 

hypothetical plane between those to whom Venice is sacred and not to be changed in any 

detail and those who believe that twentieth-century architecture is admissible even in 

Venice.” The “traditionalists” and the “innovators” formed the crux of the controversy. 

The latter group argued that Casa Masieri was an insignificant structure and would 

represent no great loss to Venice, while the former insisted that the building scheduled by 

the Masieris for replacement contributed to the organic whole of the Grand Canal. Stating 

that “[t]he over-all tendency in Venice seems to be more against than for Mr. Wright and 

his building,” The New York Times correspondent contributed to the controversy by 

drawing attention to the conflicting viewpoints.64 

 In the weeks following The New York Times article’s publication, several journals 

acknowledged the Venetian controversy. The news magazine Time noted the “heated 

esthetic and sentimental wrangle” between “Venetians and Venice-lovers…with the 

advocates of progress and modern architecture.”65 Newsweek quoted the negative views 
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of Hemingway and Berenson on Wright’s “esthetic affront to the revered Renaissance 

setting” of the Grand Canal.66 The reports aroused a few responses, and these particularly 

lacked the vigor exhibited by Italian and British respondents. A resident of New Haven, 

Connecticut, was heard to say, “[m]illions have been spent to restore Colonial 

Williamsburg in minutest detail. Nobody would dare to suggest a Wright creation to fill a 

gap there. Venice deserves at least as much attention and respect for its charm.”67 Two 

residents of Venice, Gabriel Wolkoff, who had already written a letter to The Times, and 

Frances Bothine, were moved to endorse the opposition’s stance against Wright’s 

project.68 From Storrs, Connecticut, came the argument supporting Wright on the grounds 

that “[t]he Grand Canal will remain grand for remaining alive, not merely a mausoleum 

of the Renaissance, as it is nostalgically regarded by sentimentalists.”69 

 The most peculiar response published in America favoring Wright’s project was 

from Ernest E. Salviati, a Venetian-born architect living in New York City, who 

submitted to The New York Times a “sketch of what [he] saw in a dream” after reading 

the reports about the controversy.70 The sketch shows a close approximation of Wright’s 

own perspective, although the building is partially obstructed by his inclusion of a 
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gondolier in the foreground. Salviati’s dream was as equally peculiar as the poorly drawn 

solution proposed by the Venetian architect and professor Duilio Torres, who suggested 

the existing building be demolished and a park with trees (“il giardino Masieri”) be 

planted to remember his former IUAV student.71 

 Sadly, very few responses to the controversy appeared in American architectural 

journals. The American architectural community was either disinterested in the polemic 

in general or indifferent to Wright in particular. The American publication Architectural 

Forum published a similar layout to that presented by The Times, Wright’s perspective 

alongside a photograph of the existing building and accompanied by a brief passage: 

Art critics and laymen with various esthetic axes to grind split violently over 
whether this old brownstone residence on Venice’s venerable Grand Canal should 
be replaced by a dark-veined marble palazzo designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. 
Wright was asked two years ago by wealthy Italian Contractor Paolo Masieri [sic] 
to do a building in memory of his son, Angelo, who had greatly admired Wright’s 
work. The architect obliged. “Presumptuous…” wrote an Italian critic when the 
news broke. “Inexcusable vandalism…” wrote someone to the London “Times.” 
Most of the outbursts came from persons who had not even seen the plans. (The 
Venice city council has yet to approve them.) The argument was whether such a 
touch of American “modern” would have an appalling effect on nearby landmarks 
on the Canal like the 15th-century Ca’ Foscari and the 16th-century Palazzo 
Balbi. Wright had his champions, too (Britain’s J. M. Richards, a senior editor of 
“The Architectural Review,” was one of them), and he himself knew, as usual, 
exactly where he stood. “They’re playing horse with it,” he said recently, “when 
really it is a deep and serious question of invasion…. If the modern moves in, it 
should be beneficial to all cultures, not destructive…. I love Venice and in 
designing the palazzo I have tried to show this love for the culture that was 
Venice and not intrude on it.72 
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Two major points emerged from the passage: uninformed criticism and cultural invasion. 

Hemingway embodied the former and Wright attempted to prevent the latter. This brief 

report failed to arouse much response in the United States. Even the Journal of the 

American Institute of Architects largely ignored the polemic. Henry H. Saylor, the 

journal’s editor, published a simplified section of the construction along with floor plans 

and the perspective. He noted the building’s intended purpose, but “wonder[ed] what all 

the shouting [was] about” over the design. After paraphrasing Hemingway’s suggestion 

that the building should be burned upon its completion, Saylor alluded to an unnamed 

architect whose opinion he respected, stating that his colleague “has long realized that 

Venice needed something—aside from a powerful deodorant—and this may be it.”73 

Such was the shallowness of architectural discourse in the United States at the time. 

 Without support from the American architectural community, Wright’s project 

remained largely ignored in the States. At a time when Wright was experiencing an 

extraordinary period of creativity and general worldwide acclaim, the lack of support 

among his countrymen over the Venetian building appeared to reinforce the ostracism 

Wright faced within the American architectural community since his height in the 1930s. 

Furthermore, it should be pointed out, one of the greatest architects of the twentieth 

century never saw a building of his completed for the United States Federal Government. 

This fact alone speaks volumes regarding the lack of moral support in his own country 

for one of its greatest. 
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CHAPTER V 
 

REPRESENTATIVE FIGURES AT THE FOREFRONT OF THE 
 

DEBATE AND THEIR ARGUMENTS 
 
 
 The recurrent theme of misinformation appeared repeatedly during the course of 

the Masieri Memorial debate. The international controversy remained a newsworthy story 

with a wide array of accounts appearing in newspapers and journals, particularly, of 

course, in Italy. Contradictory accounts of Masieri’s life and travels in the United States 

were reported, and there was speculation and uncertainty about the proposed building’s 

intended use and the quality of its aesthetics. Inaccurate information stemmed from the 

advancement of specific agendas by many unethical individuals who wanted to influence 

the polemic’s outcome to satisfy their own inflated egos. 

 These commentators typically fell within one of three categories. First, there were 

supporters of the project in general and of Wright in particular. Second, there were those 

who opposed the introduction of a “modern” building on the Grand Canal for aesthetic 

reasons, and third were those individuals who assumed a position between the two 

antipodal viewpoints. Supporters advocated modern architecture’s place in contemporary 

society, and perceived Wright’s project to be a touchstone for the inclusion of twentieth-

century design within historic centers; opponents argued against any alterations to 

historic cores, and would oppose any modernist project on aesthetic grounds. The last 

group held a middle viewpoint and found little merit with the Masieri Memorial design 

but pointed out the hypocritical arguments employed to prevent the building’s 

construction. Supporters included the architects Bruno Zevi, Carlo Scarpa, Giancarlo De 
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Carlo, Bruno Morasutti, Mario Deluigi, and Giuseppe Samonà; and the academicians 

Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti, Sergio Bettini, Roberto Pane, and Elio Zorzi. The opposition 

numbered a wide array of individuals, including the intellectuals Antonio Cederna and 

Roberto Papini; the architects John Barrington Bayley and Ludovico Quaroni; and such 

so-called notable “lovers of Venice” as Marie Oge Truxton Beale, Ernest Hemingway, 

Bernard Berenson, and Peter Quennell. Henry H. Saylor and J. M. Richards, editors of 

architectural journals, along with architects Giovanni Michelucci and Ernesto N. Rogers, 

and the journalist Filippo Sacchi neither offered their ardent support nor fierce opposition 

to Wright’s scheme, yet they, too, contributed to the polemic. 

 The spectrum of viewpoints espoused by the proponents and opponents fell within 

the scope of the terms “traditionalists” and “innovators” or “modernists,” as discussed 

earlier. From May 1953, when the debate began, until November 1955, when Venice’s 

Municipal Building Commission officially rejected the project, the dispute went through 

several stages. The initial reaction to Wright’s design shifted its focus from whether 

modern architecture belongs on the Grand Canal to the contention that the American 

architect was insufficiently cognizant of Venice’s genius loci (“spoke Venetian”) to build 

on the Canalazzo. As the argument developed, Masieri’s name was referenced with 

increasing infrequency, thus obscuring the primary reason for the commission. 

Ultimately, the three central issues fought over were the proposed building’s volumetrics, 

its aesthetics, and whether Wright’s thoughtful intervention within a culturally significant 

urban environment would be harmonious and therefore acceptable to the masses. 
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 The loudest arguments for and against the building occurred between May 1953 

and April 1954, when the Municipal Building Commission announced it would 

thoroughly examine the project. According to Brooks Bruce Pfeiffer, intense public 

pressure opposing the erection of the building and the threat growing from American and 

British travel agencies concerning the cancellation of Venice from their tour schedules 

provided city officials the justification they had been seeking to reject the project.1 From 

late April 1954 until mid-November 1955, Venetian officials stalled and took little direct 

action before finally ruling against the commission. Because Venice’s civic leaders had 

never instituted a clearly defined policy on preservation, officials were able to evoke the 

so-called “law of the lack of public intervention,” a tacit regulation that permitted 

capricious and arbitrary rulings on urban projects in Italy since the early 1940s.2 Carlo 

Scarpa, for example, constantly battled this problem. It was a primary reason for the 

difficulties he faced when seeking approvals for his Venetian projects. For Wright’s 

Italian supporters, failure represented a defeat for modern, organic architecture. The basis 

of that decision rested on a platform of arbitrary and capricious rulings, misinformation, 

and artistic patrimony that characterized the entire polemic. 
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Innovators or Modernists: Supporters of Wright 

 In the March 9, 1954 edition of The New York Times, an anonymous journalist 

referred to “innovators” and “traditionalists” in the article “Design by Wright has Venice 

Astir—Controversy Raging Over Modern House on Grand Canal,” thus naming the 

primary groups. Those who endorsed the project tended to come from the ranks of the 

Italian intelligentsia. Wright found considerable support among some members of the 

IUAV faculty where he was highly regarded as an architect who “incarnated an ideal of 

liberty and democracy that the young postwar [Italian] republic was striving to achieve.”3 

If the unnamed American journalist chose to identify Wright’s Italian supporters as 

“innovators,” the Italian architectural community preferred to call them “exiles.” The 

Masieri Memorial polemic exemplified the “inherent vitality of the Venetian School of 

Architecture and made abundantly clear the strength of its call to Wrightian architectural 

concepts.” In the immediate postwar years, under Samonà’s directorship, IUAV 

solidified its commitment to the principles of organic architecture “by giving political and 

cultural refuge to a group of ‘exiles,’ architects who might otherwise have felt themselves 

strangers in their own country.”4 It stood alone in the country following the retrenchment 

of traditional academic directors in every other Italian school of architecture,5 though 

there was a group embedded there who opposed the likes of Wright, especially the future 

feting of the American master and espousing his design language. 
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 Samonà was responsible for recruiting “excluded” individuals to his School of 

Architecture, for example, Bruno Zevi, to whom Samonà offered the first chair in 

architectural history and the history of art in 1948. Samonà also recruited the talented, 

young architects Carlo Scarpa, Franco Albini, Ludovico Belgiojoso, and Ignazio 

Gardella; the urban planners Luigi Piccinato and Giovanni Astengo; and the engineer 

Giancarlo De Carlo.6 In large part, the support Wright enjoyed among IUAV faculty for 

his Venetian project occurred because of his good reputation in Italy, which traced back 

to 1921 and was strengthened on January 21, 1935, in Turin when Edoardo Persico, the 

editor in chief of Casabella, delivered his lecture “Profezia dell’architettura” 

(Architectural Prophecy), in which  Persico praised Wright’s architecture for its “destiny, 

its prophecy,…to claim the fundamental liberty of the spirit.”7 By the middle years of the 

1940s, “[s]purred by a sense of urgency during postwar reconstruction, many Italian 

architects, young and established alike, chose Wright as their maestro in their quest for a 

liberating freshness and vitality.”8 Thus, when Savina Masieri and her in-laws 

commissioned Wright to design the student hostel in Venice, many IUAV faculty 

members enthusiastically endorsed the project. 

 Persico’s lecture coincided with another presentation in late September that same 

year in Rome when John Lloyd Wright, the architect’s son, read a paper on his father’s 

behalf at the International Congress of Architecture. The paper’s theme centered on 
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methods “for liberating man from the tyranny of efficiency,” in which the architect 

believed conditions in Italy were conducive to “the principles of the new pattern home.” 

The elder Wright in absentia directly addressed the fascist regime and its architects, 

“entreating them to ‘lead their country to a modern lease on life by abandoning the old 

academic order and to establish this more natural and humane order.”9 

 A decade after the paper’s presentation, Wright’s presence in Italy emerged in the 

form of translations of his books. Modern Architecture (1930) was translated under the 

title Architettura e democrazia (1945) and An Organic Architecture (1939) as 

Architettura organica: L’architettura della democrazia (1945).10 Since the early 1920s, 

interest in Wright’s architecture increased in Italy, and the translation of his writings 

introduced his theories of organic architecture to the postwar generation of young Italian 

architects. However, the “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” exhibition at Palazzo 

Strozzi in Florence in June 1951 solidified Wright’s reputation in Italy. 

 The exhibition was the high point of Wright’s standing in Italy, and the event 

figured significantly in the ensuing Masieri controversy. The idea for the exhibition had 

emerged in the United States rather than in Italy, although some confusion exists about 

the exact sequence of events that led to the event. According to Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer, 

the idea was planned with a specific political agenda: 

In 1949 Arthur C. Kaufmann, a cousin of Edgar Kaufmann, Sr., of Fallingwater, 
was in the office of Clare Boothe Luce, our Ambassador to Italy. They were 
discussing the rising tide of Communism in Italy since the end of World War II. 
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One of the claims of Soviet propaganda was that America had no creed or culture 
beyond her worship of the dollar. To counter this propaganda, they came upon the 
idea of an exhibition of American art to show how living in a free country with 
freedom of expression could stimulate creative genius. They then inquired among 
Italian circles as to what the Italians themselves would most like to see from the 
United States. “Frank Lloyd Wright” was the unanimous reply. Even the 
Communist Mayor of Florence expressed enthusiasm for an exhibition of Mr. 
Wright’s work.11 

 

Meryle Secrest, another of Wright’s biographers, offered a different explanation, stating 

that an unidentified Italian academy of art initiated the idea by contacting the American 

architectural historian Frederick Gutheim, who in turn proposed the idea to Wright and 

Oskar Stonorov (1905-70), an architect in Philadelphia.12 Both of these accounts appear 

suspect, as they contain incorrect information. James Clement Dunn served as American 

Ambassador to Italy from 1948 to 1951, not Clare Boothe Luce as Pfeiffer had stated. 

Luce had retired from politics in 1947 after serving two terms in the House of 

Representatives from Connecticut. President Eisenhower nominated her to head the 

Rome embassy in 1953, where she served until 1956.13 It appears more likely that Arthur 

C. Kaufmann, the director of the Gimbel Brothers Department Store in Philadelphia, and 

Stonorov concocted the plan and approached Wright before presenting their idea in 

Florence. 
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 Indeed, Stonorov appears to be the idea’s originator, and it is possible that he 

envisioned an exhibition to counter Soviet cultural propaganda. In late May or early June 

of 1949, Stonorov visited Wright at Taliesin for three days. In a letter to the architect 

following his return to Philadelphia, Stonorov stated, “Even if nothing should ever come 

of the Italian Exhibition [or a] preview at Gimbels, the experience with you will be my 

most coveted remembrance.” Referring to the suggestion he obviously made to Wright 

and acknowledging the enormity of such an undertaking as an international exhibit of 

Wright’s prolific career, Stonorov continued: 

Yet, I feel that it is possible, and while I am possibly overestimating my 
sensitivity, I have somehow the temerity to say that I can do it. It is, of course, a 
question of confidence—of superior confidence on your part—to acquiesce, 
because the exhibition I have in mind is not an enumeration of the Buildings of 
Frank Lloyd Wright arranged either chronologically or according to subject 
matter. The exhibition I envisage is one of Atmosphere. The Quality of the kind 
of democratic life that can be created with the work of Frank Lloyd Wright: not in 
terms of making so many little Wrights, but in terms of the substance of the 
heritage that is extant. It must be the authority of esoteric knowledge pervading 
the presentation of your work—nobility that is unavailable to imitation but 
perceivable to instinct—quality of essence, not of degree…Since leaving Taliesin 
I have, of course, been unable to think of anything else but of how I am going to 
do it. I trust the festivities of your 80th birthday—my most fervent—if belated—
wishes for an additional generation of years, accompany this note—have not 
allowed you to change your mind to the essential need for the exhibition.14 

 

Stonorov concluded the letter by informing Wright that he was awaiting Kaufmann’s 

return from Italy. This statement indicated that Stonorov and Kaufmann had already 

discussed the plan to exhibit Wright’s work in Italy, and they presented Wright’s name 

for consideration rather than seeking suggestions from the Italians. Therefore, it seems 
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unlikely that officials in Florence suggested Wright as the preferred American artist for 

the proposed show, but appears that Stonorov and Kaufmann specifically named Wright. 

Certainly, nothing indicated that the Florentines were not very enthusiastic about a major 

show of Wright’s work in their city, nor would it be a fair interpretation of Stonorov’s 

idea as an opportunity to foist American imperialism upon Italy. However, as the 

planning process continued and Kaufmann notified the State Department of the proposed 

exhibition, the project assumed a political dimension. 

 Kaufmann appears to be responsible for politicizing the event. Upon his return 

from Italy, he wrote to Wright formally requesting the architect’s consent for the plan: 

I have just returned from a trip to Europe where I had an opportunity to meet the 
Mayor of Florence and other officials of the Italian government. 
 I was delighted to hear their expressions of profound admiration for your 
work and to realize that you were literally idolized in Italy (if you allow me to 
quote verbatim). 
 It has been an idea of long standing with us to show your 
accomplishments to a larger public—not acquainted with the professional 
magazines—and to make available the message of your work—an architecture for 
democracy—to the people of America. As you have heard from my associate, 
David Arons, and my friend, Stonorov, who had the privilege of visiting with you, 
Gimbel Brothers in Philadelphia is willing to prepare an exhibition of your work 
for the City of Florence to be exhibited in the Palazzo Strossi [sic], and to have 
this exhibition in its Philadelphia Store prior to its showing in Florence. 
 If you are sufficiently interested to lend to such an exhibition a number of 
important models and original drawings (which might be reproduced for this 
purpose), we would be ready to defray all costs, a not inconsiderable expense, to 
assemble, display, publicize and prepare for shipping the exhibition to Florence. 
 My friend Stonorov would be at your disposal to carry out under your 
direction the exhibition which he has discussed with you and which to me, as a 
layman, has the earmarks of a really important statement on your work. 
Stonorov’s deep sincerity in his admiration for you and your work, together with 
my own respect for your extraordinary contribution to our civilization, ought to be 
a guarantee of the integrity of the presentation.15 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
15 Arthur C. Kaufmann to Frank Lloyd Wright, 7 July 1949. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
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Kaufmann subsequently notified George V. Allen, the Assistant Secretary of State, of the 

plan, and Allen’s reply reinforced the notion that the idea for the exhibition originated in 

America rather than in Italy and that the show could be used to achieve a political aim. 

Allen wrote that “The Department [of State] was informed by the American Embassy at 

Rome that the City of Florence was eager to have a Frank Lloyd Wright exhibit.” He 

continued by noting that “late in March Mr. Lewis M. Stevens, Chairman of the Foreign 

Policy Association in Philadelphia, wrote me that through Mr. Oscar Stonorov [sic] he 

had learned of your interest in sending a Wright exhibit to Florence.” Thus, the City of 

Florence operated within diplomatic channels to formally request the show after 

Kaufmann delivered his proposal to the Florentine authorities. Allen concluded by 

outlining the reason for the State Department’s interest in the project, a reason that 

combined political and cultural implications: 

The Department, as you know, has been authorized by the Congress to enter into 
international exchanges of a scientific, educational and cultural nature and to 
encourage such exchanges on the part of private organizations and individuals. It 
is felt that projects concerned with the arts, in which the universal voice of 
mankind finds expression and which have always been one of the surest keys to 
understanding among civilized peoples, are heightened in their effect when 
carried on by private initiative. Italy has been generous to the United States in 
loaning some of its precious works of art for exhibition in this country. Thus your 
generous proposal is particularly appreciated by the Department because it is felt 
that it should make a real contribution to our relations with Italy in evidencing a 
willingness to reciprocate, on the part of the people of the United States.16 
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Kaufmann replied the following day that he and Stonorov would leave the next week for 

Wisconsin to meet with Wright at Taliesin to discuss the proposal. “We know from our 

conversations with people in Florence,” Kaufmann wrote Allen, “just how anxious they 

are for such an exhibition, and how much good will would be created between the two 

countries by holding it.”17 

 Wright was an interesting choice for the subject of a cultural exchange between 

the United States and Italy in light of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s suspicions 

that he had been a Communist sympathizer. Since the mid-1940s, Wright’s anti-war and 

pacifist attitude had created the perception that he was “un-American.” In fact, the FBI 

unsuccessfully attempted to prosecute Wright on charges of sedition during the Second 

World War.18 Several months before the opening discussions between Kaufmann and 

Assistant Secretary of State Allen regarding the possibility of an exhibition of Wright’s 

work in Florence, the FBI closely monitored an event it considered a “Communist 

front”—the Cultural and Scientific Conference for World Peace, which was held on 

March 25, 1949, at New York’s Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Although Wright had not 

attended the conference, he had “added his name to a prominent list of [the conference’s] 

supporters”19 including the writers Dorothy Parker, Norman Mailer, and Arthur Miller; 

the composers Aaron Copland and Leonard Bernstein; and the actor Charles Chaplin 
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among others.20 If either Allen or Kaufmann were concerned about the FBI’s suspicions 

of Wright, they remained silent. Presumably, neither would have endorsed Wright to 

promote his well-known views of an “architecture of democracy” had they believed him 

to be a Communist. 

 Discussions among Wright, Kaufmann, and Stonorov apparently progressed 

slowly, as Wright may have felt Kaufmann was acting beyond acceptable limits 

regarding the exhibition’s planning. “Oscar Stonorov [sic] writes you are sending him to 

Italy,” Wright wrote to Kaufmann. “Don’t you think we should record our general 

agreement in writing to avoid future misunderstanding[?].”21 If Stonorov were acting on 

Kaufmann’s authorization to organize the exhibition without Wright’s complete approval 

or consultation, Wright was determined to maintain an active role in the use of his 

material. Over time, differences were worked through and the project proceeded with few 

delays. Whatever objections Wright found with Kaufmann’s methods, he certainly found 

merit with the proposal. Writing to Stonorov in early November 1949 to apologize for 

neglecting to contact Kaufmann, Wright noted that he “understood that the exhibition 

should be arranged by you to my entire satisfaction and exhibited in Italy under especial 

circumstances and conditions I could approve.”22 Throughout 1950 and into early 1951, 
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the details were completed to open the exhibition in Philadelphia and then transport it to 

Florence. 

 For the Philadelphia premiere, scheduled for Thursday, January 25, 1951, Wright 

wrote the Italian Embassy in Washington, D.C., to invite Ambassador and Madame 

Alberto Tarchiani. “Government authorization or not,” he wrote, “the occasion would 

lack the authenticity to which it is certainly entitled were you both not present.”23 

Although the ambassador and his wife were unable to attend the opening, Tarchiani 

kindly acknowledged Wright’s invitation: 

To add my words to those of praise that were addressed to you last Thursday 
appears futile. I wish to tell you instead how much I have appreciated the manner 
in which the materials was [sic] displayed and how much I sincerely hope that, 
once eliminated the last difficulties, the achievement of fifty years [sic] of your 
work might interest and educate the Italian architects and in general the men of 
culture who will visit Palazzo Strozzi next Spring.24 

 

Ambassador Tarchiani’s wishes for Wright’s continued success with the exhibition upon 

its showing in Florence was characteristic of the enthusiasm shared by some Italians for 

the architect’s work. During the initial planning stages in Florence with Kaufmann, 

Stonorov, and city officials, Ragghianti, who was subsequently asked to coordinate the 

exhibition in Italy, surveyed his colleagues for their opinions on an exhibition of Wright’s 

work in their country. Samonà’s response indirectly confirmed the overall view among 

the Italian intelligentsia: “I am so happy to hear that Wright will probably come to Italy; 
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it will be a marvelous event for many of us.”25 Later when Ragghianti wrote Samonà to 

invite him to participate in the exhibition’s organization, he noted the “exceptional 

importance of this show, both for the cultural rapport between the United States and Italy 

and for the intrinsic significance of an exhibition dedicated to a living architect, but also 

for [its] impact…on the actual architectural culture of Italy and of Europe.”26 Italian 

architects nurtured on Wright’s organic principles were supportive and enthusiastic about 

the American architect’s exhibition in Florence and the significance the show would have 

on the advancement of organic architecture in Europe. 

 At this critical juncture when Wright reappeared in Italy as the living embodiment 

of the organic architectural movement, he demonstrated several instances of wavering 

certainty. In one moment during the opening of the exhibition at the Gimbel Department 

Store in Philadelphia, Wright expressed his pleasure that the show would soon be on 

display in Florence. “Americans,” he stated, “will someday realize that I’m a terrific 

success. I could say all kinds of nice things about myself, but this wonderful exhibition—

the finest ever held in my long life—does it for me.”27 When writing to Zevi to request he 

oversee the exhibition’s installation in Florence, Wright outlined his philosophical 

perception of the event: 

The Philadelphia preview has had an average attendance of about six thousand 
persons a day and is making a deep impression. I can’t say how glad I feel that 
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young Italy—youth of the nation that has given most in Architecture, Painting, 
and Music to the world—should now be seeking fresh hold on reality in 
Architecture (the Mother Art). Organic Architecture is that deeper way and in this 
exhibit if we can show the quality of the new life we all desire, no sacrifice will 
be too great, nor effort too much. 
 So, dear Zevi, let’s do our very best to classify the ideal now becoming so 
dear to youth everywhere in the world and not allow it to be sidetracked further 
by the shallow dictums and staring facades of any “International Style.”28 

 
 
After the Philadelphia show’s conclusion and the exhibition contents were shipped to 

Florence, Ambassador Dunn duly acknowledged their arrival with a personal note to 

Wright: “Considerable interest, which I personally share, has been aroused in anticipation 

of the exhibit, and I await the pleasure of meeting you personally at its inauguration.”29 

Curiously, Wright displayed an ambivalent state of mind in his reply to the ambassador: 

It will give us great pleasure to meet you at the opening of the exhibition in 
Florence. I have the feeling that the Italians (and other European Nations) need a 
little evidence that culture for America does not all come from Europe but can 
come to them from us? Going to be hard to convince them.30 

 

Wright’s statements suggest that he was aware of the cultural and political implications 

of the exhibition’s showing in Italy, as well as his apparent displeasure toward a 

perceived lack of recognition for his creative genius among Americans. These factors 

shaped his decision-making process during the Masieri Memorial debate and contributed 

to the polemic’s ultimate direction. 
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 Despite Wright’s reservations, the imminent reality of the exhibition’s opening in 

Florence progressed swiftly under the direction of Ragghianti and the assistance of 

Samonà and Zevi. In an editorial he contributed to the May-June 1951 issue of Metron, 

Zevi lauded Ragghianti’s efforts: 

In our country everything is difficult. Even when you find an American who gives 
tens of thousands of dollars to exhibit in Italy, and even when this exhibit is 
completely organized in America, even when everything looks very easy, 
bureaucratic obstacles are constantly added. An able and passionate man is 
required to overcome them: this man is here, the director of the Palazzo Strozzi 
Institute, Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti.31 

 

Coinciding with Wright’s tenet that culture originated in America and not just in Europe, 

Zevi touched on a real concern that would trouble the efforts to secure permission to 

execute the Masieri Memorial project—bureaucratic obstacles. Regarding the “Sixty 

Years of Living Architecture” exhibition fewer obstructions existed, and Zevi’s primary 

interest lay in the historical significance of Wright’s return to Italy after a forty-year 

absence, and of the exhibit’s importance to Florence, as well as to the organic movement 

in Italy. Reassuring his readers that “[o]nly the problems of setting up the exhibit and 

possibly building the house to scale and distributing the materials to Palazzo Strozzi 

according to the schemes already personally prepared by Wright” remained, Zevi 

commented on the larger issues: 

Every architect and person of culture understands the significance of an exhibit of 
Wright’s work not only in Italy but also in Europe. It is enough to know the 
history of the Berlin exhibit in 1910 to remember the decisive influence it had. 
Wright is returning to Italy after forty-one years… He is the greatest artistic 
genius of our century, and one of the greatest of history. To see him and his work 
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is a great adventure, even on a moral level. He is the last pioneer: the man who 
against the current affirmed his genius…It is a pleasure to verify that a genius is 
alive. In the decadence of customs, the genius assumes the tune of a 
remembrance. With Wright, Italy instead assumes the responsibility of a 
presence.32 

 

Zevi’s concluding statement contained a political angle. With the State Department’s 

involvement in supporting the exhibition, elements within the American government 

intended to capitalize on the show’s propagandistic potential. The cost to prepare, 

transport, and install the exhibition’s contents was enormous, and although Zevi noted 

that Wright had provided the necessary “tens of thousands of dollars,” it remains unclear 

exactly from whom the funds were received and whether the financial support was solely 

intended for an architectural exhibition. It is clear that Kaufmann donated $5,000 to the 

Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation “in appreciation of the confidence reposed in him by this 

Foundation in sharing with him this extraordinary adventure in exhibition.”33 Less clear 

is the financial role played by the U.S. State Department, the United States Information 

Service, and the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, organizations which at least 

supported the project on a political level if not indeed on a financial one.34 

 Regardless of how the funds were generated, the “Sixty Years of Living 

Architecture” exhibition represented a significant opportunity to advance the cause of 

organic architecture in Italy. Acknowledging the exhibition’s support by Metron and the 

Federation of the Italian Association of Modern Architecture, Zevi called for direct action 
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among “[o]rders, unions, and associations of architects, the faculty of architecture, and 

students [to] organize a participation en masse for the opening of the exhibition,” if for no 

other reason than “[o]ne day we will say to our children with pride: we knew Wright in 

1951.”35 

 Wright’s supporters appeared en masse, as Zevi intended, at Palazzo Strozzi to 

welcome the American architect and witness the ceremonial presentations.36 Thousands 

of visitors viewed the one hundred fifty-seven panels of drawings and photographs and 

twenty-eight models of designs spanning Wright’s career. Examples of his work ranged 

from the Charnley House in Chicago (1891), to Broadacre City (1934-35), to a laboratory 

for the Johnson Wax Company of Racine, Wisconsin (1951). Wright selected for display 

many projects that dwelt in the realm of ideas, along with a number of executed designs, 

to provide a sense of balance to his prolific architectural career.37 Giovanni Astengo, an 

urban planner on the faculty of IUAV, described Wright’s reception at Palazzo Strozzi: 

For the second time, after forty years since his first trip to Europe, Frank Lloyd 
Wright has come to Italy. All the people, and they are a majority, who did not 
have the chance up to now, have been close to him for the first time with a sincere 
and serene feeling for him, freeing their minds from any type of prejudice, and 
they have not remained untouched by the fascination of this extraordinary 
pioneer, who at the age of 81 [sic], straight in his personal appearance and looking 
directly into infinity and with a very sweet voice continuously renews Biblical 
accounts of optimism, freedom, and moral strength. 
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His presence testifies to over half a century of work, rooted in another 
time long ago; even if he is well known, studied, loved, or discussed, his works 
have appeared in this exhibition as if they were seen for the first time in their ideal 
historical continuity; the result of an immense charge of vital energy that 
continuously renews itself and does not show any sign of fatigue and which 
reaches in the most recent accents of purity and surprising freshness. 

The poetical value of this exceptional patrimony of works, all full of 
fantasy and thought, reaches for the domination of space and for the mastery of 
action, and surpasses the boundaries of architecture itself by speaking to 
everybody in a humanistic and religious language of a working and faithful life.38 

 

With Wright’s return to Italy in the summer of 1951, his supporters were poised to 

transform the exhibition into a long-term, full-scale victory for the organic movement in 

their country. As a result of the exhibition’s success, Wright’s popularity was stronger in 

Italy than at any previous time. Consequently, the Masieri undertaking should have been 

easily accomplished. 

 Despite the enthusiastic reception of “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” and the 

perception of Wright as a “true pioneer,” organic architecture in Italy failed to fully 

materialize. In large part, the Masieri Memorial polemic represented the struggle for new 

direction in the Italian architectonic culture that, as Zevi lamented, “[w]e, the organic, the 

Wrightian architects, did not win.”39 On the surface, the climate appeared conducive to 

the promotion of the principles of organic architecture. With the establishment of the 

Associazione per l’Architettura Organica (APAO) and its attendant publication Metron, 

both in 1945 under Zevi’s leadership, the organic movement appeared to have the 

necessary support. Although the initial enthusiasm inherent in the APAO and Metron was 
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considerable, neither the association nor the journal would remain extant for long. The 

APAO disbanded in 1950, and Metron ceased publication in 1954 after a nine-year 

existence.40 A lack of clear direction and purpose among APAO members undermined 

the organic movement in Italy. In the preface to the English translation of Verso 

un’architettura organica, Zevi noted that “[t]he best architects are tending to-day towards 

a kind of architecture which has been called organic…and…is to be understood as 

referring not to a programme or a dream of architecture but to an actual tendency 

discernible in buildings and in architects.” In Zevi’s view, the movement was most 

discernable in Wright, but Zevi cautioned “the generation of architects which will be 

called upon after the war to rebuild immense areas of devastation” that “[u]nless they 

make the effort to think about their own work critically, these architects will, instead of 

developing the theories on which they have been brought up, either follow them rigidly 

and subserviently or else reject them without good reason.”41 

 One of the initial challenges was to define the concept of organic architecture and 

how its principles could be applied to the rebuilding of Italy. In an unpublished 

manuscript he wrote shortly after joining the APAO in 1946, Samonà addressed the 

question “What is organic architecture?” Although noting that “organic” would be the 

“distinctive attribute” in Europe’s emerging architectonic community, he failed to name 

that exact attribute: 
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The adjective organic has been undoubtedly diffused through Wright’s buildings 
and his human attitude…but we do have some reservations about Wright’s role 
and his ideas, which we have even sharply opposed. For us Europeans, the 
adjective organic has to be considered the distinctive attribute of the new postwar 
architectural language.42 

 

During the five years of the APAO’s existence, the organic principles espoused by 

Wright served as the touchstone for the movement in Italy, although the organization did 

not blindly follow Wright. 

 Zevi articulated the APAO’s philosophies in a lecture he presented at the First 

National Congress of the Association of Organic Architecture in Rome on December 6, 

1947. “The APAO has the great distinction,” Zevi declared, “of having broken the 

architectural agnosticism in Italy, that agnosticism that is empty of faith and passions for 

which art is art whether we make it today with columns and arches or with modern 

means; that agnosticism that conceives art outside of history and life.” Zevi emphasized 

the organization’s resolve and sense of purpose by contrasting the APAO with its critics. 

Opponents of the organic architectural movement represented “the translation of that 

which is the transformation in politics: a series of clienteles held together by more or less 

evident interests, culturally nonexistent or damaging, of ephemeral character.”43 

 In comparison, the APAO aimed for culturally meaningful objectives, which Zevi 

outlined succinctly: 

Organic architecture is not historical, and it is not our intention to make it an ism 
of avant-garde. We have nothing to reveal; we ought to develop a culture, 
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reorienting the entire architectural thought, returning a profound sense, a social 
function, creating around it a large consensus and a popular education about 
architecture.44 

 

Within that statement, Zevi articulated the potential broad based program of cultural 

realignment in Italy through the APAO and the School of Architecture in Venice, in 

particular. The principles of organic architecture and the lessons taught by Wright 

provided a framework in which to operate, particularly insofar of how his new design 

language would redirect the Italian architectural community. From the inception of the 

organic movement in Italy at the end of the Second World War, the APAO and faculty at 

IUAV advanced and promoted Wright’s architectural views, although relatively few 

organic buildings were executed. Prior to the Masieri Memorial polemic the promise of 

organic architecture had been mostly theoretical; Wright’s commission on the Grand 

Canal provided an actual application and test of the movement’s vitality. 

 

Traditionalists: Wright’s Opponents 

 Those who argued against Wright’s proposed building in Venice based their 

opinions on a preconceived prejudice against “modern” architecture in general, which 

distorted their views on the Masieri project. Several factors contributed to their prejudice, 

including: 

• distress at the large number of ancient buildings demolished by the 
Mussolini regime and destroyed during the Second World War; 

• their subsequent replacement with banal and brutal versions of the avant-
garde; 
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• distrust of any disturbance to the Grand Canal’s architectural inherent 
character; 

• a suspicion of a foreign “modernist architect,” especially an American, 
building on the Canalazzo; 

• or simply because of disinformation or a lack of information about 
contemporary architecture. 

 
Each of these factors contributed to the overall attack directed at the Masieri Memorial 

and Wright, and traditionalists intended to use every possible method to ensure the 

project’s failure. 

 Upon Wright’s faux pas in exhibiting the perspective of the Masieri Memorial 

design in New York City in May 1953, reaction was immediate and severe. Marie Oge 

Truxton Beale (1880-1956) was among the first to criticize Wright’s project. Beale was a 

wealthy socialite from San Rafael, California, and a charter member of the National Trust 

for Historic Preservation in the United States. She had visited Venice in 1946 and had 

become alarmed at the deterioration in many of the city’s landmarks, especially those 

along the Grand Canal. In response, Beale organized an international appeal to raise 

money to restore San Marco Basilica. Her efforts led to the establishment of the 

International Fund for Monuments, an organization that has since contributed hundreds of 

thousands of dollars and many hours of labor to the preservation of Venice. Venetians 

bestowed honorary citizenship on Beale in 1952 in a ceremony in Palazzo Ducale, where 

Wright had been honored the year before.45 In the summer of 1953, Beale wrote Angelo 

Spanio (1892-1976), the mayor of Venice, to voice her discontent with Wright’s 

proposed building, stating, “Defend your city. If you allow this, I will regret ever having 
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done anything for you.”46 Beale’s petulant stance was typical of those taken by many 

foreigners who felt an affinity toward Venice and a need to prevent any “modern” 

changes to its architectural character. Her implied threat of discontinuing additional fund-

raising to preserve buildings in Venice pressured Signor Spanio and other Venetian 

officials to contest Wright’s project. Beale’s menace mirrored, at a private level, what 

Clare Boothe Luce had voiced publicly at the State level, recalling that so often heard 

from the rich and powerful. 

 Other so-called “lovers of Venice” such as Peter Quennell, Bernard Berenson, and 

Ernest Hemingway were equally vicious. Quennell aroused the British reading public 

with his letter to the editor of The Times on October 16, 1953. Berenson, a long-time 

resident of Florence and internationally renown Italian Renaissance art critic, confided in 

his diary on October 15, 1953, while in Venice that “[w]herever I go the subject 

passionately discussed is the plan of the American architect Lloyd Wright [sic] for a 

palazzina to be built on the Canal Grande, just where it makes a curve, so that it would be 

visible from a long way off.” Berenson further noted that he had first seen a photograph 

of Wright’s building the previous day, which appeared to him “a rather amusing, playful 

affair, as if copied from one of the Neapolitan painter Monsù’s architectural pictures, 

suitable for a table lantern or even for a pavilion in a suburban public garden, but not for 

a conspicuous site on the Grand Canal of Venice.” Without specifying any particular 

architects or buildings, Berenson elaborated upon his critique of the proposed project by 
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addressing the larger issues surrounding the controversy, in particular the omnipresent 

threat of modernization confronting Italy in the postwar era: 

It may be argued that many other buildings already line [the Grand Canal] that 
should not be there, some of them vulgar eye-sores. Granted, but they do not fall 
conspicuously out of pattern, nor would any school of bright young architects 
insist on our admiring them, which they certainly would do before this creation of 
a romantic and fanciful genius. The most distressing and inharmonious 
innovations happen not to be on the Canal Grande but elsewhere. Hitherto public 
areas had been held sacred. Nobody had the temerity to usurp one square foot of 
them. On the once so delightful Campo San Moisè a bulky, protruding, vast 
structure has been allowed to go up thereby nearly hiding one of the finest 
medieval towers. 

Not in Venice alone have these usurpations of sky-space, if not of earth-
space, been permitted. My thoughts fly to Florence where the approaches to the 
Ponte Vecchio are now so painful to an eye like mine that I do all I can to avoid 
them. 

Had the late lamented Mussolini lived to be the Augustus of his ambitions 
he would have left little of medieval and Renaissance Rome. All would have been 
sacrificed to the pressing needs of traffic. 

These needs are the greatest enemies to the beauty of Italy’s most famous 
towns. Laid out and built when even horse vehicles were barely beginning to be 
used, their frequently narrow and tortuous thoroughfares serve now with difficulty 
for automobiles driven by people crazy for speed. It is a problem demanding 
patience, tact and taste.47 

 

Modernity, as Berenson suggested, presented a difficult problem to Italy’s historic 

centers. Critics of Wright’s project were as adamant to prevent the intrusion of 

contemporary architecture within the historic cores of the nation’s ancient cities as were 

Wright’s supporters to gain acceptance for such architectural idioms in the developing 

country. The crux of the traditionalists’ argument stemmed from this perspective, which 

was embodied in Hemingway’s comment that Wright’s building should burn immediately 

upon completion. For individuals such as Beale, Quennell, Berenson, and Hemingway, 
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the sense of maintaining the architectural and cultural status quo of Venice’s historic 

waterway emerged from an emotional attachment to the beauty and charm they perceived 

in the unique Venetian environment. Thus, their romantic views of the ancient city 

prejudiced their opinion of the Masieri Memorial from the outset (Figures 26, 27). 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Campo San Moisè as it appeared in the early eighteenth century. Source: 
Bernard Berenson, The Passionate Sightseer: From the Diaries, 1947 to 1956 (New 
York: Simon and Schuster and Harry N. Abrams, 1960). Courtesy of Thames and Hudson 
Ltd, London. 
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Figure 27: Campo San Moisè as it appeared in the early 1950s, Source: Bernard 
Berenson, The Passionate Sightseer: From the Diaries, 1947 to 1956 (New York: Simon 
and Schuster and Harry N. Abrams, 1960). Courtesy of Thames and Hudson Ltd, 
London. 
 
 In the spring of 1954, The New York Times attempted to place the controversy 

into proper context by publishing a “debate” between Wright and Berenson addressing 

the question “Does modern architecture belong among the ancient glories of the Grand 

Canal?” Berenson provided a statement in the mock interview nearly identical to his 

private comments in his diary, although he further qualified his negative view toward the 

Masieri Memorial by stating “[i]t is out of proportion, out of style, out of harmony with 

the monumental buildings which line that unique waterway.” With only a slight departure 

from his diary entry, Berenson found Wright’s design “exquisite, lyrical, playful. As a 

model for a table ornament in a banqueting hall or even for a toy pavilion in a city 

garden, it would have my enthusiastic admiration.” Otherwise, Berenson’s comments 
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were identical to his journal entry from October 15, 1953. Wright defended his project on 

the grounds that “[a]ll the work I do takes account of the culture of the place I do it in, 

and the nature of that place.” Regarding the genius loci of Venice, Wright stated: 

My concept of a structure in Venice reflects Venice—her age, her style, her 
nature. True modern architecture, like classical architecture, has no age. It is a 
continuation of all the architecture that has gone before, not a break with it. A 
modernist does not destroy that culture that has been, nor set up a roadblock to the 
future. He belongs to the past, to the present, and offers a prophesy of the 
future.…This memorial, while modern, was a tribute to Venice. In every sense 
Venice lived in it anew—as those Venetians felt who have seen the design and are 
best qualified to judge.48 

 

The New York Times reported the primary difference between the “innovators” and the 

“traditionalists,” stating that the latter “rebel at the very mention of modern architecture 

as violating the essential charm and beauty of Venice.” The traditionalists’ cause was 

aided by the reporter’s rhetorical question, “Shouldn’t [the Grand Canal] remain eternally 

as it has been, a glowing—if fading—memorial to ‘the Queen of the Adriatic?’” The 

article was not entirely biased toward the traditionalists’ point of view, however. The 

journalist noted that the complete plans would soon be published in Metron, whereby the 

building could be studied in greater detail: “Possibly, when they have had a chance to 

study it, its opponents may modify their attacks—or be even more violently opposed. It is 

Wright’s belief that the building has official approval and that construction will go 

forward, critics notwithstanding.”49 
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 Criticism of the project was increasing at the exact moment when The New York 

Times published its mock diatribe between Wright and Berenson. As the height of the 

polemic was attained, traditionalists maintained their emotional, intellectual, aesthetic, 

and cultural appeals against the proposed building’s construction. For Italian intellectuals 

such as Antonio Cederna and Roberto Papini, the task centered on reminding the public 

of the perceived threat to Venice’s artistic and architectural heritage the Masieri 

Memorial represented. 

 At Harvard University, John Barrington Bayley (1914-81), an architect who had 

trained under Walter Gropius before converting to Classicism, echoed Cederna’s and 

Papini’s sentiments. Bayley argued for the “Grand Design,” a term that implied a “new 

movement” characterized by an “interest in the Grand Manner of the Classic Styles.” In 

essence, he stressed a complete return to classicism and an abandonment of modernism, 

insofar as architecture was concerned. He perceived Venice to be the most appropriate 

city to test the “Grand Design” idea. Stating that this movement “will point out that we 

need have no fear of the past, no fear of ‘copying,’ no fear of ‘the Styles,’ since the 

backward glance always transforms, and every product of an age expresses that age, and 

the classic tradition, always retrospective and always original, is the road to progress,” 

Bayley challenged defenders of Venice’s traditions to insist on building only in the 

“Grand Design.” He further argued that the proposed building “be decorated by artists 

who, knowing no fear, reintroduce the beauty of the human form in all its infinite variety 
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into painting and sculpture,”50 thus implying the corollary that Venetians should take 

Wright’s project away from him and build and decorate it themselves. 

 Professor Bayley’s stance was a continuation of the traditional xenophobia 

espoused by certain Venetians against foreigners building in their city. He concluded his 

argument against Wright’s project by alluding to earlier comments by the American 

architect and Hemingway. In an interview with The New York Times in October 1953, 

Wright noted that “[t]he physician can bury his mistakes, but the architect can only 

advise his client to plant vines so they should go as far as possible from home to build 

their first buildings.”51 Bayley, in turn, prophesized accordingly: 

If the Wright building is built it will eventually share the fate of the old iron 
bridge that used to span the canal at Accademia (i.e., demolition), but before that, 
let us hope that the vines in those window boxes will flourish to conceal the 
building in a blanket of overgrowth, or that perhaps it may take the fancy of some 
future Hearst, who will transport it stone by stone to the place where it belongs: 
some provincial suburb.52 

 

With a near exact reference to Wright’s comment to The New York Times and only an 

approximate allusion to Hemingway’s hope of the building’s demise, Bayley summed up 

many of the traditionalists’ points of view regarding the Masieri Memorial. 
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Moderates: Intellectual Arguments about Wright’s Project 

 The third category of individuals involved in the Masieri Memorial polemic 

observed the project objectively without either ardently supporting Wright or arguing for 

the untouchable quality of the Grand Canal. The moderate position assumed by several 

protagonists in the debate was characterized by an understanding that the project had 

certain merits but was, perhaps, not the finest example of twentieth-century design to 

stand on the Grand Canal. The moderates nonetheless pointed out the hypocritical 

methods and arguments used by Wright’s opponents to defeat the project, diversionary 

tactics to prevent serious examination of all the issues involved in the design and 

construction of the Masieri Memorial. Journalists such as Filippo Sacchi, the architects 

Giovanni Michelucci and Ernesto N. Rogers, and architectural journal editors J. M. 

Richards and Henry H. Saylor formed the core of the moderate group. 

 Michelucci in particular emphasized many discrepancies surrounding the polemic. 

In an editorial published in the May-June 1954 issue of Metron, Michelucci reminded his 

readers of the adulation Wright received only three years earlier on the occasion of the 

“Sixty Years of Living Architecture” exhibition in Florence. He then noted the drastic 

change among many Italians when the USIS published information about the proposed 

building, stating the article “caused the ‘explosion’ (this is the right word) of a polemic 

that does not only deal with this project or this type of architecture.” Michelucci focused 

on the polemic’s nature by distinguishing its contestants: 

Too many journalists, critics, and men of letters who generally consider modern 
architecture a manifestation of a degenerate taste finally have given way to their 
contemptuous disagreement, loudly demanding that the construction of this work, 
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which they find offensive to Venice and to Italian art, should be prevented. On the 
other hand, those actually involved in architecture have taken the opposite 
position, saying that the work should be realized soon for the good of Italy’s 
reputation and for the good of the city on the lagoon.53 

 

Michelucci’s main point with his editorial centered on his country’s reputation upon the 

outcome of the Masieri Memorial polemic. He pointed to “the ministers, city council 

members, university professors, and artists in general, who two years ago [sic] solemnly 

and officially exalted the high value of the American architect,” and also noted that some 

of those same individuals later attacked Wright’s project, which led Michelucci to ask, 

“what man, what authority among architects or modern art will take upon himself the 

right of flunking the work of an architect whose existing buildings (whether they are 

appreciated or not) are among the most significant creations of our century?” Citing the 

examples of the Bauer-Grünwald and Danieli hotels and the railway station in Venice as 

well as the reconstructed historic center of Florence, Michelucci questioned whether city 

officials, government ministers, or commissions “unenthusiastically allowed” those 

constructions, yet he still wondered “how could those judges conscientiously refute and 

reject Wright’s project, which without a doubt is one thousand times better than those just 

cited, over those that they have approved?”54 

 Michelucci addressed one of the major diversions employed during the polemic, 

namely the modern additions to hotels in Venice that favored the city’s role as a tourist 

destination. For Michelucci and other moderates, the fact that Wright’s critics willingly 
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overlooked or ignored such constructions while simultaneously decrying the aesthetic 

inappropriateness of the Masieri Memorial on the Grand Canal was bewildering. Carlo 

Ludovico Ragghianti referred to the modern constructions “built more or less in the 

Venetian style” as “true architectural orphans,” noting such buildings are ignored, tacitly 

welcomed in Venice, and lacked “the preoccupation of agreeing with any of the historical 

forms of Venetian architecture.”55 Moderates considered this hypocrisy an unacceptable 

platform to criticize Wright’s project. Although Michelucci “declared several times [his] 

lack of admiration for Wright’s architecture”56 and Ernesto N. Rogers was “not 

completely enthusiastic about Frank Lloyd Wright’s project,”57 they refrained from 

attacking the proposed building primarily because they perceived it represented the best 

opportunity for modern organic architecture to take root along the Grand Canal. Rogers 

alluded to the Venetian Municipal Building Commission’s inconsistency in regulating 

new construction by pointing to the commission’s habit of offering “technical reasons” to 

block projects “to avoid the creation of a ‘precedent’” and noted their hypocrisy by 

asking “is it possible that the majority of the Building Commission of Venice has not 

found anything more dignified than going back to the rules like Pharisees?”58 For Rogers, 
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the commission’s arbitrary and capricious adherence to their own policies represented 

hypocrisy on a grand scale. 

 The Municipal Building Commission frustrated the moderates with their wavering 

interpretations of Venice’s building regulations, caused in part by the city’s lack of an 

adopted preservation plan. Filippo Sacchi, who contributed an article in the May 14, 1954 

edition of Turin’s newspaper La Stampa, addressed their inconsistency and methods to 

contest Wright’s project: 

Now, listen carefully. When the plan arrived, the Italian executors [Masieri and 
Morassutti], realizing the inconvenience of the necessity of an agreement with the 
owners of the buildings fronting Casa Masieri, consulted the owners of Palazzo 
Balbi in order to obtain their consent. The society [electric company] answered 
that they would be glad to give it if the Comune approved the project… How did 
the Building Commission respond? Since the project is in contrast with the 
prescriptions of distance and height as evident in the present rules, the planners 
should secure the indispensable consent of the neighboring property owners, that 
is the owners of Palazzo Balbi, and then we will be able to enter into the matter. 
Do you understand? The owners of Palazzo Balbi will not give consent if the 
Comune does not approve the project, but the Comune will not approve the 
project if the owners do not give consent!59 

 

Sacchi publicized one of the initial problems Savina Masieri brought to Wright’s 

attention, namely the condition that civic approval would be required before work could 

commence. In Savina’s first letter to Wright, she acknowledged that the Superintendents 

of Monuments and Works of Art in Venice would not approve the project if its height 

obscured the view of the Frari apse from the Grand Canal.60 She made no reference to the 
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Municipal Building Commission’s regulations, although one year later she complained to 

Wright of the Building Commission’s attempt to block the project. “Unfortunately, things 

are going on terribly slowly here,” she wrote. “We have lost a great deal of time with the 

neighbours—in particular with the Company owner of Palazzo Balbi.”61 Because the City 

of Venice lacked an approved preservation policy, city officials were able to demand that 

an agreement with the neighboring property owners must be secured. 

 Savina Masieri was referring to the Società Adriatico di Elettricità (SADE), the 

region’s electrical company which housed its offices in Palazzo Balbi.62 When Sacchi 

published his article in La Stampa in May 1954, he addressed the building commission’s 

“transparent trick” of withholding permission until SADE officials consented to the 

project—on the condition that the Building Commission permitted the construction. 

Sacchi did not fail to notice the deviousness of this bureaucratic ploy. He commented, 

“Everything confirms to me that the Wright matter is far superior to the architectonic 

polemic, as it reaches an indicator of method and custom, which if we let it go on and on, 

will definitely make Italy a country of hypocrites.”63 

 Among the Italian moderates, the polemic obscured the larger issues of urban 

planning and reconstruction. The “essential problems of national architecture,” to use 

Rogers’ phrase, represented more important and urgent concerns to address than the 
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possibility of Wright designing one palazzina to be erected on the Grand Canal.64 

Although Michelucci was not an ardent admirer of Wright, he believed that through the 

Masieri Memorial “Wright has given [architects] a valid lesson that they should keep in 

mind” and that the building’s aesthetics “should be seriously considered because it might 

make us understand what influence can be exercised on the face of European cities by 

someone broadminded who declares himself free from any tie with the past.”65 

Michelucci’s comment echoed the APAO’s hope for the introduction of Wright’s design 

language in Italy. If Michelucci were considering the long-term possibilities of this on 

European architecture, few in Italy wanted to hear his words. Prejudice against Wright’s 

project was deeply entrenched, and its opponents found in the Masieri Memorial a useful 

diversion from the “acceptable” modern buildings rising rapidly in Venice and elsewhere 

in Italy. 

 The moderate position espoused by Michelucci, Rogers, and Sacchi was reflected 

in the words and actions of J. M. Richards and Henry H. Saylor. Richards, the editor of 

The Architectural Review in London, and Saylor, the editor of the Journal of the 

American Institute of Architects, opened the pages of their respective journals to Wright’s 

project but without an agenda to support or criticize the building. Of the two editors, 

Saylor provided the less substantial amount of coverage; he dismissed the ongoing 

polemic and “wonder[ed] what all the shouting [was] about,” although he did cite an 

unnamed architect who endorsed the project and added “this may be” the sort of building 
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Venice needed.66 Richards provided more coverage to the Masieri Memorial. In the 

Marginalia section of the April 1954 issue of The Architectural Review, he outlined the 

basic aspects of the project, but noted that “[t]he preconceived ideas exhibited by many 

of its opponents as to the sort of design a modern American architect was likely to 

produce, showed ignorance of the aims and objectives of modern architecture generally 

and of Frank Lloyd Wright in particular.”67 

 To some extent, both Saylor and Richards had only preconceived notions to work 

with prior to the publication of their respective articles. Neither had seen Wright’s 

drawings. Richards wrote to the American architect asking if he “could be persuaded to 

let us have a drawing of some sort illustrating the design? It would be most interesting to 

see it and would serve as the best answer to people who immediately assume that a 

modern building in Venice must be an affront.”68 Wright accordingly refused, stating 

“[t]he Masieri family…have [sic] asked me not to publicize the drawings until the silly 

antagony has died down. Bruno Zevi, Joseph Samona [sic] of the Venice University—

Carlo Scarpa, [of the] same [university] and the critics Carlo Ragghianti of the Strozzi 

and Gian Carlo di Carlo [sic] are all delighted.” Then, noting a distinctive aspect of the 

polemic, Wright commented, “Seems like Italians should know their own Venice best, 
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but— Will gladly comply when the embargo is lifted.”69 Nor was Wright willing to 

provide Saylor with a copy of the drawings. Replying to Saylor’s request, Wright simply 

stated “Hiding nothing; bragging about nothing. The Venice caper will appear soon and 

you may have it.”70 Saylor, in turn, wrote Wright to say “I am holding my breath until I 

see that ‘Venice caper’ of yours.”71 Once Richards and Saylor saw the drawings of 

Wright’s “Venice caper” neither was overly impressed. 

 Neither Richards nor Saylor focused much attention on Wright’s project after 

each had studied the drawings. Aside from the brief editorial in the Journal of the 

American Institute of Architects in the July 1954 issue, Saylor closed his pages to the 

polemic. Nothing else appeared in The Architectural Review after Richards’ short article 

in the April 1954 issue. Richards, however, did publish an article titled “Venice 

Preserv’d” in the March 11, 1954 edition of London’s The Listener. Citing one of the 

concerns among the innovators, Richards challenged Quennell: 

We were reminded that in Venice the existing architectural pattern, to which Mr. 
Quennell had referred, is as varied as it could possibly be; that Venice is the 
product of continuous growth over centuries: the romanesque super-imposed on 
the Byzantine, the gothic on the romanesque, the renaissance, the baroque, the 
neo-classical, the nineteenth century all having their turn. Why, it was argued, 
stop there? The twentieth century must be allowed to make its impact, too, and, 
what could be more suitable than that a city which had been enriched by the 
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master designers of so many generations should be enriched now by the work of 
one of the greatest living architects?72 

 

Richards acknowledged the confusion and misinformation surrounding the project, 

primarily because of the lack of awareness of the building’s aesthetics, and summarized 

the polemic’s characteristics as it had unfolded as a result of the widespread attacks on 

Wright’s project and the consequent problems confronting the American architect: 

Nevertheless, the controversy continued, the opposition making wilder and wilder 
assumptions about what was really proposed, and it seemed with very little 
acquaintance with the principles of modern architecture or with the work of its 
leading exponents. The sequence of associations in people’s minds seems to have 
been something like this: Frank Lloyd Wright—modern American architecture—
enormous skyscrapers—modern building techniques—steel and concrete and 
glass façades. Some went so far as to ask whether, in the circumstances, even so 
revolutionary an architect as Mr. Wright could not be persuaded to build with 
stone walls and pay regard to the genius loci, the makers of this plea not 
apparently being aware that Mr. Wright was accustomed to build in stone, that his 
special contribution to modern architecture was his life-long insistence on the 
importance of the genius loci, and that his life-long bête noire was the 
international style of steel and glass architecture with which these critics were 
confusing his own.73 

 

Richards objectively discussed the polemic. Despite Wright’s high reputation, or how 

tainted the controversy had become from the proliferation of misinformation, Richards 

was not entirely sympathetic to the project. The debate had cooled, he reminded his 

readers, until The Times published an illustration of the Masieri Memorial and the 

existing Casa Masieri in its January 27, 1954 edition. Richards described the public’s 

unexpected reaction: 
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[The illustration’s publication] produced surprise and consternation, for it 
revealed that the cause of all the excitement was an arty little building, very little 
taller than the dilapidated mansion it is to replace, and certainly not of a height to 
threaten, as many had assumed, the Palazzo Balbi next door. It has a blockily 
modeled façade with square marble balconies, projecting marble fins between the 
windows, and a strange vertical ribbon, or ornament, butting on to the gable wall 
of the building alongside; not particularly Venetian, and so old-fashioned in style 
that it might have been pulled out of a drawer of Mr. Wright’s unexecuted designs 
of around 1920.74 

 

Richards asserted that the “Venice caper” appeared akin to such unexecuted designs as 

the Merchandising Building (project, Los Angeles, 1922) (Figure 28) and the Charles 

Lowes House (project, Los Angeles, 1922) (Figure 29), which apparently cooled his own 

enthusiasm and interest in Wright’s current Venetian project. Richards may have been 

speaking for a number of English readers when he metaphorically described the Masieri 

Memorial as a “cat among the pigeons,” which “for the English pigeon is notoriously 

nervous in the presence of this particular cat; in the presence, that is, of any threat to alter 

a well-loved scene,” whether in Venice or in London.75 However, Richards suggested 

that Wright’s Venetian building was hardly a threat, and he attempted to assuage the 

polemic’s contestants with a disarming stance: 

Out of the heaving mountain thus emerged a small art nouveau mouse, hardly 
fierce enough to justify the storm it had created. But if the laugh is on the critics 
for the rash assumptions they had made, is it unfair to feel irritation at Mr. Wright 
for having, by the acceptance of this commission, put, as I said, the cat among the 
pigeons and then fobbing us off with a tame, though somewhat angular, pussy-cat 
with a ribbon round its neck, more ready to purr than to pounce?76 
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Such critiques of Wright’s work, even from a moderate critic, did little to advance the 

cause of organic architecture in Italy. 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Merchandising Building (project, 1922), Los Angeles, California. Frank Lloyd 
Wright, architect. Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank 
Lloyd Wright Foundation. 
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Figure 29: Charles Lowes House (project, 1922), Eagle Rock, California. Frank Lloyd 
Wright, architect. Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank 
Lloyd Wright Foundation. 
 
 The various comments and critiques presented by representative figures from each 

of the three categories shaped and influenced the project’s ultimate outcome. Regardless 

of which position certain individuals advanced, true objectivity seldom characterized 

their comments. Wright’s design incurred an emotionally charged debate that was 

destined from the outset to stir rabid responses and unenlightened reactions. The issue 

was further complicated by the postwar climate in Italy that necessitated dependence 

upon the United States. In addition to the difficulty of any foreigner building in Venice, 

especially along the Grand Canal, Wright had to confront the real but invisible problem 

of the Italian public’s perception of American imperialism after the Second World War. 
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CHAPTER VI 
 

THE VALIDITY OF THE ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST THE PROJECT 
 

ARCHITECTURALLY, POLITICALLY, AND PERSONALLY 
 
 
 The climate surrounding the varied responses to the Masieri Memorial debate 

arose because of cultural, political, and personal reasons. Following the Second World 

War, Italy experienced many problems during reconstruction while simultaneously 

playing an increasingly important role in European political matters. The postwar era was 

characterized by political tension between East and West. The United States and the 

Soviet Union were the protagonists seeking diplomatic relations with Italy, a country that 

became a Cold War battlefield. 

 After becoming a charter member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) in 1949, Italy’s Communist Party, the Partitio Comunista Italiana (PCI), still 

retained loyal ties with Moscow. The United States fought to minimize communist 

influence in Europe, especially in Italy, by providing billions of dollars for reconstruction 

to ensure the region remained democratic. The Italian political climate in the postwar 

years significantly informed the nation’s response to Wright’s Venetian project and 

established the background context in which the Masieri Memorial was debated.1 

                                                           
1 For an overview of the European political climate after World War II, see Walter Laqueur, Europe Since 
Hitler: The Rebirth of Europe. Revised edition (New York: Penguin Books, 1982). 
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Italian Society and Architecture, 1918-45 
 
 After the First World War, the relationship among modernism, society, and 

architecture in twentieth-century Italy coalesced with the Futurist movement. According 

to the Italian architect and critic Vittorio Gregotti, during the interwar years “modern 

Italian architecture was born and painfully developed in a climate which was for the most 

part anti-Futurist in culture and neonationalistic in politics.”2 The neonationalistic aspect 

of early twentieth-century Italian architecture was predicated upon a number of “myths,” 

which Gregotti identifies as the myth of the Mediterranean and the monumental tradition; 

the myth of Italian genius denying culture’s role in society; the myth of hard-working and 

strong people; and the myth of a return to order. Italian architecture during this period 

operated on the principles of a return to order and a rejection of eclecticism. Italian 

designers variously turned to a rediscovered Baroque style and, at the same time, the anti-

decorative ideas of the Viennese architect Adolf Loos (1870-1933), and the Viennese 

Secession style. By 1926, architectural rationalism emerged with the organization of the 

Movimento Italiano per l’Architettura Razionale (MIAR, Italian Movement for 

Rationalist Architecture), which embodied the ideals of the fascist revolution and became 

a leading architectural idiom until Italy’s military collapse toward the end of the Second 

World War.3 

 The modernist movement in Italy gradually emerged as a result of rationalism and 

the regime’s preference for monumental, classical architecture. Academicians throughout 

                                                           
2 Vittorio Gregotti, New Directions in Italian Architecture (New York: George Braziller, Inc., 1968), 9. 
 
3 Ibid., 9-16. 
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Italy stood at its forefront, with Turin and Milan as the movement’s centers. During the 

fascist years, Turin’s role in the nation’s cultural geography was significant. The city was 

the focal point of art criticism and of resistance to Mussolini’s regime, as evidenced by 

resistance leaders Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937) and Piero Gobetti (1901-26). Edoardo 

Persico (1900-36), a leading critic and supporter of the modern architectural movement in 

Italy, and the architect Giuseppe Pagano (1896-1945) were also products of Turin’s 

environment. When Persico and Pagano relocated to Milan in 1929 and 1930, 

respectively, to write for Casabella, the “most brilliant critical instrument of Italian 

rationalism,” according to Gregotti, Milan elevated its status as an epicenter in the 

modernist movement. A generation of Italian architects during the interwar years, 

including Pagono, Giovanni Michelucci, Ernesto N. Rogers, Lodovico Belgiojoso, and 

Marcello Nizzoli, promoted the advancement of modern architecture through three 

primary activities: exhibitions in Rome and Milan; competitions for the Florence railway 

station and the Esposizione Universale Roma (EUR 42); and polemics in Casabella, 

weekly magazines, and newspapers.4 

 Beginning in 1936, Italian modernism suffered a series of setbacks that lasted into 

the postwar era. An anti-modernist reaction favoring classicism swept through much of 

Europe, especially in France, Germany, Italy, and Russia. Within Italy, the fascist 

regime’s preference for such edifices suggested Rome’s renaissance as a world power. 

Although rationalism retained its vigor until the end of the Second World War, its 

identity was associated with fascism. As the Mussolini regime embraced classicism in 
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Rome, rationalism became marginalized. Many of its practitioners were compelled to join 

the resistance against fascism. Zevi described this political climate and the struggles of 

modern architects during the fascist era: 

In Italy a nucleus of architects who had courage continued, at any rate for some 
years, to struggle against the wave of neo-classic and pseudo-Roman; of these it 
will be sufficient to mention a few names—[Luigi] Figini, [Gino] Pollini, [Mario] 
Ridolfi, [Luigi] Piccinato, [Giuseppe] Terragni. But the very fact of their 
resistance, by stiffening the attitude of the defenders of modern architecture, 
prevented the modern movement from passing on from its first theoretic phase 
into the more expansive phase of the practical. The polemics of controversy 
inevitably accentuated the programmatic character of modern architecture, which, 
with so many of its purposes monopolised [sic] by the state and turned into 
instruments of propaganda, was cut off from that vital experience which alone 
transmutes theory into what can be properly called architectural culture.5 

 

During these years, several notable rationalist designs were projected and executed, 

including the town plan for the new city of Sabaubia (1933), designed by Luigi Piccinato 

and his group of architects; the S. M. Novella Railroad Station in Florence (1934), 

designed by Giovanni Michelucci and his colleagues; Giuseppe Terragni’s Casa del 

Fascio in Como (1932-36); Mario Ridolfi’s post office in Piazza Bologna in Rome 

(1933); and the Sun Therapy Colony in Legnano (1939), designed by Gianluigi Banfi, 

Ludovico Belgiojoso, Enrico Peressutti, and Ernesto N. Rogers (BBPR). Italy’s poor 

performance in the war, however, proved devastating to rationalism. Mussolini’s 

government ordered Casabella to cease publication in 1943, forcing many rationalist 

architects to seek refuge in the political underground. Several were arrested and deported 

to German concentration camps, including Gianluigi Banfi and Giuseppe Pagano, where 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
5 Bruno Zevi, Towards an Organic Architecture (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1950), 54. 
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they died in 1945. Toward the war’s end, Italian architects and many of their countrymen 

found themselves the victims of a repressive regime.6 

 Italian architecture in the mid-twentieth century was characterized by a 

combination of politics, culture, and new means of expression. In 1934, Edoardo Persico 

summarized the challenges confronting modern Italian architecture in an article published 

in Domus: 

Today the artist must face the most troublesome problems of Italian life: the 
reliance on set theories and the will to carry to the very end the battle against the 
demands of an “anti-modern” majority. Such demands, repudiated by the 
idealistic stubbornness of Italian polemicists, constitute the heritage that we will 
leave to coming generations, after having fatally wasted our time with stylistic 
problems; the most important and pressing problem of the culture of this obscure 
period of world history.7 

 

Persico’s assessment of the Italian preoccupation with matters of style anticipated the 

climate of the 1950s and beyond when polemics surrounding controversial architectural 

designs, such as the Masieri Memorial, were waged in newspapers and journals. As new 

trends in Italian architectonic thought emerged during the interwar years, by 1945 

architects confronted a wide array of problems wrought by the destruction of large 

portions of Italy’s urban areas. According to the architectural historian Manfredo Tafuri, 

the lessons of the resistance created quite a legacy, “the pursuit of ‘a program of truth,’” 

although “[d]efining the contents of that truth and the consequent forms of action was 

                                                           
6 Gregotti, New Directions in Italian Architecture, 22-36. 
 
7 Ibid., 23-24. 
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more complex.”8 Tafuri and Gregotti recognized this problem while acknowledging a 

general lack of agreement among Italian architects in the middle decades of the twentieth 

century regarding a specified direction. For Gregotti, even twenty years after the war, the 

attempt “to discover some thread of continuity in the striving of Italian architecture 

toward reality, in that architecture’s hitherto unsuccessful struggle to combine needs, 

projects, methods and realization, utopia and reality, in a single effort” remained to be 

adequately resolved.9 Architects had been seeking continuity and direction since the mid-

1930s, when Persico lectured on “Architectural Prophecy” in Turin. According to Zevi, 

Persico, “an uncompromising antifascist for whom architecture served as a barometer of 

a country’s civilization,” found in “Wright’s vision [of architecture]…the very root of the 

modern movement and the unique embodiment of a desperate quest for freedom, 

individuality, and the right to diversity in contemporary society.”10 These philosophical 

tools helped equip Italian architects, especially those who began their careers in the 1940s 

to better confront the demands of postwar Italy. 

 By spring 1945, many Italian cities required extensive reconstruction due to 

Allied bombings and German reprisals. The need to provide adequate housing, rebuild 

the nation’s infrastructure, and restore the economy proved to be the highest priorities 

confronting architects, urban planners, and engineers. National reconstruction initially 
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lacked an adopted plan. As such, the cost to rebuild the nation was enormous, and Italy, 

nearly bankrupted by the war, required long-term financial assistance. The United States 

emerged from the war with the financial resources to sponsor reconstruction, and the 

Italian government recognized the importance of a good relationship with America.11 

 
Convulsive Unrest after 1945 in Italian Architectural Culture 

 Italy remained embroiled in political turmoil throughout 1945-48 as the realities 

of the postwar climate coalesced. Several short-lived governments were finally replaced 

with the appointment of Alcide de Gasperi (1881-1954) as prime minister on December 

10, 1945. King Vittorio Emanuele III (1869-1947) abdicated his throne on May 9, 1946, 

under intense political pressure. Although briefly succeeded by his son Umberto II (1904-

83), Vittorio Emanuele’s heir also abdicated after popular support for a referendum 

favoring democracy indicated the political exigencies in Italy had changed. On June 2, 

1946, Italians voted for a republic, electing Enrico de Nicola (1877-1959) the first 

president.12 The House of Savoy was removed from power primarily because of the 

diminished role Vittorio Emanuele played after his flight from Rome in September 1943 

on the eve of the German occupation. His ties with Fascism and his failure to resist the 

Germans ultimately brought about the end of his reign.13 Italy’s primary political 

                                                           
11 For an overview of American aid to Italy in the postwar era, see John Lamberton Harper, America and 
the Reconstruction of Italy, 1945-1948 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
 
12 Bertold Spuler, C. G. Allen, and Neil Saunders, compilers, Rulers and Governments of the World. 
Volume 3, 1930-1975 (London and New York: Bowker Publishing Company, 1977), 326-331. De Gasperi 
was preceded as prime minister by Ivanoe Bonomi (1873-1951) and Ferruccio Parri (1890-1981). The 
former served from June 18, 1944 to June 21, 1945; the latter from June 21 to December 10, 1945. 
 
13 Giuseppe Mammarella, Italy After Fascism: A Political History, 1943-1965 (South Bend: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1966), 112-118. 
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objective during this period was to demonstrate to the Allies that the nation’s democratic 

reformation would remove the need to impose harsh penalties for the fascist regime’s role 

in the war.14 A second but equally important objective centered on the assurance of 

receiving financial assistance from the United States and the United Nations. The Allied 

Military Government and later the American Federal Economic Administration provided 

direct assistance to ensure a minimal standard of living for the Italian people. These 

programs were replaced by the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 

(UNRRA), which from 1946 to 1947 provided $417 million in grain, coal, and raw 

materials to Italy. Prior to the enactment of the European Recovery Program (ERP), 

commonly referred to as the Marshall Plan, Italy had received $1.6 billion in grants and 

loans for reconstruction.15 As the nation struggled to rebuild its economy, industry, and 

infrastructure, urban planners and architects sought methods to address housing shortages 

and urban destruction. 

 With the Italian government working to ensure relief and a quality standard of 

living among the populace, architects were organizing various self-proclaimed 

movements in search of solutions and new directions. Urban planning and modern 

architecture became the focal points of consideration in the postwar era. In particular, 

1945 was a watershed year in Italian architectonic culture. The establishment of the 

Movimento di Studi per l’Architettura (MSA, Movement for Architectural Studies) by 

architects professing allegiance to the modern movement and opposed to the monumental 
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classicism espoused by fascism signaled renewed enthusiasm for contemporary 

architecture.16 Also in 1944, Zevi returned to Italy after spending the war in the United 

States as a student at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design and in England as 

an architect designing military housing for the United States Army.17 Shortly after his 

return to Rome, Zevi began to promote Wrightian organic architecture with enthusiasm.18 

 Thus, during the war’s final stages in Italy and into the immediate postwar years, 

the Italian architectural culture faced many challenges. Inexpensive housing was in great 

demand, historic centers required careful study for accurate and sensitive reconstruction, 

and land-use planning required an analysis of balancing urban distribution with available 

natural resources and acreage. With considerable financial support from the United 

States, Italian recovery became possible within a relatively short span of years. 

Reconstruction offered Italian architects the opportunity to study and design buildings in 

the architectural language of various internationally renowned architects previously 

denied them during the fascist years. 

 Wright’s principles of organic architecture were particularly appealing to many 

Italian architects. The adoption of these principles was neither universally accepted nor 

inconsequential. The postwar Italian architectonic community was highly politicized, and 

the political ramifications that characterized the age invaded not only the professions in 
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general, but architectural education, the reconstruction process, and Italy’s relationship 

with the United States. 

 Unrest within the architectural community pervaded many levels. Despite the fall 

of Mussolini’s government, the fascist-endorsed rationalist movement still prevailed after 

the war. In Milan and in sections of northern Italy, vestiges of rationalism continued as 

late as 1950. Many universities followed the state-approved curriculum, although in 1946 

a group of students organized L’Associazione Libera Studenti Architetti (ALSA, Free 

Association of Architectural Students) to demand the curriculum’s restructuring. The 

ALSA failed to effect sweeping changes in Italian architectural education; its significance 

stemmed from the students’ demonstrations for changes in the curriculum that would 

address contemporary challenges. However, Rationalist architects maintained their 

political stance in accordance with the Italian left wing.19 Of the northern Italian 

universities, only the School of Architecture in Venice cast off the rationalist influence, 

as the faculty under Samonà’s directorship vigorously redefined its curriculum. Thus, by 

1948 all the Italian architectural schools but one remained under the control of the “old 

academic leaders.”20 

 A further consequence of the rationalist continuation was evident in the 

“resignations” effected by the movement. On a wide scale, many architects in northern 

Italy “withdrew into profound and solitary mediation on the problem of expression, a 

withdrawal occasioned by their disappointment at the failure of their hopes for a 
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progressive transformation of the sociopolitical structure.”21 A general sense of 

disillusionment was experienced among established architects and students, a sense that 

the demands of the age were being improperly attended to and that the Italian political 

culture was undermining their progressive efforts. As the architectural historian 

Manfredo Tafuri stated, “the political impediment to reconstruction escaped the 

architects: their petitions had to do with global intervention, and remained evasive with 

regard to the technical and institutional tools that would have permitted it.”22 

 Tafuri’s assessment was evident in the urgent problem of low-cost housing and 

regional planning. The urban typology along the Via di Villa Massimo and Via San 

Valentino in Rome, Tafuri noted, was used as a “concrete [study] of the fixtures and 

construction details in the houses” to establish a nationwide housing taxonomy with “the 

goal…to isolate specific elements of architectural language.”23 The objective was to 

devise a plan whereby affordable, uniform, easily constructed housing could be attained 

quickly. This study’s result was the Manuale dell’architetto (1946), published under the 

auspices of the Italian National Research Council and the United States Information 

Services, and intended to provide “the abacus of [a] ‘little technique’…for an age of 

reconstruction.”24 The appearance of the Manuale dell’architetto in Metron, where it was 

published due to Zevi’s participation in the book’s co-authorship, suggested that the 
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authors intended the work to serve as a guidebook to incorporate the principles of organic 

architecture in the reconstruction of Italy: 

[The Manuale dell’architetto] extols the values of “experience”—the building 
industry of post-Fascist Italy was offered a kind of “shopkeeper’s” handbook. In 
reality, the tradition of construction extolled by the Manuale resulted from a 
cross-section of regional cultures that were not immune to intellectualism: the 
vernacular Esperanto taking on technological ingredients of the New Deal. The 
manual, which became a reference text for architecture searching for the 
“national-popular,” served as a conduit for political ideas imported from 
overseas.25 

 

For Tafuri, the Manuale dell’architetto represented a guidebook based upon various 

regional vernacular idioms in Italy combined with Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal 

recovery philosophies. In particular, Tafuri alluded to the Regional Planning Association 

of America (RPAA), which existed from 1923 to 1933, in his assessment of the Manuale 

dell’architetto as a “reference text” incorporating European vernacular architecture and 

American regional planning concepts; the former he referred to as “Esperanto,” and the 

latter to “political ideas imported from overseas.”26 

 Unlike Tafuri who was writing from hindsight, Zevi critiqued the European 

Recovery Program (ERP) and American efforts in general to assist in Italy’s postwar 

reconstruction. Zevi emphasized the ERP’s role in rebuilding thousands of Italian houses. 

Housing construction had been practically nonexistent during the war, and bombardments 

and military operations, especially in the central regions, left Italy with more than two 
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million inhabitable rooms destroyed and approximately 1,800,000 more partially 

damaged.27 In 1945, the establishment of the Administrative Committee for Assistance to 

the Homeless (CASAS) attempted to alleviate the housing shortage in Italy, but multiple 

bureaucratic levels hindered CASAS from its inception.28 However, 1,000 million lire 

from a reconstruction account, referred to as the Lire Fund, and $5 million from United 

Nations assistance was allocated to finance the program. By the spring of 1947, CASAS 

had provided housing for 103,725 Italians. In addition, “interest-free loans, free 

transportation, tools, and direct building activity were helping the homeless to rebuild 

their homes.”29 Despite all the efforts to alleviate the housing shortage, the program’s 

effectiveness failed to attain its full potential. Bureaucrats, planners, architects, and 

engineers were unable to devise a clear plan on the use of funding, which hindered the 

reconstruction process. 

 According to Zevi, one of the major obstacles centered on Italy’s lack of a long-

term urban revitalization plan and America’s propagandizing European reconstruction. 

He addressed this issue at the Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Planners in 

February 1946 in Cleveland, Ohio, in a paper titled “Town Planning as an Instrument of 

American Foreign Policy.” Zevi argued that the United States had missed an opportunity 

to foster closer ties with Europe: 
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Housing and city planning are the Number Two problem in every country of 
Europe. To help with the very first problem—food—we are able of course to send 
supplies. As for the second, we should have been in a position to offer and to send 
planners. We have been spending many millions of dollars in propaganda. As a 
result of my war experience, I am convinced that the planning contribution would 
have been the very best possible propaganda for the United States. By recruiting 
and advancing the necessary townplanning experts and housing missions we 
would have established relations and a working basis with the political leaders, 
the intellectual and academic groups, the technicians, the officials of the country 
whose bent is constructive—the good and decent common people. I submit that 
we lost, for lack of imagination, one great opportunity to strengthen America’s 
authority and influence abroad.30 

 

America’s emphasis in promoting democracy through propaganda in Italy, and elsewhere 

in Europe, according to Zevi, undermined its potential for positive influence in the 

rebuilding the war-torn nation. The “lack of imagination” he alluded to would prove a 

troublesome aspect later when Wright and his supporters would argue for the 

construction of the Masieri Memorial. Prior to the controversy, the various competing 

interests failed to agree upon a housing reconstruction plan, which contributed to the 

Italian architectural community’s unrest after the war. 

 In large part, the United States was responsible for creating an environment in 

Italy unconducive for clear urban planning and revitalization. Millions of American 

dollars were allocated for Italian reconstruction, which were absolutely necessary 

because of the wrecked condition of Italy’s economy. However, the expenditure of vast 

sums of money, and the programs that the funds supported, was a difficult task, and one 

that became more problematic because of its political nature. With so many competing 

interests wrangling over available funds, divisions were inevitable. Ironically, American 
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aid fostered in no small measure the disunity within Italy and among the nation’s 

architects. 

 
Italy’s Need to Court American Rehabilitation Funding 

 The United States emerged from the war as a military and economic superpower. 

Italy recognized its reconstruction was dependent upon American assistance. The 

rebuilding of Europe after 1945 and the loss of European hegemony to Washington and 

Moscow served as primary factors in the establishment of a Western European union. 

Italian leadership immediately recognized that the set of “European” values embodied by 

the Resistance during the German occupation could only be ensured by Italy’s 

participation with other Western European nations in an alliance with the United States. 

Economic necessity was not Italy’s only condition for uniting with the American bloc; 

political factors also influenced Italy’s decision. With the establishment of Soviet 

satellites in Eastern Europe, the continent was redefined as democratic or communist. 

Despite the presence and vitality of the Partitio Comunista Italiana in the government 

and populace, Italian leaders recognized that a solid political relationship with the United 

States was the more advantageous choice to ensure reconstruction.31 

 Italy and the United States fostered closer economic and political ties, with each 

nation determined to strengthen its position in Europe. For the United States, containing 

the spread of Communism within Italy and preventing a national alliance with the Soviet 

Union served as sufficient political justification to maintain a presence there. Certainly, 
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the border dispute between Yugoslavia and Italy over Venezia Giulia and the rise of the 

Italian Communist Party convinced the American government that Italy stood at the 

forefront of the Cold War battlefield, which compelled the United States government to 

corral Italy within the American sphere of influence regardless of the cost. In turn, the 

Italian government needed to demonstrate to its Western European neighbors and to the 

United States that the Fascist movement no longer posed a threat. In order that the nation 

should not receive harsh reparations for its role in the war, Italian leadership was 

compelled to seek improved diplomatic relations with the West. Italy also desired to 

regain its political sovereignty. Since 1943, the nation had been governed by the Allied 

Control Commission and later the Allied Military Government. They exercised control 

over the Venezia Guilia province until the peaceful resolution of the border dispute 

between Italy and Yugoslavia in 1954.32 

 The Treaty of Paris, which was signed on February 10, 1947, and officially ended 

hostilities between Italy and the Allies, imposed harsh terms despite the Italian hope that 

France, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States would mitigate the treaty’s 

terms as a result of Italy’s late belligerency against its former ally Nazi Germany. The 

central issues debated among the Allies included Italy’s borders with Yugoslavia, 

Austria, and France; its colonies; navy; future rearmament; and reparations to the 

victorious nations. Despite hopes otherwise, ultimately Italy was forced to relinquish 
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territory, reduce its military, and pay $360 million in reparations for its military 

campaigns.33 

 The Italian public’s reaction to the treaty produced disillusionment, bitterness, and 

disappointment, as well as a general sense that the nation’s honor had been insulted. 

Because of escalating tension between East and West, the United States defended Italian 

interests during the treaty negotiations as a matter of political necessity by compensating 

Italy with continued economic aid.34 The Italian populace was acutely aware that the 

United States was providing their country extensive financial assistance. Between 1944 

and 1954, Italy received $5.5 billion from the UNRRA and various other programs, 

which deeply committed the United States to Italian economic recovery.35 From the 

Italian point of view, the outcome of the Treaty of Paris created resentment and bitterness 

toward the United States even more hostile had America withheld billions of dollars to 

aid in Italian reconstruction. 

 As noted above, the reconstruction process was not without flaws. In 1952, Zevi 

addressed the discrepancy between the United States’ commitment to propaganda and its 

failure to capitalize on improving its reputation in Italy with a stronger commitment to 

home construction. In his opinion, four years of ERP assistance had produced mixed 

results. Quantitatively, American assistance had provided housing for many displaced 
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and homeless Italians, but “[q]ualitatively, the story is a bit different, the enthusiasm and 

the gratitude more conditioned” through too often misguided and inept ERP and Italian 

bureaucracies.36 He examined the four major building programs in Italy—the Piano 

Fanfani, the Fondo di Incremento Edilizio (Building Development Fund), UNRRA-

CASAS, and Ministry of Public Works—and their funding to evaluate their effectiveness 

since 1948. In Zevi’s view, only the Piano Fanfani, the housing rebuilding plan named 

for its originator Amintore Fanfani (1908-99), a minister in De Gasperi’s cabinet and 

Party Secretary of the Christian Democrat Party—proved successful: 

The Piano Fanfani is concerned with housing for industrial workers and for State 
employees. It aims to build 200,000 workers’ homes in a seven-year period. It has 
done an excellent architectural job. It’s a new organization organized in 1949, not 
too bureaucratic, which used the best modern architects. Much of the best 
architectural work done in Italy in the housing field is done by the Piano Fanfani. 
Economically, it’s a self-supporting organization. The houses are built through the 
Insurance Company (INA-Casa) and with the contribution of the industrial firms. 
ERP gave the money to start the organization, after which it did not have much to 
do with it.37 

 

Regarding the three other programs, he pointed out the lack of technical control, 

planning, and organization and the excessive bureaucratic obstacles hindering their 

effectiveness. He further noted that ERP representatives in Italy were aware of the 

problems but were unwilling to address the situation: 

When architects or planners went to the ERP to protest because the Americans 
were helping bad building in Italy, the answer always was: “We are trying to do 
our best. But ours is an advisory mission. We have to give the money to the 
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[Italian] Government. We cannot help any other associations or foundations, or 
private office, or even public office which is not the Government. We agree: our 
money is badly spent. So sorry.” 

Well, the ERP mission lacked one element: courage. And vision. Perhaps 
it had to give the money to the bureaucracy. But the results were bureaucratic 
architecture. A pity. 

How else could it have been?38 
 

Despite the political change from Fascism to Republicanism, according to Zevi, Italian 

bureaucracy represented a continuity with the nation’s Fascist regime, which undermined 

the potential for “good will for the U.S. and the democratic cause in Italy.” Hence, one of 

the ERP’s major shortcomings was its strengthening of the Italian bureaucracy because of 

its failure to institute a new vision in the rebuilding of Italy. The result was “safe” but 

“bad” architecture and the loss of a “great opportunity” to foster closer ties with the 

United States.39 This failure would trouble the Italian architectural community throughout 

the 1950s, lead to long-term urban planning problems, and contribute to the general sense 

among Italians that the United States was excessively interfering with the nation’s 

internal matters. 

 
Italian Need for National Identity 

 The punitive nature of the Treaty of Paris combined with the problems of the 

housing rebuilding initiatives and the reconstruction of the nation’s infrastructure 

represented on one level the challenge to Italian political self-determination and 

sovereignty in the postwar years. Until the advent of De Gasperi as prime minister in 
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1945, Italy stumbled through the initial stages of political and economic reconstruction. 

De Gasperi and Count Carlo Sforza (1873-1952), the Foreign Minister, were very 

influential in shaping Italy’s foreign policy immediately after 1945. Their two primary 

objectives included international recognition that Italy “was an important and 

autonomous actor both in Europe and in the Mediterranean” and “to recover an 

international ‘status’ for Italy similar to that enjoyed by the other major European 

powers, especially Britain and France.”40 

 In the months immediately after May 1945, Italy found itself with few supporters. 

The United States had been compelled to compromise with its allies and subsequently did 

not fulfill its earlier assurances to the Italian government regarding a favorable peace 

settlement. Italy’s position became evident upon the cold reception De Gasperi received 

at the Council of Foreign Ministers meeting.41 In an attempt to gain support for his 

nation, De Gasperi delivered an effective speech on Italy’s suffering in the recent war. 

The prime minister reminded the delegates that “Italy was prepared to make sacrifices in 

the name of European solidarity…to help construct a better world; and, to bring home to 

the Council that he was the representative of a new, democratic Italy, he referred briefly 

to his own sufferings under Fascism.” His comments hardly impressed the delegates. In a 

token gesture of sympathy and perhaps solidarity, only Secretary of State Byrnes rose to 
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shake De Gasperi’s hand as the Italian prime minister departed the silent room.42 Based 

upon the reception he received in London, De Gasperi realized his country faced a 

difficult set of obstacles in the postwar European community. 

 The Treaty of Paris confirmed De Gasperi’s worst fears and contributed to 

widespread public disillusionment. Italians felt betrayed by the United States and the 

Allies in general. Although the United States had worked to ensure a favorable peace 

settlement with Italy, American policy objectives “owed more to expediency and mutual 

dependence than to deeply shared convictions or mutual trust” with the Italian 

government.43 Prior to the peace settlement in 1947, Italian leaders began to recognize 

that excessive reliance on American assistance would jeopardize the nation’s self-

interests. Epicarmo Corbino, the Minister of the Treasury in De Gasperi’s cabinet, 

expressed such concerns in a speech to the Third Congress of the Partito Liberale 

Italiano (Italian Liberal Party) in May 1946. Although Corbino “sought close relations 

with the United States and liked to portray himself as the champion of American 

interests,” he understood that American economic aid brought certain obligations: 

Is it conceivable…that we can ask for aid from the United States when we want to 
set up an economy and political system that are diametrically opposed to the 
United States? We have the right to impose any kind of economic and political 
system that we want, but we must recognize the American right to lend a helping 
hand and send their aid to those countries who help themselves according to the 
American mentality.44 
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The essence of Corbino’s address was twofold. First, he recognized Italy’s right to self-

determination. Second, he acknowledged that the continuance of American economic aid 

was dependant upon Italy’s resolution of its “institutional question,” that is the issue of 

retaining the monarchy or establishing a democratic republic. Corbino delivered his 

address only weeks before the national referendum regarding the monarchal question. 

However, as early as July 28, 1943, Roosevelt identified the institutional question as a 

significant issue. In a radio “Fireside Chat,” Roosevelt outlined the Allied intentions in 

Italy. Among his points, Roosevelt assured Italians of their right to choose their own form 

of government, while insisting that they choose democracy.45 The political reality of 

American hegemony in Western Europe beginning in 1945 was obvious to officials in 

Rome. The economic benefits Italy derived from American assistance were dependent 

upon adopting the “American mentality.” Italy found itself subservient to America, which 

severely damaged its prestige and national sense of identity. 

 Mussolini and the Fascist movement had alienated the country from its European 

neighbors. Italy’s military record was marked with more defeats than victories, and its 

campaigns against weak nations such as Ethiopia and Albania failed to resurrect Rome’s 

place as a dominant world power. The collapse of the government and the ignoble flight 

of King Vittorio Emanuele from the capital in September 1943 contributed to the 

termination of the monarchy. As in 1914, Italy again proved to be an unreliable ally, 

failing to support her German ally, and entering the war in 1940 after Nazi forces had 

nearly conquered France. In 1943, Italy disengaged herself from Hitler and became a 
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cobelligerent with the Allies. Such Italian diplomacy gained the nation few supporters. 

By the end of the Second World War, the nation was politically heterogeneous, divided 

on the monarchal issue, dependent upon America for its economic reconstruction and 

desperately searching for an identity. 

 
Antagonism Arising from United States Cultural Imperialism 

 Italy’s identity crisis was fueled in large part by American cultural imperialism 

beginning with the Allied invasion in 1943. In general, the population’s impression of the 

United States was ambivalent. However, the American presence in Italy became 

excessively pervasive, permeating many levels of Italian society and causing increasing 

resentment among the public and the government. Few denied the role the United States 

played in the rebuilding of their country, but few favored long-term American 

involvement in their nation’s affairs, especially as American interference was both overt 

and covert. 

 During the early stages of the Second World War when the American economy 

benefited from increased exports abroad, U.S. officials feared that a postwar global 

recession would drastically affect the nation’s business sector. Businessmen favored a 

world market open to American exports and investment, which would ensure the nation’s 

economic recovery from the Great Depression. Shortly after the outbreak of war in 1939, 

Henry Luce (1898-1967), the publisher and editor-in-chief of Time, Fortune, and Life 

magazines, “popularized the notion of an ‘American Century’ based on the benevolent 

imperialism of large U.S. corporations.” The intent was to secure “free rein to the 
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generous expansionism of the United States” after the war, thus creating many foreign 

markets for American businesses.46 Initial forays into potential Italian markets began 

shortly after the Allied invasion. The “concrete embodiment in bulldozers and jeeps, 

nylons and chewing gum” introduced to the Italian public a concept referred to as the 

“Americanization of desires.”47 To reinforce this goodwill aspect of America’s presence 

in Italy, the United States Army attached special units of the Psychological Warfare 

Branch to its infantry divisions. These units were assigned the task of spreading pro-

American propaganda among the Italian populace; their mission was only partly 

successful: 

Initial enthusiasm, however, gave way in some quarters to a tendency 
(encouraged by the Church) to blame the Americans for such “new” problems as 
the black market and social unrest. The Americans came armed with their own 
propaganda; the Psychological Warfare Branch (PWB) brought feature films 
depicting the benefits of life in the United States….48 

 

 The American presence produced a conflicting impression—the U.S. military was 

wrecking destruction throughout the nation while simultaneously promoting the benefits 

of Americanization, and the PWB’s propaganda promoted the good life through 

American strength and vitality. American movies, consumer goods, and propaganda 

attempted to generate political support for the United States and ensure political centrism 
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against the Left and the Right. As one cultural commentator has noted, “it would be 

difficult to overstate the impact of American culture on Europe” during this era: 

The cinema and the presence of GIs in Europe had changed that situation and 
aroused violently opposed responses of enthusiasm and rejection. While the 
American dream was rejected by the far Left, to which it was a form of cultural 
imperialism, and by the Right, which saw it as a threat to the set of deep-rooted 
attitudes that may be described as…tradition, it was acclaimed by millions who, 
short of food, warmth and comfort, were enraptured by the cinematic vision of 
America.49 

 

 As the war neared its conclusion, American businesses and corporations 

scrambled to secure footholds in the evolving European markets. For example, 

International Telephone and Telegraph and Trans Western Airways aggressively entered 

European and Italian markets as soon as hostilities ended. Although the “host 

governments generally welcomed the capital they brought and offered monopoly 

concessions,” certain obstacles blocked such “plans for rapid market exploitation.” The 

U.S. Department of State presented the most serious obstacle. Despite its “commitment to 

free-trade principles,…it [was] a staunch opponent of any deals smacking of market 

domination, even by American corporations.”50 

 Consequently, as with the PWB, American cultural imperialism in Europe 

achieved limited success in the attempt to create a pro-American environment: 

Along with the extensive deployment of Americans abroad in pursuit of U.S. 
official or unofficial objectives have gone side effects not always welcomed by 
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the host countries but adding an impact to the new diplomacy—supermarkets, 
snack bars, department stores, hot dogs, Coca Cola, blue jeans, the drive-in.51 

 

Such limited success contributed to the U.S. State Department’s monitoring with concern 

the rising strength of the Partito Communista Italiano, the largest communist party 

outside of the Soviet Union.52 De Gasperi’s cabinet was closely monitored for any 

sympathetic tendencies toward the USSR. At the end of May 1947, in response to heated 

attacks in the Italian press from the PCI, De Gasperi attempted a risky political maneuver 

when he resigned as prime minister and called for a reorganization of the government in 

an attempt to purge the communists from his government. Facing no alternative, 

President Enrico de Nicola invited De Gasperi to form a new cabinet. Since 1945, PCI 

representatives had participated in the government, but their propagandistic methods, 

similar, it must be stressed, to those employed by the Americans, tended to arouse 

negative reactions among the populace. The PCI’s methods were thwarted because of 

three reasons: De Gasperi’s political ability and leadership, the nation’s recovery during 

reconstruction as a result of American assistance, and the refusal of the middle classes to 

respond to communist propaganda.53 

 Emboldened by the ouster of the PCI from the Italian government, the U.S. 

government decided to influence the Italian national elections scheduled for April 18, 

1948, by direct and covert means. In December 1947, the Truman Administration 
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approved the first covert operation since World War II with the creation of the National 

Security Council (NSC), authorized to conduct a secret campaign to ensure the PCI 

remained on the political fringe. During the weeks leading up to the elections, NSC 

operatives cooperated with the Central Intelligence Agency to assist the Christian 

Democrats to secure political dominance. Washington allocated $10 million for the 

operation. The CIA supplied misinformation and other propaganda to the Italian press 

aimed at discrediting the PCI.54 The NSC’s operation proved highly successful and 

helped the Christian Democrats become the strongest Italian political party, when it 

received 48 per cent of the popular vote and forced the communists and the socialists out 

of the political arena.55 

 American interference in the Italian elections of 1948 set a precedent for further 

meddling. Once again, in 1953, the United States openly attempted to influence Italy’s 

national elections. Clare Boothe Luce (1903-87), the American Ambassador to Italy and 

wife of Henry Luce, whose Roman Catholicism was “considered to be an advantage to all 

concerned in a Catholic country like Italy,”56 tended to create politically embarrassing 

situations during her tenure with her statements to the Italian press. During the 1953 

elections, “she warned the Italians by implication that United States aid would be cut off 

if Italy should become the victim of either Left-wing or Right-wing totalitarianism.” The 
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tone of her speech before the American Chamber of Commerce in Milan indicated her 

meddlesome nature that did little to endear her to Italians: 

But if—I am required in all honesty to say this—but if—though it cannot 
happen—the Italian people should fall the unhappy victims to the wiles of 
totalitarianism of Right or Left, there would follow—logically and tragically—
grave consequences for this intimate and warm cooperation we now enjoy.57 

 

The reaction to Ambassador Luce’s statements resulted in a prompt response from right-

wing and centralist organizations. A correspondent for The Times of London reported on 

how problematic the situation was perceived: 

The implication made by Mrs. Luce in Milan is criticized by the extremist Press 
today as a manoeuvre aimed at helping the democratic parties in the present 
election campaign. A neo-Fascist newspaper sees in this part of the speech an 
“obscure threat, an intervention in Italy’s internal politics which exceeds the 
limits of what is lawful.” 

Il Popolo, the newspaper of Signor De Gasperi’s Christian Democrat 
Party, has preferred to omit the criticized sentence from its report of the speech, 
and this is taken in some quarters to indicate that, on this particular point, the 
good intentions of Mrs. Luce have proved embarrassing to the Government. 
Agreement is general, however, that there is no likelihood of the Italian people 
“falling unhappy victims to the wiles of the totalitarians of the right or of the left.” 

Mrs. Luce, it was disclosed in a reliable quarter to-day, had a special 
reason for referring to the totalitarians in Italy, and her remarks were made in 
agreement with the State Department. The neo-Fascists and their right-wing allies, 
it was stated, have been conducting a “whispering campaign” to the effect that 
United States support had been promised them, should they emerge victorious at 
the general elections, and that America was averse only to a Communist victory.58 

 

Ambassador Luce’s statements reflected a basic tenet of United States foreign policy that 

had been formulated during the Truman Administration, namely tying economic aid to a 
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foreign power’s willingness to refuse communist influence. When the United States 

committed itself to the containment of communism, it altered its foreign policy 

irrevocably, shouldering the burden as the defender of the free world, and establishing 

itself for the long-term in many countries.59 

 Concurrent with the height of the Masieri Memorial polemic in the spring of 

1954, the Eisenhower Administration pressured Rome and Paris to ratify the European 

Defense Community (EDC) treaty or lose American military aid. Washington insisted 

that unless Italy and France signed the treaty EDC aid would not be dispersed to West 

Germany, Luxembourg, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Following a policy similar to 

Truman’s, Eisenhower threatened to sever economic aid unless the Italians and the 

French agreed to America’s demands.60 For Italians, and Europeans in general, this 

notion of “ugly Americanism” was considered an act of United States cultural 

imperialism, which colored their reception of American cultural imports, including 

architecture. 

 
Architecture as American Cultural Imperialism 

 In addition to American imperialism in postwar Italy, the importation of 

American architectural theories also encountered a mixed reception. Since the 1930s, 

Frank Lloyd Wright had advanced the twin platform of architecture and democracy. 

When his organic principles were broadly reintroduced in Italy with the publication of 
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Zevi’s Verso un’architettura organica in 1945, members of the Italian architectural 

community entered a long debate regarding the political implications of Wright’s 

theories. For Italian architects, “Wright’s philosophy of a democratic architecture, 

expressed in a fresh language of form, acquired political significance in postwar Italy.”61 

The debate’s nature centered on his general views on democracy and communism and 

their respective roles in contemporary societies. 

 Wright advocated a free society as the appropriate environment for the 

advancement of organic architecture. On the occasion of a speech he presented on May 

20, 1949, in Biloxi, Mississippi, Wright defined democracy as “the apotheosis of the 

individual as such; necessarily not mere personality, but the apotheosis of a gospel of 

individuality that means individual courage.” He noted that “a democracy must live on 

genius.” With these parameters outlined, Wright stated that democracy “cannot disregard 

genius. I’ve always felt that Communism, Socialism, almost all the –isms and the –ites 

and all that with them were cowardly, were the faith for cowards, while democracy was a 

challenge to the manhood of our race—the integrity of the world.”62 In an earlier speech 

presented on October 29, 1946, he explicitly connected democracy and architecture: 

Democracy and architecture, if both are organic, cannot be two separate things. 
Neither can democracy nor architecture be enforced in any sense. Both must come 
from within, spontaneously. In architecture, as in democracy, this organic way is 
new to us only because the interior nature of man is still new to mankind and 
democracy is still a search for organic form. 
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Democracy is not so much a form—even were we to find it—or a 
policy—even were we to make it—as it is abiding faith in man’s indivisible right 
to himself as himself. That faith is the natural essence of manhood and is 
therefore the only safe foundation for creative building. Insofar as the state is 
concerned, it is the same. It is only the man with self-respect who has any respect 
for others, and so is capable of faith in mankind and thus of constructing a 
government. Lacking this sound human foundation, no government can rise above 
servility and secret hate. Collective security without this foundation first is merely 
illusion. Internationalism without this foundation first is coercion.63 

 

Wright’s definition of communism contrasted with his views on democracy. In another 

speech he delivered in 1949, Wright asked “[t]o what can [we] point to prove that 

American civilization is really tops? That we really have a culture of our own; that we 

really know the difference between what is merely curious and what is truly beautiful[?]” 

In his view, Americans were “taking a lot of ugliness for granted,” and the root of the 

problem stemmed from the “materialistic” utility companies and politicians who 

represented American “civilization.” He asserted that the “materialistic side is up against 

an enemy and the enemy is Russia” and then stated his contempt for communism: 

Two ideologies are clashing and are going to clash more and more. It is the 
doctrine of the have-nots coming against the doctrine of the haves and the haves 
endeavoring to justify having and the have-nots trying to get hold of a little 
something. It’s been the same since the world started to become civilized. It 
hasn’t changed but the issue has become concentrated.… All this is directly allied 
to the question of art in our environment and of the architect in his relation to 
society. Because if we really are what we profess and if we really are a honest 
democracy we wouldn’t be afraid of Communism. We could make it look so bad, 
bare, and forbidding nobody would ever think of bringing it forward.64 
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In 1949, Wright’s views on communism were decidedly negative, perhaps because of his 

belief that the Soviet Union had failed to defend humanism and freedom. Despite his 

opinion that communism was a “cowardly” institution that stifled individualism within 

society, sixteen years earlier, in 1933, he considered the “USSR as a heroic endeavor to 

establish more genuine human values in a social state than any existing before.” His 

views changed when Stalin sanctioned the gravest crimes against humanity. Although the 

Soviet Union’s earlier “heroism and devotion” instilled him with hope, Wright was 

concerned “that machine worship to defeat capitalism may become inverted capitalism in 

Russia itself and so prostitute the man to the machine.”65 During a trip to Moscow in 

1937 to attend the Conference of Architects, of which he was one of the few foreigners 

invited, Wright “warned against the excesses of Americanism and criticized ‘false and 

artificial’ eclectic skyscrapers.”66 His comments were more critical of the so-called 

International Style than American democracy, and, as he further warned Soviet architects, 

“[t]he correct path to the creation of organic architecture consists of the scientific 

organization of building activity and animating it with a genuine spirit of humanity.”67 

 The example of Wright’s philosophy of organic architecture presented a challenge 

to the Italian architectural community on various levels. The most obvious implication 
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was his inextricably connecting organic architecture with democracy. With regard to 

postwar Italy’s search for national identity and the rise of communist influence within the 

nation despite the marginalizing of the PCI, Wright’s philosophies were perceived in 

some quarters as another example of American cultural imperialism. The APAO in 

particular was criticized for its acceptance of Wright’s principles; Zevi quoted critics of 

the APAO who believed that “[o]rganic architecture…is a style of American importation, 

and it consists in following Wright.” Zevi acknowledged that Verso un’architettura 

organica may have contributed to the misunderstanding that organic architecture 

originated with Wright. Zevi answered the APAO’s critics by stating that functionalism 

began with the Chicago School and Louis Sullivan, Wright’s mentor, and from Sullivan’s 

architectural philosophies the interconnected organic architecture of Wright and the 

European functionalism of Alvar Aalto and Le Corbusier were derived: 

This strange historical sequence, therefore, no longer exists: American organic 
architecture to European functionalist architecture to European organic architecture, 
that is mature-functionalist-mature. American functionalist architecture exists from 
the organic architecture of Wright, and a European functionalist architecture from 
which our movement derives. This historical clarification implies a judgment about 
the absurd legend that we would be the disciples or followers of Wright. The same 
relationship that existed between the Chicago School and European functionalism 
exists today between Wright’s organic architecture and ours.68 

 

Zevi and members of the APAO were receptive to European functionalism with roots in 

Wright’s organic architecture. Politically, Zevi’s explanation failed to convince critics 

that the American architect’s philosophies were appropriate for Italy. Critics of Wright 
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and the APAO believed that Zevi, Scarpa, the APAO, and most of the faculty at the 

School of Architecture in Venice were “disciples” of Wright. Through their efforts to 

limit Wright’s influence in Italy, his critics were able to block such projects as the 

Masieri Memorial to the extent that Zevi ultimately lamented: “On the whole, we were 

defeated.”69 

 Although the extent and exactness of Wright’s views on democracy and 

communism were probably better known among the Italian architectural community than 

the public at large, his “Americanism” was well known throughout the nation. American 

“individualists” such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Herman Melville, William Faulkner, Walt 

Whitman, John Dos Passos, and Ernest Hemingway “elucidate[d] the significance of the 

myth of American individualism in Italian culture of the late 1930s.” They “became 

symbols of the progressive America of Roosevelt and his New Deal,” or, as the Italian 

writer Italo Calvino stated, America symbolized “a disorderly synthesis of all that 

fascism claimed to negate or to exclude.”70 

 Among Wright’s Italian critics, their perception of his Americanism was a 

sufficient reason to challenge his understanding of Venetian culture. Moreover, 

opponents could easily point to Wright’s Americanism to reiterate that he was a 

“foreigner,” a label that had occasionally been used in Venice to prevent other “foreign” 

architects from earning or completing commissions in the city. One notable example 

available to his critics was the competition for the Rialto Bridge (1587-90), which was 
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awarded to the Venetian-born architect-engineer Antonio Da Ponte (1512-95) over such 

renowned architects as Jacopo Sansovino and Andrea Palladio.71 Although Da Ponte had 

not earned a reputation as an architect equal to either Sansovino or Palladio, he benefited 

from his status as a native of Venice, whereas his competitors were born in Florence and 

Padua, respectively. In time, the Rialto Bridge “was to become one of the architectural 

symbols of Venice.”72 For opponents of Wright’s project, his nationality was a sufficient 

reason to prevent him from executing the Masieri Memorial. Roberto Papini claimed that 

“[n]o foreigner who has gone to Venice to design buildings, or paint, or sculpt has ever 

been able to take root, not because he lacked genius, but because Venice must be lived 

and must be felt in the flesh and adored.”73 If Palladio’s design for a major public 

structure was rejected, Wright’s proposed palazzina should be rejected as well. 

 A highly politicized charge suggested that the Masieri Memorial project diverted 

attention from more important urban issues confronting Italy, such as the reconstruction 

and preservation of the nation’s historic centers and the housing of thousands of Italy’s 

displaced. Supporters of Wright’s project claimed that its opponents were using the 

proposed building as a vehicle to ignore the constructions of such modern extensions as 

those for the Bauer-Grünwald and the Danieli hotels, the INA Parking Garage, and the 

Santa Lucia Railway Station; the opposition countercharged that supporters were 
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concentrating too much energy on Wright’s project while ignoring such problems as 

uncontrolled land speculation, urban overcrowding, and preservation of historic 

buildings. 

 Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti strenuously noted a hypocritical stance taken by the 

opponents of the Masieri Memorial when they evoked the argument that the architecture 

along the Grand Canal should never be altered: 

Now, about the intouchability, it is strange—or rather to tell the truth it is not 
strange at all—that for this noble, generous, and unselfish “defense” of Venice, 
people arise who did not utter a single objection when the gravest threats to the 
aesthetics to the city were perpetrated, only to limit ourselves to the years after the 
war, such as the massive and excessively heightening of buildings and the violent 
insertion of the Albergo Bauer and the crooked and tooth-like construction of the 
dependant of the Albergo Danieli, and so on. When the abovementioned opinion 
applauded the “intransigent” Moorish-Gothic-Byzantine-Nineteenth-Century 
project for the new rail station or the proposed building of a new island between 
Venice and the mainland, one does not know why and for what reason these 
people did not breath any objections!74 

 
 
The fact that proponents supporting the inviolability of Venice’s architectural character 

remained silent while the “gravest threats to the aesthetics of the city were perpetrated” 

implied, at least for Ragghianti, their arbitrary and capricious nature concerning their 

“defense” of Venice. 

 Antonio Cederna offered a different explanation. Although he believed that 

“disgusting buildings,” such as the Bauer-Grünwald and the Danieli hotels, had been built 

in Venice since the end of the Second World War and were worthy of condemnation, he 

felt that Wright’s supporters should “not waste [their] authority and energy in a cause that 
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is as worthless as Wright’s on the Grand Canal, but of using both [their] authority and 

energy…in a more serious initiative.” Cederna encouraged them “to denounce the plans 

of speculators, to inject courage into the authorities, to denounce publicly the abuses, the 

ruins, and the thousand urbanistic and building absurdities that threaten Venice.” 

According to Cederna, the fundamental urban problems confronting Venice should be 

studied and addressed, while noting that “[i]t is too easy to fight for Wright, and not as 

easy but more praiseworthy to fight against the real estate companies.”75 

 A similar debate occurring simultaneously with Wright’s complaint about 

“materialistic” utility companies destroying America’s beautiful landscapes through the 

ruthless application of eminent domain raged across Italy over the reconstruction of 

historic centers. The early years of reconstruction were characterized by a sequence of 

“divorces” among cultural elites, the professional avant-garde, and planners. The lack of 

a national plan resulted in real or potential case studies regarding reconstruction that 

varied from region to region and from city to city. A variety of arguments was debated 

among professionals over the solutions deemed appropriate to rebuild, preserve, or 

replace Italy’s damaged historic centers.76 For example, Luigi Piccinato and a team of 

architects and planners were commissioned to study the traffic system in Rome in 1945. 

Their study “grew into a true structural design for a new city and began a ten-year debate 

on Roman urban renewal.” Elsewhere, Giovanni Michelucci resigned his position on the 
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faculty of the School of Architecture at the University of Florence in 1948 in the midst of 

the controversy over the reconstruction of that city’s historic center and its overall urban 

fabric.77 These events were examples of the overall problems facing Italian urban 

renewal. Cederna exaggerated issues regarding the traffic study in Rome with Wright’s 

proposed building on the Grand Canal by arguing that “building the modern city on top 

of the old one” would destroy Italy’s ancient centers for the reason that “[c]ontemporary 

architecture cannot be placed next to ancient buildings.”78 This period was later discussed 

in terms of “postwar bombings” for its “destruction of what existed and its replacement 

with a banal version of the avant-garde” and “was a consequence of the same mentality 

that lay behind the rejection of Wright’s Venice project.”79 Furthermore, “[c]hange was 

to be slow and gradual, not with the aim of achieving consensus approval but from 

motives of policy: the quiet, stealthy action was designed to escape the notice of any 

organized opposition.”80 

 Ragghianti addressed this issue to elaborate on his argument that Venice’s 

Building Commission meted out arbitrary and capricious judgments regarding its own 

regulations. He cited the Building Commission’s April 16 and April 21, 1954 verdicts on 

Wright’s project: 

The project cannot be approved from a regulatory point of view, unless there is a 
standard agreement with the owners on both sides. The Building Commission will 
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wait for these agreements. From the hygienic point of view, the rules require that 
the rooms should be brought toward the calletta [canal] to the west, because they 
can receive more light and air in relation to the project that has been presented.81 

 

In the case of the Masieri Memorial, the usual bureaucratic delay did not occur. The 

Building Commission issued its ruling on Wright’s project only five days later: 

The Commission…having seen that the project cannot be examined in its artistic 
and building consistency since it is in particular contrast with the regulations of 
distance and height from the norms of the city government’s rules in regard to 
building and hygiene invites a quick agreement between the two groups, which is 
necessary for the dispensation of the normal arrangement.82 

 

Ragghianti questioned the Building Commission’s tactics and use of such phrases as 

“normal arrangement” and “standard agreement.” Nor was The Times of London 

convinced: 

To prevent the building from being erected without having to pass judgment on its 
artistic suitability, the building committee of the Venice municipality declined to 
sanction it…on the ground that it did not conform to the rules about height and 
distance from adjoining buildings. This did not sound very convincing in a 
country where such rules are violated daily and with impunity.83 

 

Ragghianti denounced the Building Commission’s ruling that the Masieri Memorial did 

not conform to the height regulation as hypocritical. Alluding to the height of the 

proposed building, he attacked the construction of row houses along the Riva degli 

Schiavoni in Venice: 
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The other requirement, even though it is very right, actually sacrosant, of a strict 
ban against any excessive height (even if by only one meter! as it has been 
austerely declared several times by officials), because such height damages the 
voluminosity of the outstanding lagoon city, has found a very exemplary 
application and in spite of evident and important sacrifices, in these same 
buildings, which as we can see have only exceeded the level of the previous 
buildings by three floors, and they evidently insert themselves without 
outstanding contrasts in height and mass in the seaside environment.84 

 

His sarcastic tone culminated in his view of the “architectonic autarchy” exercised in 

Venice with the bold assertion that Venetian “style is the Building Commission.”85 

 Ragghianti noted that “the right requirement for architecture,” according to the 

Building Commission, demanded that “Venetian should be spoken in Venice.”86 Herein 

lay one of the principal arguments against Wright’s proposed building. Savina Masieri 

warned Wright of an equally powerful obstacle to the project’s success when she 

informed him that “Venetian people have an almost morbid susceptibility for what 

regards their own town, and one must have a benevolent consideration for them.”87 As 

evidenced throughout the Masieri Memorial debate, one of the “morbid” factors that 

repeatedly surfaced pertained to the insertion of a “modern” building within Venice’s 

historic environment. Ragghianti challenged the allegation that Wright ignored this 

condition when he designed the Masieri Memorial. He reminded his readers that Wright 
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surveyed the site in June 1951 while he was in Venice on the occasion of the “Sixty 

Years of Living Architecture” exhibit and the ceremonies honoring Wright at Palazzo 

Ducale: 

But the relationships that I have cited (volume and height regarding Palazzo Balbi 
and of the other surrounding buildings, maintaining the internal vision of the 
Frari) are not effects in this case, but rather the artist’s calculation, whose alert 
conscience of the concrete conditions in which he would have inserted the new 
building. Besides, can we really suppose that Wright, the artist who has so deeply 
inserted in the modern architectural conscience the feeling of integration between 
architecture and environment, natural or human environment, might not have felt 
deeply the connection between an architectural and an aesthetic environment, an 
environment animated by the expression of man?88 

 

Ragghianti’s statements are indicative of the intellectual support Wright received 

throughout the controversy.  

 A substantial part of the malice exhibited toward Wright and his supporters in the 

effort for approval to undertake the Masieri Memorial program was a manifestation of the 

general Western European ambivalence toward the United States in the postwar era. 

These years were characterized by “an emotional and psychological revolt [in Europe], 

fought with words on the margins of an unbreakable military alliance and a set of 

undeniable economic and political realities.”89 

 The Masieri Memorial polemic was not, as Cederna asserted, a “worthless cause,” 

but rather a case study to measure the degree American intrusion in Italy would be 

permitted in the postwar era. The arguments supporting and opposing Wright’s proposed 
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project suggested that the Italian national consciousness remained fragile and uncertain 

nearly a decade after hostilities ended. Whereas Zevi, Scarpa, and members of the APAO 

considered the issue a “battle” over the rights of the individual artist, traditionalists 

argued passionately that American cultural imperialism was threatening to overwhelm 

Italy. Ironically, despite Italian criticism that foreigners did not sufficiently understand 

Venice’s unique architectural culture, the negative opinions from many foreigners, 

distinguished and otherwise, gave much-needed impetus to the Building Commission and 

their decision to block Wright’s project. 

 
Italian and American Malice Toward the Project 

 Savina Masieri’s warning to Wright that Venetians harbored a “morbid 

susceptibility” toward any perceived intrusion in their city proved to be an accurate 

assessment. According to Ragghianti in his critiques of the Building Commission’s 

inconsistency toward its own undefined regulations, Venetians tended to either ignore or 

strongly oppose certain projects arbitrarily. Equally inconsistent was the Venetian view 

toward foreigners. Although Italian identity was a central theme in the postwar years, 

input from foreigners continued to be meaningful. 

 This notion was particularly evident in Hemingway’s stance against Wright. Upon 

his arrival in Venice on March 23, 1954, Hemingway delighted many Venetians with 

malicious comments about his countryman’s proposed building, although in actuality he 

knew little or nothing about the project prior to his arrival. For several days, Hemingway 

reiterated to Italian journalists his disdain for Wright’s palazzina, and although the press 

eagerly printed Hemingway’s attack the American writer never explained his motivation. 
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Apparently, no journalist thought to ask Hemingway why he was so opposed to the 

project. Claiming that Wright was “an old friend of [his] and a great architect whose 

buildings go fine everywhere in the world—but not in Venice,” Hemingway may have 

exploited the reporters’ rapacity for sensationalism.90 According to one journalist, 

Hemingway’s vote against Wright “raised the spirits of at least half the Venetians who 

don’t want a palazzina designed by the most celebrated architect in the world on the 

Grand Canal.”91 The Venetian public’s reception of Hemingway’s caustic remarks 

exemplified the inconsistent attitude Italians harbored toward foreigners. 

 Whereas Wright discussed his design in terms of an “homage” to Venice’s unique 

culture and his reputation as an international architect was not questioned, the majority of 

the public still considered his project a “scandal,” as Zevi noted. Although Hemingway 

failed to provide either an aesthetic critique or analysis of the proposed building, his 

malicious statement that the building should burn after its completion appealed to the 

same Venetian public who, several years earlier, had been shocked by Hemingway’s own 

Venetian scandal. 

 During his visits to the city from 1948 to 1950, Hemingway was often seen 

accompanied by Adriana Ivancich, an eighteen-year-old young woman of Venetian 

society.92 Ernest and Mary Hemingway were enthusiastically received, and the 
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Americans relished the “wonderful country” of the Veneto and the populace treating 

them “like royalty.” The Hemingways were “very popular characters” in Venice; Ernest 

was presented a scroll that proclaimed his membership as a Cavaliere di Gran Croce al 

Merito in the Knights of Malta. He and Lady Mary enjoyed the comforts of Harry’s Bar 

and the Gritti Palace Hotel in the company of their Venetian friends. In addition, Alberto 

Mondadori, Hemingway’s Italian publisher, “assured him that his books had outsold 

those of any other author in Italy since the war.”93 However, upon the publication of 

Across the River and Into the Trees (1950), Hemingway’s novel of love and death in 

Venice, his reputation in Italy temporarily declined when Venetian readers began to 

realize “that there was a similarity between [Adriana Ivancich] and the Renata of the 

novel, the companion of Colonel Cantrell [sic], a drinking man and womanizer, who at a 

certain moment became too friendly with him.”94 The implication that the novel’s 

protagonists, Colonel Richard Cantwell and Renata, were thinly veiled disguises of 

Hemingway and Adriana Ivancich aroused “much criticism for those impertinences” 

perceived to have occurred between Hemingway and a respectable Venetian girl.95 

 In addition to the rumors circulating about Hemingway’s indiscretions, the novel 

itself was widely criticized as one of the author’s poorest efforts. Cyril Connolly (1903-

74) of The Sunday Times of London pronounced Across the River and Into the Trees as 
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“lamentable.”96 Lewis Gannett (1891-1966) of the New York Herald Tribune 

acknowledged the “wonderful flashes of the old Hemingway in the book,” but also noted 

“some of the book is Hemingway at his worst, and the whole does not add up to 

Hemingway at his best.”97 Alfred Kazin (1915-98) stated “[t]he book was obviously 

written under great tension…and can only distress anyone who admires Hemingway.…It 

is wonderful to know…that this book is not his last word.”98 Giacomo Antonini of La 

Fiera Letteraria, an Italian literary journal, considered the novel a “disappointment” and 

that “[t]he novel as such, therefore, is a failed novel and the severity of judgment in large 

part is justified.”99 The Italian novelist Alberto Moravia (1907-90) believed 

Hemingway’s novel was the “least successful” of his works “because the writer, instead 

of attempting new roles and development, limited himself to remake himself in a painful 

imitation of the manners that already brought him fame.”100 

 Naturally, Hemingway’s own reaction to the critical reception of his Venetian 

novel was to defend his work; in a letter to Eric Dorman-Smith, an Irish officer in the 

British Army whom he had known since the Great War, Hemingway bitterly responded: 
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The book still sells more than the other books and has for three months. Fighting 
people still keep on writing to me about it and the service publications reviewed it 
very well. The highbrows all say it stinks and everyone knows that soldiers cannot 
read or write, etc. Very vicious about your friend…who is supposed to be 
exploiting his life and sinful deeds shamelessly. Which is not true. 

The non-fighting folk hate the fighting people. Truly you know I was the 
only writer of the United States who fought and now I am ostracized for it.101 

 

Hemingway had confronted negative criticism throughout his career, but with Across the 

River and Into the Trees, he was especially disturbed that his novel of Venice received 

such poor reception. Much to his disappointment, Hemingway’s once strong reputation in 

Italy, mainly built upon  A Farewell to Arms (1929), began to decline as his latest novel 

was attacked in the press.102 

 Hemingway’s downturn was brief, and he regained his enthusiasm for Italy. His 

critical reception was revitalized with The Old Man and The Sea (1952), a novel that 

Bernard Berenson admitted to the author he had read “with boyish zest” and thanked him 

“for the treat.”103 In turn, Hemingway asked Berenson for a favor: 

Do you think it would be wrong if I asked you if you wanted, or wished to, or 
would be pleased to, write 2 or 3 sentences or 1 sentence about this book that 
could be quoted by Scribners? You are the only critic that I respect and if you 
really liked the book it would jolt some of the people I do not respect. But please 
don’t do it and try to forget I asked you if it seems an ignoble thing to ask. I feel 
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pretty ignoble for haveing [sic] asked it. Probably best to forget it. But, anyway, 
you know I didn’t send it to you for that.104 

 

Berenson complied with Hemingway’s request and provided a strong endorsement of The 

Old Man and The Sea: 

Hemingway’s Old Man and the Sea is an idyll of the sea as sea, as un-Byronic 
and un-Melvillian as Homer himself, and communicated in a prose as calm and 
compelling as Homer’s verse. No real artist symbolizes or allegorizes—and 
Hemingway is a real artist—but every real work of art exhales symbols and 
allegories. So does this short but not small masterpiece.105 

 

Berenson’s praise earned Hemingway’s gratitude. He replied, “Thank you very much for 

sending the thing about the book. I can’t thank you for takeing [sic] so much trouble but I 

will try to write always in a way to make you proud if I can do it.”106 The international 

success of The Old Man and The Sea helped restore Hemingway’s reputation after the 

failure of Across the River and Into the Trees. Subsequently, Hemingway’s achievement 

earned him the 1953 Pulitzer Prize for fiction for his “short but not small masterpiece.”107 

The Times of London praised Hemingway for introducing “a new air into the rarefied 

world of serious fiction in the 1920s, and that as a craftsman alone he has little to fear 

from any of his contemporaries.” Despite the criticism of his Venetian novel, the 

journalist continued, “Mr. Hemingway works with the precision of a watchmaker; and if 
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his fiction fails to convince it is never because the execution has fallen short of the 

intention.”108 In Italy, The Old Man and The Sea was voted the best book of 1953 by the 

country’s itinerant book peddlers, who awarded the novel their “barrow prix.” 

Hemingway’s “prize” was “increased sales on the barrows, and there the trade is in 

secondhand copies.” Nonetheless, “[t]he Hemingway novel has been the most popular 

book of the year among the poor and middle class persons who buy their reading matter 

from the barrow bookstalls.”109 Hemingway’s reputation was further strengthened after 

his surviving two airplane crashes in East Africa in January 1954.110 When the 

“resurrection of Entebbe” arrived in Venice in late March 1954, Hemingway was 

enjoying a reinvigorated reputation.111 

 Armed with the success of The Old Man and The Sea, a Pulitzer Prize, and a 

celebrated tale of survival in the African wilderness, Hemingway had regained his 

fighting form. In the spring of 1954, it should be noted, Hemingway’s reputation in 

Venice was on the rise while Wright was a controversial figure. He obviously expected 

questions about his own exploits when he landed. Irked that reporters first asked him 

about Wright’s project, Hemingway criticized his countryman’s proposed building, just 
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as Berenson had lent his opposition to the Masieri Memorial. The combined arguments 

against Wright’s project coming from Hemingway and Berenson represented a curious 

manifestation of Venetian xenophobia. Whereas neither Hemingway nor Berenson were 

architectural critics, the Venetian public overwhelmingly accepted two foreigners’ 

negative comments. Berenson, who was an American citizen but had lived in Italy since 

1900 at Villa I Tatti near Florence, had “established an Olympian reputation as an art 

expert,” whose “word [was] rarely questioned as he [was] the most famous…authority on 

old Italian painting. Living “remote from the world’s vulgarities,” Berenson devoted his 

time to writing, studying Italian Renaissance art, walking, and receiving visitors. Like 

Wright, Berenson considered totalitarianism as a dire threat to art, stating, “If 

totalitarianism wins through, it will shape man into a completely mechanized brute until 

he becomes a domestic animal. Art can offer the surest escape…and transport us from the 

workaday world to the realms of happiness.”112 

 Despite this similar view on art as Wright’s, Berenson found little worthwhile 

with the palazzina and referred to the proposed building as “a model for a table 

ornament.” His comment was equally as caustic as Hemingway’s “let it burn.” However, 

unlike Hemingway, Berenson qualified his statement by declaring, “I do not find it 

suitable for a building occupying a conspicuous site on the Grand Canal of Venice. It is 
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out of proportion, out of style, out of harmony with the monumental buildings which line 

that unique waterway.”113 

 Curiously, despite their kinship, neither Hemingway nor Berenson acted in 

concert against Wright. Although Hemingway told Italian reporters shortly after his 

arrival in Venice that he would “visit his friend Berenson at Villa I Tatti above 

Fiesole,”114 the two men never actually met.115 In fact, although they had corresponded 

since 1949, expressed intense reciprocal mutual admiration, and opposed the Masieri 

Memorial, neither Hemingway nor Berenson ever mentioned Wright or his proposed 

Venetian project in their letters to each other.116 Interestingly, Berenson was concerned 

that Hemingway intended to visit him at I Tatti. Regarding Hemingway’s letters, he 

privately expressed that they “seemed written when he was not quite sober, rambling and 

affectionate. I fear he may turn out too animal too overwhelmingly masculine, too 

Bohemian. He may expect me to drink and guzzle with him, and write me down as a 

muff.”117 Berenson dissuaded Hemingway from traveling to I Tatti from Venice, and 

Hemingway agreed that he should refrain from any activity that may aggravate his 
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injuries; thus, the best opportunity for the two to meet was lost.118 From that moment in 

late March 1954, neither Hemingway nor Berenson contributed another word about the 

controversy, although they each influenced the project’s ultimate rejection. 

 Savina Masieri meanwhile continued her efforts to ensure the project’s 

completion. Regarding her own circumstances, two significant factors counted against 

her according to Venetian public opinion. First, Angelo and Savina Masieri were from 

Udine, not Venice, and were themselves considered “foreigners” even though they were 

Italian. Second, their commissioning of Wright reinforced a long-standing criticism of the 

American architect that “his designs were essentially for an elite class, to which Wright 

himself apparently belonged.” When the German architectural critic Heinrich de Fries 

published Frank Lloyd Wright: Aus dem Lebenswerke eines Architekten (Frank Lloyd 

Wright: From the Life Work of an Architect) in 1926, his “observation reflect[ed] the 

intense social consciousness that was part of the European debate on modernism.” 

European readers from the 1920s onward tended to misunderstand Wright’s commitment 

to improving human conditions through architecture, especially “[w]hen they saw 

illustrations of his project for the hotel and resort San Marcos-in-the-Desert, they 

assumed Wright was designing exclusively for a leisure class.”119 Because critics of the 

Masieri Memorial seldom mentioned that the proposed building was to serve the socially 

useful purpose of housing architectural students attending IUAV, a misunderstanding 

developed regarding its intended use. In addition to all the criticism that had been leveled 
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against Wright’s project, Peggy Guggenheim (1898-1979), a wealthy American art 

collector, had purchased Palazzo dei Venier Leoni on the Grand Canal and assumed 

permanent residency in Venice in 1947. Her home became an internationally renowned 

museum for modern art, with particular emphasis on Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, 

and Cubism. Her arrival in Venice marked a period that witnessed increasing numbers of 

Americans in Venice.120 

 Therefore, with Italy striving for a positive national identity in the postwar era, 

American intervention was increasingly unwelcome. The Masieri Memorial controversy 

became a traditionalist cause to prevent further American intrusion in Venice. The 

majority of Venetians enthusiastically received the negative views from foreigners such 

as Peter Quennell, Ernest Hemingway, Marie Oge Truxton Beale, and Bernard Berenson. 

In contrast, intellectual viewpoints from their own, such as from Bruno Zevi, Sergio 

Bettini, Giovanni Michelucci, and Elio Zorzi, received limited attention and rejection, or 

were ignored completely. The innovators’ failure to ensure the successful completion of 

Wright’s proposed building represented a diminishing of the organic architectural 

movement in Italy, a challenge to American cultural imperialism, and “one of the more 

burning defeats to the Italian architectonic culture of the postwar period.”121 
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CHAPTER VII 
 

THE COMUNE DI VENEZIA’S DECISION TO REJECT 
 

WRIGHT’S PROJECT 
 
 
 The Masieri Memorial commission alternated from a small private project 

between client and architect to a well-publicized international polemic. Savina Masieri 

instructed Frank Lloyd Wright to design the building before she, with her father-in-law 

and the architect Bruno Morassutti, secured preliminary building approval from the 

Comune di Venezia. During the very early stages of the project, few difficulties were 

encountered. However, after Wright exhibited the proposed design in New York City in 

late May 1953, city officials in Venice became circumspect and wary to approve the 

project in the midst of a burgeoning and fiery debate. Thus, the Building Commission and 

the City Council decided to await the formal presentation of Wright’s drawings, buying 

time to consider all options before deliberating on the project’s merits. 

 When Wright submitted the drawings to the city for approval in late March 1954, 

the polemic was at its most intense. Several months earlier, in December 1953, Roberto 

Pane recognized that the decision to approve the project would be difficult following the 

public’s generally negative response to the proposed building. Nonetheless, in a lecture at 

the Università Popolare in Rome, Pane stated that “il progetto venga approvato dei 

competenti organi locali, senza interventi diretti o pressioni” [the building should be 

approved by the local competent organs without direct interventions or pressure].1 

                                                           
1 “L’edilizia moderna nelle città antiche” [Modern buildings in ancient cities]. Il Gazzettino (Venice), 
December 16, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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Likewise, an anonymous correspondent for Venice’s newspaper Il Gazzettino commented 

upon Wright’s submittal that “di dare un ostracismo per tanta parte a priori allo stile 

della nostra epoca, anche se può sembrare eccessiva” [one should avoid ostracizing a 

priori the styles of our time even if they might seem excessive].2 Although such 

admonitions were well intended, city officials understood that their decision to approve 

or reject the project would greatly disappoint either the traditionalists or the modernists. 

 The City Council was fully aware of the implications of its impending decision. 

Council member Gio Batta Gianquinto reminded his colleagues during a closed meeting 

on July 2, 1954, that “il mondo, in questo momento, guarda a Venezia e all’operato della 

sua Giunta” [the world, at this moment, is watching Venice and the work of the 

Council.]3 Gianquinto’s statement indicated that the current representatives on the City 

Council would be held responsible for their decision. His words also implied that 

Wright’s palazzina represented an issue larger and more consequential than other 

building projects in Venice. Consequently, the City Council was compelled to carefully 

evaluate the project before issuing a ruling. 

 On May 20, 1953, the Masieris filed a request for a building permit with the 

mayor’s office, and based upon the proposed building’s description there was little cause 

for alarm. For reasons unknown, the documents were stamped received only on March 

18, 1954. It is unclear whether the Masieris actually mailed copies of the drawings with 

                                                           
2 “Il progetto dell’americano Wright chiede cittadinanza in Canal Grande” [Wright’s project asks for 
citizenship on the Grand Canal]. Il Gazzettino (Venice), March 24, 1954. Masieri Memorial folder, 
Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
3 Minutes from the July 2, 1954, meeting of the Consiglio Comunali del Comune di Venezia. Comune di 
Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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the building permit form, although it appears in all likelihood that they did because the 

drawings are dated May 20, 1953. Nonetheless, whatever the reason for the discrepancy 

between the mailing and receiving dates, the “Detailed Description of the Work, the 

Materials, and External Decoration” described a building that was intended for a socially 

useful purpose while respecting Venice’s architectural traditions: 

Il fabbricato, destinato a dormitorio, sale di studio e convegno per studenti 
dell’Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia e manifestazioni culturali 
varie, sarà a quattro piani con una piccolo elevazione sopratetto. 

L’altezza sul piano stradale del fabbricato sarà di metri 13,64 e di metri 
16,34 compresa la piccolo elevazione sopratetto. 

L’ingombro della elevazione è stato limitato per consentire la libera 
visuale, dal pone dell’Accademia, dell’abside della chiesa di S. Maria dei Frari. 

Le fondazioni, su palificate, formeranno oggetto di uno studio esecutivo 
che sarà presentato a codesto Comune per la relativa approvazione. La 
protezione muraria sulla fronte del Canal Grande, sarà spinta alla necessaria 
profondità in ordine alle prescrizioni comunali. 

La struttura portante perimetrale sarà in cemento armato su pilastri o 
muratura continua; i solai in cemento armato e laterizio saranno parzialmente 
portati dale travi ricavate sul tetto piano a terrazzo. 

I divisori interni saranno costruiti in materiale leggero e acusticamente 
isolante. 

I soffitti saranno eseguiti in marmorino; i pavimenti delle sale in marmo, 
quelli delle camere, in terrazzo. 

La facciata principale sul Canal Grande sarà rivestita con marmi chiari 
venati; i serramenti saranno in legno di essenza dura con vetri-cristalli. 

I raccordi laterali della facciata principale alle fronti sulle due calli, 
costituiscono un motivo decorativo a transenna di marmo, con sorgente luminosa 
interna non visibile. 

Le fronti laterali sulle due calli saranno, nei voltatesta, rivestite in 
marmo; il resto in marmorino od altro intonaco speciale. 

Serramenti in legno duro; porta d’ingresso in bronzo. 
 
[The building will be a dormitory, studio, and meeting room for students at IUAV 
and for various cultural events. It will have four stories and a small projection on 
the roof. 

The height of the main façade will be 13.64 meters [44.75 feet] and 16.34 
meters [53.61 feet] when the small projection on the roof is included. 
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So that the façade will not produce an impediment to the view of the apse 
of Santa Maria dei Frari, the height of the main façade is limited as required. 

The foundation pilings will be studied and presented to the City Council 
for specific approval. The exterior wall facing the Grand Canal will be pushed 
back to align with the plane required by the City’s regulations. 

The load-bearing perimeter structure will be of reinforced concrete or 
continuous masonry on top of piles; the belvedere of reinforced concrete and 
masonry will be partially supported [on beams] at the roof terrace level. 

The interior will be constructed in lightweight and acoustically insulating 
materials. 

The ceilings will be finished in marmarino. The floors of the main rooms 
will be marble, and the bedrooms in terrazzo. 

The principle façade on the Grand Canal will be faced with a lightly-
veined marble; the windows will be hardwood with glass panes. 

The two corners of the main façade fronting the alleys will consist of a 
decorative pattern and a facing of marble, with hidden internal light sources. 

The elevations on the two alleys will be marble; the rest will be in 
marmarino. 

The door frames will be in hardwood; the main door will be in bronze.]4 
 

 On this official form, Savina Masieri was also asked how solid and liquid waste 

would be removed from the new construction; how water would be supplied to the house; 

and how the house would be insulated from the dampness rising from the subsoil. She 

assured city officials that sewer lines would adhere to Article 101 of the local hygiene 

regulations; the water supply would come from the city aqueduct; tanking of sheets of 

lead or copper sandwiched between concrete would protect the ground floor and above 

against rising damp.5 Savina Masieri and her father-in-law also stated that “su richiesta 

                                                           
4 Building Permit Application, Fondazione Masieri, dated May 20, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, 
Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
5 Ibid. 
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sarà presentato il relativo progetto esecutivo” [upon request the final document with all 

revisions will be presented (for official approval)].6 

 The significance of the preceding statement indicated that the Masieris fully 

expected to provide the Venetian city officials at a later date with modified plans to meet 

additional requirements if requested. Although it is uncertain exactly what might be 

intended by that statement, it is apparent that they anticipated some modifications to 

Wright’s preliminary design, a normal procedure in most permitting procedures. Prior to 

submitting the building application forms to the Comune di Venezia, she wrote Wright to 

apprise him of the situation. “I regret to say that there might be some difficulty in 

obtaining the official o.k., owing to your having pushed out the building a little farther in 

front than would be strictly permitted. But I do hope that the very beauty of the scheme 

will prove the strongest plea in its favour.”7 Her concerns that Wright had extended the 

principle façade beyond the existing property line several feet over the water of the Grand 

Canal, and thus into public space, were well founded. However, she remained optimistic 

that the aesthetics of the building’s design would mitigate that obstacle and ensure the 

project’s approval. 

 After receiving Wright’s drawings in early February 1953, Savina Masieri passed 

them on to her father-in-law. Paolo Masieri redrew the plans and labeled the rooms in 

Italian. He also drew several sections and an elevation and plans of the existing building, 

which in all likelihood was a complete set of drawings for evaluation. All of the redrawn 

                                                           
6 Ibid. 
 
7 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 2 March 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
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documents along with copies of Wright’s original drawings and the building permit 

request application were submitted to the Comune di Venezia.8 

 Throughout the remaining months of 1953, city officials took very little, if any, 

action on the building permit request. The intense public interest and scrutiny of the 

forthcoming decision caused them to appear dilatory. The lack of activity led Savina to 

complain in a letter to Wright, “Unfortunately, things are going on terribly slowly here. 

We have lost a great deal of time with the neighbors—in particular with the Company 

owner of Palazzo Balbi which is—if you well remember—next, on the right looking [at] 

the prospect [perspective], to the house which is to be rebuilt.”9 She was referring to the 

strategy employed by city officials whereby an agreement with the frontisti (the owners 

of the neighboring buildings) would have to be reached before the city would approve the 

building request. 

 In this regard, city officials were biding their time before making a decision. As 

Savina Masieri informed Wright on June 26, 1953, “the arbitrary attitude of the press has 

made the authorities overcautious.”10 An anonymous correspondent for Il Gazzettino 

recommended to Wright and Morassutti, the architects representing the Masieri family, 

and to the city authorities to make the project known to Venetian citizens who had a 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
8 These drawings are archived in the Masieri Memorial folder at the Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, 
Venice, Italy. 
 
9 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 19 December 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
10 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 26 June 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
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moral duty to know what sorts of buildings were to be added to their city.11 Savina 

preferred not to further publicize the project as a result of the heated debate aroused after 

Wright’s exhibition of the design in New York. She, too, was “eager to make the plan 

public, but for this, [she was] waiting…final approval [from city officials].”12 Wright 

likewise was monitoring the “silly antagony” from the United States and agreed to adhere 

to his client’s wishes and avoid additional publicity.13 He reminded her that he was 

“aware of the commotion raised and [was] only amused by it, believing when the 

proposed scheme is actually seen, prejudice, however natural in the circumstances, will 

disappear and the memorial I have designed in the Spirit of Venice…will be received 

with grateful enthusiasm.”14 

 The situation was becoming increasingly complicated. In one regard, Savina 

wanted to avoid publicizing the project, while the Venetian press was advocating the 

design’s public display. Many Venetians were offended that Wright had first exhibited 

the design in New York City rather than Venice, a fact that bore significant 

consequences. A large segment of Venice’s citizens were displeased to learn of the 

proposed building in a second-hand manner through the USIS Periodic Bulletin or 

                                                           
11 “Il progetto di Wright un mistero da svelare” [Wright’s project a mystery to be discovered]. Il Gazzettino 
(Venice), November 26, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, 
Italy. 
 
12 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 26 June 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
13 Frank Lloyd Wright to J. M. Richards, 14 November 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
14 Frank Lloyd Wright to Savina Masieri, 28 December 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
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through the Italian press weeks after Wright’s show at the National Academy of Arts and 

Letters. 

 One anonymous citizen of Venice wrote the editor of Il Gazzettino to express his 

concern that the public would remain uninformed of the project’s architectural character 

until after its construction. He stated that “tale progetto venga in ogni caso reso pubblico, 

in modo che tutti i veneziani possano esprimerle in merito il loro parere, prima ancora 

che gli organi competenti abbiano a deliberare in proposito” [such a project 

(automatically) becomes public, so that every Venetian can express his opinion on its 

merits, before the official groups deliberate on the proposition].15 The writer captured the 

essence of many a Venetian opinion regarding Wright’s project. The fact that the public 

was not informed until the modern additions to the Danieli and Bauer-Grünwald hotels 

were faits accomplis created a sense of foreboding when Wright’s project was 

announced. Venetians were reluctant to remain silent for long while yet another 

contemporary building was proposed for their city. 

 In a similar manner, the Italian journalist Carlo Lotti asked his readers in 

December 1953, “Perchè il progetto è stato trionfalmente esposto a New York nella 

Galleria dell’American Academy of Arts, mentre a Venezia nulla si sapeva?” [Why was 

the project triumphantly shown in New York at the Gallery of the American Academy of 

Arts, while in Venice no one knows anything?].16 Lotti argued that Venetians deserved 

                                                           
15 “Nuove costruizioni e voce di Venezia” [New buildings and the voice of Venice]. Il Gazzettino (Venice), 
October 9, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
16 Carlo Lotti, “Wright: zero a Michelangelo Venezia: dieci a Wright” [Wright gives Michelangelo’s 
Venice a zero!]. Minosse (Venice), December 19, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia 
Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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the right to judge the project before the “componenti newyorkesi” [competent New 

Yorkers] due to their “amore e tanta sensibilità per questa sua illustre città” [love and 

great sensitivity they hold for their illustrious city].17 To strengthen his argument, Lotti 

claimed that the project was only publicized in the Italian press when it could no longer 

remain a secret, thus implying that Wright intentionally may have wanted to prevent the 

Venetian public from knowing anything about it. Furthermore, Lotti questioned the 

aesthetic credentials of those individuals in New York, such as the architectural 

columnist Aline B. Louchheim of The New York Times, who expressed the opinion that 

Wright’s building was “accordava a meraviglia con l’atmosfera del Canal Grande” [in 

amazing harmony with the atmosphere of the Grand Canal]. “Chi sono questi esperti? 

Quali saranno i competenti che giudicheranno nell’interesse di Venezia artistica?” [Who 

are these experts? What makes them competent to judge Venice’s artistic interests?], 

Lotti wondered.18 

 Venetian public opinion was clearly aroused, and many residents demanded an 

opportunity to express their points of view. Concerned citizens wrote letters to Angelo 

Spanio, the mayor of Venice, both in favor of and in opposition to the project. Venice’s Il 

Gazzettino and other Italian newspapers also received many letters regarding the 

intrusion of “modern” architecture on the ancient Grand Canal. The headlines of 

newspaper and magazine articles throughout 1953 and 1954 encapsulated the polemic’s 

various perspectives: “Ha tolto il sonno Wright ai veneziani” [Wright deprived the 
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Venetians of their sleep], “Chi critica il progetto di Wright!! [Who criticizes Wright’s 

project!!], “Non toccate Venezia! Non distruggetela!! [Don’t touch Venice! Do not 

destroy it!!], “Il progetto dell’americano Wright chiede cittadinanza in Canal Grande” 

[The project of the American Wright asks for citizenship on the Grand Canal], “I 

veneziani gridano a gran voce: ‘Non deturpate il Canal Grande!’” [Venetians declare 

loudly: “Don’t disfigure the Grand Canal!”], and “Una moderna Ca’ d’Oro divide gli 

Italiani” [A modern Ca’ d’Oro divides the Italians].19 City officials did not ignore these 

viewpoints and kept a large file of letters and newspaper clippings. As the sensational 

headlines suggest, residents of Venice typically were encouraged to oppose the project, 

and the public could not help but become divided on the issue. City officials realized that 

the final decision would be controversial whichever way the council voted. 

 As suggested previously, the city may have intentionally gained some time before 

having to issue a decision. When Savina Masieri and her father-in-law completed the 

building permit application, they affixed their signatures and the date of May 20, 1953. 

Paolo Masieri’s drawings of Wright’s plans also bear that identical date. However, due to 

a clerical error or perhaps bureaucratic inefficiency, the documents were stamped 

received by the Comune di Venezia on March 18, 1954. There is no question that the 

Masieris submitted the drawings and the permit form to city officials on or about May 20, 

1953. After all, Savina wanted to secure building permission for the project as soon as 

possible, and she undoubtedly would not have waited almost ten months before 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
19 Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. With the exception of the 
last article, which was written by Bruno Zevi, each of these articles is archived in the city archives. 
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submitting the documents. Furthermore, in her letter to Wright on June 26, 1953, she 

stated, “Following on an article published [in] the New York Times, an oppository [sic] 

polemic has been started in the newspapers all over Italy, just when we were dealing—

among great difficulties—with the city authorities for the approval of your plan.”20 Her 

statement answers affirmatively that the documents had already been submitted prior to 

Wright’s exhibiting the design in New York and the subsequent media coverage his 

proposed Venetian palazzina received in the American press. Why the documents were 

not marked as received in late May 1953 remains unclear. This discrepancy provided city 

officials additional time to deliberate on various options. Based upon her complaint in 

December 1953 that “things are going on terribly slowly here” and that “[w]e have lost a 

great deal of time with the neighbours,” it appears that city authorities chose to refrain 

from making a decision until an agreement between the Masieris and the neighboring 

property owners was reached.21 

 Unable to ignore public animosity toward the project, city officials adopted a 

position of cautious watchfulness. The public refused to remain silent on the issue. On 

November 3, 1953, Antonio Lucarda, a Venetian sculptor, submitted a petition to Mayor 

Spanio with signatures of many people opposed to Wright’s project. Lucarda used the 

petition “dimostrare l’interesse generale per questo progetto che desta le più vive 

preoccupazioni e la più grande disapprovazione in quanti hanno potuto vedere l’unica 

                                                           
20 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 26 June 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
21 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 19 December 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
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fotografia consciuta della facciata prospettica” [to demonstrate the general interest in 

this project that causes the greatest preoccupation and disapproval in those who have 

been able to see the only known photograph of the projected façade].22 Among all the 

letters submitted to Mayor Spanio, Lucarda’s was perhaps the most cogent and unbiased. 

He reminded the mayor that the proposed “casa di stile moderno” [modern-style house] 

would replace a modest house “di carattere molto veneziano” [of very Venetian 

character]. Lucarda noted that the site “è visibile da tutti i punti più celebri del Canal 

Grande, sembrerebbe eccesionalmente importante che, prima di intraprendere tale 

alterazione del suo aspetto, il progetto fosse sottoposto ad un esame severo e minuzioso” 

[is visible from all the famous points of the Grand Canal, [and] it appears exceptionally 

important that before undertaking such an alteration of its appearance, the project should 

be subjected to an intense and precise examination].23 

 Lucarda acknowledged that several “esempi di recente e sgradevole memoria non 

possono non allarmare il senso critico di tutti coloro, sia veneziani che stranieri, cui sta 

a cuore l’armonia, pur eterogenea, di questo insieme di architetture di epoche diverse 

che è Venezia” [examples of recent and unpleasant memories cannot do anything else but 

alarm the critical senses of everyone, both Venetian and foreigner, who are concerned 

with the heterogeneous harmony of this architectural ensemble from different periods 

which is Venice]. Lucarda alluded to the postwar constructions of the Hotel Danieli and 

the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald, and he stated his reason: “Il trovarsi, come in certi casi 

                                                           
22 Antonio Lucarda to Angelo Spanio, 3 November 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia 
Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
23 Ibid. 
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recenti, davanti al fatto compiuto è, nostro parere, un sistema che bisognerebbe evitare 

ad ogni costo, se non altro per impedire la creazione di ulteriori precedenti niente affatto 

augurabili” [To find oneself before the fait accompli, as it has happened in some recent 

cases, is, in our opinion, a process that should be avoided at all costs, especially to avoid 

the creation of ulterior precedents that are not at all to be wished for].24 With this 

statement, Lucarda expressed a general view held by many Venetians of their 

dissatisfaction with the city’s lack of public information and public involvement prior to 

the construction of the two postwar hotels. To prevent another such instance, Lucarda 

personally secured many signatures of Venetians and prominent lovers of Venice 

opposed to Wright’s proposed scheme. 

 The signatories included artists, nobility, professionals, and gondoliers. Among 

the artists represented, a number of painters signed the petition, including Giuseppe 

Cherubini, Felice Carena, Marco Novati Fioravante Seibezzi, Giuseppe Cesetti, and 

Primo Potenza. Other artists included the writer Mario Praz, and Giorgio Levi, Pier 

Antonio Quarantotti Gambini, and, of course, Antonio Lucarda. The architect Brenno del 

Giudice and the engineer Gino Rava affixed their signatures. The journalists Gino 

Damerini and Carlo Lotti and six gondoliers supported the petition. Conte Balbino Balbi 

Valier, Contessa Anna Maria Cicogna Volpi, Contessa Alessandro Foscari, Contessa 

Cecilia Giustinian, Contessa Marina Lulling Buschetti, Conte and Contessa Andrea and 

Carolina di Robilant, and Conte Sandro Lovatelli were among the nobles represented on 

the list. Bernard Berenson and his secretary Nicky Mariano signed, as well as the Aga 
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Khan and his son. Gabriel Wolkoff and Francesca Botkine [sic], who also submitted a 

letter to The New York Times in opposition to the project, signed Lucarda’s petition, as 

well as Henry Channon, a Member of Parliament. Many other signatures appeared on the 

list, and, as Lucarda informed Mayor Spanio when he submitted it, “continuando 

l’afflusso delle firme” [the frequency of the signatures continues].25 

 While the Venetian public voiced its discontent through letters, petitions, and the 

press, a rumor began that officials in Rome would bypass local authorities and issue the 

formal decision. On November 8, 1953, Il Gazzettino reprinted excerpts from several 

letters written to The Times of London by opponents of the project, including Peter 

Quennell. The article noted that Wright’s drawings “sarà a suo tempo attentamente 

vagliato dei competenti organi centrali ai quali è domandata la salvaguardia 

paesaggistica del Canal Grande” [will in time be examined by the competent central 

organs who are asked to protect the landscape of the Grand Canal].26 Antonio Lucarda 

contributed to this rumor several days later when he wrote to Il Gazzettino to state that he 

believed it “sembra opportune di richiamare l’attenzione del pubblico veneziano e di chi 

di diritto, sul fatto che questo progetto è stato esposto al Museum of Modern Art e quindi 

a quanto sembra ora in esame alla Direzione Generale Belle Arti di Roma mentre a 

Venezia nessuno ha potuto vederlo” [proper to call the attention of the Venetian public 

and of anyone who is Venetian by right of the fact that this project has been exhibited at 
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26 “La palazzina di Wright pomo della…discordia” [Wright’s palazzina an apple of discord]. Il Gazzettino 
(Venice), November 8, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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the Museum of Modern Art [sic] and therefore it seems to be already under examination 

by the Director General of Belle Arti in Rome while in Venice nobody has been able to 

see it].27 Although Wright’s drawings were not sent to officials in Rome—the rumor was 

baseless—it gained credibility because of the statement in Il Gazzettino. The rumor was 

so widespread that one Venetian resident wrote Mayor Spanio to sarcastically 

acknowledge the “confortante notizia che il progetto, per la sua attuazione in Italia e a 

Venezia, sarà esaminato dalle Autorità centrali, per intenderci da Roma, la quale 

deciderà in luogo dei Veneziani per un edificio o da costruire in una superba zona di 

Venezia” [comforting news that the project, for its realization in Italy and in Venice, will 

be examined by the central authorities, that is, in Rome, who will decide (the issue) rather 

than Venetians for a building to be built in a superb area in Venice].28 

 Discontent among Venetians over the prospect that their opinion would be 

ignored also affected Senator Raffaele Paolucci di Valmaggiore. A native of Venice and a 

naval hero during the First World War, the senator believed the rumor that Wright’s 

project was to be examined by authorities in Rome rather than Venice. He directed a 

question to the Minister of Public Education during a Senate session; Senator Paolucci di 

Valmaggiore wanted “sapere se sia vero che, anzichè seguire la prassi normale, il 

progetto, scavalcando l’autorità municipale, sia stato già esaminato a Roma, e se non 

debba comunque essere approvato in seduta plenaria dal Consiglio Comunale di Venezia 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
27 Antonio Lucarda, “La palazzina di F. L. Wright” [The palazzina of F. L. Wright]. Il Gazzettino (Venice), 
November 13, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
28 Luigi Valpensi (?) to Angelo Spanio, 23 November 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia 
Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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in base al plastico ed ai disegni da esporre allo esame dei veneziani” [to know whether it 

is true that instead of following the normal routine, the project, bypassing the [Venetian] 

municipal authorities, has already been examined in Rome, and whether it should not be 

approved by a full session of the City Council of Venice based on the model and the 

drawings that are to be exhibited and shown to the Venetians].29 The senator, as well as 

many other Venetians, was misinformed about the whereabouts of Wright’s drawings; he 

had no need to worry that Venetian officials would be superseded by authorities in Rome 

because neither Wright nor Savina Masieri submitted the drawings to Rome. However, 

Senator Paolucci di Valmaggiore may have purposefully raised the hopes of Venetians 

that a model and the drawings would soon be publicly exhibited in Venice. 

 As 1953 neared its end, the situation surrounding the proposed Masieri Memorial 

was very complicated. A considerable amount of misinformation was circulating; the 

public was loudly demanding that its voice be heard, while others worried that officials in 

Rome alone would approve Wright’s project. Ironically, city officials in Venice were also 

concerned that they would not have a say in the matter. More ironic still was the fact that 

while the international polemic was raging, Wright’s drawings lay ignored in the files of 

the Comune di Venezia. Because of the public’s outcry, city officials were indeed 

becoming over-circumspect, and their stance was compounded by the fearful realization 

that each would be held accountable for his decision, whether approval or rejection, to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
29 “Interrogazione al Senato sulla palazzina di Wright” [Questions in the Senate on Wright’s palazzina]. Il 
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alter the world-recognized architectural environment of the Grand Canal; hence the 

nervous reluctance of city officials to take any action at all. 

 In late December 1953, Savina Masieri urged Wright to reassure Mayor Spanio 

with “a definite explanation of the situation” in order to expedite the approval process.30 

Wright’s letter of December 28, 1953, served as a reminder to the Syndic of Venice that 

“the small marble structure now intended to be a memorial to [a] young architect who 

lost his life in America…is no ruthless sacrifice of an ancient culture to a modern 

ambition, but is, I am sure a worthy tribute to you all and harmonious with your great 

Tradition.”31 Furthermore, while Wright’s letter was in transit to Venice, Il Gazzettino 

published an article on the last day of the year under the headline “Sul progetto dell’arch. 

Wright il giudizio compete al Comune—Il Ministro della P.I. ha dichiarato che 

l’elaborato non è stato presentato a Roma per l’esama nè è pervenuto alla 

Soprintendenza ai Monumenti” [The final judgment of Wright’s project is under the 

jurisdiction of the City Council—The Minister of Public Education declares that the plans 

have not been presented in Rome for examination nor did they reach the Superintendent 

of Monuments], which contained an accurate assessment of the situation.32 

 If the headline alone failed to relieve some of the anxiety many Venetians felt, 

Mayor Spanio’s comments quoted in the article certainly would have. “Non esiste alcuna 

                                                           
30 Savina Masieri to Frank Lloyd Wright, 19 December 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty Research 
Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
31 Frank Lloyd Wright to the Syndic of Venice, 28 December 1953. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty 
Research Institute, Los Angeles. 
 
32 “Sul progetto dell’arch. Wright il giudizio compete al Comune” [The final judgment of Wright’s project 
is under the jurisdiction of the City Council]. Il Gazzettino (Venice), December 31, 1953. Masieri 
Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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legge nè alcun regolamento che renda possible superare l’autorità degli organi tecnici 

ed amministrativi del Comune per ottenere direttamente dal Ministero delle P. I.—

Direzione Generale delle BB. AA.—un permesso qualsiasi per la realizzazione di progetti 

di costruzioni a Venezia” [No laws or regulations exist that render it possible to exceed 

the authority of the technical and administrative organs of the Comune in order to obtain 

directly from the Minister of Public Education—Director General of Belle Arti—

permission for the realization of plans of construction in Venice], Mayor Spanio 

explained.33 He then elaborated on the law: 

Il Ministero…può dare solo un parere dal punto di vista artistico ed estetico ed a 
titolo puramente consultivo, ma spetta solo al Sindaco dare esecutorietà ai 
progetti, dopo che siano stati esaminati ed approvati dalla competente 
Commissione Edilizia e dagli Uffici dei Lavori Pubblici, in collaborazione—ma 
solo per il parere consultivo—con la Sovrintendenza ai Monumenti. La 
cittadinanza quindi…e tutti coloro che amino conservare il caratteristico e 
monumentale volto artistico di Venezia, non hanno da temere alcuna sorpresa. Il 
Sindaco, che non entra nel merito tecnico ed artistico del problema, non darà mai 
il suo consenso ad un progetto che non abbia ottenuto le prescritte approvazioni 
degli organi competenti del Comune. 

 
[The Minister has a purely consultative title and can only give an opinion from an 
artistic and aesthetic point of view, but it is up to only the mayor to carry out 
projects, after they have been examined and approved by the competent Building 
Commission and the Office of Public Works, in collaboration with—but only for 
an advisory opinion—the Superintendent of Monuments. Therefore, citizens and 
all those who love to conserve the character and monumental artistic face of 
Venice do not have to fear any surprises. The mayor does not enter into the 
technical and artistic merit of the problem, and he will never consent to a plan that 
has not obtained the prescribed approval of the competent organs of the 
Comune].34 

 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
 
33 Ibid. 
 
34 Ibid. 
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Furthermore, the Minister of Public Education reassured the Venetian reading public that 

Wright’s drawings “non è mai pervenuto all’esame di questo Ministero nè in via ufficiale 

nè in forma ufficiosa, come pure non è pervenuto alla Soprintendenza ai Monumenti di 

Venezia” [never have reached the examination of this Ministry either by official channels 

or in an unofficial form, as they have neither reached the Superintendent of Monuments 

of Venice].35 Overall, these statements should have been thoroughly reassuring to 

traditionalists in view of several controversial comments Mayor Spanio provided to the 

Venetian press. Based upon Venice’s building regulations, the mayor is entitled to 

provide the final judgment to approve or reject any construction project within the city, a 

legal actuality that undermined the prospects to realize Wright’s project. 

 Two weeks prior to the publication of the aforementioned article in Il Gazzettino, 

Mayor Spanio remarked after a Consiglio Comunale (City Council) meeting that as long 

as he was “Primo Cittadino di Venezia, quel ‘coso’…mai sarà costruito” [First Citizen of 

Venice, that “thing” will never be built].36 Later, in late February 1954, Mayor Spanio 

was quoted as saying, “Finchè resto sindaco io, quell’orrore non sarà mai costruito” [As 

long as I am mayor that horror will not be built].37 Spanio’s undisguised contempt for 

Wright’s project ensured its ultimate rejection. According to Venetian law, Mayor 

                                                           
35 Ibid. 
 
36 “Case per gli sfrattati e palazzina di Wright” [Case of evictions and Wright’s palazzina]. Gazzettino Sera 
(Venice), December 14-15, 1953. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, 
Italy. 
 
37 Toni Cibotto, “Ha tolto il sonno Wright ai veneziani — La costruzione di una palazzina sul Canal 
Grande su progetto dell’architetto americano ha suscitato un’ondata di proteste che non accenna a finire” 
[Wright deprived Venetians of sleep — The construction of a palazzina on the Grand Canal planned by the 
American architect has sustained a wave of protest that has no signal of ending]. (Florence), February 24, 
1954. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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Spanio, upon receiving the Building Commission’s recommendation, “lo accettarà o lo 

respingerà definitivamente” [will definitively accept it or reject it].38 Due to the mayor’s 

right to approve or reject the project, traditionalists had no reason to believe that the 

Masieri Memorial would be built. At the same time, Wright and Savina Masieri had 

many reasons for concern. 

 During the subsequent three months, the international controversy continued 

unabated. As March 1954 drew to a close, the Masieri Memorial debate peaked, and city 

officials realized that some sort of action must be taken. On March 15, Savina Masieri 

and Giuseppe Samonà wrote Mayor Spanio to attempt to gain his support. They reminded 

him of Angelo Masieri’s tragic death and that the new building would serve as a 

dormitory for deserving students at IUAV. They also reassured the mayor that “qualora 

venissero riscontrati nel progetto particolari che risultassero in conflitto con diritti di 

terzi confinanti o col testè ricordato Regolamento, sarà provveduto ad eventuali varianti 

formali” [if in the project some particular might be found that results in conflict with the 

rights of a third party (neighbor) or with the following regulations, the eventual formal 

variations will be taken care of].39 Mayor Spanio did not respond to the letter. 

 Spanio extended an equally cold treatment toward Wright. Despite his negative 

comments about the American architect’s proposed building, privately he exercised tact 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
38 “Sul progetto dell’arch. Wright il giudizio compete al Comune” [The final judgment of Wright’s project 
is under the jurisdiction of the City Council]. Il Gazzettino (Venice), December 31, 1953. Masieri 
Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
39 Savina Masieri and Giuseppe Samonà to Angelo Spanio, 15 March 1954. Masieri Memorial folder, 
Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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and courtesy. On March 30, 1954, immediately after the plans had formally been 

presented, he finally responded to Wright’s letter from three months earlier: 

Solo ora vengo in possesso della Sua gentile lettera del 28 dicembre a me 
indirizzata. Le sono grato per le cordiali espressioni che Ella ha avuto verso 
Venezia e verso di me. Circa il Suo progetto per un palazzo in Canal Grande, 
posso assicurarLa che detto progetto sarà esaminato con la massima 
imparzialità, all infuori di tutte le discussione e polemiche pro or contro. 
 
[Only now do I come into possession of your kind letter of 28 December 
addressed to me. I am grateful to you for the cordial expression you have toward 
Venice and toward me. About your project for a palazzo on the Grand Canal, I 
can assure you that such a project will be examined with the greatest impartiality, 
outside all of the discussions and polemics pro and con.]40 

 
 
After Mayor Spanio’s earlier public comments indicating his disdain for Wright’s project, 

his assurance that the proposal will be examined impartially lacked credibility. 

 In the following weeks, the proposal underwent its examination through the 

“normal procedure.” On April 2, 1954, Il Gazzettino reported that the drawings had been 

sent to the Commissione Igienico-Edilizia (Building Hygiene Commission), or the so-

called “Commissione piccola,” where it would undergo a preliminary examination.41 Two 

weeks later, the Building Hygiene Commission issued its decision: 

Il progetto non è approvabile dal punto di vista regolamentare, a meno che non vi 
siano regolari convenzioni con i frontisti d’ambo le parti. Nell’attesa di tali 
convenzioni veda la Commissione Edilizia. Dal lato igienico si chiede che le 
stanze siano portate verso la calletta ad ovest, ritenuto che possano godere di 
maggiore illuminazione ed aereazione, rispetto al progetto presentato. 

 

                                                           
40 Angelo Spanio to Frank Lloyd Wright, 30 March 1954. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia 
Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
41 “Il progetto di Wright giunto alla ‘piccola commissione’” [Wright’s project reaches the “little 
commission”]. Il Gazzettino (Venice), April 2, 1954. Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia 
Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
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[The project cannot be approved from the regulatory point unless [legal] 
covenants are made with the frontisti [neighbors] on both sides. While waiting for 
such covenants, one must look to the Building Commission as the regulating 
authority. From the hygienic side, one demands that the rooms should be brought 
toward the little calle toward the west, because we think they would receive more 
light and ventilation in relation to the project that has been presented.]42 

 
 
The Commissione Igienico-Edilizia then immediately forwarded its decision to the 

Commissione di Edilizia ed Ornato (Decorative Building Commission), the so-called 

“Commissione grande.” In a closed session, the members of the committee convened to 

examine the proposal.43 The Commissione di Edilizia ed Ornato quickly issued its own 

judgment on Wright’s project: 

La Commissione udita la illustrazione del progetto fatta dallo architetto 
Morassutti per conto della famiglia Masieri e del progettista arch. Wright 
rilevato che il progetto stesso non può ancora essere preso in esame nella sua 
consistenza artistica ed edilizia in quanto particolarmente esso è in contrasto con 
le prescrizioni di distanze ed altezze come risultano dalle vigenti norme dei 
Regolamenti Comunali di Edilizia e di Igiene. Invita l’arch. Morassutti a 
sollecitare la conclusione delle convenzioni con i frontisti necessarie per la 
deroga delle disposizioni normative. 

 
[After hearing the presentation of the project made by the architect Morassutti on 
behalf of the Masieri family and…Wright, the Commission learned that the 
project itself cannot yet be examined for artistic and building legitimacy because, 
particularly, it disobeys the rules of distance and height determined by the city’s 
rules about building and hygiene enforced now. We invite the architect Morassutti 
to hastily conclude the covenants with the frontisti, which are necessary before 
normal procedures can commence again.]44 
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According to “normal procedure,” the Building Commission had issued its judgment, 

which reiterated that the project could not be approved until two requirements were met: 

1) the distance from Palazzo Balbi and the height of the proposed building would have to 

be corrected to meet civil code, and 2) an agreement to be reached with the neighbors 

regarding these issues. Thus, the Building Commission created an impasse whereby the 

city would not consent to the proposal until the neighboring property owners agreed to 

permit construction. This stipulation alleviated the Building Commission from making a 

definite judgment while placing the onus of responsibility on the frontisti. 

 Ten weeks later, on July 2, 1954, the City Council placed Wright’s project on its 

agenda. As recorded in the minutes from this session, Giovanni Pavanini, Gio Batta 

Gianquinto, Luigi Quintarelli, Mario Valeri Manera, and Giovanni Dell’Olivo debated 

the issue. Gianquinto reminded the council that Wright’s project had incurred a debate in 

the Italian and foreign presses and that “approvare o respingere il progetto implica una 

responsabilità eccezionale” [approving or rejecting the project will imply an exceptional 

responsibility]. He then offered two proposals: 

1) che si faccia, appunto, un plastico della zona, in modo che si possa vedere 
come si presenta il Canal Grande nel punto in cui si vuol fare la palazzina; 2) che 
si faccia un simulacro al vero—costa poco—in compensato, si applichi sul posto, 
in modo che ognuno si possa render conto di ciò che è il progetto…Prima, però, 
che metta in grado i componenti del Consiglio e la popolazione di poter farsi 
un’idea di quello che è questo progetto. E mi pare che questi scopi potranno 
essere raggiunti sia col plastico, sia col simulacro al vero. 

 
[1) that we should make a model of the area so that everyone can see how the 
Grand Canal appears at the point where the palazzina will be built; 2) that we 
should make an exact copy [model]—not too expensive—of plywood and put it in 
the place so that everybody will realize what the project is… First of all, however, 
we must enable the Council members and the people of Venice to familiarize 
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themselves with the project to see what it is. And I think that these aims will be 
reached with the model and the exact copy [of the building].45 

 
 
According to Gianquinto’s proposal, an exact replica of the Masieri Memorial would be 

constructed in plywood on the site after the existing building was demolished. This 

proposal appears quite unusual and peculiar; in reality, it appears that the City Council 

was offering yet another obstacle to prevent the construction of Wright’s building. 

 The council further complicated the issue by insisting that the proposed building 

either abut Palazzo Balbi or the calle between the palazzo and the new building be 

widened to three meters. Councilman Dall’Olivo explained: 

Il progetto, oltre che violare il regolamento comunale sulle costruzioni, viola 
anche il Codice Civile, e questo è il punto grave. Perchè loro non hanno tenuto 
presenti le disposizioni del Codice Civile. Il Codice dice: o ci si addossa, come 
attualmente addossate il palazzo, oppure, se si crea un’intercapedine, questa 
dev’essere larga almeno tre metri. Invece loro l’hanno prevista da un metro e 
mezzo, e un metro e mezzo non è consentito dal Codice. Ci vuole o l’intervento 
amichevole della proprietà confinante o che approvino questa deroga al Codice 
Civile, altrimenti non è possible. D’altra parte al regolamento comunale c’è 
egualmente una violazione, perchè nel fabbricato nuovo si prevede una 
sopraelevazione di 60 centimetri rispetto all’attuale, e di conseguenza questi 60 
centimetri non possono essere consentiti se non c’è l’approvazione da parte dei 
confinanti Cini, i quali consentano di assorbire delle aree di quell’altra calletta 
che esiste attualmente fra il fabbricato Samassa, chiamiamolo, e questo 
fabbricato, in modo da sommare le aree dei cortili. Insomma, la questione tocca il 
regolamento comunale e il Codice Civile; per il primo si potrebbe anche 
domandare al Consiglio e al Sindaco il potera di derogare, perchè è una 
ricostruzione, quindi c’è l’art. 102 del regolamento che ammette di poter 
derogare, se non c’è danno per la proprietà vicina; ma al Codice Civile non si 
può derogare. Si deve stare a tre metri di distanza e dev’essere presentato un 
progetto diverso; si deve tornare a considerare la accostata al palazzo, e si deve 
presentare un’altra facciata. 
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[The project violates the City Council’s building regulations, as well as the Civil 
Code, and this is a very serious point.…The Code says: either abut the buildings, 
as the palazzo does now, or create a space between the buildings that must be at 
least three meters [9.84 feet] wide. Instead, they have provided for one and half 
meters [4.92 feet in width], and one and half meters do not comply with the Code. 
We need either the friendly intervention of the neighboring property owners or 
they approve this dispensation of the Civil Code, otherwise it is not possible. On 
the other hand, there is another violation of the city’s building regulations because 
in the new building one foresees a maximum elevation of 60 centimeters higher 
than the present building, and therefore these 60 centimeters cannot be allowed if 
there is not the approval on the part of the neighboring [owners] Cini, who should 
consent to absorb the area of that other little calle that exists now between the 
Samassa building and this building, adding that area to the courtyards. In short, 
the question touches upon the city’s building regulations and the Civil Code; with 
regard to the former one could also ask from the City Council and the Mayor the 
power of derogation, because it is a reconstruction; Article 102 of the building 
regulations allows derogation if there is no damage to the neighboring property; 
however, the Civil Code does not permit derogation. A distance of three meters 
must be kept and a different project must be presented; the applicants must 
reconsider the approach to the palazzo [Balbi], and another façade must be 
presented.]46 

 
 
The council then agreed that the matter would no longer be discussed until the various 

design revisions and the agreement with the neighboring property owners were 

actualized. The final comments on Wright’s project suggested that the issue was settled in 

a de facto manner. Councilman Valeri Manera stated, “Volevo solo pigliare lo spunto da 

l’interpellanza fatta da Gianquinto per affermare che sull’approvazione di questo 

edificio dev’essere il Consiglio comunale a pronunciarsi in maniera definitiva” [I just 

wanted to begin from Gianquinto’s question so that I can say that with regard to the 

approval of this building the City Council responds in a definite manner], to which 
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Councilman Pavanini responded cryptically, “È già stata data garanzia in questo senso 

da parte del Sindaco” [A guarantee in this sense has already been given by the Mayor.]47 

 For the moment, the City Council opted to take no action on the proposal. The 

issue was not actually rejected, however; the City Council accepted the Building 

Commission’s recommendation that Bruno Morassutti, on behalf on the Masieri family, 

submit revised plans, while also charging Wright with the responsibility of presenting a 

new façade facing the Grand Canal. Wright had already revised it, which he presented to 

the Syndic of Venice on March 24, 1954. While Venetian officials deliberated, Wright 

received a letter from Henry Saylor, who wondered about the project’s status. “A lot of 

us thought that this would do credit not only to yourself, but to Venice,” he wrote before 

adding, “I hope it has not been put among the abandoned projects.”48 Wright’s reply was 

sharp: “The case is now being fought between the English and American tourists 

against—the enlightened Venetian interests for.”49 With his project before city officials, 

Wright awaited the City Council’s response to the second building permit application, 

which Morassutti filed on September 16, 1955.50 

 In the “Detailed Description of the Work, the Materials, and External Decoration” 

section, Morassutti provided the following information: 
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Si presenta il progetto preliminare allegato solo al fine di ottenere una preventiva 
approvazione delle piante e volumi d’ingombro, prima di procedere all’estesa di 
un progetto di riforma del fabbricato. Si presentano due soluzioni distinte per le 
piante; la prima mantiene il perimetro attuale per la fronte sul Canal Grande, 
mentre la seconda prevede un allargamento sul Canale con occupazione di spazio 
pubblico. Questa seconda soluzione sarebbe preferita dagli interessati. Piante e 
prospetti vanno intesi comunque solo nel senso che nell’estesa del progetto di 
riforma saranno rispettate le altezze massime indicate ed il fabbricato sarà 
compreso entro il perimetro specificato in pianta, secondo la soluzione 
architettonicamente più opportuna. 

 
[The preliminary project attached here is only for the purpose of obtaining a 
preliminary approval of the plans and volumes, before proceeding to the final 
design of the building. For the plans, two different solutions are presented: the 
first one meets the actual perimeter on the Grand Canal, while the second foresees 
extension over the Canal with occupation of public space. The party concerned 
[the applicants] would prefer this second solution. Plans, elevations, [and 
perspectives] respect the City’s maximum building height requirements, and that 
the plan follows within the specified perimeter.]51 

 
 
This second attempt to secure a building permit attempted to clarify the issue of the 

proposed building’s mass, while also indicating that Wright, Masieri, and Morassutti 

were willing to work with city officials to make some progress with the approval process. 

The attempt apparently did not impress the City Council. 

 On October 21, 1955, Chief Engineer Eugenio Miozzi of the Technical Works 

and Services Building Section issued a statement to Mayor Spanio in response to 

Morassutti’s building permit application. Miozzi cited the proposed building’s mass as a 

reason to reject the project. He supported the Commissione igienico-edilizia’s judgment 

that a twenty-meter tall building was unacceptable and a violation of building regulations. 

In Miozzi’s assessment, the project could not be approved because the height restriction 
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at the back of the building was exceeded. His decision, which was authorized “D’ordine 

del Sindaco” [By order of the Mayor], essentially killed the project.52 

 With Engineer Miozzi’s recommendation, the city’s Artistic and Technical 

Commission rejected Wright’s “modern” project on November 15, 1955.53 When 

contacted by the Associated Press for a statement upon hearing the decision, Wright 

stated, “Deny the allegation modernistic. Commissions seldom agree with enlightened 

critics—artists and architects of Venice see in the structure a revivified spirit of Venice in 

accord with a Venetian future. But apparently if the report is true the tourists win.”54 

Wright’s opportunity to leave his imprint on Venice had been contested and rejected. 

 Although the project was now null and void, the City Council had already placed 

the Masieri Memorial on its agenda for November 18, 1955. In essence, the council 

wanted validation for its reasons for rejecting the proposal. Councilman Pietro Leonardi 

challenged the allegation that the City Council had behaved like Pontius Pilate, as the 

local press had claimed eighteen months earlier:55 

il progetto dell’architetto Wright urtava contro i codici del Regolamento Edilizio 
e contro i diritti dei vicini, e quindi non era il caso di inoltrarlo alla Commissione 
Edilizia per un esame della parte estetica, perchè un progetto così conceptio non 
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era ammissibile per le gravissime infrazioni contro il codice e i diritti dei vicini. 
Quindi non c’entra Ponzio Pilato, ma è la consueta prassi che si segue per 
qualunque progetto del Comune. 

 
[the project of the architect Wright clashed with the Building Regulations code 
and the neighbors’ rights, and therefore it was not a case of sending it to the 
Building Commission for an examination of its aesthetics, because a project 
conceived in such a way was not to be admitted because of very serious 
infractions against the code and the neighbors’ rights. Therefore, Pontius Pilate 
has nothing to do with it, but the resulting decision follows the normal procedure 
for any project presented to the City Council for approval.]56 

 
 
In an ironic, self-serving comment, Councilman Giovanni Pastega added a final note: 

Una parola soltanto su questo argomento. Nella opinione pubblica si è tratta la 
convinzione che il Consiglio comunale sia contrario al progetto dell’Architetto 
Wright. È bene precisare che il Consiglio comunale non è mai stato investito di 
questo problema. Alcuni Consiglieri hanno discusso isolatamente su questo 
argomento, manifestando idee di carattere personale; non c’è mai stata una 
discussione di carattere collettivo, nè c’è mai stato un voto. Questo è bene si 
sappia anche dalla Commissione. Il Consiglio non è affatto aprioristicamente 
contrario a questo progetto. Sull’arte dell’architetto Wright si potranno avere 
convinzioni di carattere personale da parte di ognuno; certo rimane che Wright è 
uno dei più grandi architetti del mondo, e la sua opera deve essere presa in 
attenta considerazione dal Consiglio, qualunque sia il nostro parere personale 
sull’arte moderna. Queste considerazioni ho voluto esporre per sfatare un con 
vincimento di carattere personale che non ha ragione di essere. 

 
[Only one word about this argument. In the public’s opinion, the conviction has 
been drawn that the City Council is opposed to [Frank Lloyd] Wright’s project. It 
is good to clarify that the City Council has never been invested with this bias. 
Some counselors have briefly discussed this attitude, expressing ideas of personal 
character; there has never been a discussion of collective character, nor a vote. It 
is good that the Commission should know this. The City Council is not a priori 
completely opposed to this project. About the quality of Wright’s art, everybody 
can have a personal conviction; one thing is certain that Wright is one of the 
greatest architects in the world, and his works must be taken into careful 
consideration by the Council, regardless of our personal opinions on modern art. I 
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wanted to express these thoughts in order to eliminate a negative conviction that 
has no reason to exist.]57 

 
 
The City Council was indeed aware that the world was watching, as Councilman Gio 

Batta Gianquinto noted on July 2, 1954, and with disingenuous homage to Wright as an 

architect, the Comune di Venezia demonstrated its commitment to traditionalism and fear 

of accepting accountability as the body that ignored public opinion to permit the 

construction of a contemporary building on the Grand Canal. For the meantime, Venice 

had successfully, though dubiously, blocked the intrusion of modern architecture by a 

foreign architect facing its most historic waterway. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 Frank Lloyd Wright’s Masieri Memorial project was rejected for a number of 

significant reasons. Issues such as planning missteps, personal prejudices, questions of 

aesthetics, misinformation, cultural imperialism, and historic preservation contributed to 

the debate and its ultimate rejection. Initially, the project was a straightforward 

commission between a client and her architect. The ensuing debacle was an international 

controversy that went far beyond Italian chauvinism, involving traditionalists and 

modernists and the restrictive ideologies that separate preservation from contemporary 

design. Wright’s design for a palazzina to stand on Venice’s Grand Canal was intended 

to serve the socially useful purpose of housing architecture students and providing them 

with studio and study spaces. Once the controversy gained momentum, the building’s 

intended program became obscured in favor of defending Venice against the 

encroachment of modern architecture along the Grand Canal. 

 First and foremost, the primary purpose of the Masieri Memorial was to 

commemorate the life and work of Angelo Masieri. The debate exposed the range of 

prejudices and fears that some people harbor about change, in this case modern 

architecture, while revealing the serious challenges that highly creative artists often face 

when their work is confronted with ignorance and even hostility. 

 Immediate and background factors contributed to the project’s rejection. The 

initial impediments occurred through the actions and words of the protagonists. The most 

serious factor was Frank Lloyd Wright’s exhibiting the Masieri Memorial design drawing 
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in New York prior to any presentation in Venice. To the Italians in general, and the 

Venetians in particular, this act appeared as a fait accompli, an insult that they never 

forgave. Wright’s act was followed by Savina Masieri’s personal moratorium which 

prevented publicizing the project until assurance had been obtained from Venetian 

officials, giving rise to the rumor that the public was intentionally being misled or 

misinformed. Finally, when the perspective was published in Italy it was inaccurately 

drawn, which led to the misconception of the proposed building’s “skyscraper” mass and 

height. Wright’s apparent indifference to the controversy did not endear him to the 

Venetians. Although supporters of his project tried to stem the negative criticism, the 

overall lack of accurate information about the project and the extensive misinformation 

that appeared in the press, which city officials failed to correct, undermined the project. 

 The matter was further complicated by background factors such as the 

untouchable artistic patrimony of the Grand Canal; political and cultural pressure on Italy 

by the United States during and following the Second World War; the Italian fear of the 

permanent importation of American cultural imperialism; the Comune di Venezia’s 

hostile inherent attitude toward the project; and the threat by American and British travel 

agencies to boycott Venice. The combination of all these factors resulted in a complex 

arrangement of interconnected issues that ultimately led to the project’s rejection. 

 Wright’s initial misstep, his decision to exhibit the design in New York rather 

than Venice, was the most damaging factor for it created a fundamental rejection of the 

project before it even had the chance of a fair hearing. Every consequence of the polemic 

stemmed from this decision. Interestingly, Wright failed to consult his client prior to the 
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act; therefore, Savina Masieri, as well as the Italian public, learned of the exhibit in a 

second-hand manner from American publications, The New York Times and, primarily, 

through the USIS Periodical Bulletin article in the June 1953 issue. Rumors had already 

begun to spread among Italians with an international perspective who had access to the 

initial publication of the project in The New York Times. 

 Wright’s misstep seriously compromised the project, but it did not completely 

undermine it. Many Venetians were deeply offended that a building intended for their 

city had been introduced in New York prior to their knowledge, and their wounded pride 

was further bruised when they learned of the project after it already had been on display 

to the American public. Savina Masieri recognized that indiscretion must be mitigated if 

the project would have any possible chance for success. She believed the safest decision 

was to refrain from further publicity because of the mounting opposition. Wright partially 

acknowledged this crucial admonishment from his client, although he should have taken 

more decisive actions. Despite this attempt to mitigate the damage, Wright and Savina 

Masieri should have realized that a more intense effort would be required to heal 

Venetian pride. Wright should have traveled to Venice to discuss the project personally 

with city officials well before the controversy became uncontrollable, preferably on being 

handed the project contract for Savina Masieri’s signature. Although his writing a letter 

of atonement to the Syndic of Venice was an appropriate gesture, Wright failed almost 

totally to fight for his own project. His apparent indifference to the controversy and 

refusal to enter the debate may have led many of his opponents to believe that he did not 

hold the Venetian public in very high esteem. 
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 Wright’s assuming a noninterventionist role further undermined the project. By 

his own admission, he was “amused” by the “silly antagony” and convinced that 

“pretentious ignorance” was a source of the hostility. His views on the controversy can be 

interpreted in several ways. In 1954, Wright was 86 years old, and he may have reacted 

with indifference to the negative attention his project received, because he was too 

fatigued to challenge the attacks similar to those he often had to rebuff during most of his 

professional life. He certainly seemed convinced that all prejudice toward the design 

would end once the project was officially submitted to the Syndic of Venice. After all, 

Wright had been well received not only in Italy in 1951, but particularly in Venice. 

 Perhaps the concurrent design for the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New 

York, a decisively more ambitious project on an equally world recognizable 

thoroughfare, demanded most of his attention. Although both commissions brought him 

considerable notoriety, he devoted more attention to the museum project. More likely, 

Wright remained defiant to any and all opposition, as he had to do consistently 

throughout his career to get many of his designs built. 

 The exact reasons for Wright’s indifference and refusal to extensively defend his 

project remain unclear, but it fuelled much of the negative criticism. The Venetian public 

interpreted his silence as the stance of an American egomaniac who believed he knew 

better than they what was aesthetically appropriate for their city. Wright’s comment, 

“This memorial, while modern, was a tribute to Venice. In every sense Venice lived in it 
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anew—as those Venetians felt who have seen the design and are best qualified to judge,” 

implied that not all Venetians possessed the aesthetic sensibility to critique a work of art.1 

 Wright’s response to the Associate Press after learning of the rejection of his 

“modernistic glass and marble palace on the famous Grand Canal” was equally defiant: 

“Deny the allegation modernistic. Commissions seldom agree with enlightened critics—

artists and architects of Venice see in the structure a revivified spirit of Venice in accord 

with a Venetian future. But apparently if the report is true the tourists win.”2 Ironically, 

the rejection of the Masieri Memorial represented not a victory for tourism so much as a 

defeat for modern architecture’s place in a historic environment. Much of Wright’s 

frustration over the controversy was summed up in his statement, although he was 

specifically one of the sources of the controversy. 

 Another controversial aspect stemmed from the “threat” to Venice’s tourism 

industry. Wright’s contempt for the “tourists’ defeat” of his project was partially 

accurate. Although it seemed highly improbable, if not totally fallacious that American 

and British tourists would boycott Venice if Wright’s building were erected, city officials 

either considered the threat to the local economy a serious matter or as an excellent 

reason for their negative, politically correct decision. However, city officials had nothing 

to fear. Historically, Venice has been considered “the beautiful city par excellence the 

city of art, the city as art” and as “the place…of love, lechery, sensuality, prostitution, as 

                                                           
1 “A New Debate in Old Venice—Frank Lloyd Wright’s Design for a ‘Different’ Building Divides a City 
that Cherishes Tradition.” New York Times Magazine. Sunday, March 21, 1954: 8. 
 
2 Frank Lloyd Wright to the Associated Press, 15 November 1955. Frank Lloyd Wright Papers, Getty 
Research Institute, Los Angeles. 
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well as a place of wise rulers and just laws.”3 By acquiescing to the demands of those 

making their money off the city for any reason, Venetians affected by any downturn in 

tourism could not hold city officials accountable. The tourism aspect revealed the city’s 

commitment to attracting not only notable and wealthy foreigners but also the thousands 

of tourists as well at the expense of their own citizens. Many “lovers of Venice” who 

sided with the opposition to the Masieri Memorial were wealthy and cosmopolitan, and 

few in the city wanted to insult these highly courted foreigners. City officials further 

prostituted their ethics by failing to refute publicly any incorrect allegation leveled 

toward Wright’s project. 

 The failure of city officials to publicly verify the facts, coupled with the attacks 

by the tourist agencies, introduced an element of personal self-interest. In this regard, 

Hemingway represents much of the negativity embodied in the attacks personally 

directed against Wright and his design. This type of negative comment was manifested in 

Hemingway’s inflammatory remarks upon his arrival in Venice on March 23, 1954, his 

first visit since 1950. With little or no knowledge about the proposed Masieri Memorial, 

he stated to Italian journalists, “I am a fellow citizen of Wright’s [and] our two families 

have been bound by a true friendship for many years. I think that Wright is a great 

architect and that his works go well everywhere in the world, but not in Venice.” Largely 

exaggerating his relationship with Wright to overcome his surprise, Hemingway then 

could not refrain from completing his attack: “He wants to build a palazzina? Fine, let it 

be built, but then let it burn. That seems to me the best solution to the problem.” These 

                                                           
3 Tony Tanner, Venice Desired (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 4-5. 
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impromptu comments on the docks summed up the general sense of disdain many shared 

against the postwar architectural changes: “I hate everything modern that has been built 

in Venice since the war.”4 His comments, which were published in one of Italy’s most 

popular magazines, typified the opposition, and its pandering to the lowest common 

denominator—what Wright referred to as “pretentious ignorance”—to ridicule the 

Masieri Memorial without knowing anything about it. Hemingway may have endeared 

himself to many Venetians with his diatribe defending Venice at the expense of a fellow 

American artist, but his comments exemplify the overall tendency of most of Wright’s 

critics to exhibit their worst prejudices and banality. In Hemingway’s case, his courting 

of cheap publicity in this instance revealed yet another occurrence of his long-standing 

tendency toward competitive viciousness toward others.5 

 Hemingway’s reference to postwar construction in Venice hinted at another 

significant factor that influenced the debate—the issue of preservation and restoration in 

the city. According to traditionalists, modern architecture represented a threat to Venice’s 

historic environment. Traditionalists recognized that Italian architects had erected various 

modern buildings throughout Venice in recent years, but the majority of these projects 

were located on the city’s periphery. Wright’s palazzina was to rise at the artistically and 

culturally significant point of in volta de canal, which was an important reason many 

Venetians opposed the project. Hemingway, probably unaware of the site’s significance, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
4 Silvio Bertoldi, “Wright difende il suo palazzo” [Wright defends his palazzo]. Oggi, April 8, 1954: 40. 
Masieri Memorial folder, Comune di Venezia Archivio Storico, Venice, Italy. 
 
5 Hemingway’s fallouts and attacks on former friends and fellow artists are well documented. See James R. 
Mellow, Hemingway: A Life Without Consequences (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1992). 
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nonetheless defended Venice against Wright’s proposed building. The lack of knowledge 

regarding its image, dimensions, and aesthetics did not prevent the project’s opponents 

from forming their opinion that Wright’s building would be inappropriate for the Grand 

Canal. In their view, the “postwar bombings,” to use the architectural critic Lorenzo 

Berni’s term, favoring the replacement of historic buildings, damaged or otherwise, with 

modern architecture in Italy’s cities were culturally destructive. For many conservative 

Italians, modern architecture was synonymous with the brutal, bland, and poorly scaled 

structures rising in the nation’s cities through uncontrolled land speculation, too often on 

historic inner city bomb sites. Italian citizens felt powerless to prevent the drastic changes 

to their ancient cities and towns. However helpless they may have felt while Italian 

architects and urban planners rebuilt and changed their cities, the public acted decisively 

against one proposed palazzina designed by an American. 

 The Venetian public’s stance against a foreign architect’s intervention in their 

city’s environment underscored the submerged tension between Italy and the United 

States. After the Second World War, American presence was pervasive in Western 

Europe, particularly as American dollars were financing European reconstruction. 

Despite the extent of American involvement on the continent, many Europeans resented 

Washington’s occasional but not infrequent threats to withhold or sever financial 

assistance if its Western allies failed to accept its policies. This concept of the “ugly 

American” was typified in Clare Boothe Luce’s threat in 1953 to deny Italy of all 

American financial assistance, and even that for its neighbors, if the nation elected a 

Communist government. Thus, in Wright’s case, his project was perceived as yet another 
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example of the importation of American cultural imperialism, which implied that 

America knew what was artistically appropriate for Venice. 

 Despite the Venetian public’s lack of understanding about the project, their 

hostility toward Wright’s project was more understandable than the criticism from 

foreigners. Upon the publication of the perspective, many people were convinced that the 

Masieri Memorial was a “skyscraper” as its apparent height appeared equal to that of 

Palazzo Balbi.6 Wright’s inaccurately scaled perspective, which was only intended to 

provide Savina Masieri with a general sense of the building’s façade, was widely 

interpreted as an accurate depiction. Failing to refute this misconception was a grave 

mistake; perhaps Wright expected city officials to defend him against the inaccurate 

charges. His silence was yet another example of his refusal to fight for his project; he 

could have easily corrected this misinformation by bold public intervention on behalf of 

his design. Yet as he demonstrated throughout the controversy, Wright was unwilling to 

dignify the detractors’ “pretentious ignorance” with comment. 

 Wright was not alone in his refusal to publicly refute inaccurate information. The 

Comune di Venezia also could have rectified much of the misinformation had city 

officials taken an initiative to inform the public. When Savina Masieri filed the building 

permit application with the city, the project’s description clearly outlined the structure’s 

                                                           
 
6 Roberto Papini, “Perchè sarebbe una stonatura il palazzotto di Wright sul Canalazzo—A parte 
l’inopportunità di turbare l’equilibrio scenografico in uno dei punti più belli della città; il progetto 
dell’architetto americano, riecheggianto lo stile ‘liberty,’ appare artisticamente molto debole” [Why 
Wright’s building on the Grand Canal would be a false note—aside from the inappropriateness of 
disturbing the scenic equilibrium in one of the most beautiful areas of the city—the project of the American 
architect, echoing the Liberty style, appears very weak]. Corriere della Sera (Milan), Thursday, March 25, 
1954: 3. 
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height and width. She assured the Building Commission that the new structure would not 

obstruct the view of the Frari apse and that it was not a skyscraper. Throughout the 

polemic, these two points were often cited in the press and personal communications to 

Mayor Angelo Spanio as justifications to reject Wright’s project. Although Spanio and 

members of the city government assuredly knew otherwise, no public rebuttal was ever 

issued by the Comune di Venezia. Nor was the city actively attending to the matter. 

Savina Masieri informed Wright that his exhibiting the design in America had made city 

officials “overcautious.” Rather than cautious, it appeared that they were as offended by 

Wright’s action as the general public. City officials were unfavorably prejudiced toward 

the project and deliberately stalled on making a decision. 

 Mayor Spanio’s contempt for the project was a significant reason for its ultimate 

rejection. His views were evident in the Comune di Venezia’s lack of direct action and 

their insistence that Savina Masieri secure an agreement with the neighboring property 

owners. Although city officials cited this arrangement as a normal procedure, evoking 

this strategy alleviated them from the responsibility of issuing a definitive decision. In 

this manner, the Comune di Venezia deflected most of the responsibility for its ultimate 

decision away from itself. Regardless that Mayor Spanio assumed a noncommittal 

attitude, he publicly revealed his prejudice against Wright’s project: “Finchè resto 

sindaco io, quell’orrore non sarà mai costruito” [As long as I am mayor that horror will 

not be built].7 This statement provides conclusive evidence that Wright’s project would 

                                                           
 
7 Toni Cibotto, “Ha tolto il sonno Wright ai veneziani—La costruzione di una palazzina sul Canal Grande 
su progetto dell’architetto americano ha suscitato un’ondata di proteste che non accenna a finire” [Wright 
deprived Venetians of sleep—The construction of a palazzina on the Grand Canal planned by the American 
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not receive a fair evaluation and that city officials would reject it. The mayor’s opinion 

that Wright’s design was a “horror” revealed the close-minded “pretentious ignorance” 

the American architect battled. From a broader perspective, Mayor Spanio’s comment 

encapsulated the city’s traditional antagonism toward “enlightened” modern architecture 

in favor of the banal variants of contemporary architecture permitted to rise in Venice. 

 The failure of the Masieri Memorial represented a missed opportunity to reverse 

this trend. While Wright experienced this predisposed antagonism on this one occasion, 

Carlo Scarpa confronted such prejudice repeatedly throughout his career. In 1949, for 

example, Scarpa submitted a proposal for the expansion of the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald 

competition. His design proposal harmoniously blended the existing fabric of the Campo 

San Moisè with the ornate Baroque façade of the Chiesa di San Moisè. Scarpa’s design 

was rejected in favor of a “modernist wing…arrogantly defiant of its context and brutally 

modernist in its plainness beside the church of San Moisè.”8 The Hotel Bauer-Grünwald, 

Santa Lucia Railway Station, Hotel Danieli, and the INA Parking Garage all testify to this 

notion. The rejection of Scarpa’s design represented a defeat for the incorporation of 

Wrightian influenced modern architecture in Venice, while serving as a precursor to the 

difficulties Wright would later encounter in his own battle with Venetian officials. 

 It is impossible that Scarpa, well aware of the bureaucratic challenges, did not 

apprise Wright of these difficulties. Wright’s international reputation and his adulation in 

Italy only three years earlier might have led Scarpa to believe that Wright’s project stood 
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a better chance of receiving approval than his own commissions. After all, as Ellen 

Soroka noted, “Scarpa fought bitterly [over his interventions] with the Soprintendenza [of 

Monuments] about the interpretive rules even before Venice officially had a regulatory 

plan concerning its own restoration.”9 Only in 1962, did the city approve such a 

regulatory plan, and codified it into law in 1973, with the result that while Venice’s 

monuments were restored the city lost about a third of its population due to rising rents 

and expenses.10 

 For Wright and Scarpa, the lack of an approved regulatory program meant that an 

intelligent interpretive debate on such projects as the Masieri Memorial and the Querini-

Stampalia Library could not take place. The lack of an overall restoration plan, therefore, 

allowed city officials to arbitrarily decide the fate of any building project in the city. 

Scarpa’s involvement during the various stages of the Masieri Memorial was significant 

because he represented that group of Italian architects who empathized most with 

Wright’s dilemma because they, too, had confronted similar difficulties in advancing 

their own projects in Italy. 

 The Italian architectural community observed and commented on this ongoing 

theme in their country. The postwar years of reconstruction marked a period when Italian 

architects were offered new creative directions and opportunities, but the more talented 

and visionary architects were frequently thwarted in favor of banal modernistic designs. 

The age was characterized by a series of missed opportunities, such as Scarpa’s 
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aforementioned design for the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald and Wright’s Masieri Memorial. In 

the latter case, Giovanni Michelucci publicized the discrepancy between the adulation 

heaped on the American architect in Florence and Venice in 1951 by some of the same 

individuals who in 1954 harshly criticized his Venetian project. Michelucci questioned 

why “those judges conscientiously refute and reject Wright’s project, which without a 

doubt is one thousand times better than [the Hotel Bauer-Grünwald, the Hotel Danieli, 

and the Santa Lucia Railway Station, which] they have approved?”11 Roberto Pane 

echoed Michelucci’s view when examining the architectural changes that had occurred 

along the Grand Canal during recent decades, stating, “the Grand Canal furnishes us the 

most difficult example of tolerance of mistakes that have been committed in honor of the 

prevailing local ‘style.’”12 

 Pane’s comment underscored Venice’s de facto historic preservation policies of 

dov’era, com’era (“where it was, as it was”) and venezianità (Venetianness). Unlike 

many of the tolerated “mistakes” Pane referred to in Venice, Wright designed the Masieri 

Memorial as a sensitive reinterpretation rather than a pastiche of local architectural 

historicism. The preservation of local style received priority over the introduction of 

contemporary architecture by a foreign architect even if the interpretation resulted in a 

finer building than could have been anticipated by an average architect. Pane identified 

several mediocre examples to substantiate his case: the decorative and architectural 
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changes applied to such structures as Palazzo Franchetti, Palazzo Trigomi-Mattei, the 

Pescheria (fish market), the mosaics on Casa Salviati, a villa near the cemetery of San 

Samuele, and alterations to another casa in the local style near the vaporetto stop at San 

Angelo. Changes to these historic buildings were permitted because they did not 

“disturb” the existing environment as perceived by the majority.13 Pane asserted that 

those who have “no taste or artistic experience” accept the drastic juxtaposition of 

fourteenth-century Gothic adjacent to modern architecture. Those who do have “some 

aesthetic judgment cannot avoid feeling nauseated by these banal imitations because they 

recognize in them unmistakable vulgarity and impotence.”14 In comparison, Wright’s 

project was consistently attacked for its perceived lack of architectural harmony with 

Palazzo Balbi and Ca’ Foscari. 

 As Pane noted with disgust, Venetian city officials also contested and blocked 

well-designed modern projects they perceived to “disturb” the existing architectural 

environment. Evoking such an ambiguous term as “disturb” provided sufficient latitude 

to approve or reject any building project according to their individual taste or whim. 

Combined with the lack of an adopted city restoration plan, Venetian civic leadership was 

empowered to selectively critique Wright’s design. The Comune di Venezia’s official 

evaluation of the Masieri Memorial should have been based on three major criteria: the 

design’s aesthetics, mass, and technical/material requirements. Because of the 

antagonism toward the project as a result of their offense at Wright’s actions, city 
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officials realized they could reject the project for specific violations of the building 

regulations. For the Building Commission to determine the design as “vulgar,” 

“disharmonious,” or “ugly” would have been more difficult to justify than citing a 

violation of height restrictions. In fact, although the appearance of the building’s façade 

was a central issue in the polemic, the Building Commission steadfastly refused to judge 

its aesthetics. Their lack of courage to definitively issue a judgment on an unpopular 

project but rather to let it slip through bureaucratic loopholes set the precedent to later 

counter other renowned architects, such as Le Corbusier and Louis I. Kahn, from building 

in Venice. 

 In the postwar era, Venice’s rejection of three contemporary architectural projects 

reaffirmed the city’s commitment to its conservative traditionalism. In the decade 

following the debacle surrounding Wright’s Masieri Memorial, city officials also 

ultimately rejected Le Corbusier’s Venice Hospital project (1964)15 and Louis I. Kahn’s 

“Palazzo dei Congressi” project (1968-74).16 Each architect appeared to have learned 

from Wright’s mistakes. Their practical working relationships with city officials differed; 

both worked extremely closely with the appropriate Venetian bureaucracies and with 

greater personal contact than Wright ever did. Though, unlike Wright’s private client, the 

mayors of Venice themselves were the driving forces behind the hiring of Le Corbusier 

and Louis I. Kahn, yet their designs met the same fate as Wright’s. Each design shared 
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one similar characteristic: city officials determined that none of these projects 

harmoniously blended into Venice’s ancient architectural fabric. As Vito Chiarelli later 

explained in his warning letter to Kahn on receiving his commission, Venice has an 

innate inability to accept abstract forms embedded in its historic context.17 

 In Wright’s case, the crux of the polemic against the Masieri Memorial focused 

on the building’s façade. Despite the Comune di Venezia’s avoidance to aesthetically 

judge the design, the primary reason for the project’s rejection stemmed from the lack of 

Venetian readiness to embrace Wright’s design language. Wright anticipated this issue 

when discussing his “Sixty Years of Living Architecture” exhibit in 1951, noting “I have 

the feeling that the Italians (and other European Nations) need a little evidence that 

culture for America does not all come from Europe but can come to them from us? Going 

to be hard to convince them.”18 Years after the project’s rejection, the Italian architectural 

critic Agnoldomenico Pica stated that the Masieri Memorial “would have done no harm 

either to [Wright] or to Venice.”19 In 1954, too few people shared Pica’s opinion to 

ensure the project’s completion, or, as Wright accurately predicted, Italians were 

unconvinced that culture could come from America. 

 To simplify the issue, perhaps Wright and his supporters were exactly correct in 

their assessment that too many people do not possess the aesthetic sensibilities to judge 
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works of art. In relation to other modern buildings that were permitted to rise in Venice in 

the early 1950s, Wright’s design at least attempted to interpret the city’s architectural 

heritage. As he stated, “The problem is one for an architect knowing scientific 

construction, understanding what constitutes the true beauty of Venice in order to 

preserve what made her beautiful, as she is.” Wright’s solution envisioned a building that 

was “Venetian as Venetian can be. Not imitation but interpretation of Venice.”20 Other 

contemporary buildings lacked any unique characteristics to inextricably connect them to 

Venice. Wright endeavored to show through his scheme the necessary importance to 

design according to a particular site’s genius loci. Any of the “postwar bombings” erected 

in Venice while Wright was thwarted could have been built in many other places because 

of their bland, anonymous features. Wright’s opponents failed to discern this distinction, 

and their victory over modernism confirmed his belief that “pretentious ignorance” was 

not only a dire threat to creativity but also an enabling factor to permit the unchecked 

proliferation of bland architecture. 

 Despite all the obstacles, Wright’s supporters fought for his project. Angelo 

Masieri, Carlo Scarpa, and others at IUAV recognized in the American architect’s design 

language the opportunity to introduce his principles of organic architecture in Venice. 

Initially, Masieri’s desire for Wright to design a house resulted from his admiration for 

the Master of Taliesin and the possibility of introducing a “good” building in Venice to 

counter the “bad” postwar constructions. Masieri chose Wright, which was significant 

because the addition of a Wright-designed building along the Grand Canal would have 
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been a demonstration in the application of organic architecture in the real Venetian 

tradition, rather than a continuation of banal imitations of Venetian Gothic, Renaissance, 

or Baroque styles in the city. The commemoration of Masieri’s life and love of 

architecture became the justification to stem Venice’s gradual loss of identity through 

modern, anonymous buildings that mocked the city’s unique traditions and heritage. 

 Wright and his supporters fought to combat the poorly planned urban changes to 

Venice, changes which were fueled by an attendant prioritization of the city’s tourism 

industry. Indeed, Wright perceived the controversy surrounding his building as one 

between “enlightened Venetians” and “tourists.” Moreover, as the Italian architect Carlo 

Pagani noted in 1955, Italy’s reconstruction had been undermined by “the incompetence, 

the inexperience and the incapacity of official bureaucracy.”21 Pagani correctly identified 

several of the challenges Wright encountered and cited additional obstacles confronting 

the Italian architectural community which was “hindered by speculative planning, by 

ignorance of the public, by traditional rhetorical forms, by the bad taste which still exists, 

but especially by a new class of constructors: the formal modernists who with their bad 

workmanship create misunderstanding and confusion.”22 Wright’s design would have 

been instrumental in slowing this trend and helping to establish a new precedent 

favorable toward talented visionaries. After all, the “formal modernists” had already set 

the standard for acceptable projects in Venice, and Wright’s supporters found in his 

design the opportunity to challenge that postwar architectural reality. Bruno Zevi echoed 
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Wright’s lofty aspirations for architecture when he commented on his country’s 

reconstruction: “We must examine all the foolish deeds of our life; we have to build a 

new house, a better town, a dwelling for mankind. I am sure that there is still hope.”23 

 The opportunity to fight for the introduction of an acknowledged master’s design 

language on the Grand Canal was exactly the sort of battle necessary to strengthen 

organic architecture’s legitimacy in Italy. The struggle over the Masieri Memorial 

mirrored the nation’s political battleground. The lingering vestiges of fascism, coupled 

with the country’s socialist and communist heritage, challenged Italian democracy, and 

the political climate resounded in the architectural community. Italian Rationalism had 

not been entirely rooted out of the schools of architecture after the collapse of fascism, 

but IUAV embraced the theories of such modern masters as Wright, Alvar Aalto, and Le 

Corbusier, which distinguished that university from its counterparts. Consequently, 

Wright’s project was a battle between Rationalism and Organic Architecture, and in the 

larger context the debate was a matter of intranational cultural territoriality, which for 

many Italians was an arena denied to foreigners, especially Americans. Wright’s 

supporters rallied behind the project for many reasons, and although they were 

unsuccessful in achieving their goal their efforts were courageous and steadfast. 

 The Masieri Memorial’s rejection ended Wright’s only opportunity to build 

anywhere in Europe, although the American architect’s impact in Europe was deep. 

Consequently, “Wright’s role as a foreign influence on European modern architecture 

evolved into a mythology that portrayed him as the American mentor of young European 
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architects of the Modern Movement.”24 His role as a mentor, although significant, may 

have been strengthened had he been able to apply his talents in Venice for “espous[ing] 

an organicism in which nature and geometry provide mass, proportion, and a system of 

ornament, allowing unity in diversity.”25 This unrealized aspect of Wright’s career 

underscores the significance of his unexecuted Venetian project. 

 Perhaps in the final analysis, Wright’s design deserves attention because the 

Masieri Memorial represents a clear, visual example of a potential European variant of 

organic architecture with much to offer to the development of architecture in the latter 

twentieth century. Wright’s Venetian project, however, represents yet another example of 

unexecuted, but creative, works by architects who have been denied from building not 

only in Venice, but throughout the world. 

 The instructional value of the Masieri Memorial stems from the project’s place in 

the larger scheme of Venice’s historical tendency to contest architectural changes. In the 

1950s, the Venetian “conservationist culture…played a key role in determining the split 

between planning and restoration, between invention and conservation.”26 Although 

Venice’s resistance to modernism has declined since the 1980s, Wright’s frustrated effort 

to introduce his design language on the Grand Canal has helped create a more favorable 

environment for other contemporary foreign architects who are now exploring new 

                                                                                                                                                                             
23 Ibid., 24. 
 
24 Anthony Alofsin, Frank Lloyd Wright—The Lost Years, 1910-1922: A Study of Influence (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1993), 79. 
 
25 Ibid., 116. 
 
26 “Eventi dell’architettura 1945-1955” [Architectural events 1945-1955]. Architettura 39, no. 10 (October 
1993): 713. 
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design possibilities in this unique medieval city. However, the recent exact replication of 

La Fenice, Venice’s historic opera house, following its total destruction by fire in 1996, 

indicates the old philosophy of contesting modernism is alive and well.27 

 Perhaps, for this reason, Angelo Masieri, the tragic hero with the forward-thinking 

idea, should finally receive greater tribute. He must have known what he was getting into 

commissioning Frank Lloyd Wright, and thus fully prepared to do battle on behalf of a 

twentieth-century Venice and living architecture. Unfortunately, such goals were 

unachievable beyond the grave. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
27 Plant, Venice: Fragile City, 238. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 Transcriptions of the author’s permission request letters and the subsequent 

responses are included below. 

Permission Letter to Thames and Hudson, Inc., November 16, 2004 

Thames and Hudson, Inc. 
Permissions Editor 
500 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10110 
 
Dear Permissions Editor: 
 
Please find enclosed a photocopy of page 49 from Bernard Berenson, The Passionate 
Sighteer: From the Diaries, 1947 to 1956 (New York: Simon and Schuster and Harry N. 
Abrams, 1960). I am seeking permission to reproduce images 28 and 29 in the 
dissertation I am currently writing. These images bear the captions “Campo San Moisè, 
Venice, as it was” and “Campo San Moisè, Venice, as it is,” respectively. 
 
I am a doctoral candidate at Texas Tech University in the College of Architecture’s 
interdisciplinary Land-use Planning, Management, and Design program, scheduled to 
graduate in May 2005. My area of specialization is historic preservation, and the title of 
the dissertation is “Frank Lloyd Wright, Ernest Hemingway, and the Masieri Memorial 
Debate.” The events outlined in several of the dissertation chapters occurred fifty years 
ago in Venice, Italy. The above images would be useful illustrations to include in the 
chapter discussing the architectural alterations in Venice after the Second World War. 
 
Therefore, I am requesting your permission to reproduce these images for a one-time use. 
According to the information on the copyright page, Thames and Hudson Ltd. reserve the 
copyright “in respect of the pictorial arrangement.” Also, Osvaldo Böhm of Venice is 
cited as the photographic source for Image 29, and the Direzione Civici Musei of Venice 
for Image 28. Please inform me whether the Press will be able to grant this request. In the 
meantime, I thank you for your consideration of this request and await your response. 
 
Sincerely, 
Troy Ainsworth 
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Email response from Naomi Pritchard, Picture Permissions, Thames and Hudson, Ltd., 
December 8, 2004 
 
Dear Mr. Ainsworth, 
 
Your letter of 16 November to our New York office has been forwarded to me in 
London. 
 
We are pleased for you to reproduce plates 28 and 29 in your doctoral dissertation for the 
College of Architecture at Texas Tech University, provided these photographs appear in 
your dissertation only and are not for publication in any form whatsoever. 
 
Should publication of your thesis be anticipated you will need to contact the sources you 
cite for permission to publish. We have the following contact details: 
 
Osvaldo Böhm Fotografo Editore 
San Moisè 1349-50 
30124 Venice 
Italy 
 
With best wishes for your dissertation, 
 
Naomi Pritchard 
Picture Permissions 
 
Permission Request to Dover Publications, sent via email November 17, 2004 
 
November 17, 2004 
10:14 AM 
 
Dear Permissions Editor: 
 
I would like to request permission to reproduce three images from Canaletto, Views of 
Venice (New York: Dover Publications, 1971). The book’s ISBN is 0-486-22705-7. The 
images are listed below: 
 
Part One / No. II: Grand Canal: looking South from the Palazzi Foscari and Moro-Lin to 
Sta. Maria della Carita (page 19) 
Part One / No. XIII: A Regatta on the Grand Canal (page 41) 
Part Two / No. 9: Grand Canal: looking South-West from the Palazzo Grimani to the 
Palazzo Foscari (page 61) 
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I am a doctoral candidate in the Land-use Planning, Management, and Design 
interdisciplinary program in the College of Architecture at Texas Tech University. 
Currently, I am writing my dissertation, “Frank Lloyd Wright, Ernest Hemingway, and 
the Masieri Memorial Debate.” The events occurred in Venice fifty years ago, and during 
the polemic Italian critics of Wright’s design for a building on the Grand Canal evoked 
the artistic heritage of Canaletto. Hence the reason I am seeking permission to include 
several of his images in one of the dissertation chapters. 
 
I would like to secure permission to include these three images in the dissertation as a 
one-time use. Acknowledgement will of course be cited to the Press. 
 
I thank you in advance for your consideration of this request and look forward to hearing 
from you soon. 
 
Sincerely, 
Troy Ainsworth 
 
Email Response from Terri Torretto, Rights and Permissions Department, November 29, 
2004 
 
Dear Mr. Ainsworth: 
 
Dover hereby grants you permission to use these three images with credit for this ONE 
TIME USE only. 
 
Good luck with the dissertation. 
 
Terri Torretto 
Rights and Permissions Department 
Dover Publications 
 
Subsequent Permissions Request to Dover Publications, November 30, 2004 
 
November 30, 2004 
10:00 AM 
 
Dear Ms. Torretto, 
 
Thank you for the response and permission to use the three images listed below. I also 
requested in a subsequent email permission to include the map of Venice located at the 
front of the same book. Do you have any information on the status of that request? Please 
let me know at your convenience. Once again, thank you for your cooperation. 
 
Sincerely, Troy Ainsworth 
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Email Response from Terri Torretto, Rights and Permissions Department, December 1, 
2004 
 
Dear Mr. Ainsworth: 
 
We’ll also approve the use of the map—again for this one time use ONLY. 
 
Terri Torretto 
Rights and Permission Department 
Dover Publications 
 
Permission Request to The Architectural Review, London, February 11, 2005 
 
February 11, 2005 
5:04 AM CST 
 
Dear Ms. Jackson, 
 
I am writing you with a question pertaining to permission requests. My name is Troy 
Ainsworth, and I am a doctoral candidate in the College of Architecture at Texas Tech 
University. I am currently writing my dissertation on Frank Lloyd Wright’s unexecuted 
Masieri Memorial (1953), which he designed to stand in Venice but an enormous 
international controversy caused the project to remain within the realm of ideas. 
 
In the May 1971 (Vol. 149) issue of The Architectural Review, there are several images I 
would like to ask permission to use on a one-time basis. These images are: 
 
1) aerial view of the Grand Canal at “in volta di Canal” (p. 296) 
2) Casa Masieri, circa 1970-71 (p. 317) 
3) the three floor plans of the Masieri Memorial (p. 318) 
 
Please notify me whether this request is acceptable. I would like to thank you for you’re 
your attention to this request and I look forward to reading your response. 
 
Sincerely, 
Troy Ainsworth 
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Email Response from Lynne Jackson, The Architectural Review, March 23, 2005 
 
Dear Troy Ainsworth, 
 
Sorry, I think I’ve missed your deadline, but I hope I might just be in time. I’m sure it is 
OK for you to use these three images, as long as you acknowledge the source. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Lynne Jackson 
Editorial Co-ordinator 
The Architectural Review 
151 Rosebery Avenue 
London EC1R 4GB 
 
Permission Request to the Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, February 19, 2005 
 
Margo Stipe, Registrar 
Frank Lloyd Wright Archives 
Taliesin West 
P.O. Box 4430 
Scottsdale, AZ 85261-4430 
 
Dear Ms. Stipe, 
 
Several months ago, I had contacted the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation regarding the 
use of several images to include in my dissertation. My project focuses on Mr. Wright’s 
projected Masieri Memorial (1953), and I am a doctoral candidate in the College of 
Architecture at Texas Tech University. I am seeking a one-time use only for the 
following images, which appear in the listed publications: 
 
Anthony Alofsin, ed., Frank Lloyd Wright: Europe and Beyond (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999). 
Figure 4.8: Bruno Zevi and Wright, Venice, 1951 (p.72) 
Figure 4.9: Carlo Scarpa, Wright, and students, Venice, 1951 (p. 73) 
Figure 4.10: Perspective, Masieri Memorial project, Venice, 1952 (p. 74) 
Figure 5.5: Site plan and elevation, Masieri Memorial project, Venice, 1952 (p. 90) 
Figure 5.6: Elevation, Masieri Memorial, Venice, 1952 (p. 91) 
 
Neil Levine, The Architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1996). 
Figure 135: Millard House, Pasadena (p. 155) 
Figure 138: Millard House perspective (p. 158) 
Figure 354: Bramson Dress Shop project, c. early 1954 (p. 375) 
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Figure 361: Masieri Memorial project. First scheme, 1953 (p. 377) 
Figure 362: Perspective, Masieri Memorial (p. 377) 
Figure 363: Masieri Memorial project. Preliminary sketch of façade (p. 378) 
Figure 365: Masieri Memorial. Revised design, 1954 (p. 381) 
 
Arthur Drexler, The Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright (New York: Horizon Press, 1962). 
Figure 125: Elizabeth Noble Apartment House project, Los Angeles, 1929 
 
The Works of Frank Lloyd Wright: The Life-Work of the American Architect (New York: 
Horizon Press, 1965). 
Merchandising Building project, Los Angeles, 1922 (p. 94) 
Millard House, Pasadena, 1923-24 (p. 95) 
 
Robert L. Sweeney, Wright in Hollywood: Visions of a New Architecture (New York: 
Architectural History Foundation; Cambridge: MIT Press, 1994). 
Image 56: Charles P. Lowes House project, Eagle Rock, California, 1922 (p. 56) 
 
The above images are requested for use due to their significance as visual evidence in the 
dissertation, and I request their use on a one-time basis. I thank you for your attention to 
this request and look forward to reading your response. 
 
Sincerely 
Troy Ainsworth 
 
 
Response from the Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, March 8, 2005 
 
Date: March 8, 2005 
 
Contract-invoice with: Troy Ainsworth hereinafter called “Applicant” for access to and 
provision of the following image(s) in the collection of The Frank Lloyd Wright 
Archives: See attached list. 
 
1) Permission is given to applicant to reproduce photocopies of images on list in 
dissertation. 
 
2) Reproduction is limited to above dissertation (unpublished) unless otherwise agreed to 
by the FLLW Archives. Electronic Rights are specifically excluded. 
 
3) Reproduction may not be altered in any way without the agreement of the FLLW 
Archives. 
 
4) Full documentation and copyright credit must appear adjacent to the reproduction or at 
point of credit: Drawings of Frank Lloyd Wright are Copyright © 2005 The Frank Lloyd 
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Wright Foundation. In the case of photographs: Courtesy The Frank Lloyd Wright 
Archives, Scottsdale, AZ. Failure to include the proper copyright information will result 
in a penalty equal to 50% of the reproduction fees. 
 
5) Photographic material may not be reused or reassigned to other publishers without 
written permission of the FLLW Archives. 
 
6) One copy of the dissertation in which these reproductions appear must be furnished to 
The Frank Lloyd Wright Archives upon publication. 
 
7) Applicant shall pay all expenses incurred in photographing the above image(s) as 
specified below. 
 
8) This contract shall not be construed as a grant of exclusive rights for reproduction of 
any image(s) specified herein. 
 
9) Permission will be considered granted when payment has been received and a signed 
copy of this contract is returned to The Frank Lloyd Wright Archives. 
 
Reproduction Fee Waived 
 
Please return a signed copy of this contract to the attention of Margo Stipe. 
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